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The new Alesis ADAT XT20 is a 20 Bit Digital Audio

recorder offering a new standard in audio quality while

remaining completely compatible with the huge

foundation of over 100,000 ADATs in use worldwide.

Using ADAT Type II, the only modular digital multi-

track recording format that writes 20 bits to tape, the

XT20 raises the standard of sonic excellence that ADAT

recorders have established since their introduction in MZC)
1991. Rather than just a 25% increase, the jump from

16 -bit to 20 -bit recording provides audio quality that's

sixteen times more detailed than the 16 -bit sound of

compact discs, resulting in a wider dynamic range and

lower quantisation noise. This, coupled with high

quality A -to -D and D -to -A convertors and the lack of

any form of data compression gives unparalleled sonic

quality.
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ALFsis When Sound Quality Matters

For a free brochure on the new ADAT Type II range please call
Sound Technology on 01462 480000
Sound Technology plc, Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire. SG6 1ND Fax:

TYPE II
XT20: 24 -bit x128 times Al, oversampling
A/D convertors and 20 -bit x128 times Al,
oversampling D/A convertors (44.1 and 48kHz
sampling rate operation), 24 -bit ADAT Optical
input capability, 20 -bit data onto tape.

01462 480800 wwW.soundtech.co.uk



EDITORIAL

CHOMPING AT THE BITS
"Your breasts feel strange," says Steve
Martin to his scatty Santa Monican
girlfriend in the movie LA Story. "That's
because they're real," she replies.

That's kind of how I felt at the recent
NAMM convention in Los Angeles (see full
story on page 16). Not because of the
presence of naturally -endowed Californian
ladies - far from it. In fact, there was more
silicon modelled by the ubiquitous PR girls
than there was in chip form inside all the hi -
tech goodies on display. No, it was the fact
that virtually all of the products on display
were fully -working units, not empty boxes
with mocked -up panels. We've come to
accept prototype boxes over the years as a
necessary evil at trade shows, but lately the
speed of development of new products has
resulted in more finished kit appearing at
the shows. Anyone showing a new model
too early can end up with egg on their face,
since by the time the unit has got into
production its technology may already
be outdated.

Another thing that struck me at the show
was the issue of bits and sampling rates.
The new Alesis XT -20 (see exclusive review
on page 30) makes great play of being 20 -
bit, but how many musicians and project
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The Mix is the essential accessory for the
recording studio. Our equipment reviews,
written by working producers and engineers,
give you an impartial opinion of the latest
studio and recording gear, and our
interviews get to the heart of the current
techniques and issues in the recording
industry.

The Mix CD helps you produce better
music, by providing studio -quality samples
and MIDI files, demos of the latest software
and hardware, and audio tutorials
demonstrating contemporary recording
techniques.
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studio owners know what benefits increased
bit depth can bring to their recordings? And
is everyone playing by the same rules?
When a manufacturer says their machine is
20 -bit, does that mean 20 -bit processing,
20 -bit converters or 20 -bit to tape? Or
all three?

Wasn't it just a few years ago that hi-fi
companies were telling us that 44.1kHz, 16 -
bit 'CD quality' was the last word in fidelity?
Well in hindsight they were wrong, but what
really is the last word in fidelity? How far do

we have to go to get 'perfect' recordings?
And it's not just bit depth either: we've had
96kHz DATs for a while now, but some
engineers are starting to record at 192kHz.
How does this affect the sound, and is it
more important than the number of bits?
Obviously there are cost/performance
considerations, too, particularly for the
smaller studio, but is there a compromise
that suits both ear and wallet?

All these questions and more will be
answered in the next issue of The Mix,
where we ask industry experts what the real
state of play is regarding bit depths and
sampling rates. Clearly this is an issue that
is going to run and run, and we want you to
know the facts before you buy into a
particular digital system.

In the meantime, check out what 20 -bit
does for the new ADAT in Bob Dormon's
exclusive review. Now he's a man that
knows all about silicon...

.ert_A-r

Chris Kempster, Editor

CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS ISSUE
MATT
ROBERTS
An Internet expert
and former team
member on our
sister mag Future

Music, Matt can remember
marvelling when Tascam released
their first Portastudio. Of course,
the simple solution was never
enough to keep him happy, and
these days he's waiting for a 24 -
track recorder, automated mixer,
effects unit and CD burner to be
combined in one unit, which -
based on the current rate of
progress - means he shouldn't be
waiting long.

RONAN
`RONALD'
MACDONALD
is the editor of
Rhythm, 'the
greatest

magazine in the world with
drums in it'. When he's not
Playing Quake on the Internet or
cooking up some furious beats
with Rebirth, Ronan can be found
in the nearest pub preventing
anyone from leaving until he says
so. He also has a regular column
in The Band, and has a special
gift for bashing out live drum &
bass breaks in his front parlour.

NORMAN
FAY
A new contributor
to The Mix,
Norman could, if
we're being

impolite, be called a cynical old
hippy. Let's not be too impolite
though, because despite playing
instrumental progressive rock -
yes, you read that right - for the
past ten years (and with about
the amount of success one might
deserve to have playing prog rock
in the '90s), he still loves playing,
hearing, and recording all kinds
of music. He also does a mean
David Seaman impression.
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TOP GEAR

The new Alesis ADAT XT20 doesn't look too much
different from its groundbreaking predecessors,
but underneath that familiar casing is a 20 -bit
8 -track recorder. Is it a radical improvement?
Find out in our exclusive review on page 30...

Alesis XT20 (£2,299)
Digital audio recorder
Reviewed on page 30

4  The Mix May 1998
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CD CONTEN
STUDIO SERIES

Guitars aplenty for your sampling

SAMPLE CD
pleasure this month, along with the

usual helping of gear demos,
exclusive tracks and software

J
PLEASE READ BEFORE USING THE SAMPLES ON THIS CD
Samples on this CD marked * are not licensed for commercial use. However, by purchasing the Zero -G products from which they
are taken, the purchaser is automatically granted a license to use the samples commercially within a musical composition.

About the Studio Series CD
Every month, the Studio Series CD brings you
a selection of top-quality samples that you
can collect to build your own sample library.
Each CD is themed, with one instrument/
sound -type featured at a time, and using the
colour coding system (right) you'll be able to
locate samples quickly and easily.

MIDI files and synth sounds on the CD
also follow the theme - this way you have
instant production tools at your disposal.
Need a drum track? Just go to the correct
CD, load up the samples and corresponding
MIDI files, and you're away...

BRASS/WOODWIND

VOCALS

DRUMS/PERCUSSION

ORCHESTRAL

FX/AMBIENT

SYNTHS/KEYS
GUITAR BASS

SAMPLES
10 *Guitar Odyssey

(Zero -G)

(i) Jazzy, Cminor,
9OBPM
(ii) Funky, A, 100BPM
(iii) Bluesy lick, C, 110BPM
(iv) Wah Rhythm, Bflat, 120BPM
(v) Stereo Wah, Cminor, 120BPM
This Zero -G CD can be purchased
from Time+Space, PO Box 4,
Okehampton, Devon, EX20 2YL. Tel:
01837 841100 Fax: 01837 840080
Email: sales@timespace.com. See
full review on page 70 of The Mix.

Frank Gambale Song
Starters
(Voice Crystal)

An abundence of jazz loops and
chords, courtesy of this
Aussie jazzer
(i) E Minor 7
(ii) E Major 7
(iii) E 9
(iv) E7#9
(v) E Minor 7 flat 5
(vi) E diminished
(vii) E 11
(viii) E 13

(ix) E min11
(x) E 7 flat 9
CD available from Sounds OK, 10
Frimley Grove Gardens, Frimley,
Camberley, Surrey GU16 5JX Tel:
01276 682313 Fax: 01276 682717

2
Liquid Guitar
(Voice Crystal)
Multiple styles

provided by some of the finest
guitarists in their field

(i) National Slide, riff, G, 103BPM
(ii) Electric Slide, riff, G, 103BPM
(iii) Electric Slide, riff, E, 116BPM
(iv) Pedal Steel chord, D
(v) Pedal Steel chord, A
(vi) Pedal Steel pattern, D
(vii) Electric Slide, rhythmic lick,
D -C -A

(viii) Wah-Wah lick, C
(ix) Hawaiian Slide, dive to C
CD available from Sounds OK, 10
Frimley Grove Gardens, Frimley,
Camberley, Surrey GU16 5JX Tel:
01276 682313 Fax: 01276 682717

13-22
Exclusive samples from the
world famous Steve Levine Pro
Series sample CDs - only in
The Mix

Steve Levine Taylor acoustic
13. A selection of 9 chords
14. Harmonics from each string,
then all together
15. Open strings and a few others

Steve Levine clean Strats
16. Assorted chords
17. Single notes

Steve Levine distorted Strat
18. Riffs, chords and notes

Stevt r..6wiiie electric sitar
19. As the name suggests

Steve Levine Les Paul
20. A selection of dirty, gritty riffs
and notes

Steve Levine mandolin
21. Open strings track
22. Mandolin chords

GUITAR FX
The following loops (recorded by
Simon Young) have been pre -
looped, and will loop seamlessly
once truncated. Most are around
the ten -second mark, but one or
two are longer, so anyone with
hard -disk recorders would be
advised to load the samples there,
rather than on a sampler, to create
instant ambient backing tracks.

2 121 181/7 ps(i) 2 loop, 75BPM,
G(ii) 12/8 loop,

75BPM, E
(iii) 12/8 loop, 75BPM, E
(iv) 12/8 loop, 135BPM, C#
(v) 12/8 loop, 135BPM, C#
(vi) 12/8 loop, 135BPM, C#

Delayed loops 1
(i) Delayed loop,
83BPM, A

(ii) Delayed loop, 100BPM, D
(iii) Delayed loop, 89BPM, G
(iv) Delayed loop, 100BPM, A
(v) Delayed loop, 120BPM, A
(vi) Delayed loop, 120BPM, C#

2
Delayed loops 2
(i) Delayed loop,
120BPM, D

(ii) Delayed loop, 125BPM,
(iii) Delayed loop, 133BPM, G#
(iv) Delayed loop, 133BPM, C#
(v) Delayed loop, 149BPM, G
(vi) Delayed loop, 150BPM, A

Guitar synth loops 1
(i) Guitar synth loop,
90BPM, A#

(ii) Guitar synth loop, 101BPM, A
(iii) Guitar synth loop, 101BPM, A
(iv) Guitar synth loop, 100BPM, D#
(v) Guitar synth loop, 101BPM, E
(vi) Guitar synth loop,101BPM, G

Guitar synth loops 2
(i) Guitar synth loop,
101BPM, B

(ii) Guitar synth loop, 101BPM, A
(iii) Guitar synth loop, 120BPM, G#

Thanks to Time+Space, Voice Crystal, Steve Levine, and Simon Young for their contributions to this CD
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VOL 5: Guitars
(iv) Guitar synth loop,
133BPM, G
(v) Guitar synth loop,
133BPM, A#
(vi) Guitar synth loop,
134BPM, A

2 Pitch shift FX loops
(i) Pitch shift loop,
80BPM, B

(ii) Pitch shift loop, 94BPM, D#
(iii) Pitch shift loop,
120BPM, F#
(iv) Pitch shift loop,
150BPM, D
(v) Pitch shift fx texture, A
(vi) Pitch shift fx texture, B
(vii) Pitch shift fx texture, F
(viii) Pitch shift fx
texture, E
(ix) Pitch shift fx
texture, E
(x) Pitch shift fx
texture, F# (xi) Pitch
shift fx texture, G#

aa a 
a REGULARS

Commercial Track
Rob Playford/EZ
Rollers: 'Tough At

--L The Top'
(Timecode Remix)
Exclusive remix of this
classic track

SOFTWARE
Every month we aim to bring you a great
selection of music software: shareware,
demos of music applications and fully -working
programs you can use.

PC SECTION

hdx_demo
Three fully -functional effects from Arboretum's Hyperprism DX

Friends
Imaginary Friends -a Koan album with vocals for the AWE sound
cards

.WAV samples
A collection of guitar sounds ready for you to use on your PC

ATARI SECTION

Egale
Binary editor to surgically alter header data on your samples

IFF samples
A collection of guitar samples ready to use on your Atari

VIAC SECTION

free_mmp
Two free Adobe Premier -compatible plug -ins from those nice
people at Arboretum.

rMINt. See page 10 for a full listing
ail the programs on our mega special

software CD.

Demo of the Month

3
Reverbathon: 'Mush'
Electronica
intertwined with

jazzy elements, and some
surprising quirks

Gear Demos
Paul Kodish
'Dangerous
Drums' MIDI files

The man behind the
Prodigy's 'Firestarter'
and 'Breathe' can now
be MIDI'd into your own
tracks with results like
these

Korg SG Rack piano module
Chris Kempster has a twiddle with Korg's latest offering

0

S( R
NON

DIY TR-606 PROJECT
Follow the instructions on page 104,
and your 606 should sound something

like this... 6 Modified Low Tom, house style
Modified Bass Drum and Snare, drum&bass style
Modified Bass Drum and Snare, hip hop style
Swept Bass Drum and Snare with tuning

6-9
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FREE CD-ROM CONTENTS

SOFTWARE
BONANZA!
We said it was big, and we weren't joking! Over 500 programs
for Mac, PC and Atari, including virtually every type of music
application imaginable. So here it is -a complete listing of the
contents on your free CD-ROM...

PC SOFTWARE

CD Rippers
atainfi3 Finds drive parameters, use to check

digital audio capabilities of CD ROM drive.

cdcopy CD Copy V3.8o3 - write audio -tracks

from CD to disk.

cdw9521Z CD Worx Version 2.21.0046 for

Windows 95. Reads CD digital audio tracks and

save them as Wave files.

Dido4. Digital In Digital Out. Audio CD data

extraction.

readcda2. READCDA v2.0 CD-ROM audio data

extraction, particularly for Panasonic (CR-562B,

Creative Labs 2x) drives.

wdac133. Digital Audio Copy for Win32 V1.33.

Composition
alcompii: Aleatoric Composer. Creates music

using random and conditional probabilities.

anyspd: Any Speed version Li for Windows 95,

Windows NT 4.o helps measure the real

transfer speed between the Internet provider
and your computer.
Artsng23. Art Song v2.3, a novel algorithmic

music composition program.

Bbw7demo. Band -In -A -Box V7 Demo.

beatrock. Beat 200o. Create and mix your

favourite music on your PC.

composa. Composa v1.06 generates songs by

letting you specify various parameters for
harmony, bass, melody, chords and rhythm

sections.

Fmusio. Fractal Music, composes music based

on fractals.

frctmus2. FractMus 2.0 creates

Fractal/Algorithmic music using mathematical

algorithms from chaotic dynamics, fractals, and

number -theory.

impvzl3o. Improvise 1.3 composes algorithmic

MIDI music in real time, on up to sixteen
channels.

katorzer. KaTorZer v1.41 uses mathematical

functions to generate music which is output via
MIDI.

mandel. A collection of MIDI files composed

with the aid of fractals.

master.exe. MAS - Music Analysis System.

melody. Melody Assistant is software for

computer -assisted tune writing and
composition.

midftz21. MidiFitz 2.1, a real-time MIDI

accompaniment program.

motone.exe. Mostly Tonal, a music generation
program.

Musiclab. MusicLab I v3 was developed to help
you explore music composition using chaotic

function attractors.

musinum2b5. MusiNum 2.0 beta 5 generates
music from numbers.

prime. Aesthetics of the Prime Numbers

Sequence by Nada Brahma. A .htm document

explaining the methods used plus two MIDI
files.

wtf30. The Well -Tempered Fractal v3.0.

Digital Audio
3daudll: 3D -Audio. Creates high quality 3D
spatial audio.

Acmao11: Audio Compression Manager Add -On

1.1 converts audio data to other audio formats.
audiv3e: Quartz Audio PRO, mixing software.

awave44: Awave for Windows 95 or 98 or

Windows NT 3.51, 4.0 or 5.0 or Windows 3.1

with Win32 1.3. Audio file format converter, an

audio editor, an audio player, and, last but not
least, as a wavetable synthesiser instrument

format converter and editor.

cylxv104. The Cylonix Vocoder v1.04

implements a filter bank channel vocoder with

18 channels.

dithdemo. Dither demo. A collection of files
which illustrate the effects of dithering.

djm210. DJ Master 98 is a digital audio player
for Windows 95.

echoreporter.exe. Echo Reporter tests your

hard disks for their ability to read and write
digital audio data.

emastr100. EffectsMaster V1.0 adds effects
like graphic equalizer, dynamic compression,

non-linear distortion, filter modulation, envelope

filter, chorus, reverb, delay to an audio signal.

epp10. Effects Processor Pro v1.0, a real-time

audio effects processor for Win 95.

fx15. FX v1.5, a digital sound effects
processor.

gwave324. GoldWave v3.04, a very well -

featured sound editor, player, recorder, and

converter for Windows.

melos. Melos analyses sound that you present
to it using a microphone (voice or instrument)

or by opening a monophonic WAV file. It

immediately shows the information as musical

score and you can save the notes as a MIDI
file.

multq102. Muftiquence is a multitrack digital
audio processor with unique multimedia
extensions.

ntrack20. N -Track v2, a powerful multitrack

recorder.

pareq20. Parametric Equaliser Pro v2.0, a

shareware real-time parametric equalizer for
Win 95 or Win NT.

perfmchk. Steinberg's Cubasis Audio

Performance Checker.

SAW32Demo_23.exe. SAW32 Demo v2.3. SAW

is an acronym for Software Audio Workshop,

the third generation of digital hard disk editing
software.

sl2ldemo. Sound Laundry 2.1 is a real-time
audio restoration tool, which allows you to

HOW TO USE THE CD-ROM
The contents of the CD-ROM are listed with the filename first, followed by a brief description. Most

programs also have a ReadMe file attached. All programs are compressed, and we've included
Stuffit Expander for expanding the Mac files, and WinZip for expanding the PC and Atari software. An
queries should be addressed to the software makers, rather than to The Mix.
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SOFTWARE BONANZA!  FREE CD-ROM CONTENTS

"wash" your old vinyl (or even shellac) records

and tape recordings in real time.

spikey. Contains a simple 8 bit WAV file which

can be loaded into any sound sample editor to

reveal something about the editor's accuracy

(or lack thereof).

ssdem-e. Samplitude Studio v4.0 demo, a

comprehensive digital multi -track recorder with

many features, written in Native 32 bit code for

use under Windows 95 and Windows NT.

3ynctest. Sync test Program for Cubasis.

wavesurg. WaveSurgeon v2.0 automatically

finds individual segments and loop points

within a sample which makes it particularly

suitable for drum samples, but it may be used
to break apart anything (including vocals).

waveton. Wave To Note version 1.1. Calculates

the pitch of a given WAV-file.

wavmakerl6 and wavmaker32. 16 -bit and 32 -

bit versions of WavMaker v3.2 for Windows.

Converts a Standard MIDI file to Wave format.

waysng24. WaveSong v2.4, a nature -sound

generator program for Windows 95 or NT4.0.

Editors/Librarians
01wse32. 01/W SoundEditor 32.
AN1xEdit.exe. Definitive editor for Yamaha's

AN1x synthesiser.

cm. CanvasMan is the Windows editor/librarian

for Roland's Sound Canvas line of GS

synthesisers (SC -55, SC-55mkII, SCC-1, SC -

155, JV-30 and many others.

dw8000. Windows -based editor/librarian for the

Korg DW-8000 synthesiser. It should also work

with the rack -mount EX -8000.

epsIn20b.exe. Epsilon is a remote wavesample

editor for the Ensoniq EPS 16+ Digital Sampling

Workstation, but it also works with the Ensoniq

ASR -10.

esca_syx. A collection of patches for the EQS1.

fr1_100. FreeLoader 1.0, a shareware utility

used to play sysex files, MIDIX files, and

standard MIDI files into MIDI devices.

glib4. The Glib v4 archive includes a pre -

compiled executable with support for the

TX81Z, DW8000, and Microwave.

gr30e100. The GR-30 Editor for Roland's GR-30

guitar synthesiser.

gsp110. GS -Panel, an easy -to -use control panel

for Roland GS compatible devices.
JunoEdit. Juno Editor For Windows 95/NT v

2.01.
ks32edit. KS editor 0.1a, a sysex-utility for the

KS32

m3r211fu. M3RLibEd, a comprehensive
application for the Korg M3R.

mc303. The MC -303 Controller for Windows

controls a Roland MC -303 Groove Box through

MIDI.

midiedit. MIDI EDITOR v1.2 - The Universal MIDI

Device Manager - for Windows 3.x and Windows

95.

midlib02. Midi Sysex Librarian v0.1 beta,

currently supports the Yamaha DX7, Kawai K1,

Roland D110 and Ensoniq Mirage.

mxed1_03. MatrixEd patch editor for the

Oberheim Matrix 1000.

noizedmo. NoiZe editors for Windows Demo

Version D2.0.

Pl_gmidi.mid.The Ultimate Proteus General

Midi Bank, designed for a Proteus/1XR with the

Invision Upgrade installed.

Polyphon. Polyphony v1.0, a configuration

manager for the Proteus class products.

QSedit32. QS SoundEditor 32 for Alesis QS

instruments.

Quad121. Quadraverb Patcher Version 1.21 to

control the Alesis Quadraverb series and give

easy access to their features.
Rich_p3.mid. Rich's Eclectic Collection - 64 for

the Proteus/3.
Rich_vfx. A bank of sounds for the Ensoniq VFX.

richs_ws. An XoR Unisyn Bank for the

Wavestation SR.

sbr_120. Alesis Sound Bridge v1.2, a Windows

utility that compiles custom samples, program

banks and sequences into the QuadraSynth

Voice format, and downloads them to an Alesis-

compatible PCMCIA Sound Card.

sdlib102. SoundLib v1.01, a synthesiser
librarian for Windows with support for more

than 17 synths.
SElnstall2lf.exe. Sounds Exclusive v2.1 allows

your computer to generate and manage

messages that control the special features of

your MIDI -compatible equipment.

Sprc. The SP Remote Control, a fully functional

"virtual control panel" for the Peavey DPM-SP

range of Sample Playback Synthesisers.

studio drivers. Around 240 Cubase Studio
Module drivers for instruments from over 30

companies.

sysex95. SysEx Manager 95 receives, saves,

and sends out general System Exclusive

messages and data.
trinitypcg11win95. Trinity PCG 1.1, a Windows

95 compatible librarian for the Korg Trinity.

vbsyx24f.VBSYX v2.4, a SYSEX Decoder for

Roland/Yamaha instruments. It supports all

Roland/Yamaha GS/XG modules and

automatically converts GS SYSEX to XG.

vectorp2. The Vector Plus Orchestral Bank for

the Proteus 2.
WaveSt32.. WaveStation SoundEditor 32 for the

Korg WaveStation.

winsds. WinSDS, a MIDI sample -dump transfer

program that runs under Windows.

winsysex. WinSysEx v2.0 lets you create dialog

boxes that send system exclusive messages
from your computer to a MIDI device or

Window's clipboard.
WSEdit1c.exe.WSEdit v 1.c is a graphical

editor for the Korg Wavestation.

Education
kn32v152. KeNote Music Drills for Windows 95

or Windows NT 3.51 offer musical drills for Clef

Notes, Keyboard, and Guitar.

musboxOl. The Music Box Demo Version 1.0, a

Personal Ear Trainer for Windows.

mwdemo.exe. Musicware Piano, interactive

piano -instruction system for use with personal

computers.

wsmusdm.exe. Super Musicus v1.9 is a game

designed to help students gain a better

perspective of the relative length of notes.

MIDI Utilities
arnmpstd: Arnold's MIDI Player with Karaoke.

Plays MIDI files and displays lyrics in karaoke

MIDI files.

arpeggl4: Software Arpeggiator.

hld. Hubi's LoopBack device Version 2.5, a

virtual MIDI driver for Windows3x/95 to connect

multiple MIDI -programs.

mf2t. MF2T and T2MF, reads a standard MIDI

file and writes an ASCII representation of it and

vice versa.

midifile. This archive contains a library of code

to read and write standard MIDI files.
midijoy. Midijoy v1.003, an add-on for MultiMID

which allows you to use the joystick to add
MIDI controller information to a MIDI input

device.

midilang. MidiLang v1.6, a real-time MIDI

processor which processes MIDI events while

you play.

midimon. MIDI Monitor Version 2.01 displays

incoming MIDI streams, and passes the data to

a MIDI output driver or the MIDI Mapper.

midiox. MIDI -OX 16 Version 3.00 displays

incoming MIDI streams.

midithru. MIDI Thruway 2.0 allows you to

connect a MIDI keyboard to your soundcard's

MIDI synthesiser, without the use of a

sequencer.

midixer. MidiXer, a utility program for handling

MIDIX format files.

midiyoke. MIDI yoke v 15.2, a MIDI Patch Cable

driver for Windows versions 3.1 through 95. It

can connect any Windows MIDI application

output to any other applications input.
mmid30. MultiMID v3.00 can add an overlay or

layer on top of other MIDI drivers, making it

possible to have up to 8 simultaneous
connections to an underlying MIDI driver.

mwdiag. A MIDI diagnostic program by Music

Works.

smc3deml. SoftMC V3.0, designed for real

time control and automation of effects

processors, mixers, and other MIDI controlled

devices.

swmiarp. Sweet MIDI Arpeggiator for Windows.

swmiharm. Sweet MIDI Harmonizer v 1.0 is a

computer version of an intelligent harmonizer.

Mods/Trackers
book011a. The trackers Handbook. Everything

you ever wanted to know about Trackers but

where afraid to ask.
digitr32. Digitracker v3.2. The latest version of
one of the original tracker -type programs. DOS -

based but it runs under Win95. A load of

features.
ft208. FastTracker v2.08. Another tracker of the

old -school, DOS -based but it runs in a shell.

Lots of features.
it214. Impulse Tracker v2.14 supports 64
channels, and can load and play many file

formats.

itawe32. Impulse Tracker advanced sound

driver for the AWE 32 card.

mikit10b2. MIDI Kit, jukebox -type player for XM,

MOD, S3M, IT and PLT files. No MIDI support.

mpt100a6. ModPlug Tracker v1.00 alpha 6, a

genuine tracker and player for Windows 95.

Supports the main tracker file formats modus

operandi - and all from a windows interface.

Mwaves. Making Waves Demo. A Mod -like

sequencer.
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rippr500. Extracts audio files from software.

rt223. Sound tracker which can also control

external MIDI devices.

way2xi12. WAV_2_XI v1.2, an 8/16 bit WAV to

XI converter.

MPEG Movies
maplayla. Software -only MPEG audio player.

winamp173. MPEG Audio player for Windows 95

Notation
mozart3l. Music Processor for Windows.
net_mw2.exe. A scoring, recording, editing prog.

Players
Cdspro33. CD/Spectrum Pro. CD -Audio player

with built-in graphical spectrum analyzer.

midimm3l. MIDI Made Music for Windows, a

full featured jukebox player.

midip155. MidiPlus 1.55 A CD -player -like

interface - supports MIDI, WAV and AVI.

muscdpl. The Musician's CD Player! Can slow

down CD audio at rates from 20% to 200%.

Musicbar. Jukebox on the Windows task bar.

scrndnc2. ScreenDance. CD player that

produces animations in response to the music.

supsonic. Supersonic Pro v 2.0, a Rack -Mount

Sound System with lots of hi fi tools.

wink -c11. WinKaraoke Creator 1.1, a MIDI

Karaoke file editor.

wink -p10. WinKaraoke Player 1.0. a MIDI

Karaoke player for Windows 95.

Plug -ins}
FX32DitherDemo.exe. Plug-in module Demo for

SAW Plus 32 v1.9 or SAW 32 v1.9.

h_dx_demo. Hyperprism-DX DEMO 1.0. Three

fully -working DirectX plug -ins from Arboretum's

Hyperprism plug-in software .

Nophones. NoPhones v1.00 plug-in for Cubase

VST v1.00 - counteracts the headphones stereo.

PremAmbiDemo.exe. The Ambience Extractor

plug-in for Adobe Premier v4.2 Four tools: Maxx

Stereo, Ambience Extractor, Mono To Stereo,

and Centre Channel Remover.

Pipdemo. Demos for VST from Object

Productions. Before using you must install the

normal Vintage Power Pak Demo.

TXmitter. Trancemitter plug-in by Steinberg for

Cubase VST. Modelled on a hardware analogue

control panel.

Vppdemo. Vintage Power Pack Demo plug -ins for

VST by Object Productions.

Sequencers
chordplw. Chord play. Enter harmonies and

playback over the top.

Cm32uv. Chord Manager 32 (Windows 95 / NT).

drumwiz.exe. Pattern -based music composing.

jz32v30r. JAZZ++ A full MIDI sequencer.

mstud4l. MIDI Studio is a Windows 3.1 based

MIDI player/sequencer based around the stave.

music_draw. Music Draw 3.2 Lets you make

harmonic music by only allowing you to enter

notes that sound good.

powdemo.exe. Power Chords Pro v2.0.07c, a

unique object oriented approach to music.

Powturbo. Example files that accompany a

Power Chords Pro Turbo Tips article.

rave. MIDI Sequencer for people who are laying

down tracks for acid / techno.

rbzpdemo. Rhythm Brainz Plus demo, a real-time

pattern -based sequencer.

Reborn. Base Reborn v1.5 is the all new
Rebirth mixermap for Cubase PC.

sl6wshar. Sweet Sixteen, A sequencer.

seq303.exe. Seq-303 v2.0, an analogue

sequencer emulator for Windows 95 and

Windows NT 4.0.

tbox2b15. tekknoBOX is the first MIDI
sequencer designed for dance music

V909v03. The Virtual 909 v3 is a software
sequencer designed to emulate the Roland TR-

909. Like a real 909.

winjammr. WinJammer Version 2.10, a fully

featured MIDI sequencer for Windows 3.x.

Soundcard Tools
Awedm090. AWE Dumper 0.9 lets you save to
disk the ROM of AWE32 card.

Awemid06: AWE MIDI Player.

awetlg4: AWETOY can change sound font banks

and set and preview instruments.

fmsynth. FM Midi Synth driver Version 2.14 is a

replacement driver for FM sound cards.

guspm10. GUS Patch Manager for users of

Gravis Ultrasound cards.

wbman411. The Wave Blaster Manipulator

demo version 4.11 for the Waveblaster card.

System
vb40016. Visual Basic 4.0 16 -bit DLL files
setup. Required in order to run some programs.

Virtual Synths
Ac30.exe: Audio Compositor. Software for

realising standard MIDI files as digital audio.

axs200d. AXS - Another eXperimental Synth -

upporting up to 16 different 'channels'.
GenDemo12_Install_eng. Demo of Native

Instruments' Generator, a software -based

modular synthesiser.

GenDemoLibrary.exe. A Library of instruments,

modules and ensmbles for the Generator program.

GrannyBeta4. GranuLab creates sound using

granular synthesis.

RBmodkit-full. ReNovator is a tool to create new

exciting "mods" (modifications) of ReBirth 338.

rdh3o102. Rubber Duck 830+, a realtime
virtual analogue bassline synthesiser.

smorph30. SMoRPhi is a software synthesiser,

designed to create samples for use in other
programs.

synthia. Synthia v3.30, a "patch chord" synth

with a set of eight oscillators at one end, a
mixer at the other.

trx-or11. Orangator 1.1 for Win95 is a powerful

virtual analogue synthesiser.

vr_demo. AudioSim v 1.91, a virtual analogue

synthesiser running under DOS but which also

runs under Windows 95.

vssdkll. The Virtual Sampler Library.
vwaves2e.exe. Virtual Waves v2.1 demo, lets

you create synthesisers by connecting modules

together in an intuitive and ergonomic fashion.

MAC
SOFTWARE
CD Cataloguers
AudioLog 1.1.sit. A powerful database tool for

music collectors.

Cassette Labeler 2.0.sit. A HyperCard util for
creating cassette labels.

CD Labeler 2.0.sit. A HyperCard util for creating

CD labels.

CD-Namer 2.0.5.sit. CD Namer lets you edit the

entries of your audio CDs created by Apple CD -

Audio.

CD-Square.sit. An audio CD Player.

Composition
Atonal Analysis.sit. An Excel 4.0 template to

eliminate the drudgery of analysing atonal and

serial music.

Band-In-A-Boxim.sit. The perennial favourite

accompaniment generation program.

Boink.sit. A MIDI arpeggiator for OMS.

bol-processor-274-appl.sit. Bol Processor 2.7.4,

This is for composition/improvisation using MIDI,
QuickTime MIDI and Csound environments.

CubicOscExplorer0.51.sit. Interactive exploration

of the chaotic processes of the Cubic Oscillator,

FibonacciBlues.max.sit. A stand-alone click -and -

play program that plays bluesy, aleatoric,

algorithmic music

Harmonizer162.sit. Takes a melody from a MIDI

file and writes four-part harmonisations for it.

LickBuilder.sit. Quickly 4 chord permutations.

Logistic Synth 0.2.sit. A real-time chaotic sound

generator.

LoShuMusic.sit. An algorithmic music generator.

Matrix maker 3.0 folder.sit. Creation of twelve-
tone matrices.

minds-ear-1.1.1.sit. Chord finder for MIDI

keyboard and a composing tool for songwriters.

musical -set -complete demo.sit. Program demo for

generating avant garde music.

Oblique Strategies.sit. Brian Eno's strategies for
musicians.

RandMusicMach.sit. Generates music...randomly.

Thonk 1.0.sit. Produces diverse sounds based

upon a sound file provided by the user!

Digital Audio
agent_audio-68k.sit. Agent Audio lets you view

and play sounds embedded within programs.

agent_audio-PPC.sit. Agent Audio for PowerPC.

Amadeus-114e.sit. Generate & analyse sounds.

AnnaLies3.2.sit. AnnaLies is a spectrum analysis

program for Sound Designer II files.

Argeiphontes Lyre v1.004.sit. Off-the-wall sound

manipulation, generation.

ASIO Apple DAV VST 3.02.sit. ASIO driver to fix

problems with VST and the built-in output of

some PowerMacs and clones.

CD Equalizer+Karaoke 3.1 ....sit. Records

sounds and runs them through a 27 -band EQ

before playing them.

ConvertMachine 1.2 f.sit. Converts between a
range of sound formats.

D-SoundPRO 3.1.2.sit. A sound editor with AIFF,

SDII and Wave files plus sample dumps.
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Digital Equalizer PPC 2.0 f.sit. Records from

the internal CD ROM drive, filters it and plays

it back.

DigiTrack.sit. Reads a file of sound resources

and lets you play them from the Mac's

keyboard.

DSM Player 1.0.sit. Digital Sound Machine

plays multi -format sounds.

Hit Factory VST 3.3 - DEMO.sit. Hit Factory

VST 3.3, for the creation of modern techno,

trance, house and dance music. Includes a
sampler, synthesiser, beat box, recorder and

editor.

Kong Filter 0.6.sit. KongFilter, a real-time

dynamic filter program for the PowerMac which

allows you to create poles and zeros on the

complex plane (or z -plane) and move them

with the mouse or via MIDI messages. You

can check its impulse and frequency response

and hear the filtered sound in real-time.

Lemur Pro 4.01.sit. A sinusoidal analysis and

synthesis program which analyses AIFF files

and uses them to synthesise AIFF files.

Mac2Win 2.0.0.sit. Convert Mac sound to
Windows' .WAV format and back into Mac

sounds.

MacAssist.sit. Lets you select and queue

sound files to be played, suitable for DJs and

broadcasting.

MQT 1.3.sit. MacAulay Quatierei Transformer,

sound file analyser.

OutOfPhase 1.2.sit. System to edit and play

electronic music, build waveforms, edit

samples, construct instruments, create

scores, and so on.
Phonograme.sit. Creates sounds from pictures

directly via MIDI or indirectly via AIFF files.

PowerSynthesiser0.87.sit. Libraries for

programmers for designing sounds.

QuickMQ.sit. A software tool fir the

modification of time -varying spectrum analysis

files.

Reverb v5.3 dist.sit. An application for

designing reverb effects for Audiomedia,

Sound Accelerator and Pro Tools DSP

systems.

RossTools0.1alpha.sit. A sound processor for

the PowerMac allowing users to process

sound arriving at the audio input or from a file.

Scan for Sounds.sit. Searches and plays snd

resources.
SFX Machine Presets. Two collections of

presets for Bias' SFX machine.
SND Converter Pro 2.2.sit. Convert between

sound formats and downsample sounds.
SndCataloguer 1.5.sit. Sound Cataloguer

catalogues sounds wherever they may be

stored. It collects information including sound
name, size, format, suitcase name, folder and

disk name which is written to a text file.

SndSampler3.5.1.sit. Application for

recordings, editing and working with Mac

sound. Includes processing, effects and a

tone generator.

SoftClip.sit. A disk -based digital audio

processor to add non-linear distortion to files

to "warm up" music tracks.
sonicWORX® Artist Basic PPC.sit. SonicWORX

Artist Basic from Prosoniq. Sample editor with

12 DSP effects including vocoder, ring

modulator, sample rate conversion, parametric

EQ and time/pitch scaling.

Sound Sculptor II 2.3.1.sit. A commercial -

quality sound editor with overdubbing

capabilities. It can play 8 tracks of stereo and

has built-in EQ and effects.

SoundApp243.sit. Plays and converts files
from a number of computer platforms and in

different formats.

SoundHack.sit. Digital sound processing.

includes spectral extraction, mutation and

dynamics; convolution; varispeed and binaural

processing.

SoundMachine2.7.1.sit. A user-friendly sound

file player for common audio formats.

SoundMaster 1.8.4.sit. A Control Panel which

makes your Mac play sounds when certain

events happen.

SoundMorph1.12.sit. Morphs two sets of
sounds through microscopic interpolation of

their harmonic content.

SoundTweak0.1.sit. Compression, reverb and

phase inversion for SD II files.

SoundVision D51 R2.sit. SoundVision shows

the waveform and spectrum of sounds in real-

time on most Macs.

Stomp Box Delay.sit. A real-time delay effect.

Stomp Box Tremelo.sit. A real-time tremolo

effect.

The Musician 2.3.0.sit. Plays snd resources

from files. It can scan a hard disk and play

sounds in the background.

TrackPac-Lite.sit. A batch utility for

compressing audio files using loss -less

compression to ensure no data loss. Lite

version limited to files less than 2Mb.

Ultra Recorder 2.3.sit. Plays and converts

sounds in a variety of formats.
vsamp-201.sit. VSamp turns the Mac into an

OMS and Sound manager compatible multi-

timbral sample playback module. Configured

like a simple sampler, VSamp can play up to

16 MIDI channels with up to 32 samples per

channel.

WaveWindow 2.7.sit. A software oscilloscope.

ya sound recorder 2.0.sit. Yet Another Sound

Recorder.

Editors/Librarians
40P Librarian 1.0.3.sit. For Yamaha 4 -Operator

FM synths.

40P Patch Files.sit. Patches for 4-0p synths.

Alesis Nano Modules for Logic.sit. Alesis Nano

Bass, Nano Piano and Nano Synth

Environment Modules for Logic.

AN1x folder containing AN1x Editor 1.02b.sit,

AN1x Extra Voices.sit, and An1x Guide F/E.sit.

An essential collection of programs and

utilities for anyone with a Yamaha AN1x synth.

CS1x "Blue Book".sit. The Blue Book text and

tutorials for the CS1x.

CS1x Editor.sit. An editor for Yamaha's CS1x

which offers complete control over all

performances.

CZ Librarian 3.0.sit. For Casio's CZ synths.

DR4d controller 0.9.sit. Remote control for

Akai's DR4d hard disk recorder.

DR5Tool.sit. A utility for working with the

Roland/Boss DR -5 Dr. Rhythm unit.

DX7 Librarian 1.2.0.sit. For Yamaha's DX7.

Ensoniq ESQ-1.sit. Q -Lib reads and writes

Bank and Sequencer files in Ensoniq's

standard format.

ESQ-ORG 1.3.sit. Patch organiser for the

Ensoniq ESQ1.

FB-01 Edit 1.01.sit. Editor/Librarian for

Yamaha's FB-01.

Free Loader 1.0.sit. Load and play MIDIfiles.

JUNO Librarian 1.1.7.sit. For Roland's Juno

K1 Librarian 1.1.1.sit. Librarian for Kawai's

K1.

K1 V1.08.sit. Another K1 Librarian.

K5 Librarian 2.1.sit. K5 Librarian.

Kawai K4 Librarian 1.0.4.sit. K4 Librarian.

Korg T1/3MultiMaker 1.0.sit. For constructing

Multis with a Korg T1/T3.

KorgX3 Editor 0.0.6.sit. Korg X3 editor.

M1 Librarian 1.0d2.sit. Librarian for Korg Ml.
Mesa II Installer. Akai sample editor.

MicroWave.sit. Editor for the Waldorf

MicroWave

MIDI Control 1.0.sit. Lets you create standard

Mac controls and assign to any MIDI

message.

MIDI Museum 1.10.sit. Application for sending

MIDI messages. Includes protocols for DX7,

MT -32 and TR-707 and a generic protocol.

Mirage File Transfer.sit. For transferring

sounds from an Ensoniq Mirage to the Mac via

MIDI.

MT -32 Sounds.sit. Sounds for Roland's MT -32.

MT32 Editor Prg.sit. Editor for Roland's MT -32.

oms-sysex-sender-11-68k.sit. Send and

receive SysEx messages under OMS. A pop-up

menu selection of the device from your OMS

setup.

oms-sysex-sender-11-ppc.sit. For the PPC.

Patch Librarian TX81Z.sit. A full -featured

librarian for Yamaha's TX81Z.

QY70.sit. Utility for Yamaha's QY-70 Data Filer.

SC-155.sit. A graphic editor for the Roland SC -

55 Sound Canvas,

SC -50 Ctrl.sit. Controller for the Roland SC -50.

SendBank 40P.sit. Sends bulk dumps from

older Yamaha 4 -Op synths to the YS series.

SoundBridge210 for QS.sit. Compiles custom

samples, program banks and sequences into

QuadraSynth Voice format and downloads

them into an Alesis-compatible PCMCIA sound

car.

Super Librarian Demo 1.02.sit. Universal
patch librarian. Demo doesn't save setups or

data.
SY77 Library 1.0.sit. For the Yamaha SY77.

SY77 Voice Librarian.sit. Voice Extractor

trinitypcg1Ofc1macdemo.sit. PowerMac

librarian for the Korg Trinity series of synths.

VL70-m. Essential programs for VL70-m

owners - Expert Editor, Analog Editor, Visual

Editor.

WS Cat 1.0.1.sit. Cataloguer/librarian for Korg

Wavestation instruments.

X5/05 SoundEditor.sit. Editor for X5, 01R/W.

XG Maps.sit. Loads of Cubase Mixer Maps for

XG instruments, plus MIDI files to test them.

XGeditMAC.sit. Editor for XG instruments.

Guitars
ChordCombat.sit A chord dictionary for

guitarists containing over 6000 chords plus
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fingering information, chord theory and a chord

builder.

ChordCompanion 2.0.sit. Easy -to -use chord

analysis software for guitarists. 68K and PPC

versions included.

ChordLab 1.6.sit. If you've ever wondered how

to spell a C#maj7/#11, ChordLab is for you. It
will also help with ear training and explain how

to finger certain chords on your guitar.

Classical Guitar Sampler.sit. A SimpleCard

stack of classical guitar melodies.

FretNavigatorl.2.sit. Finds chords, scales,

intervals and chord progressions on any

stringed instrument. Plays via MIDI.

FretPet 1.0.1.sit. FretPet is a guitar -oriented

sequencer which allows you to build chords

from scales, generate chord harmonies and

create and save chord progressions.

Guitar Tuner 2.6.sit. An electronic, Mac -based

guitar tuner.

MIDI Utilities
AIIMIDI.sit. A drag -and -drop program for

converting MIDI files into QuickTime movies.

amp-68k-2.9b9.sit. Arnold's MIDI Player,

comprehensive MIDI file player.

Chroma Folder.sit. Displays MIDI notes in real-

time and lets you play an on -screen keyboard

with the mouse.

Club MID v1.0.5 Folder.sit. A player for

Standard MIDI Files with lots of information.

D110 Rhythm.sit. Rhythm ed' for Roland D110.

Flex Processor 1.2.sit. Instead of producing

sounds, it produces musical gestures
Flex Processor 1.3.sit. Demo with 10 launches.

General MIDI!.sit. On -screen info about GM

MacBPM.sit. An interactive bpm counter

Megalomania1.2.3.sit. Design a wide range of

MIDI effects using icons and a virtual patch
chords.

Metronome 68k.sit. A metronome.

Midi Delay 2.5.1 Demo.sit. MIDI delays.
Midi It! 1.2.7.sit. Changes file types to "MIDI"

MIDI Peek 1.00.sit. View MIDI commands being

sent in real-time - can capture a MIDI dump.

Midi Thru 1.6.sit. Connects controlling synth to

a slave without having to load your sequencer.

MIDIFile Converter 1.0.1.sit. Change the file

Creator of a file so it will load into your favourite

sequencer when double-clicked.

MidiKit 2.5 FAT.sit. Quickly modify the file type,

creator, copy tempo to track 0, convert file
types 0 and 1, and more.

miditester-2.0.sit. Transmits data on all MIDI

channels allowing you to check your MIDI setup.

RealTime Tuner.sit. An interactive microtuning

program, and suite of microtuning facilities.

v-mix.sit. A full -featured mix automation program

Velocity 1.0.3.sit. Change the velocity of

incoming MIDI note messages.

XG Viewer 2.20.sit. XG format's MIDI data.

Mods.
MacMod Pro 5.01.sit. A complete graphic

program for composing and playing Mods

ModPlayer 2.12.sit. A nicely -graphic Mod player.

PlayerPRO 4.5.9 (FAT).sit. Track program.

PlayerPRO's Music II.sit. Files for PlayerPRO.

ZSS Player.sit. A Mod player.

Notation
ART Music 3.2.1c.sit. Converts Finale 3.2 EPS
files and Finale Allegro files.

BitMapMusic 1.4.sit. A notation program
suitable for short scores.

Nightingale Demo.sit. Demo of a powerful
notation an scoring program.

NoteScanDemo104.sit. Scans printed music
and converts it into a MIDI score.

NoteView 2.2a.sit. A view -only and listen -only

version of Nightingale.

Plug -Ins
CyberSoundTM FX Demo.sit. Adobe Premier -

compatible audio plug -ins.

davesplugins_V100.sit. Fully -functional - and

free! - Cubase VST plug -ins.

DelayMac.sit. Tempo Delay and Sweep Delay,

two fully -functional plug -ins for Cubase VST.

GrooveDelay for VST.sit. NeuroSonic Groove

Delay plug-in Demo for VST.

Hyperprism Free Plug-ins.sit. Echo and Low
Pass Filter, two free and fully -working Adobe

Premier -compatible plug -ins.

PanHandlerl.1.sit. A surround sound panning
and encoding plug-in for Adobe Premier.

Vintage Power Pack demo.sit. Six plug -ins for

VST.

QuickTime/MPEG/Video
Boris Effects Demo.sit. Digital special effects
generator for Adobe Premier and Media 100.

Karaoke Jukebox.sit. A HyperCard stack for

managing and playing QuickTime Karaoke file.

MacAmp.sit. Macintosh Audio MPEG Player.

Maction MPEG Audio Player.sit. A Player

interface for the MPEG features of QuickTime.

MPecker Drop Decoder 1.0.1.sit. Converts

MPEG1 or MPEG2 Layers 1, 2 or 3 files to AIFF

Spike Folder Spike is a batch movie analyser

that determines the playability of QuickTime

files from specific media such as CD ROM.

Virtual Drummer 3.1.sit. A QuickTime-based

drum machine.

pZak 1.6.sit. A utility for playing the sound
tracks of QuickTime movies.

Sequencing
Anthem 1.07.sit. Combines notation,
sequencing and patch librarian functions.

BeyondDemoV23.sit. Mac Sequencer

MIDIGraphy1.2.5.sit. MIDIGraphy, a multi -track

MIDI sequencer - uses the MIDI File Format.

MIDIGraphyProfiler.sit. Enables you to make

sound device profiles for MIDIGraphy

trackstar-3.0.sit. An interactive interface for
playing pre-recorded Standard MIDI Files.

Virtual Synths
GrainWave PPC. Real-time software synthesis.

LiSa 1.1 Demo.sit. A real-time audio

manipulation environment for the PowerPC.

LogicSim PowerPC (3.0.1 alpha).sit. Logic

Simulator. for the PowerPC.

Syd 1.0.6.sit. An instrument editor and software
synthesiser with synthesis "modules'.

TurboSynthDemo.sit. Digidesign's original

software synthesiser

Unison.sit. A Software synthesiser that works
with a Sound Accelerator or AudioMedia card.

ATARI
SOFTWARE
Falcon only files are lited at the end of this

software section

Composition
MIDI Arpeggiator v2.11: A demo version of a

mini -MIDI sequencer for all Ataris. Features two

16 -step tracks, multiple play modes, and

compositional tools.

Freestyl: A demo version of an interesting auto -

arranger program for all Ataris. Create auto -

accompaniments in various styles and play them

back via MIDI.

Top Chords: A demo version of another pattern,

or auto -accompaniment -type MIDI arranger for all

Ataris.

Digital Audio

525 v2.13: An indispensable shareware sample
format convertor for all Ataris. Converts between

most popular formats including AIFF, AVR, WAV,

SND, HSN (Crazy Sounds), DVSM, SD I, and

most raw data. Also features sample rate
conversion.

Crazy Sounds: A huge selection of samples in

*.HSN format and a demo version of utility for
playing them. All Ataris.

PHDMA Player: Play back a range of sample

formats (AIFF/AU/AVR/SND/WAV) using this

command -line application. Simply drop the

sample icon onto the program to play it. Requires
an STE/TT or Falcon.

SamEdit: A beta release of a very promising

shareware sample editor. Samples: A collection

of sounds in *.AVR format from the Electronic

Cow sample library. Includes some analogue and

digital synths, plus a helping of sounds created
using Snippit Synth.

Samplayer v0.6: A freeware *.AVR sample player

for all Ataris. Samplayer can load any *.AVR

sample (mono/stereo), and play it back using the
STE's DMA sound (not STFM compatible). Also

features MIDI sample dump.

Wibbly Wave v0.54: A freeware sample waveform

generator for all Ataris. Choose from a range of

DCOs and preset envelope shapes, and create

16 -bit *.AVR samples to use in tracker programs

and so on.

Zero -X v1.92: Demo version of a sample editor

for all Ataris. Zero -X features plenty of sample

editing tools, MIDI sample dumping, and a beat -

split mode that carves a sound into unique drum
sounds (just like Recycle!). Samples cannot be

saved or dumped via MIDI in this demo version.

Editors/Librarians
Bank Ml: A freeware utility for the Korg M1 for
all Ataris (runs in ST high). Load and save voice

bank/combi and global data to and from disk on

the Atari. Also runs as a desktop accessory.
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Sequencing
DBE Tracker v1.07: A shareware thirty-two voice

tracker program for Ataris with DMA sound

capabilities (not STFM). Registered version has

even more features, but this version is fully

working, with sequencer, effects, and a sample

editor.

Groove: Simulate old analogue sequencers with

this MIDI program for the ST (not Falcon

compatible).

MIDI 2 Sequencer: A fully working MIDI -based

song generator for all Ataris (in ST high). There

are plenty of editing functions, including a drum

grid, score page, arrange page, and chord/note

edit pages.

Trackman: A fully -working, once commercial but

now completely free, MIDI sequencer. Trackman

works on all Ataris, and has a list of features

that you'd expect in a commercial MIDI

sequencer: drum edit, pattern sequencing, and

MIDI file export. A utility is also provided to

convert SMFs to SEQ files.

SND Play: A small application for playing ST

sound chip generated music files. A collection
of tunes are included for you to enjoy or

grimace at. All Ataris.

Miscellaneous
Desktracker v1.22: An accessory for playing

Protrackencompatible *.MOD files. Plenty of

features, including background playback, and

up to 50KHz sampling rate. Not STFM

compatible.

MIDI Utilities
GoZone: A MIDI mapping utility for all Ataris.

Features include the ability to load and save

user maps, and real-time MIDI performance

control.

MIDI Mix: A shareware user -programmable MIDI

mixer utility for all Ataris. MIDI Mix runs as an

accessory and features sixteen sliders which

can be assigned to any MIDI controller. MIDI

Monitor v0.84: Analyse all your incoming MIDI

data (much like the hardware MA361 with this

freeware MIDI monitoring accessory for all

Ataris.

MIDI Tool: A simple little freeware tool for

calculating delay times from tempo. The

program runs on all Ataris and also features a
built-in keyboard for external MIDI triggering.

MMPI Demo: A quite unique MIDI performance

tool for all Ataris, Microtonal MIDI Performance

Instrument can be used to set-up your synth to

play in other scales other than equal

temperament.

SMF Player: A shareware standard MIDI file

player for all Ataris. Plays back both type 0 and

1 MIDI files, and has a range of features too.

Virtual Synths
Mad Max: A sound chip music player for all

Ataris. Needs to be run in an ST -compatible

resolution on the Falcon.

Sound Chip Synth v3.0: Demo version of an

analogue -style sound chip synthesizer for all

Ataris. There are many synthesis features,

including LFO, amplitude modulation, oscillator

tuning, and envelope shaping. The demo

version has no sample export or MIDI control,

but is otherwise fully useable.

Snippit Synth v1.2: A demo version of a

granular synthesizer for all Ataris (requires an

STE/TT or Falcon for playback). Create sounds

at the base level by adding bits of waveform

together using various algorithms. The demo

version removes some features, including no

MIDI sample dumping, or sample export.

Utilities
Big Dump: A freeware utility for all Ataris which

stores and retrieves system exclusive (generic)

up to a megabyte in size.

Utracker: Another of those *.MOD playing

utilities for the STE/TT and Falcon. Runs as a

desktop accessory.

Bandname: A particularly odd application, but
equally useful if you can't think of a name for

your band. Run it, and marvel at the names it

comes up with.

HDX/Hinstall: Atari's own hard disk driver,

formatter, and utilities. If you have a hard drive,

then you'll probably be using these already

(either that or one of the commercial

alternatives), but nonetheless, these are

invaluable.

LZH: A set of tools, including a very tasteful

GEM shell, for packing and unpacking data

using the LZH compression format. ST Guide:

The standard on-line help system for the Atari.

ST Guide runs as a desktop accessory and

works much in the same way as Windows' help
system. Most shareware and now a lot of
commercial software support this format for on-

line help.

XControl: Atari's own extended control panel

accessory, plus a selection of third -party CPX

modules to use with it. XControl allows you to

configure all -manner of things on your Atari,

from system colours, to sound set-ups.

ZControl: The shareware alternative to XControl,

ZControl allows you to open lots of CPX

modules at once, amongst other improvements.

ZIP: Another set of archiving tools, this time for
the ZIP compression format. This is also widely

used on the internet, and also has the

advantage of being cross -platform compatible

with the Macintosh and PC .

Falcon -only folder
Audio Master v1.7: Demo version of a two -track

hard -disk mastering program. Designed to be

used in conjunction with CD Recorder for

mastering your audio tracks. Audio Tracker

update: Version 1.66 of Audio Tracker, the

eight -track linear hard disk recording program.

This is an update patch for existing users, and
requires the other files and copy protection

cartridge to run.

CD Reader: A shareware utility that enables you

to play audio tracks from a CD-ROM drive via

the DSP. It will also allow you to transfer audio

tracks via SCSI and save them as samples
(requires a compatible CD-ROM drive, like the

Apple CD300e).

CD Recorder v2.02: Demo version of CD

Recorder. Get a taster of how easy it is to

compile an audio CD, CD-ROM, and even mixed -

mode CDs.

Digital Home Studio: Demo version of an all -in -

one studio program. DHS features MIDI and

sample sequencing, a sample editor and

synthesizer with many built-in effects, and HDR

capabilities.
MID Play: Play standard MIDI files on the Falcon

without having to have a GM sound module. All

the sounds are played from the Falcon itself!

Studio Son: A fully -working two -track hard disk

recorder and sample editor. Studio Son also
features real-time DSP effects, plenty of editing

tools, and MIDI control.
Voxx: A demo version of a shareware DSP

vocoder. Voxx works using the Falcon's

analogue inputs. There are lots of parameters

to tweak, and ten different presets to try out.
Wave030: A Windows WAVE player for the

Falcon. And nothing else.

outstanding dynamics. outstanding price.

The new Green 6 Quad Compressor/Limiter is the most affordable and
versatile dynamics module by Focusrite ever. Four channels of legendary
Focusrite compression and limiting have been combined into one box at
an outstanding price, No compromise in quality has been made, however.
The Green 6 shares the same Class A audio VCA technology as the TEC
Award winning Red 3, giving warm, low distortion, dynamic control. Ultra
fast limiting is also included for safe digital recording or maximum level

control when connected to a PA system. Stereo linking between all
channels is provided to allow accurate multi channel compression
- especially important for surround mixing. U.K. List Price: f849-vAi

h 11c Affordable Excellence through Revolutionary Engineering.
GREEN RANGE

Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. Lincoln Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3FX England Phone: 01494 462 246. Fax: 01494 459920 Web Site: http://www.focusrite.com
Focusrite & teen Range are Trademarks of Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd



LATEST...LATEST...LATEST.

NAMM
SHOW
Chris Kempster brings you news of all the latest gear
launched at the recent NAMM Show in Los Angeles...

While the infamous El Nino was
raging up and down Santa
Monica beach and drenching the

usually sunny City of Angels, a whole bunch
of new audio products were creating their
own storm inside the LA Convention Centre.
Over the last few years, NAMM has
increasingly been used for new product
launches and this year was no exception,
with a serious amount of new gear on
show. Which is a good job, since I've got
the next four pages to fill!

In the digital mix
It was appropriate that the very first
product launch we attended was the Spirit
328 digital mixer, as featured exclusively in
The Mix last month. Appropriate, because
digital mixing was a major theme at the
show, indicative of what may well be a
recurring theme during 1998. Spirit's 328
has been in development for several years
now, and wisely, they chose to unveil it
virtually at a time when they can also put it
in the shops -a move sure to be
welcomed by punters fed up of waiting for
'vapourware'. The 328's claim is that it's
much more user-friendly than menu -driven
digital mixers like the Yamaha range and
...well, almost every other digital mixer so
far produced. With that in mind, the Spirit
designers have come up with some novel
features such as the 'E -Strip' which puts a
conventional mixer channel strip across the
328. This allows the EQ, aux's and
panning of each channel to be altered
without looking at the 328's LCD - all
recallable at the touch of a button, of
course. It certainly looks the business, and
with two ADAT and Tascam T-DIF digital
interfaces included in its £3,523 pricetag,
the 328 will be very competitive.

Speaking of Yamaha, the digital mixing
pioneers had a few aces of their own to
play in this increasingly high -stakes poker
game. The successful 02R console has
received a makeover of its system
software, with Version 2 offering such
refinements as Surround Pan (its post pro
success showing here), 24 -bit Recording
mode, enhanced off-line editing of
automation, and improved MIDI control. At

the other end of the scale is the new 01/V
console which improves on the original
Promix 01, still one of the most affordable
desks on the market. The major criticism of
the 01 was its lack of digital interfacing,
and the 01/V remedies this with eight
digital inputs and optional cards to connect
to your choice in recorders (Tascam, ADAT,
AES/EBU) just like its bigger brothers. The
01/V improves on its predecessor in
almost all areas, and the good news is that
it'll sell with a price tag under £1,700.
Yummy! But we're not
finished with Yamaha
yet, oh no. Reflecting
the fact that everyone
and their dog is
sticking their products
on a card to fit in your
computer, Yamaha
have ground an 02R
down and fitted it
on a piece of
PCB. The

DS2416 Digital
Mixing Card is
the star
component
of the

 

Aliens have landed!:
the LA Convention Centre

new Yamaha DSP Factory, and is touted as
'a complete digital recording and mixing
system inside your computer'. Given the
fact that many digital mixers use either a
LCD screen or a computer monitor to
display their main parameters, it takes only
a small leap of the imagination to get rid of
the hardware mixer itself and just have a
box of inputs and outputs linked up to the
software front-end. It's a sound idea, and
Yamaha have got there first with the card
that puts 'the processing power of an 02R

Panasonic Ramsa DA7
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Spirit 328 in action

on a computer card for less than 1000
bucks'. In English this translates into
around £700, which makes it a very
attractive prospect.

Panasonic are well-known in studios for
their pro DAT machines, but another
product badged with the Panasonic Ramsa
trademark was causing lots of interest at
NAMM. The DA7 doesn't look a million
miles away from Yamah's 02R, but inside
this digital mixer there's plenty to dispel
talk of similarities. Take its audio
performance for a start. With 32 -bit
processing and 24 -bit A/D and D/A
converters, the DA7 gives a dynamic range
of 110dB - which is pretty good, by the
way. The DA7 is also notable for its natty
software front-end (Mac and Windows)
though whether we'll ever see it in the UK
is not clear yet. Let's hope so.

Another mixer we're keen to see in the
flesh is Mackie's long-awaited Digital 8 -
Buss, which could be seen in action at last
on the Mackie stand (well it wouldn't be on
the Spirit stand, would it?). For those many
who loved the Mackie 8 -buss design, this
model will definitely make the transition to
digital at least a bit easier, but the
escalating price -point may put it out of the
reach of many interested project studio
owners. There will still be many interested
parties, though, since the 8 -Buss's plug-in
effects options, neat software and
uncluttered layout give a different take on
digital mixing. Which is where we leave this
subject, and move straight on...

Synths and samplers
After the last two years of frenetic synth
activity, you may have been expecting a
hiatus in new releases. But although there
were little in the way of new technologies
on display at NAMM, manufacturers were
trying to give you 'more, better or cheaper'

synths and modules using existing
technology. Top example of this is
Yamaha's new EX series synths,
consisting of the EX5 76 -note synth
(£1,899), EX5R rackmount (£1,599),
and EX7 61 -note synth (£1,399). The
EX series are touted as Yamaha's
flagship synths, and they justify this by
packing in all the company's
recently -used synthesis
techniques: AWM2, AN (Analogue
Physical Modelling), VL (Virtual
Acoustic Physical Modelling), the
new FDSP (Formulated
Digital Sound Processing) and
even sampling.

With 128 -note polyphony on the
EX5 and EX5R, these look like being
real powerhouses and a diehard
synthesist's dream.

Roland haven't been napping either, with
a whole new slew of products badged with
the 'Groove' name, including the MC -505
(£949) - see Future Music this month for
an exclusive review, JX-305 Groovesynth (a
be -knobbed contender to Yamaha's CS1x
and Korg's N5, cost £949), and the SP -808
Groovesampler (£1,099). The SP -808
demos were one of the highlights of the
show for me, mainly because of its unique
features. Combining a phrase sampler with
hard disk recording, the 808 is clearly
aimed at the DJ/remix market, but is
'serious' enough that many musicians who
use loops will see it as the perfect
production tool. Eight audio tracks, integral
effects, 16 assignable sample pads and
built-in Zip drive - not to mention its D -Beam
controller (seeing is believing!) - make this

Groove on! Roland's SP -808 sampler

EX series synths

a very interesting instrument indeed.
Roland: give me one now!

Those after a little creative help should
look no further than E-mu's new Audity
2000, a modelling racksynth that uses its
'revolutionary Arpeggiator/Rhythmic Pattern
Generator' to play up to 16 synchronised
arpeggiator parts. Using 12th order filters,
dual 24 -bit effects and real-time control,
the Audity promises some truly individual
sounds, but unfortunately the box at the
show was just that (a box), so we'll have to
wait and see. Fans of Waldorf's Microwave
series will be excited by the sight of the
strikingly orange Microwave XT synth, which
puts even more Microwave power at your
fingertips. Alternatively, you may check out
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Peavey's Paradox controller:

Terratec's new 'Microwave on a card' (see
page 58), an indication of where things may
develop in the near future.

Peavey weren't to be left out of the synth
party, either. Their new Paradox Valve (yes,
really) Synthesizer is a 1U triple -
oscillator analogue monosynth
with valves on its output. It
also has a natty controller
-a panelful of knobs, if
you like - that'll give
you that crucial real-
time control over its
parameters. Prices in
the UK have yet to be
confirmed, but in the
US they'll go for $899
for the synth and $499
for the controller.

We haven't seen many
new drum machines in the last
few years, mainly because of the
dominance of sequencer/sampler/sound
module set-ups, but Zoom have decided the
time is right to launch their first drum
machine, the 234 Rhythm Station. Priced at
under £200, the 234 mimics many so-
called phrase samplers by assigning
patterns to a key, several of which can be
played at once. Since
there's also a good choice
of basses on the 234, it's
very easy to get a rhythm
track going in no time. Of
course you can use it as a
conventional drum
machine, too - the
individual samples sound
(as much as you can tell in
a room inhabited by
drummers and guitarists)
very impressive.

Recorders, mics and
effects
With new compact 'digital
studios' coming at the
consumer from all angles
(Yamaha MD8 in this

Sequence synth: Emu Audity 2000
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issue, Akai DPS12 and Korg D8 among
others), it was no surprise that there were
even more additions at NAMM. Roland led
the way with two new members of their VS
family, the VS -1680 16 -track ( £2,199) and
VS -840 8 -track (£949). Boasting 24 -bit
recording (it's those bits again), two
optional effects units, and optional CD
recording facility, the 1680 is a real
powerhouse, and will be a very tempting
upgrade for fans of the VS -880. If both of
these are out of your reach, then try the VS -
840, which gives you an easy route into the
world of VS. A natty feature here is a
dedicated guitar input which can be routed
through the onboard COSM guitar pre -amp
and speaker simulations. Speaking of

which, Line 6's range of guitar
amps may find favour in

studios for their physically -
modelled simulations of

classic amps. It's a
simple idea really -
choose 17 of the
best amps ever
(including Fenders,
Marshalli, Vox, Mesa
Boogie), model them

using software, then
stick it all in a standard

amp casing. Watch this
one, it could be big!
Where hard disk recorders

are concerned, Fostex will always
have something to say, and at NAMM they
unveiled the baby of their range in the form
of the FD -4 (£TBA). This is a 4 -track
machine that allows you to choose your
storage medium independently via an
external SCSI device or an internal IDE hard
drive. Fostex's logic is that hard drives are

Twice as good: Roland VS -1680

dropping rapidly in price, so best let the
punter decide whether they use a Zip drive,
EZ Flyer, hard drive or whatever. Either way,
the FD -4 is a very attractive first recorder
and should help initiate thousands more in
the delights of HDR.

One of the best product launches that
I've ever seen was for Alesis' new range of
20 -bit ADATs. A video featuring a 'well-known
engineer', Scotty from Star Trek, was used
to extol the virtues of 20 -bit recording and
the ADAT format itself. This theme was
continued at a party thrown at Alesis' new
headquarters in trendy Santa Monica, where
the great man himself teleported himself in
(and dig this, entertainment was provided
by the great Herbie Hancock - cool!). The
number of ADATs sold around the world has
now hit the 100,000 mark, so although non-
linear recording is the word on everyone's
lips, there are still a huge number of
studios relying on ADATs and other linear
media. Get the full story on page 32,
including our exclusive review of the XT20.

There were many new launches in the
area of speakers, microphones and signal
processors, including JBL's LSR studio
monitor and subwoofer system, Peavey's
VC/L-2 valve compressor/limiter and new
processors from Digitech, dbx and DOD (see
separate story), but of particular interest to
musicians and studios on a budget is the
new Audio Technica 30 Series. Comprising
three models - the AT3525 (£260) and
AT3528 (£175) cardioid condensers, and
AT3527 (£175) omni condenser - the aim
of this range is to give quality studio
condenser mics at a reasonable price.
Applications include miking a range of
instruments and amps (high SPL handling is
a feature) while the AT3525 definitely looks



YAMAHA GET THE POWER
Anew energy -efficient range of power

amplifiers has been launched by
Yamaha. Power ratings for the P1600,
P3200, and P4500 are 230, 520 and
720 watts per channel, with the
EEEngine Technology allowing the
amplifier to produce the same amount of
output power for around half the input
power normally required.

Yamaha claim this outperforms other
efficiency -enhancing systems like drive
voltage switching, pulse -width
modulation, and switching series
regulators, without degradation of
sound quality.

In normal stereo mode, separate input
signals are routed to each channel with
independent L/R signal control. An extra

margin of flexibility is provided in parallel
mode, which feeds a single input signal
to both channels while maintaining
independent L/R signal control.

Bridged mono mode can be used for
extra high power in all three models, and
frequency response is 10Hz to 50 kHz.
Comprehensive protection systems

prevent accidental damage to the
amplifier or any connected speakers.

Prices: P1600 £499; P3200 £599;
P4500 £699
More from: Yamaha Kemble
Tel: 01908 369269

Energy -efficient system

MACKIE IN
VIBRATOR SHOCK

Us audio manufacturers Mackie
Designs say they are in search of the

ideal sound system. Engineers at the
company are using vibration analysis to
develop their new HR824 active monitor,
and they say Ometron's VPI4000 vibration
pattern imager has transformed acoustic
design from a "voodoo rite" into a science.

Traditionally, speakers are designed
using the highly subjective 'tweak -and -
listen' approach. With the VPI 4000,
Mackie engineers were provided with a

clear picture of exactly what was
happening on the surface of the speaker.
Achieving uniform vibration across the
cone or dome of a speaker will
significantly improve its performance.

The VPI 4000 uses a low -power laser to
scan the surface of a vibrating component
Through 'fast -Fourier' transform analysis of
the surface data it produces full -field
vibration maps at selected frequencies. It
was originally developed as a tool for
automotive and aircraft designers.

"Gentlemen. we have
the technology..."

A CD -R disc specifically designed for audio.

Now there's a novel idea.

Introducing the HHB CDR74 Gold.
The only CD -R disc optimised for use in professional audio recording applications.
Ask for it by name.

HHB Communications  London Tel: 0181 962 5000  Los Angeles Tel: 310 319 1111  Toronto Tel: 416 867 9000  http://www.hhb.co.uk
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IN BRIEF
Blue Tomato Records are currently
looking for new garage tracks for
imminent release. Tracks with strong
ideas and production will be
considered, with studio time available
for the best ones. Send your music to
Unit 18, Croydon house, 1 Peall Road,
Croydon, Surrey, CR0 3EX, or phone
0181 287 8585 for more info.

Cute FX 1.0 is a digital effects
shareware program (£10) which runs
on a standard PC and soundcard with
no special hardware requirements.
Effects including phaser, gate,
compressor, expander, distortion, and
delay are produced in real-time. An
evaluation version can be
downloaded from the internet:
(www.poboxes.com/SoftwareForge/
CuteDU).

Four new condenser mics for the
project studio have
been released by
beyerdynamic: the
MCE90 vocal mic,

MCE 91 handheld
vocal mic, and MCE

93 and 94,
designed for
instrument
recording. Prices
range from £328 to
£434.

More from
beyerdynamic:
01444 258258.

Arcadia is a new band/DJ promotion
company looking for musical talent.
They're interested in anyone from
alternative to serious house DJs, and
claim they listen to everything that is
sent to them. Send your demos to
Arcadia Promotions, Ashcroft House,
15 High Street North, Dunstable,
Beds. LU61 1HX.

Who says there's no guarantees in
life? Here's a couple for ya: the
Oktava MK210 condenser mic (£257)
now comes with a lifetime guarantee,
which applies to all mics bought after
31/1/98. And Roland UK have
announced a three year guarantee on
all Roland and Boss products
purchased from 1/1/98. This doesn't
apply to Boss pedals, which already
carry a five year guarantee.

George Massenburg Labs (GML) have

appointed HHB as exclusive UK
distributors of their highly -respected
top -end studio equalisers and

dynamics processors. Their latest
release is the 9550 Digital Dynamic
Noise Filter (£7,397), intended
particularly for the restoration of old
and damaged soundtracks. More
from HHB: 0181 962 5000.

UTAH VERY MUCH

Harman Audio is one of the largest professional
audio companies in the world, and The Mix
recently had the opportunity to visit one of their
plants in Salt Lake City, Utah. This factory is
headquarters of Digitech and DOD effects, and
also plays host to dbx dynamics processors.

All three companies were showing new
products at the NAMM convention. Chief among
these was Digitech's Studio 100 (bottom pic) a
sexy -looking budget effects unit that'll retail for

under £200, and dbx's
exciting DDP. The
Digital Dynamics
Processor (below) will
connect directly to your
digital system to give
you quality dynamics
processing without
ever resorting to
analogue. Featuring
factory presets, lots of
programming options
and comprehensive
connectivity, the DDP looks set to take project
and professional studios by storm. And having
made their own silicon, it's likely that dbx chips
may well appear in other manufacturers' digital
projects in the future...allegedly!

There's some great audio products coming out
of Utah at the moment, and it looks like there's
going to be plenty more to come in the future
More from: Arbiter Group
Tel: 0181 202 1199

DDP
.rornwor

418

CD-Rlrki

There's a new contender in the
burgeoning CD -R market this month -

the Fostex CR200. Aimed at the pro user,
the CR200 features a full complement of
digital I/Os, including AES/EBU and
S/PDIF coaxial and optical, a built in
sample rate converter accepting 32kHz or
48 kHz, five flexible recording modes,
balanced XLR inputs and a unique stable
platter mechanism.
Also new from Fostex, the DP -8 digital
patchbay, a 1U rackmount offering 8 I/Os
(2 coaxial and 6 optical). The format
enables the switching of both S/PDIF and
ADAT Lightpipe signals.
Price: CR200 £1522
DP -8 £199
More from: SCV London
Tel: 0171 923 1892

PC OPEN
DAYS

Aseries of open days open to everyone
interested in creating music on their PC

is being run by Et Cetera Distribution. The
open days will take place at music stores
around the country during April and May.

Demonstrations will include notation
software, multi -track hard disk recording and
editing software, pro multi -track digital audio
cards and soundcards, and sequencers
including Cakewalk and Cubase VST. Special
deals will be on offer on the day.

Here's a list of places and times: London:
Sat. 11 April, 2-7 pm, Chappels of Bond St.
Nottingham: Sat 18 April, 2-7 pm, Millenium
Music Software. Leeds: Sunday 26 April, 1-
5:30 pm, Sofiscotech Mix n Midi. Glasgow:
Tues. 5th May, 2-7 pm, Sound Control.
Edinburgh: Friday 8th May, 2-7 pm, Sound
Control. Newcastle: Thursday 14th May, 2-7
pm, Sound Control. Birmingham: Friday 29
May, 1-5:30 pm, Musical Exchanges. Bristol:
venue and time TBA.
More from: Et Cetera
Tel: 01706 228 039
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NEWS

TANNOY GO ACTIVE
Tannoy have launched their new system 600A nearfield active monitors.

Each speaker includes 2 X 75 watt power amplifiers delivering a maximum

SPL of 117 dB. The 6.5 inch dual concentric driver is loaded with a bass reflex

cabinet with two flared port tubes, providing a 44 Hz-20kHz frequency response

at 2:3dB. Inputs are 1052 balanced combined XLR/1/4" jack connectors, and

sensitivity is switchable between -4dBu and -10 dBu. LF and HF contour

switches allow for close to wall mounting.

The launch coincides with the announcement that Tascam have become the

sole UK distributors of Tannoy studio monitors. Tannoy will continue to

distribute their range of PA, reinforcement and installation speakers.

Price: £848/pair
More from: Tascam
Tel: 01923 819630

Li*
Nice n' loud

NEW PCI CARD
Soundscape have announced a new PCI digital

audio interface card which has several unique
features which distinguish it from the competition,
and mark it as a possible market leader for 1998.

The card has the ability to run 16 tracks of
digital audio simultaneously, in and out of the
computer, using two standard TDIF ports. To
seamlessly achieve this, the card will be supplied
with the professional V2 MIXER Software from the
widely used SSHDR-1 Plus DAW (5000+ systems
worldwide). This is a major advantage, as it allows
the use of high quality third -party plug -ins
developed for the SSHDR-1 Plus, such as the TC
Reverb, Wave Mechanics Reverb and the
Soundscape Audio Toolbox, all available now, with
more in design for release later this year.

The TDIF ports allow easy integration with other
equipment and it also has MIDI in/out/thru and
optional S/PDIF in/out wordclock. The card will be
available in the summer, and the price will be
around $700 (UK price TBA).

More from: Soundscape
Tel: 01222 450120

DIGITAL CANS
Two new headphones aimed at the digital recording

market have been launched by beyerdynamic.
"Only these headphones are responsive enough to
accurately reproduce what the new digital
technology is capable of sampling and
recording", claim the company.

The DT831 (enclosed) and DT931 (open)
both provide extended frequency response
due to the newly -developed steel in the
magnetic circuits. Diffuse equalisation is
employed for accurate reproduction of the
original source, while acoustical
response is improved by using CAD
assisted design in engineering the ear
cups. The modular design assists in-
field servicing, and perhaps most
importantly, both models have been
designed for comfort, particularly
important during long recording sessions!

Price: DT831 £180; DT931 £234
More from: beyerdynamic
Tel: 01444 258258

Some digital multitracks can be tough on tapes.

So here's one that can take the strain.

Introducing the HHB DA113, advanced recording media for the DTRS digital 8 -track format.
Precision engineered and exhaustively tested to withstand the rigours of professional multitrack recording.

Ask for it by name.

HHB Communications  London Tel: 0181 962 5000 . Los Angeles Tel: 310 319 1111  Toronto Tel: 416 867 9000  http://www hhh co.uk
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SHURE T -SERIES

Shure Wireless gives you the opportunity to express

yourself like never before. Nobody offers a larger

selection than Shure - affordable, high-performance

wireless systems custom designed for your

application. Each system gives you the choice of a

single antenna receiver or Shure's exclusive

HW International,

167-171 Willoughby Lane,
London N17 OSB

MARCAD°which combines and monitors signals

from two radio antennas, eliminating dropouts and

switching noise. Add to that Shure's constant "on"

LED battery saver indicator, effective noise squelch

and outstanding sound quality, and it's easy to see

why Shure Wireless has become an international hit.

COMPLETE SYSTEMS FROM UNDER £300

SHU
FOR THE FULL STORY ON SHURE WIRELESS MICROPHONES AND INFORMATION ON OTHER

QUALITY PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT FROM HW INTERNATIONAL, CALL OUR FREEPHONE TODAY!

THE VOCAL ARTIST

THE GUITARIST

THE HEADSET

THE PRESENTER

FREEPHONE TO RECEIVE
OUR PRO AUDIO

CATALOGUE NOW!

0800
7311990



the part as a main studio vocal mic. On the
effects side, Lexicon had two new
processors of note, the MPX G2 (LTBA)
guitar effects and the MPX100. Studio
users, professional and home, will be
getting excited at the prospect of the
MPX100, becuase it's the replacment for
the mega successful entry-level Alex. For
only around £250, the MPX100 features the
latest Lexicon chip for high quality reverb,
240 presets, and full MIDI control - order a
six-pack while you can!

Parting thought...
While the whole recording world seems to
be turning digital, it's best not to forget that
the vast majority of mixers in use are still
analogue. Allen & Heath haven't forgotten
this, indeed, they've made a point of it in
their new GS3000 8 -buss recording console
by uniquely including two valve mic/guitar
pre -amps as standard. Nice idea. This looks

Mixer with valves: Allen & Heath GS3000

Audio Technica 30 series

like a good solid recording desk, offering 4 -
band EQ (2 parametric mids), and available
in 24 and 32 frame versions, and the usual
high standard of construction we expect
from A&H. There's still a lot of mileage to

I1 5

.0.0 '00'00
000000 soo
0.00 0 0
0000
esoes

Baby Fostex: FD4 multitracker

be had out of analogue, so don't feel left
out if you don't have the latest all -singing,
all -dancing digital console. Which is, I

believe, where we came in...
 Chris Kempster

An ADAT tape that won't let go of its oxide.

Isn't love a wonderful thing.
Inferior tapes shed their oxide recording layers after continued contact with the head.
Introducing the HHB ADAT45, advanced recording media for ADAT digital multitracks.
It won't shed, even after 100 passes. Ask for it by name.

HHB Communications  London Tel: 0181 962 5000  Los Angeles Tel: 310 319 1111  Toronto Tel: 416 867 9000
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LETTERS

OPEN MIC
Sponsored by SHURE microphones
Got something on your mind?
Well here's your chance to have your say, and win a snazzy
Shure jacket into the bargain. Open Mic is an interface
between you, other readers, the audio industry, and us. So
let's be %yin yer letters, then!

Sound Bites
We want the dirt, we want your anger, your opinions, your experiences, and your reactions. A sentence or a

saga, it doesn't matter; everyone stands a chance of winning that Shure jacket for Loner of the Month.

Selfish advice
Have you ever been advised on the best buy, only to find that it just happened to be the most expensive?

Is it really necessary to spend a fortune to get your tune down?

Standardised confusion
Putting two cables together is not always simple. What do you think about the proliferation of technical

standards? Does it cause more problems than it solves?

Write to us: Open Mic, The Mix, Future Publishing, 30
Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW
Email us: themix@futurenet.co.uk

That question again
Is there any chance we could have a few
less 'I've just bought a PC and want to
make music - what should I do?' type
questions? They seem to be in every issue,
and the answer only changes depending on
what software is best at the time.
Angus, Email supplied

Paul Mac, our Technical Editor, compiles
the Help File. He had this to say:
It's true that this kind of question can be a
tad annoying for anybody who has already
got their PC system and knows the score.
However, the fact that we keep the answer
up to date with the latest releases is in
itself a good reason to include it. It's often
difficult for people to get the 'big picture'
when reading through isolated reviews, and
Help Files that ask about complete systems
are good antidotes to that. We only print
one such letter in any Help File; the one
most representative of those we receive.

The Help File, and the rest of the
magazine for that matter, is a balancing act.
Of course, if that balance isn't right, we
want to know, so keep those letters coming.
Paul Mac

Should we do more basics articles? Should
we do less? Should we all just go down
the pub? What do you think?

Nuts to Acorn?
I don't know much about Ataris. But there is
a computer system that is far from dead
and is never covered by any of the major
magazines. And it's British. And it's great.
I'm referring to Acorn Systems' Archimedes.
Alright, they probably have the lowest user -
base of any of the major systems, but let's

Internet Forum

just look at what they can give to a
recording/MIDI-oriented person.

Currently they can take two, and pretty
soon they'll have up to 16 MIDI ports (that's
256 MIDI channels!). Also on the way is a
true 8 -track hard disk recording and
sequencing system with an S/PDIF interface,
onboard DSP, and all sorts of lovely gismos.
There's sample editing and sequencing
software, support for re-writeable CDs, and
sampling direct from CDs. The friendliest,
quickest GUI ever made, with Windows
compatibility in the form of an optional
second processor... Oh yeah, and there's
Sibelius (which you must have heard of).

Those of us who choose to follow a
different path do so in the knowledge that
we're on our own. The magazines don't
review our software; the shops don't sell it.
Alright, the software is still at an early stage
and is lacking in certain areas, but when
did you last send an Email to Steinberg
saying 'Can you make it do this' and receive
a reply the same day saying 'Here's a little
program I knocked up to do what you
wanted'? I've done that with Oregan
Developments and the program worked.

I use PCs all day at work, but having
used my Acorn RiscPC system I would never
exchange it for a PC -based one. Can we
have just a bit of coverage, please?
Especially with Ian Waugh (who I'm certain
was a BBC Micro sound guru all those years

ago) writing for you...
Mark, Email supplied

Want more talk? Then check out the Futurenet
HiTech Music Forum, a live internet chat page. In
the coming months we'll be relaying the best bits
from there, in here, and relaying the best bits
from here, in there. So type
http://www.futurenet.com into your browser and
say hello to the rest of The Mix -reading world.
You can advertise gear for sale, ask
questions, stick your oar in on any of the subjects
discussed in Open Mic, or start your own argument.
See you there.
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Ian 'all those years ago' Waugh, is still a
guru, and still as young as the day he
decided to stop getting older. Ian says:

I started my computing career on a Beeb
and have variously used Ataris, Amstrads,
Commodore 64s, Amigas, QXs, Falcons,
PCs, Macs and, of course Archimedes. The
Arc' is a nice machine with an under -rated
interface and it's a shame it's not more
popular. But the market - particularly the
music market - is very much consumer -led
and if the punters aren't out there, it's
commercial suicide to spend time and
money developing software for a system if
it's not going to sell.

Your list of available software and
hardware for the Arc' is encouraging but it
only serves to highlight the veritable
plethora of software and hardware available
for the PC and the Mac (check out this
month's free CD-ROM for evidence of this).

But the main thing is that you're happy
with your Arc' and it's doing good service.
Sibelius is the best reason for using an Arc'
that I can think of. It's one of the very few
pieces of truly innovative software and it
deserves wider appreciation.
Ian Waugh

Does anyone else use Arcs for recording?
Tell us about it.

Amigas alive! (continued)
Last month, Christopher Neil Hindley sung
the praises of the Amiga, and Nick Veitch,
editor of Amiga Format put his two
penneth-worth in. Now, another harmonious
sentiment completes the triad.

At last! Someone else out there appreciates
that the Amiga is more than an old games
machine. I have worked in various studios
over here in Germany, with PCs, Macs, and
a few different sequencer programs, only to
find that in about 90% of projects
undertaken, the Amiga would have sufficed.
Sure, The PC/Mac can do this and do that,
but as long as you have this amount of
memory, and this chip, with that upgrade! It
always amuses me to hear studio owners
boasting that the latest software is far
better than anything else before because it
can process a few extra tasks more than a
previous version. When you ask those
people if they really need the extra facilities,
more often than not the answer is "no".

In my own project studio, I've been using
an Amiga running Music X for a number of
years now, despite the initial snobbery
shown from potential clients. I have always
achieved excellent results without in any
way feeling compromised by 'inferior
technology'. Yes please! Give us more
Amiga in The Mix.
IC Mackellar, Germany

Chris Kempster, The Mix Editor, replies:
We seem to have hit on a theme. First, an
overwhelming majority voted against the
idea that the Atari is dead (if you've been

following Open Mic, you'll know how strongly
people feel on this one). Second, we now
have enthusiastic advocation for the Amiga
and the Acorn. How far back do we go? Do
you want to see articles on the ZX81,
Spectrum, Oric 1, Commodore 64 or Dragon
32? But seriously, as long as musicians are
still using machines like the Atari,
Archmimedes and Amiga, we will continue
to support them in The Mix. However, I can
neither confirm nor deny the rumour that a
feature about music on the Amiga will
appear in a upcoming issue...
Chris Kempster

It really happened
We thought you might enjoy a couple of
anecdotes from the world of technical
support. Strange as it may seem, they're
both true:

A customer having trouble with his CD-
ROM phoned Apple customer support. The
engineer started with some basic
questions: "Is the CD-ROM in the drive?"

"Yes," came the reply.
"Do you get the icon on the screen?"
"No."
"Is the door closed?"

The engineer then heard the customer get
up from the computer, walk across the
room, slam the door, and return.

A customer, unable to install new software,
was asked to "copy the disks, and send
them in". The next day, technical support
received an A4 photocopy of the disks.

Thanks to the sales team at Stirling Audio
Systems for supplying this month's laughs.

_.&&AAAAAak&A AukAAIAA-

Letter of the Month
A, but not D
Recently I was working as a sound technician at a
local theatre. Although the show, a pop musical,
was an amateur one that lasted for only 14
days, the musical standard was very high,
and the songs were recorded on DAT and MD.

I am in many ways a 'digital guy' as I
spend most of my evenings in my room,
which is stacked with keyboards, all
connected to my beautiful PC. But, one night
I brought my professional Denon cassette
recorder (and a very expensive cassette) with
me to the theatre and recorded the show.

As we listened later on to the different
recordings, the musicians were astonished
by the sound from my analogue tape; it had
really captured that live feeling much better
than the DAT. Synths were fatter, trumpets

brighter, and guitar solos crystal clear. Of course, there was the characteristic tape -swish (a rather
charming noise) but I found the analogue recording to be more dynamic than the digital ones. The
MD recording was no good; that medium is just not an option for me.
So my question to you guys with the knowledge is: Have my ears got a 'digital filter', or is the good
old analogue tape better than most people would like to admit?
Love the mag,

Paul Schaathun, Norway.

Whoaah. that's cool!

So, Paul Mac gets to write two replies this month:
Audiophiles will quote bit depths and sample rates, third harmonic distortion, wow, flutter,
quantisation error, and so on. Yes, sometimes these are inescapable considerations, biologically tied
to the audio -inclined. However, the golden pinner brigade will quote just one criteria - your ears.
The truth is between these. On one hand, you have to consider other listeners, playback media, copy
generations, and interconnections; on the other, if it sounds good, it probably is good.
DAT machines have always performed better with controlled, even compressed studio material than
with the dynamics you have in your theatre presentation. It's the same reasoning behind the
classical recordist's choice between analogue and 20 or 24 -bit (and the recent moves towards
higher sample rates). For them there's no middle ground. And have you ever considered why some
DAT machines are £800, and some are £8,000? The addition of timecode could hardly account for
that discrepancy.

This in no way discounts digital. Bits and bytes, especially high bit depth, have too many
advantages to list. You might be listening to the sound of the tape, not the sound of the
performance... but this isn't a Help File. If you like the sound of the taped version, go with it. It's
unlikely your preference will halt the digital revolution, and there's nothing wrong with your ears
that a good long studio sitting won't cure. But maybe, just maybe, you don't want your ears cured?
Paul Mac

Do you use analogue in preference to digital. Why? Write and tell us about it.
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CALL NOW ON:

019232

246282
1 LINES  creativ,e OR FAX ON:
01923 246669

£206
Per Month

Yamaha 03D

From £94
Per Month

The 020 digital recording
console otters compatibility
with all major digital audio

formats. With up to 40 inputs,
8 busses, full on board

automation, 32 bit internal
digital processing,

4 band EQ and dynamic
processing on every channel.

This is the only serious
choice for recording and post

production.

Buy now pay later
Cash price £5499
Dep. £550
Interest free within
deferred period
APR 29.9% thereafter

YAMAH
The 03D digital recording

console is a compact
version of the 02R.

It features 26 inputs and
18 outputs and still
incorporates full

automation, 32 bit digital
audio processing and 32
bit on board multi effects

processors. This is a
totally affordable desk

that out performs
anything in its price

range.

Buy now pay later
Cash price £2499
Dep. £250
Interest free within
deferred period
APR 29.9% thereafter

Yamaha Pro Mix 01 From

Buy now pay later Cash price £SpAcilli MOM fsir .dent
Dep. £ Special Interest free within deferred period Per Month
APR 29.9% thereafter

SPIRIT
pint 328

From L154
Per Month

SONY

SONY

32 track, 8 bus mixing desk, 42 inp s, digital quality with analog use, 2 lexicon FX
3 band fully parametric ED, moving fader automation, comes with 2 T-Dif and
ADAT optical interfaces as standard. 16mic inputs

 Buy now pay later  Cash price £1499
 Dep.£150  Interest free within deterred period
 APR 29.9% thereafter

11.11111111. 1111111.111.11.111
 Buy now pay later  Cash price £1999
 Dep.E200  Interest free within deferred period
 APR 29.9% thereafter

HHb CDR800
From £57

Per Month

Alesis ADAT XT
From £75

Per Month

Spirit 4F"s

From £30
Per Month

Genelec I029's

From £29
Per Month

Yamaha NS 10's'

From I 5
Per Month

Sony A8

From £24
Per Month

Panasonic SV3800

From £40
Per Month

 Buy now pay later  Cash price £1999
 Dep.£200  Interest free within deferred period
 APR 29.9% thereafter

 Buy now pep later  Cash price £479
 Dep.£48  Interest free within deferred period
 APR 29.9% thereafter

 Buy now pay later  Cash price £229
 Dep.£23  Interest free within deterred period
 APR 29.9% thereafter

 Buy now pay later  Cash price £229
 Dep.E23  Interest free within deferred period
 APR 29.9% thereafter

The UK's best selling high
end F/X processor

ESI 4000 inc.Turbo option
and internal ZIP drive

Entire E -MU range in stock.
Inc. all upgrades. Call for prices

and finance details.

Yamaha A3000 From £49. ,

41111111111UPer Month

En tire Yamaha range in stock.
Call for prices and finance details.

Roland VS 840
8 Track digital hard disk studio workstation
with built in Zip drive

From £36
Per Month

Roland VS 16808 8
Per Month

and DATA back up

16 track hard disk recorder 256 virtual tracks. From £ 3
2GB H/D. Large LCD display. 12 audio outs.
Option: VSCDR16 - Direct audio CD recorder

MC505 and SP808 includes revolutionary
D - beam controller --

Control your parameters with hand
movements over an infra red

beam. Control your sound by dance

SPro groove box. 64 note Polyphony. Steeper"
filters. 3 independent powerful FX.
714 Dance Patterns.
Full midi implementation

Roland SP808
8 Pro -Rem ix phrase sampler, 8 track H/D audio'

recording. 16 assignable pads per bank. Built
in Zip drive Automatic tempo calculation.
Resample and time stretch, usual FX, plus
'Wah'. Lo Fi, Oscillation, Step modulation

Roland MC505

Yamaha Pro R3
Buy now pay later Cash price £999
Dep. £100 Interest free within deferred period
APR 29.9% thereafter

Yamaha DTX Pro
Buy now pay later Cash price £1979
Dep. £198 Interest free within deferred period
APR 29.9% thereafter

AKG 00

Buy now pay later
Cash price £799
Dep. £80
Interest free within
deferred period
APR 29.9% thereafter

Buy now pay later
Cash price £749
Dep. £75
Interest free within
deferred period
APR 29.9% thereafter

Buy now pay later
Cash price £375
Dep. £38
Interest free within
deferred period
APR 29.9% thereafter

Buy now pay later
Cash price £849
Dep. £65
Interest free within
deferred period
APR 29.9% thereafter

Buy now pay later
Cash price £1049
Dep. £105
Interest free within
deferred period
APR 29.9%
thereafter

PCM80
From £75

Per Month

DBX 1066
From

Per Month

DBX266
From £9
Per Month

DBX286
From £9
Per Month

RRp9.149"

Now £749

From £36
Per Month

From £42
Per Month

From £38
Per Month

From £75
Per Month

01Vc AKG Solidtube

From £30
Per Month

 Buy now pay later  Cash price £799
 Dep.£80  Interest free within deferred period
 APR 29.9% thereafter

MPX I
From £29

Per Month

 Buy now pay later  Cash price £749
 Dep.E75  Interest free within deferred period
 APR 29.9% thereafter

ACTIVE SOUND (UK) LTD., 84 Queens Road, Watford, Herts, WD1 2LA - 2 minutes walk from Watford Junction
Open Monday to Friday 10am - 6pm(Saturday 10.30am - 5.30pm) Illustration: Panstar Design E&OE
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Korg Zi
From £64

Per Month

 Buy now pay later  Cash price £1899  Dep.£170
 interest free within deferred period  APR 29.9% thereafter

1 I: "WEi
1111111111111111111111111

Entire Korg range
in stock. Call for prices and

finance details.

iftrg Trinity Pius

From £68
Per Month

 Buy sow pay later  Cash price £1799  Dep.£180
Interest free within deferred period  APR 29.9% thereafter

Yamaha CS I X in

stock. Call for prices and
finance details.

System i
From £64

Per Month

Yamaha AN I X
From £32

Per Month

 Buy now pay later  Cash price £849  Dep.£85
 Interest free within deferred period  APR 29.9% thereafter

Fostex D- I 60
From £109

Per Month

 Buy now pay later  Cash price £2899  Dep.£289
 interest free within deferred period  APR 29.9% thereafter

4111111111111111111111116.

'

 Buy now pay tater  Cash price £2819  Dep.£285
 interest free within deferred period  APR 29.9% thereafter

Fostex D- I 5

From LI 06
Per Month

Opcode 8 port SE
From E. I 5

Per Month

 Buy now pay tater  Cash price £399  Dep.£40
 interest free within deferred period  APR 29.9% thereafter

System 17
From £75

Per Month

System 15

From
£68

Per Month

Buy now pay later
Cash price C1699
Dep. C170
Intereat free within
deferred period
APR 29.9% thereafter

Buy now pay later
Cash price f1999
Dep. C200
Interest free within
defend period
APR 29.9% thereafter

Buy now pay later
Cash price 01799
Dep. [180
Interest free within
deferred period
APR 29.9% thereafter

Steinberg CubaseVST £299
Steinberg Cubase VST Score £449
Steinberg Wavelab 1.6 £289
Steinberg Rebirth £135
Steinberg Recycle E179

Cakewalk Pro Audio V6 E299

Emagic Logic AudioV3 £339
Emagic Audlowerk 8 £469
Syntrillium Cool Edit Pro £299
TBS Pinnacle £439
113S Pinnacle Dig 1/0 £499

TBS Fiji
TBS Fiji Dig I/O
TBS Malibu
TerraTec EWS64-XL
TerraTec Maestro 32-96
EES PC Midi 1/4
EES Midi/CV7
MOTU Express XT
MOTU Micro Express
MOTU Pocket Express

£339
£389
£119
£399
£139
f99
£449
L359
£259
£159

Active Sound's PC systems

 Pentium 200 MMX
 3.2 Gig Ultra DMA H/Drive
 Pro Tower
 24 x CD ROM
 Matrox Mystique Graphics Card
 Pentium Tx Motherboard CE Approved
 Cubase VST
 Full Duplex Soundcard
 System 14 14" Monitor
 System 15 15" Monitor
 System 17 17" Monitor

EMU Creation Studio
*Includes

*AWE 64 Gold *8 meg RAM
*Vienna Sound Font *Jammer Hit Session

*Cakewalk Express SE *Sound Forge XP 3.0
Only 11249

Active Sound are able to offer
different finance packages

to suit your budget.We offer
'0% interest free' (deposit may not be required

and 'Buy now pay later' credit schemes.
Your application can be processed

on the phone or in our showrooms
with any of our helpful sales team.

Written quotations available
upon request.

Finance subject to status.

ACTIVE SOUND (UK) LTD., 84 Queens Road, Watford, Herts, WD1 2LA
Open Monday to Friday 10am - 6pm(Saturday 10.30am - 5.30pm)
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Pro performance DAT

Further improved version
of the massive selling DA -2o high quality DAT recorder, offering

EVEN MORE FEATURES for DAT mastering AT AN EVEN LOWER PRICE

Improved error correction,
with a sophisticated error rate detection system which automatically

checks tape and head integrity before signal goes to tape

New Sampling Monitor Mode
prevents head and tape wear during source monitoring

°Improved i bit A to D and D to A convertor circuitry, internal

electronics, transport mechanism

and software servo control

94-2134H//

TASCAM

DA -6o mla Advanced timecode DAT

DA -3o MKII Professional studio DAT

DA -3o2 Double professional studio DAT
for duplication or dual mastering

DA -PI Professional portable DAT

TASCAM 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts, WDi 8YA. Brochure Hotline 01923 819630



This month...the first look at Alesis' new
ADAT Type ll multitrack tape machine,
Spirit's FX16 mixer (including Lexicon
FX!), and Yamaha's new 8 -track MiniDisc
Who tests the gear
Our team of equipment reviewers are all
audio industry professionals, experts in
their chosen fields - engineers,
producers, musicians, software
specialists and audio journalists. This
means that you can trust the opinions
expressed in their reviews.

How the gear is tested
Wherever possible, the gear we test is
used in actual sessions. Indeed, some of
the biggest -selling records this year will
have acted as testbeds for our reviewers.

We believe that to truly evaluate kit
properly, it needs to be tested in studio
conditions - not a dark room!

Impartiality
Reviews in The Mix are in no way biased
towards certain manufacturers. We will
deliver an impartial verdict on a product
whether or not a manufacturer advertises
in this magazine. Our first duty is to you,
the reader, and our goal is to give you the
best possible advice on buying
equipment. We will not hesitate in
exposing sub -standard equipment.

Products that are judged to he

.°%<it*6°
outstanding by our reviewers are

awarded the 'Editor's Choice' tag. In a
standard review, this means that the

product offers exceptional performance for the
price it retails for. In group tests, there may be

44*.
two awards - 'Best Performance' and 'Best Value'.

The 'Best Performance' award will go to the product that
offers the best performance irrespective of price.

The 'Best Value' award will go to the product that offers the
hest price/performance ratio.
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The Alesis ADAT is
the most popular
digital multitrack
in the world. Bob
Dormon finds out
if their new 20 -bit
XT20 is a must
or just a maybe
for audiophiles

Type II ADAT £2,299

T
echnology is intoxicating, it's
exciting, it's all you ever
wanted and occasionally it's
a con. Anyone with even a
passing interest in computers
will be aware that there's

always something faster, friendlier and
frequently, forbiddingly expensive to tease
their tech buds with. Investors in such
delights often take their new toys home,
only to find they are incompatible with
their older equipment.

Generally, there are work-arounds to
resolve such problems, but often at the
expense of the functionality of the new
machine. More often than not, you end up
driving in the slow lane when keeping
company with older technology. This is true
of digital audio, and is certainly true of the
new Alesis ADAT LX20, XT20 and M20.

These machines are fine examples of
advances in technology reaching a
consumer price point. Actually, 8 -track 20 -bit
audio recording has been around since
1991 (the year the Alesis ADAT was
launched), when Yamaha revealed their

DMR8 digital mixing console with built-in
cassette -based recorder. Needless to say, it
was expensive, so only now, seven years
later, do we see such achievements of
audio engineering excellence appearing on
consumer -format machines.

The case for having four more bits to
record onto is quite straightforward. On
paper, it adds a further 24dB to the
dynamic range of the system. Essentially a
20 -bit system allows you to record with
more accuracy as you get to use up to
1,048,576 digits to encode the amplitude
of your audio rather than the 65,536 values
on offer with 16 -bit audio. It is the low- level
audio signals that are benefiting from the
increased quantization values available in
20 -bit digital audio.

Bits working
If that sounds all well and good, what's the
catch? Is a new XT20 owner going to be
forced to drive at 16 -bits per sample when
there's a 20 -bit engine under the lid? Well,
yes and no. It all depends what equipment
the XT20 will be holding hands with. The
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Those four extra bits will make all the difference to low-level audio

XT20, LX20 and M20 are all referred to as
Type II ADAT machines. The 'Classic' black
ADAT and the XT are Type I models. The
main difference is that Type I ADATs are
only capable of recording a 16 -bit signal to
tape regardless of whether the
specifications of their convertors is greater
than 16 -bit. The new Type II models, being
20 -bit savvy, have to adapt to accommodate
the older machines. The options are to
behave as 16 -bit machines or to create 16 -
bit clones from 20 -bit masters for use on
Type I systems. These approaches will be
examined in detail later, but first, what
about the stand-alone machine, and in
particular the XT20 on test here?

If there is an Achilles heel of the ADAT
system, it's that it's based on a VHS
video mechanism, which is
now over 20

years old.
As we all know, the

tapes are chunky and the
transport clunky, yet the ADAT optical 8 -

channel digital interface system is extremely
funky. It is mainly the latter that allows the
ADAT to endure, with over 20 different
manufacturers making a range of products
that integrate with the ADAT system. So if
you were tempted to marry into this family,
what exactly would you get?

Overview
Apart from its rose -tinted fascia, the XT20
looks just like the ADAT XT before it, with
the model name on the tape bay flap and
ADAT Type II appearing in the top right
corner to tell them apart. For those
unfamiliar with the XT, the XT20 shares the
same cluster of additional editing and locate

features on the front panel that the Classic
ADAT lacks. Among these are ten user
locate points, track copy, and metering
options. Round the back, the main changes
with respect to the Classic ADAT are the
replacement of the -10dBV 1/4"jack
interfacing with phonos. For the
professional, there's a 56 -way ELCO/EDAC
connector that provides balanced +4dBu
analogue ins and outs.

The back panel is also the path to digital
enlightenment with two ADAT optical
interfaces (digital in and digital out) plus
two 9 -pin ID -type connectors (one male, one
female). The latter Sync I/0s provide word
.clock and transport information for

interfacing with ADAT peripherals
and synchronising with other ADAT
recorders. The optical interfacing

has a 24 -bit capability together
with the eight channels of
digital audio that can be

routed through fibre -optic
cables. Typical uses are
cloning entire tapes or
comping tracks to other

machines and of
course, linking to

digital mixers such
as Korg's SoundLink

168RC or Yamaha's
02R/03D ProMix

consoles. Other features here
besides the IEC mains socket are punch

in/out footswitch socket and LRC (little
remote controller) input, the latter being for
the free LRC included with every ADAT.

The front panel enjoys a much more
informative display than seen on the
Classic. Apart from the transport controls,
all the function keys on the XT20 will have a
reference appear on the fluorescent display.
Incidentally, this display can be brightened
or dimmed by pressing the Peak Clear key
and using the Pitch Up/Down cursor keys.

Immediately below the display and above
the track record select buttons are eight
black function keys with white legends. The
Abs/Rel key under the Counter heading
offers the choice of showing Absolute time
or Relative time. Just like a DAT recorder
the ADAT records its own absolute time
reference throughout the length of the tape
during the formatting process. Relative time
is an option so that you can set a zero point

(when used with the Locate 0 key) anywhere
on the tape. The ADAT uses its Absolute
time reference to generate MIDI time code
and SMPTE when used with a BRC (Big
Remote Controller) or in conjunction with
third party devices such as the JL Cooper
dataSYNC, the MOTU MIDI Time Piece A/V,
and Opcode's new Studio 64 XTC
synchroniser. There's also a number of
interface cards appearing that use this
information to synchronise ADATs to hard
disk recorders, expanding the possibilities
of the system considerably.

The two Peak Mode and Peak Clear
buttons beneath the Meters heading
influence the response the behaviour of the
13 segment bargraph display. Peak mode
doesn't actually have an indicator of its
status other than the meters themselves,
yet the three Peak Hold conditions are fairly
obvious when viewed. Continuous 'holds'
the position of the highest level, keeping
that point illuminated on the display. If
you're distracted or busy improving the
monitor mix while the band warms up for a
recording, it can be very helpful to spot if
any tracks are overloading. You can use the
Peak Clear button as you progress so you
can continue to evaluate your levels.
Momentary, it will keep peaks displayed for
around two seconds, while No Peak
continually updates its level status. Either of
these are fine for general use.

Internal routing
The Input Select section features three
function keys: Analogue Input, Digital Input
and Track Copy. The first two are self-
explanatory, simply changing the ADAT to
record either an analogue or digital source.
However, if you press and hold any of these
input keys then you can use the record
select buttons to change the input routing
on the ADAT. Underneath each meter and
below the record ready light for each track
is a further blue status LED which appears
when the Analogue Input, Digital Input and
Track Copy buttons are held and record
ready buttons are depressed. For the
analogue input this simply allows you to
change the input mode so that all eight
tracks can be fed from either two, four, or
all eight inputs. Press record button one or
two and input one will feed tracks 1,3, 5
and 7, with input two sending to tracks 2,
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ADAT Family Values
After much hype and incessant mutterings among professionals that this system
would never deliver its promise, the Alesis ADAT was launched in 1991. Here was an
8 -track digital audio recorder that you could link up to 15 others and get 128 tracks of
digital audio all controlled from the BRC (Big Remote Controller). That was the
theory, and today variations on such a theme are common practice in the recording
world. The black 'Classic' ADAT has since been discontinued, yet the ADAT maintains
its position because it is a system that not only works, but works with other stuff
that makes life easier. The AI -2 is ill rack hardware option that enables the system to
chase to video. The belated Al -1 allowed so much digital gear (be it optical, coaxial,
XLR, S/PDIF, AES/EBU or ADAT format) to integrate with each other with sample rate
conversion to boot, that its disappearance suggests either cost or madness or both
was responsible for its untimely demise.

Disappointments aside, be assured that the Big Remote Controller is clocking you.
Under the guise of an autolocator the BRC is little more than God to its ADAT
underlings. It has the power to read the SMPTE scrolls, generate MTC, and clone at
will. Among those that can walk in this promised land are the ADAT XT, which arrived
in 1996, a machine featuring a faster transport and some of the BRC's functionality.
A year later the Mzo appeared, with its 24 -bit convertors, 20 -bit recording and ability
to control multiple machines. The Mzo can scrub the audio, it has a built-in AI -2 and
has adopted all the best bits of the BRC philosophy such as timecode facilities.

The XT2o is described here in detail, yet the LXzo is more akin to the Classic ADAT
and fills the gap left since its departure. With five locate points and zo-bit recording,
it is less expensive, helped in part by the absence of the balanced +4dBu ELCO
interfacing. It has phonos only for analogue signals.

As each month passes there seems to be more disciples joining the ADAT
community. Alesis developed their own ADAT-compatible instruments, namely the
Ouadrasynth plus their MIDIVerb IV GT effects unit. Others such as Korg have
followed with their ADAT- equipped Trinity synth,168RC mixer and 12121/0 PCI audio
interface card. Alesis have taken up the challenge of the latter with their own ADAT-
PCR card. While the S -VHS format is not to everyone's taste, it seems that the ADAT
interface has satisfied the needs of semi -pro digital audio. In time we may well bury
the tape recorder, but the ADAT optical interface seems destined to live on. 

4, 6 and 8. Press buttons three or four and input one feeds tracks 1 and 5, input
two feeds tracks 2 and 6, input three tracks 3 and 7 and so on. Press record
buttons five and upwards and each independent input feeds the relevant track.

This arrangement also holds true for the digital input mode, but it has to be used
carefully as experience has shown that some digital mixers get very confused with
this arrangement and simply obey the ADAT without conveying any reason for their
behaviour. For example, trying to get an 8 -buss Yamaha 02R console to work
digitally with an XT in this input mode can be very frustrating unless you check these
details, as the routing on the 02R digital desk becomes overridden by the ADAT's
digital input routing preferences, which allow any number of inputs to be used and
not just groups of two, four or eight as in the analogue mode. If you want an easy
life, you must check this out when using digital mixers with an ADAT XT/20, and the
same goes for use with a BRC.

Track Copy also requires you to hold the key down, but this time to select up to
four source tracks. Simply release the Track Copy key and then choose the
destination tracks by using the record select keys, and you can copy the tracks
within the XT2O.

The Input Monitor section is very conventional, providing two options. The first is
All Input. This sets the status of the recorder to monitor whatever is present at the
input for all tracks. The second is Auto Input. This mode changes depending on use.
If the XT20 is stationary then the input can be heard. When the XT20 is playing, the
tape is monitored until recording takes place.

Playback pre -requisites
Above the transport keys are ten locators numbered zero to nine. Using the Set
Locate key adjacent to them, you can store locate points on the fly and even edit
their values later with the help of the Edit Value key, and the Up/Down keys
(primarily used for van -speed). Now there's something you don't come across too
often on a hard disk recorder.

Written in grey above certain locate keys are their predetermined roles as
locators for auto return and auto record modes. There are keys to initiate these
functions on the far right, including a Rehearse function so you can check out any
drop -ins. Also in this area are the Clock Select, Format, Digital Out, Track Delay and
Tape Offset controls. Tape Offset allows the XT20 to be used with other ADATs of
any generation, so that parts can be copied freely to new locations on the tape
without the need for a BRC.

Track Delay can be applied to tracks individually, with a maximum delay time of

CDR800
Compact Disc Recorder

ACTIVE SOUND

Watford Tel: 01923 246282

ANDERTONS MUSIC CO

Guildford Tel: 01483 456777

AXIS AUDIO

Stockport Tel: 0161 474 7626

DAWSONS

Warrington Tel: 01925 632591
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Bournemouth Tel: 01202 395135
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FIRST WE MADE
CD RECORDERS
AFFORDABLE

NOW WE'RE GIVING
AWAY THE DISCS

No other pro audio CD recorder sounds better.

No other pro audio CD recorder is easier to use.

And no other pro audio CD recorder is backed

by HHB's award winning technical support.*

No wonder the HHB CDR800 is so hot.

And it's about to get even hotter. Buy an HHB

CDR800 CD Recorder and you'll now receive a

pack of 10 HHB CDR74 Gold blank discs, absolutely

free. That's more than 12 hours free recording on the

most advanced Phthalocyanine, audio - optimised CD -R

discs that money can buy.

There's never been a better time to record your

work on CD -R. Call HHB about the CDR800 today.

* Winners of the Professional Recording Association

Award for Technical Achievement, 1997.

ALSO FROM HHB  COST EFFECTIVE, HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA

DAT

DAT Tape CD -R MiniDisc MiniDisc Data

/
MC OB

S ,

Magneto - Optical ADAT

HHB Communications Ltd . 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U, UK Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

HHB Communications USA  626 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 110, Santa Monica, CA 90401, USA . Tel: 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311 E -Mail: sales@hhbusa.com

HHB Communications Canada Ltd  260 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario M5A 4L5, Canada  Tel: 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080  E -Mail: hhbcan@istar.ca

Visit HHB on line at: http://www.hhb.co.uk
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The ADAT digital interface has been adopted by numerous manufacturers

170mS. Edit Value needs to be depressed
and a track selected; you can use the
Up/Down keys to delay in 0.1mS steps,
which can be tedious. The Alternative is to
key the numbers in with the numbered
locate buttons. On the Classic, the BRC is
required to access delay functions.

Digital Out is actually a new feature
which, for reasons that will soon become
obvious, doesn't even appear on the original
XT. Repeated presses on it scroll the
display through 16 (a 16 -bit output), 16 dt
(16 -bit output with dither) and 20 (20 -bit
output). The primary function of this
arrangement is to offer alternative ways to
digitally transfer audio from a Type II ADAT

Spec Sheet
Recording Format: ADAT Type I (16 -bit),

ADAT Type II (20 -bit) rotary head digital

recording

Audio Channels: 8

Digital Conversion (A/D): 20 bit linear,

128X oversampling, single converter

per channel

Digital Conversion (D/A): 20 bit linear,

128X oversampling, single converter per

channel

Sample Rate: 44.1/48kHz, selectable

Frequency Response: 20Hz to 20 kHz,

2 0.5dB

Dynamic Range: 102 dB, A -weighted

Distortion: 0.003% THD

Wow and Flutter: Unmeasurable

Analogue Inputs/Outputs: 1 ELCO

connector (in/out),

16 phono (RCA) jacks,

8 input, 8 output

Digital Inputs/Outputs: 8 -channel

ADAT Optical jacks (1 in, 1 out)

Synchronization: ADAT Sync Input and

Output

Dimensions (WxHxD): 190x 5.25" x 11"

(133mm x 483mm x 280mm)

Weight: 20 lbs. (9.5 kg)

(20 -bit) to a Type I model (16 -bit). In 20 -bit
mode the last four bits are ignored by the
receiving 16 -bit machine. With just 16 -bit
mode the output is virtually the same as
above with the last four bits being zeroed.
When the 16 -bit output is dithered a
process of randomization is applied to
these low level transitions so that the
truncation of the last four bits is less
obvious. Furthermore, if you're using your
XT20 with a digital mixer capable of
handling the 20 -bit word, then check the
Digital Output mode. While the main display
will show whether a tape is 16 or 20 -bit
format, it does not indicate the actual
status of the digital output signal. You have
to press Digital Out to see a momentary
status readout.

Like the Digital Out selections the Format
function decides both the audio quality and
the compatibility of the tape, as it can be
set to 16 -bit (for all models) or 20 -bit for the
LX20, XT20 and M20.

Clock Select has four modes, which are
basically a choice between 44.1kHz and
48kHz with reference to the internal clock or
an external digital clock source. Failing to
set this correctly when using a digital mixer
can result in intermittent clicks, which is a
telltale sign that one of the devices needs
to be set to slave to the other's clock.

Verdict
Operationally, the ADAT XT20 appears no
different to the XT. It has an extremely fast
transport, which can be a bit unruly as it
just does its level best to get up to full
speed whatever you're doing. To avoid a
love -hate relationship you have to keep
using the locators, which is a good habit
anyway, but we musicians are noted for our
spontaneity, and being dictated to by a
machine doesn't always wear too well.

On paper, the XT20 seems to have only a
marginally improved sonic performance,
producing the theoretical equivalent of a 17 -
bit system (with its 102dB dynamic range),
yet unsurprisingly, it delivers what we've all
come to expect from this technology. As
with all digital systems, the figures alone
don't tell the whole story. It bears
comparison to computer monitors: some
run at thousands of colours which when
viewing images appears fine, but only when

you get to see the same images at millions
of colours do you appreciate the difference.
The important thing to know though is that,
theory aside, it does sound better.

One gripe was the rather inept
implementation of the Digital Out facility.
There is no permanent indication of whether
you are sending 16 -bit, 16 -bit dithered or
20 -bit audio out of the digital interface, and
each time you press the Digital Out button
the status changes rather than recalling the
current status first. You'd better watch out
for this, as it could be a case of 'The
Emperor's new clothes', with folk all
nodding in appreciation at the 20 -bit sound
of their XT20 digitally interfaced to a 20 -bit
capable desk, when in reality it is receiving
16 -bit audio by mistake! A software update
should fix this easily enough, though.

That aside, the XT20 has a fine array of
features as a stand-alone digital recorder
and there's plenty more to buy into. With
the traditional ADAT benefits of low-cost
media and a widely used format coupled
with the improved sonic fidelity, it looks like
ADAT will continue to sell in numbers for the
forseeable future.©

More from: Sound Technology, 17
Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Herts SG6
1ND Tel 01462 480000 Fax 01462
480800 Email: info@soundtech.co.uk

ALESIS XT20

Or -411111111

Improved son C capabilities
Compatibility options with Type I
16 -bit models

Over -zealous transport mechanism
Digital out implementation

Traditional ADAT benefits of wide user base,
commonly -used interface and low-cost media
tape are combined with improved sonic
fidelity. Nice!
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 16 Mono inputs, with up to 26 inputs to mix
All 16 mono inputs have UltraMicT" preamps with

60dB of gain range, pre/post-fader switchable Direct
Outs, 3 band mid -sweep EQ, HPFs and Inserts

 Lexicon Effects section with dual effects capability,
and editable and storable programs and parameters

- SIP and PFL solo capability - 4 Stereo Returns
 4 Auxes [2 & 3 switchable pre/post-fader, with

Aux 1 pre -fader and Aux 4 for Lexicon send]
 Stereo subgroup  100min faders

Phantom Power 7 Rackmount option [10U]

16 Mic/Line Input Mixer with Lexicon Effects

You need a
16 CHANNEL

CONSOLE for live
and studio mixing,

but you also need an
effects unit. FX16 gives

you all this in a rugged, compact 10U
frame, because it's a dedicated

live/recording mixer from SPIRIT and a
programmable LEXICON effects unit. Now
who said you can't have it all? Take FX16 to a
venue and its 16 MIC PREAMPS,
subgroup, mono out, HPFs and up to 3 pre -fade
aux sends make it a versatile FOH console. Back
in the studio, its 16 pre/post fade direct outs,
SIP and 3 -band swept mid EQ make it the
perfect mixing tool. But what makes FX16
so special is its internal LEXICON
EFFECTS UNIT with 16 editable
programs, which saves you the cost of an
external unit that ties up valuable rack space.
Get down to your Spirit dealer and see what
effect FX16 can have on your mixes.

SPIRIT
by Soundcraft

VO.; t: 0.14 6 OA CO 6 re4 w v n4 04

A Harman International Company

SPIRIT FOLIO FX16 mvit,4 V,5*.,F or ding Mixer with Effects
Send me a brochure on FX16 0 I read the following

The full Spirit Range 0 Name

I would use FX16 for Live 0 Band Name:

Studio 0 Address:

Other Please send me a free copy of the Spirit Guide to Mixing 0 TM

Spirit by Soundcraft'", Harman International Industries Ltd., Cranborne House, Cranborne Industrial Estate, Cranborne Road, Potters Ba
Hertfordshire EN6 3JN, England. Tel: +44 10)1707 665000. Fax: +44 10)1707 665461

Check out the Spirit Website: http://www.spirit-by-soundcraft.co.uk
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Another small -
format 4 -buss
mixer has entered
the market, this
time with added
Lexicon effects.
Norman Fay sees
if it stands out
from the crowd

RIT F1116
Compact 16 -Channel Mixer £849

A
nyone looking to buy a
compact, rack -mounting
mixer today has a tough
choice to make. Since the
arrival of Mackie's original
CR1604, this section of the

market has exploded with a profusion of
similarly specified, and often very similar
looking devices. Although choice is
supposed to be a good thing, it is a little
depressing to see just how closely many
compact mixers resemble Mackie's
design, both in terms of the layout and in
the style of the faders and knobs.

While we're in a gripey mood, another big

downer is the way that some manufacturers
tell us how many inputs their mixers
feature. Equating input sockets with the
number of actual channels on mixers
featuring stereo channels is bad enough,
but boosting the numbers by listing effect
and tape returns along with the channels
can verge on the deceitful.

With the above in mind, it's fair to say
that the Spirit FX16 made a good
impression straight out of the box. Although
it's the same size as a Mackie CR1604, it
doesn't look remotely like one - even if you
squint at it. Better still, 16 channels means
exactly that, not eight mono and four stereo
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channels. In addition to your 16 fully
featured inputs, you also get four stereo
effect returns and a stereo tape return - 26
inputs in all. The desk is 19 inches wide,
and rackmountable with an optional kit, in
which case it'll take up ten units of rack
space. In common with most desks in this
format, the FX16's connector panel will
rotate through 90° so the connectors are at
the back when it's racked up. The FX16'is a
little taller than most desks in this format,
and it's also a little lighter in weight, which
probably has something to do with the
separate power supply. You may not
approve of these, though to be fair, they do
keep the cost down, and make it
easier for manufacturers to pas
EC emissions regulations.

Overview
The FX16 is conventional
in its layout, so you'll
quickly adapt to it if
you're trading up,
and it'll be easy to
learn to use if it's
your first desk.
Each channel has
balanced XLR mic
and line jack inputs,
as well as an insert socket. None of
this is unusual on a desk of this sort, but
the FX16 also has an individual direct out

Lex FX
Much is made in Soundcraft's advertising of
the Lexicon processor built in to this desk.
Obviously you shouldn't be expecting a
PCM80 to be included in an £849 desk, but
the processor is a worthy addition to the
FX16's feature list. It has 16 algorithms,
consisting of delay, echo and chorus as well
as plate, room, hall, chamber and gated
reverb, and various combinations of the
above. Each effect algorithm has two
editable parameters, which have a range of
15 to 16 steps, except for delay time, which
features a 54 step range. No delay or reverb
times are printed either on the panel or in
the otherwise very good manual, so setting
them has to be done by ear, which is often
the best way anyway.

We didn't have any of Lexicon's budget
effects units to compare the sound of the
effects with, but we did have an example of
Zoom's 1201, which also has preset
algorithms with two editable parameters.
Overall the units were very similar in quality,
with the Zoom having the edge as far as
reverbs went. When long decay times were
set, the Lexicon did feature some 'cycling' in
the reverb tails, which was much less
noticeable in the Zoom. The built-in
processor would be most useful to those
using this desk in a live context, mainly
because many studio users will probably
already have a better -quality reverb. This is
not to decry the usefulness of the built-in
processor, mind. The effects are well
integrated into the mixer, and having a built-
in delay line is very handy.

on each channel, which is less common. As
we shall see, this is one of several ways
that this desk goes the extra mile in terms
of features.

Looking at the channel controls
themselves, and starting at the top of the
channel strip, we have a gain control, with a
button switch for a 100Hz low-cut filter. This
leads into the 3 -band swept -mid EQ, and
then we have four aux sends. Three of
these go to balanced sockets on the back
panel, while the fourth is routed internally to
the built-in effects processor, and can't be
used for anything else. The three external
sends are divided up into one pre -fade, one

post fade, and one that is
switchable on a per -channel basis. Next is
the pan control, and then we have the
routing switches. Rather than having a
single switch to select between main and
sub outputs, Spirit have opted for maximum
versatility and supplied a pair, which is
much appreciated.

Situated rather close to the routing
switches are the mute and solo buttons,
with the latter having an LED indicator that
doubles as a channel overload warning.
Further down from this is another switch
that selects between pre and post -fade for
each channel's direct output. The manual
explains that this allows the FX16 to be
used as an FOH (front of house) desk with
the facility to do multitrack recordings of live
performances; that is, the engineer can
adjust the levels of individual musicians in
the P.A. without worrying about the level
going to tape. This is a clever feature, and
though it may only be used by a minority of
potential buyers, it does suggest a
thoughtful approach to design. Finally, we
have the 100mm channel fader, which is
nice and long for precision mixing. During
the review, the movement was found to be a
bit slippy, though others may find it perfect.

On the whole, the channels are well laid
out. Despite the compact design of the
desk, the markings are readable, and
although the pots are close together, they
are no more so than on any other desk of
this type, and the shape of the fader caps
makes them a lot less fiddly to use than on
most other small desks. The one downside
of the channel layout is the closeness of
the solo and mute buttons to the channel
routing switches, which isn't helped at all by

the fact that that they are identical to look
at. Maybe Spirit should colour -code these
buttons in future.

Master section
To the right of the input channel faders are
the similarly -sized main and sub output
faders, and a switch to route the submix to
the main mix. Many people prefer a single
fader for the master outputs, but in this
case, where the outputs can also be
subgroups during recording, paired faders
are probably the best option, and that's
what Spirit have gone for. Above the output
faders is an impressive set of master send

and return controls. Each of the
four auxiliary sends, including the internal
effects send, has its own master level pot
and AFL button. Above their controls are no
less than five sets of stereo returns. The
uppermost of these is hardwired to the
built-in processor, with the rest being fed by
pairs of balanced jack sockets. Each return
has a level control, a switch to send it to
either of the output pairs, and its own
auxiliary send control with a switch to select
which of the sends it goes to. Returns one
to three and the Lexicon return can go to
auxiliary sends one or two, whilst return
four goes to either auxiliary three or the
Lexicon processor. Although some similar
desks may offer more sends per channel,
the arrangement of the sends and returns
on the FX16 is the best we've seen in this
class of mixer.

To the right of the returns are the stereo
bargraph meters, a switch to select the solo
mode (solo in place or pre -fade listen), a
tape return with a level control and a switch
to route it to the main mix, a trio of
switches to route this and the main and sub
outputs to the monitor outputs, and level
controls for the monitor and headphone
outputs. Above the master section is the
control panel for the Lexicon reverb (see the
'Lex FX' box), and above that is a tiny panel
with a switch to globally apply 48V phantom
power to the mic inputs.

In use
The FX16 was easy to get along with, and
after a very short time we got some clear
and spacious mixes together. The input gain
control offers enough variation to cope with
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Direct outs and comprehensive effects returns are plus points

1). anything thrown at it, from the rather feeble
line outs of a digital church organ to a
particularly hot guitar amp simulator. The
internal noise from the desk itself, unlike
that of the amp simulator, is impressively
quiet. The EQ is very nice -sounding - adding
a little top boost to hi -hats sounded
particularly good, and though the lo -cut
filter's and low shelving EQ's frequencies
seemed a little too low and a little too high
respectively, they were very effective.

The aux sends and returns were easy to
use, and both the good, clear layout of the
master send and return sections, and the
excellent way in which the effects
processor had been integrated
into the desk's design

were well
appreciated. It'd be

nice if both pre -fade sends were
switchable to post -fade, but this is made up
for to some extent by the fact that you get a
couple of extra returns over and above the
number of post -fade sends. Using these,
it's possible to bring in a couple of stereo
sources that don't need EQing, and you can
also use the direct outs to apply effects to
single channels, which is a useful and
unusual extra.

On mixdown, the 100mm faders gave an
excellent amount of control over each
channel's volume, and they will certainly be
missed when the FX16 goes back. When

recording parts to the multitrack, the FX16
was a little fiddly, with regular repatching
needed. This isn't really a specific criticism
of this deck though - this is the case with
most similarly -sized desks. One small, albeit
loud, problem was discovered when using
the solo button in pre -fade listen mode. The
FX16 has no separate solo volume control,
so soloing a channel while working on a
quiet project can have a suprising 'ejector
seat effect' on the user. Those who've
owned Seck 1882 desks will know exactly
what this means, and they probably don't
feel too nostalgic about it either. FX16 users
will have to learn to turn the monitor level
down before soloing a channel.

Verdict
The choice for anyone in the market
for a small mixer has just got a little
harder. At this price, no desk offers
a range of features that will be

perfect for everyone, but anyone
should be able to find the desk
to suit them, and the FX16

should suit many users very
well indeed. Its main rivals

are the Mackie CR1604VLZ,
at £949, and the Allen &
Heath WZ 14-4-2, at
£960, and juggling these
desks' features - the
Mackie's better

subgroups, the Allen &
Heath's better EQ, the Spirit's

better effects returns and so on -
would be enough to give any prospective
purchaser a headache. As we see it, the
advantages the FX16 offers are the
aforementioned returns, the channel direct
outs, built-in Lexicon effects, and the
pleasant, clean sound. The built-in Lexicon
may not appeal to studio -bound musicians
with an existing rack of effects, though it is
definitely a bonus. If you rate these points
highly (including the £100 advantage over
its competitors), choose the Spirit FX16.

More from: Spirit by Soundcraft, Harman
International Industries Ltd, Cranborne
House, Cranborne Industrial Estate,
Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire
EN6 3JN Tel: (01707) 665000
Fax: (01707) 665461

Spec Sheet
Inputs: 16 mono channels, 4

stereo aux returns, 1 stereo tape return

Outputs: 3 aux sends, master

stereo out, sub stereo out, monitor stereo

out, summed mono out, 16 individual

direct channel outs.

Distortion: 0.009% at +14dBu,

1kHz

Equalisation: Hi shelving: 12kHz +/-

15dB

Mid sweep: 240Hz to 6kHz

+/-15dB Q=1.5

Lo shelving: 60Hz +/-15dB

Lo cut filter 100Hz 18dB per octave

Frequency response: 20Hz to 30kHz

<0.5dB any mic/line input to any output

Dimensions: (without rack ears) 148

x 442.5 x 443.6mm (10 rack units)

Weight: 8.3Kg (including

power supply)

ng-throw faders
od integration of effects processor
ry quiet

ternal power supply
te, solo, and routing buttons

shy confused
0 solo level control

Well -specified, easy to use, and comes
complete with Lexicon effects. The direct
outputs, comprehensive effects returns, and
price all blow raspberries at the competition.
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< TR-Rack
KORG

T"nity is renowned as the best sounding workstation by professional musicians all over the world and is the
ost highly -developed sample -based synthesiser available, with a reputation for superior sound quality and the most

complete effects capabilities of any synthesiser.

Now there's another way you can get your hands on Trinity's Sounds
We have taken Trinity's highly -acclaimed ACCESS (Advanced Control Combined

Synthesis System) technology, expanded it, and made it available in a
more affordable rackmount form.

The TR-Rack features a massive 32Mb of sound ROM, with twice as many built-in programs and drumkits as the
workstation. In addition to the full pre -load data from Trinity, the TR-Rack provides 2 new banks of programs and

combinations for a total of 1,024 sounds. All 32 Mbytes were recorded, and playback highest quality 48kHz sampling rate
to ensure sparkling fidelity; so the sounds of the best instruments played by the finest musicians is preserved. The TR-

Rack features dual multimode resonant filters, and is 16 -part multi-timbral. And to keep your sound all -digital you can add
an ADAT format -compatible digital output.

TR-Rack: ACCESS to
the legendary Trinity sound.

Sour] 2.0

KORG ,  *:1141"
1.1. Lwarwal,W0Z;WdL:r: '

Free SoundDiver Trinity
editing software included

For more information...

KORG
rochure Line
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Recording
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Our full pro 1 uc range

features CD Recorders with a

wide choice of read/write

speeds in both internal and

external formats. This is also

true of our new selection of

ReWritable CD Recorders

providing quality, speed and

value for money. All of which

is backed up by an excellent

range of accessory kits and

recording software, not to

mention the forthcoming DVD

Recorders and Media.

For more Information
about CD -R technology

and Traxdata's full
product range please
visit our website on:

Tr

all on:

4 Speed Record/I2 SpEEd Playback
Internal & ExtErnal, CD REcordErs

THE TRAXDATA
84120 PRO SERIES

THE WORLD'S FASTEST
4X RECORD/I2X PLAYBACK

CD RECORDERS

...with high speed CD-ROM read
capability, very fast access and
low CPU Utilisation, supporting

packet, disc -at -once and track -at -
once recording modes

sory Kits
ACCESSORY KIT

ecording Studi
Record yew own CD's
MUSIC DATA VID(O

CDR 4120 PRO
CO Recorder Kit

iii1442.11

T DATA
CD Recorder Kit
CD1W4241011L vao

COMPACT

CI §T
Recordable

onnec tons

Mont roar tiro
MUSIC Darn VIDEO.

Kits (Internal & exter
CD RECORDER KIT

Record your own Cirs
MUSIC  DATA  VIDEO

UK Sales Office: Traxdata UK Limited, IDC House, The Vale, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9RZ, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)1753 89444  Fax: +44 (0)1753 89554  email: uksales@traxdata.com

Offices in: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, Germany, India, Italy, The Netherlands,
Singapore, South Africa, Spain, UK, USA.



Economic Production
of CD -R's In House...

 Unattended Job

Processing

 Simple to set up and use

 150 disc capacity

 Industrial reliability

 Ideal for desktop use

 Quiet operation

 Specialised knowledge

not required

 Ultra -low maintenance

 2 CD writers for

double capacity

For more Information

about CD -R technology

and Traxdata's full

product range please

INTILTXDATA

The TraxCopier" is a
automated, robotic. desktop
CD duplicator for successful
copying time and time again.
Discs are individually selected
and placed directly into the CD
recorder mechanisms. After
recording the discs are sorted
by a first -in. first -out hopper

system.

kV01p-'
41. data
-env;

stem is
standard with two CD recorders
to provide double capacity.
Most popular CD formats are
supported with disc format
recognition automatically
handled by the TraxCopier-.

Another Professional
Product from Traxdata

Record your own CD's
MUSIC  DATA  VIDEO

Authorised Dealer
River Pro -Audio

Unit 3, Grange Yard, London, SE1 3AG
Tel: 0171 231 4805  Fax: 0171 237 1424  email: Riverproaudio@btinternet.com

Internet: http:% www.btinternet/riverproaudio
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FREQUENCY

Acoustic Analysers
Acoustic Treatment
A.DAT Tapes
Amalgamating Tape
Amplifiers

Batteries
Books

Cable
Cassettes
CD Players
CD -Rs
Compressors
Connectors

Effects Units
Equipment Stands
Fibre Optical Leads
Fish Poles
Floppy Discs
Fuses

Glands
Goosenecks
Graphic Equalisers

Headphone Amps
37aR

3a. I'll/Phones/Headsets
.41`r"Heatshrink

Infra Red H/phones
Isopropyl Alcohol

Littlelites
Leads
Looms

Mcrophones
VACUUM TUSEMic Stands
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61-63 ROCHE-
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STUDIOSPARES DEUTSCHLAND Gr
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M/Disc Recorders
Music Stands

Patch Cords
Patch Panels
Phantom Power
Plastic Spools
Plugs
Pop Screens
Porta Studios
Power Amps
Pre Amps

Racks Lights
Racks Strip
Racks Trays
Radiomics
R-DAT Tapes
Reverbs
RFI Filters
Roadcases
Rockwool

Sleeving
Snakes
Solder and Irons
Speakers
Stack Rack
Stage Boxes
Strata Rack
Syquest Discs

Tape
Tape Recorders
Tools
Transformers
Turntables

Vent Panels

Wall Boxes
Windshields
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SG -Rack
STAGE PIANO MODULE

0

KORG

Pack some great
piano sounds in a
rack and you have
an essential item
for any studio.
Chris Kempster
tunes up Korg's
latest SG module...

Piano Module £699

he piano continues to be an
important element in many
strands of contemporary
music, so any module that
packs 24Mb of quality piano
and keyboard voices in a

rack is going to be of interest to
many studios.

The SG Rack is the module version of
the recently launched SG Pro X stage piano,
which itself is a descendant of the original
SG1 sampled piano. The SG1 was a
particular favourite with performing
keyboard players, offering a weighted 88 -
note keyboard combined with a rich and
dynamic piano sound. This tradition is
maintained with the SG Pro, which is
definitely a player's instrument.

Unlike many piano modules that are
1/2U, sit -atop -your -keyboard type things, the
SG looks the business in its full size 19"
racking outfit. The rear is as you would

expect, bare but for a few holes concerning
themselves with audio (left and right jacks),
power (Euro connector) and MIDI (In, Out,
and Thru). The front is pretty minimal too,
with a few dainty buttons over to the right,
headphone jack and volume pot to the left,
and dirty big bastard of a backlit green LCD
slapped across the middle. These big 'ol
screens that all the manufacturers are going
for at the moment are just the job when
you're in a dark studio (or on an even darker
stage). The name of your favourite patch
can never be big enough.

Internals
The guts of the SG Rack are every bit as
impressive as the skin, with 24Mb of PCM
samples providing the raw material for the
64 different sounds on offer. This is a fair
amount to play with, and should result in
some rich and extremely agreeable timbres
(be patient, you'll find out in a minute).
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Polyphony is good at 64, though to be fair
any less would have the performing piano
player feeling a little nervous (those
unfortunates who have experienced
'premature note cutoff' identify with this).
As with most of Korg's sound generating
products these days, the effects are
particularly impressive (see separate box),
and will turn on and off at the press of a
button... literally.

The basic operating structure is simple
enough: 64 programs in four banks of 16,
with a mixture of acoustic pianos, electric
pianos, organs, strings, basses and synths
in each bank. You can edit all the sounds to
a small degree, with Brightness, Attack,
Decay, and Release parameters the most
useful. You can also adjust Key Touch (how
much the velocity changes the volume and
tone of a sound) and the depth of the two
effects modules.

If you want to layer two sounds, or split
them across the keyboard, you should go
directly to Performance mode (do not pass
Go, do not collect £200!). In the old days,
you'd usually layer up sounds because they
were too weak on their own, but this isn't a
problem for the SG, or indeed most
contemporary instruments. More likely you'll
be playing live and want a string sound and
a piano sound split across the keyboard
(unless you're Richard Clayderman, in which
case you play them together, with a white
rose in your lapel... in soft focus).

Basically you've got all the parameters
here to get the Performance exactly how
you want it. Choose your two Programs first,
then set their levels, their panning, the
range on the keyboard, and even the
velocity curve. By being able to specify
minimum velocity (p), maximum velocity (f),
and the curve that joins them, you can get a
wide range of responses, hopefully one of
which will be suitable. You can set the

Effects
On nearly all of their recent synths and
modules, Korg have gone to town on the
built-in effects. The Trinity set the standard
with its sophisticated master and insert
effects, and the new TR Rack is even more
powerful. There are two effects units in the
SG, connected in series. The same 11 effects
are available to both FX1 and FX2, though FX1
has a bonus effect: HyperEnhancer.

There's a good number of adjustable
parameters for each effect. Reverb, for
example, has Time, Hi damp, Pre Delay, early
Reflection, EQ Lo, EQ Hi, and Effect Depth to
tweak. Impressive for a piano module!

The effects are geared towards keyboard
instruments, hence the presence of
Overdrive and Rotary Speaker for the organ
sounds, AutoPan, Stereo Delay, and Chorus
for the electric pianos, and Stereo Flanger
for the clavinets.

Here's the full list: Reverb, Early Reflection,
Stereo Delay, Stereo Chorus, Stereo Flanger,
Overdrive, Stereo Phaser, Rotary Speaker, Auto
Pan, Wah, Flanger-Delay, Hyper Enhancer.

The SG Rack: it's pretty on the
inside, too

PianoL&Jer
7A :B03:Choru..Pd

playing response in either a Performance, or
in global mode, which is where a lot of other
routine stuff like Master Tune, Transpose,
MIDI channel, and MIDI data Dump resides.
Okay, enough of this rubbish, let's get onto
the fun bit...

The sounds
The standard SG sound, Concert, is rich,
warm, clear and with a superbly rounded
bottom end. At the top you get those lovely
resonances that good grand pianos give,
and the traditionally 'difficult' octave above
middle C is as assured as any affordable
model on the market. The ultimate
judgement on an instrument is whether you
sit and play for hours, or get bored after a
few minutes. The SG passed this test with
flying colours. Stick a reverb on Concert and
you're into Orbital ambient territory, stick a
longer reverb on and you're Keith Jarrett.

Studio Piano is a variation on Concert,
only brighter, but it still retains the great
dynamic feel of its more mellow friend.
Dance Piano is much more chunky, with a
different velocity curve taking much of the
dynamics out of the sound. This would go
particularly well with a fast, quantised
sequencer part. The best acoustic piano is
Bright, which is a lowdown blusey sound. If
you play blues, boogie, ragtime or R&B,
you'll be on this one for hours. Likewise if
you do house or techno.

The SG Rack isn't just about pianos
though. Korg always do good organs, and
this is no exception. With its built-in rotary
effect, the Rack produces some crackers,
like SGX Organ (breathy and dirty), CX-3
Organ (Korg's own classic), and Full Organ
(for that funeral vibe). The electric pianos
here are just gorgeous. Sly and the Family
Stone's 'Family Affair' will come to life when
you dial up Wurly EP, and Classic EP makes
you want to rush out and see Boogie Nights
one more time. The strings are also
seriously rich. They have the same warmth
and depth that is characteristic of the
acoustic pianos, even rivalling Kurzweil's
legendary sampled strings.

The one glaring omission is the absence
of 'real' brass. If a major target of this unit
is the gigging keyboardist, then your basic
sounds are always going to be acoustic
piano, electric piano, Hammond, strings and

Spec Sheet
Tone generation method: Al2

Polyphony: 64 voice (mono grog)

32 voice (stereo grog)

Waveform memory: 24 Mb

Programs: 64

Performances: 64

Effects: Two digital

multi -effects units

Effect types: Effect 1 (12 types),

Effect 2 (11 types)

Outputs: L/Mono, R, Phones

MIDI connectors: In, Out, Thru

Display: 20 character x 2 line

backlit LCD

Dimensions: 19 (w) x 10.40 (d) x

1.75 (h) inches

brass. Well, we've got the first four, but
aside from some cheesy synth brass,
there's no representation of the last
category. It's likely that Korg ran out of
sample ROM, and decided that brass was
the least essential of the sounds there. I
can't help thinking that it would have been
better to drop the bass sounds, or some of
the synth programs. Shame.

Verdict
If you buy this unit for the acoustic piano
sounds alone, you won't be disappointed.
Korg's SG piano has always been among
the pick of the crop, with its rich, bright,
and dynamic sound - and the SG Rack is
better than ever. Add to that some good
organs, strings, and electric pianos, along
with some quality effects, and you have a
module that'll be a useful addition to any
studio rack. D

More From: Korg UK Ltd, 9 Newmarket
Court, Kingston, Milton Keynes, MK1O
OAU Tel: 01908 857100 Fax: 01908
857199 Email: info@korg.co.uk

rgeous acoustic piano sounds
ophisticated effects

Large LCD

No 'real' brass

An excellent module to have in the studio
rack, though live performers may find the
lack of brass sounds restrictive.
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MONO OPTIONS

NIIDI Channel !
Pro -4 Now Includes 4Ch Hz/V Card

Pro -Solo Now ONLY £99.99
WORLD RENOWNED SPECIALISTS

"° IN MIDI FOR PRE -MIDI INSTRUMENTS

descs MIDI-CV
The

/ MIDI-DCB Converters / MIDI -Drum Trigger Converters
One -Stop Shop Fork/ Your Analogue Needs... We Stock..

C° Synth Retrofits & Retrofit Kits / Socket Conversions & Kits / Thru Boxes / Merge Boxes
IP-1s / Connectors / Power Supply Adapters / And Much, Much More I

S ' For further details of our full product range & price list, call now for a FREE CATALOGUE

PRO MIDI-DCB & DCB-MIDI polyphonic converter forJUNO-60 & JUPITER 8.

)C1.3 just plug-in & go.Plus aux output (for filter control) with MIDI syncable
9 waveform LFO, clock output for syncing the arpeggiator and Thru socket

i("Jupter 8 must have DCB or OP -8 socket)

Socket kits are
now available to provide

CV, Gate & Filter inputs for the
JEN SX1000 & Jen SX2000 Versatile MIDI -Trigger Unit - Trigger anything with any MIDI note or patch

Also, just introduced... KADI change 13 polyphonic configurable outputs for drum voice triggering, start/ stop
CI' Gate & filter Sockets for thy' cartridge machines, amplifer channel switching, lights, smoke machines etc.

YAMAHA CS -01 4.124,9u Includes DIN Sync 24 socket, programmable clock output jack & Thru socket.

PRO

The Pro -Solo single channel converter features
V/Oct & Hz/V, 5 gate options (inc. S -Trig), pitchbend,
portamento, transpose, 3 note priorities, single/multiple
trigger, MIDI syncable 9 waveform LFO, auxilliary CV
(for filter sweeps etc.) MIDI analyser mode, sync mode,
Thru socket, rugged steel case, simple editing & tuning,
3 digit display, non-volatile setup memory. Only £99.99

The Pro -2000 is easy to use & will drive up to 5 CV/Gate synths (plus optional Wasp / DCB / KADI synth)
each with their own MIDI channel. Features V/Oct & HzN, Gate / S -trig, pitchbend, transpose,portamento,
single/multi-Trigger, selectable note priority, 2 LFOs each MIDI syncable with 9 waveforms, 2 CV, 2 Gate
& 6 fully programmable outputs (can be CVs, gates, velocities, controllers etc.) Programmable clock out
jack (for arpeggiator clocking etc) DIN Sync 24 output, built in MIDI channeliser, MIDI Out & Thru
sockets, 7 memories, backlit 2 x 16 LCD display, easy editing & tuning, rugged steel case.
Pro -2000 optional extras: 1U rackmount kit, polyphonic DCB port, KADINVasp port 229.95

The Pro -4 can run up to 10 instruments & has features similar to PRO -2000 above, but for 4 monosynths.
It includes 4 LFOs & 8 auxilliary CVs and a polyphonic mode, extensive control via MIDI sysex, also

DCB, KADI & Wasp ports fitted as standard. Din Sync 24 & clock outputs, 1U raclanount case, Out & Thru
sockets and much more. Now includes 4 channel Hz/V card as standard 1 £499.96

Offers non-linear hard -disk editing; features tons of audio effects,

processes, and tools; transfers to and from many popular samplers; reads

and writes just about any file format out there; rearranges material in

playlists and regions lists for CD mastering; manages and edits voice

prompts for phone systems; processes audio files headed for the internet

or computer games; cleans up background noise and tape hiss; hosts

DirectX and proprietary plug -ins; executes

studio -quality audio for broadcast ...

and comes in one really cool looking box.

Exclusively distributed in the UK by
SCV London 6-24 Southgate Road London Ni 311
Tel: 0171 923 1892 Fax: 0171 241 3644
email: sonicfoundry@scvlondon.co.uk
web: http://www.scvlondon.co.uk

KENTON make MIDI kits for most pre -MIDI synths & drum
machines and can either fit them for you or supply them

as self -install kits. We also fit & supply socket kits
for TB -303, MC -202, SH-101, Prodigy, Odyssey, & many

other monosynths, to enable, or enhance their control
from our MIDI -CV converters.

MI KENTON Products Are Fully Guaranteed
All hices Shown Include 175% VAT

NEXT DAY DELIVERY is available on most items to most parts
of the UK and some parts of Europe & USA

CALL OUR SALES LINE TODAY

0181 337 0333
Overseas Orders & Trade Enquiries Are Also Welcome

12 Tolworth Rise South,
Surbiton, Surrey KT5 9NN, UK

Tel: +44 (0)181 337 0333
Fax: +44 (0)181 330 1060

Email : sales@kenton.co.uk
www: http://www.kenton.co.uk

416 KENTON electronics
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Squeezing eight
tracks into a space
where only four
previously existed,
the Yamaha MD8
boldly goes where
no MiniDisc has
gone before. Matt
Overton thumbs a
lift...

8 -Track MiniDisc Recorder £999
t is a tribute to the penetration of
new technology that today you have
to preface the term `multitracker
with your desired choice of media.
Five years ago, it meant nothing
other than analogue tape. Nowadays,

the dilemma for most is not whether to go
digital, but whether to choose MiniDisc,
tape, magneto -optical, or hard -disk.

From a purely aspirational point of view,
many of us would like to choose the latter
route. There is nothing quite so alluring as
the three words 'hard -disk recording,' and
what they represent: complete control over
audio editing. Companies have been quick
to recognise this, releasing models like the
Fostex DMT-8VL and Roland VS -880.
However, there is fantasy and reality. The
reality is, unfortunately, that it's often a
right pain in the arse to back-up the data on
your hard disc to a ZIP or DAT drive before
you can start work on a new song.

Overview
It's for this reason alone that the MD
multitracker has proved to be so popular
with self-producing/self-engineering

musicians. You have all the advantages of
working with digital audio - copy, cut, paste,
move - albeit with the quality slightly
affected by ATRAC compression (see box),
together with the convenience of compact
cassettes, where a new song means a new
disc. It's the classic 'best of both worlds'.

The MD format was anticipated to be an
alternative to CDs. Manufacturers saw that
MDs could be promoted as a low-cost entry-
level method of mastering. Around two years
ago, MD multitrackers became a reality,
simply by manufacturers spinning the disc
and writing twice as fast as on a mastering
device to get double the capacity. So guess
how Yamaha managed to get eight tracks on
the MD8? Yep, by spinning the disc twice as
fast again. But the MD8 is more than just
an MD4 with eight tracks...

Mix -bits
Yamaha have taken this opportunity to
upgrade the mixer. Though functional, the
MD4 was spartan to say the least. In a nice
touch, a button now appears under the gain
knob on channels 1-8 so you can flip
between the input and cue controls, the
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latter having their own level and pan
settings. The EQ now has a mid sweep,
giving you ±15 dB between 250Hz and
5kHz. The Pan and EQ knobs also have
centre detents. There are two auxilliaries,
and a quick check of the block diagram in
the back of the manual reveals both of
them are set as post-EQ, post -fade.

You can assign a channel to one of the
four groups (and so to one of the eight
record tracks). This, together with setting up
the edit points, or markers (discussed
below), is about the only time that someone
familiar with multitrackers will have to
consult the routing section of the manual,
and even newcomers won't find it too much
of an ordeal. First, select between the group
1/2 and group 3/4 busses, then use the
pan to select odd numbers (left), even
numbers (right), or both (centre)... Easy.

There's more changes around the back.
Channels one and two feature balanced
inputs, with both switchable +48V phantom -
powered XLRs and jacks, and the welcome
inclusion of insert points. The remaining six
mono channels are all balanced phone
jacks, and there are two
stereo line inputs. Track direct
outs are provided to connect
the MD8 to a larger mixer -
useful if you intend using the
unit for basic tracking. With
no disc loaded, direct outs
1-4 output the signal of
groups 1-4 should you
want to use the MD8 as a
sub -mixer.

All this comes together
in the master section. The
stereo inputs can be assigned
to groups or sent to the stereo buss for
mixing, while the cue mix to stereo switch
gives you a total of 20 inputs during
mixdown. Four types of monitoring are
possible on the MD8: the cue buss for
punch in/out; group busses for tracking; the
stereo buss for mixdown; and two -track in
for confidence monitoring. The stereo fader,
like the others, has 45 mm of travel.

Public transport
The display and transport sections of the
MD8 also show improvements over the
MD4. Pausing to reflect that if the disc
could be loaded from the side you'd have
more room for discrete metering above its
seven levels, the display nevertheless is
straightforward and easy to read. The utility
button allows you to alter its brightness over
five steps, and choose whether you want
peak hold or not. With no disc loaded, the
MD8 forgets it's a recorder and displays
group signal levels.

One aspect brought over from the MD4 is
the way the display combines with the
transport controls for selecting the record
track. For the MD8 this is more important
since you have eight tracks and only four
groups, so group one can be recorded on
track one or five, and so on. If you want to
record eight tracks at once, you have to

skip the groups and record directly, so
channel one would record on track one. The
record select buttons sit underneath the
display, which also reflects their status.

The control buttons have been rearranged
to reflect prominence and usage, and the
MD8 now sports a combined cursor,
shuttle, and data dial, like the Sony MDM-
X4 and Tascam 564. When the MD8 is
stopped or paused, you use the central data
dial to move through the song in frame
steps, and the outer cursor shuttle to move
through the song at high speed. During
playback, the shuttle can be used to cue
and review, from half -speed through to 32 -
times playback speed. These functions have
proved to be very useful on both the Sony
MDM-X4 and Tascam 564, and it is great to
see them on the MD8. In other modes, the
central dial can be used to select and set
parameters, while the outer can select
items on the display.

The introduction of these controls means
that the rewind and fast -forward buttons
have been done away with. Instead, the
song search buttons have been given

greater
prominence. The
other buttons in
this section are
used to set more
advanced
functionality
and control
over the
transport.
This includes
automating

the punch -in
A well -adjusted mixer and out points,

A and B repeat points, and 12 markers.
Markers are a key way of moving around,
especially with MDs. It means that jumping
around is almost instantaneous. However, it
does take a bit of time to get used to this
side of the MD8's operation, not least that
you can construct a complete song from a
cue list of non -sequential markers.

The MD4 had just a single MIDI Out, but
the MD8 has a full set of MIDI connections.
When synchronising using MIDI, the MD8
acts as the master and can transmit both
MIDI Time Code and MIDI Clock. Running
under MIDI clock, you can programme a
tempo map with 26 tempo and meter
changes per song. The MD8 can be
remotely controlled using MIDI Machine
Control. There were no problems discovered
with any form of synchronisation.

In use
The MD8 was used over a weekend to put
some radio advert concepts together.
Although a lot of the audio could have been
run live, we made a decision to record
some parts to see what effect the MD8
would have on compressing the signal and
to free up some of the equipment for real-
time control. In addition, three tracks were
used for miked audio: sung vocals, a voice-
over and some 'real' sounds from around

the house.
The mixer coped well with a wide variety

of sources, from fairly unrestrained banging
to close-miked breathy singing, along with
the usual samples, modules and effects.

The origin of
the species

Darwin always reckoned that competition
was good for the survival of a species, and
there's no doubt that the fledgling MiniDisc
multitracker market was given a boost by the
availability of three machines from three
different manufacturers. In a classic piece of
self-preservation, each model managed to
establish a niche for itself and so ward off
the predatory advances of the competition.

First to crawl out of the primeval soup was
the Yamaha MD4 (reviewed in The Mix,
September 1996). As events unfolded, the
MD4 proved to be the entry-level machine for
the market, with its eight inputs (though no
XLRs) and one auxilliary send. However, its
lack of complex facilities means that it is
easy to use, and it has found favour with
those who want digital recordings without
additional functionality. Yamaha, perhaps
mindful that the MD8 is going to sell like
proverbial hot cakes, has recently reduced
the price of the MD4 from £899 to £699.

The Tascam 564 followed and it was a
different affair altogether (reiewed in The
Mix, September 1996). The unit is well
specified, with 12 inputs (four XLRs, four
stereo), two auxillliaries, and a three -band
EP with swept mid. However, it is the other
additions - that locators could be named, the
jog/shuttle wheel and S/PDIF digital output -
that has helped it to become the best-selling
MiniDisc multitracker. Its RRP is still at its
launch level of £1,099, though the 'street'
price means that you can often pick up one
for around the £900 mark.

Despite Sony being the inventors of the
format and the first to announce a prototype,
the MDM-X4 was the last model to be
released (Reviewed in The Mix, March 1997).
Rather conveniently, the unit fits in between
the Yamaha MD4 and Tascam 564 in
specification and price. It features ten inputs,
two of these being XLRs, with two aux and a
three -band EP with sweepable mid. Two
functions are particularly noteworthy: you
can copy tracks individually, and record to
audio MiniDiscs (like the MD8). HHB, the
distributor of the Sony MDM-X4, has reduced
its price to £799, though this is often
discounted to £599.

When asked to comment about the launch
of the Yamaha MD8, representatives of HHB
and TEAC couldn't confirm that eight -track
successors were being planned at this time,
though only the naive would think that Sony
and Tascam won't respond in some way. With
recent unveilings from Akai, Fostex, Korg and
Roland, it seems that hard -disc multitrackers
are fighting back against the popularity of
the MiniDiscs.

More from:
HHB (Sony): 0181 962 5000
TEAC (Tascam): 01923 819630
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Tracking ATRAC
The hi -tech recording world loves its
acronyms. ATRAC stands for Adaptive
Transform Acoustic Coding. It means that you
can cram 37 minutes of four -track audio
onto a disc you could easily lose in your
pocket. If you want to record the same onto
a hard disk, you'll be looking to fill around
800 Mb - equivalent to over 500 high -density
floppy disks.

While that saving alone is impressive, it
should be pretty clear that you don't get that
sort of figure from straightforward
compression. ATRAC is a lossey compression,
though cynics like to think of it as lousy
since about 80 per cent of the signal is
removed during recording. While this doesn't
manifest itself in any obvious way, low-level
signals do tend to blur somewhat, while
high-level complex signals tend to sound a
little harsh. Repeated bouncing seems to
accentuate these shortfalls, though it's
unlikely that you'd be doing that much of this
with the MD8.

Blind listening tests by audiophiles have
shown a liking for cassettes over MDs -
something to do with analogue warmth.
However, for home recordists, the results
from MD multitrackers tar outperform those
from their cassette cousins. The sound from
hard -disk multitrackers is a further
improvement since all the signal is being
captured, and you'll know it when you have
to back it up...

The automated punch -in facility was great
when roaming the house; otherwise it would
have been a case of recording long takes to
the DAT machine, listening to the best ones,
and dumping them over to the sampler. That
said, the 'best take' function of the Tascam
564 - the ability to record up to five punch -

ins and then chose the one you want
to keep - was sorely missed.

As you might imagine,
there was a fair

bit of

deleting,
copying and
moving of audio going
on. Since we were working to a
brief, accurate timing was of the
essence. The adjustable pitch function was
used to speed up the pace of one piece
after a longer time than was necessary was
spent working on syncing a drum loop. Why
bother going through the whole procedure
again when 1.5 seconds could be shaved by
increasing the pitch by five percent? And a
voice-over was made deep and sexy by a bit
of retardation. It didn't sound perfect - this
isn't time -stretching after all - but it served
its purpose.

On the mixdown, the EQ proved to be
competent, if not exactly musical. A silent
song of designated length was set up, and

Gin us a twilll

was used as a spacer between the different
ads, compiling a program of songs in the
process. The output of the MD8 went into a
compressor/gate and then into a DAT
recorder. The net result was something that
sounded like a demo. That may have been
due to time constraints, but even so, don't
expect a perfect, distribution -ready master.

Verdict
The MD8 has many positive aspects. It
would have been easy for Yamaha to have
swamped the unit with additional
functionality, but some consideration has
been given to the way in this has been
accomplished; it is a relatively
straightforward task to graduate from
another MD multitracker or even from
cassette. The fact that MD4 songs are
compatible with the unit, and there are so
many similarities between them, makes it
almost a foregone conclusion for MD4
owners wanting to upgrade - more tracks
and a significantly improved mixer.

There's not much wrong with the MD8.
Most of the criticisms that have been raised
are minor ones. The MD8 does not sport
any kind of digital output, something which
the Tascam 564 does feature. Likewise, the
564 can name markers; when you're
working on a song, it's a lot easier to move
between 'verse', 'chorus' and 'bridge' than
it is between 4, 7 and S.

It's also interesting to note that the MD4
came with one free MD. Admittedly, this
was at a time when they were selling for
anywhere between £20 and £25. Now,
Yamaha-Kemble are knocking them out for
£18.79 for five. Most people don't expect to
get a free cassette when they buy a
multitracker, but seeing that you need to
use MD DATA discs for multitrack recording
(MiniDiscs can be used for stereo
recording), the inclusion of one would quell
that feeling of disappointment you get when
you arrive home with the unit, only to realise
that you don't have anything to record onto.

The MD8 has taken the core component
of the MD4 - ease of use - and applied a

large dollop of technology in the
form of another four tracks

and a better mixer
spec. These

combine to
make the

MD8 far more
than two MD4s

for far less than
twice the price.

For people who've
embraced MD multitrackers, yet who want
the flexibility of eight tracks, the choice is
clear. For the rest of us, watching the battle
develop between MD and second -generation
HD multitrackers, it's less certain. D

More from: Yamaha-Kemble, Sherbourne
Drive, Tilbrook, Milton Keynes, MK7 8BL
Tel: 01908 366700 Fax: 01908 369229
Web: www.yamaha.co.uk.

Spec Sheet

RECORDER

Recording medium'

Sampling frequency

Frequency response:

S/N:

Wachs:

Recording time

Locate:

Cue and review:

Mack editing:

Song editing:

MIXER

MiniDisc with ATRAC

compression

44.1kHz

20Hz-20kHz

96 dB

8 independent

simultaneous record/play

148 min (mono), 74 min

(stereo), 37 min (4 -track),

18 min (8 -track)

Start, end, plus 10

markers per song

0.5x, 2x, 4x, 8x, 16x,

32x play speed

Track copy, part copy,

track erase, part erase

Copy, move, divide,

combine, renumber, erase, name

2 mic/line in (balanced
XLR/phone jack), 6 mic/line in

(unbalanced phone jack), 4 line input, 2
inserts, 2 -track in

Outputs: Track direct out 1-8,

stereo out UR, monitor out UR, 2 aux send

Etr. 3 -band, with

sweepable mid
GENERAL

MIDI:

Synchronisation:

Dimensions:

ln/Out/Thru

MTC, MIDI Clock, MMC

484 x 102 x 412 mm

Eight tracks on a MiniDisc
XLR inputs and insert points
The improved mixer spec

Markers can't be named
No digital interface
Interface could be more straightforward

With 8 -track recording is becoming the
norm, the Yamaha MD8 retains the
convenience of the MD format and the
simplicity of operation.
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Audio Track
Mac interface

Mar Aid MEM

EZVerb

The Easiest Way To Get High -Quality Audio Effects

From Your Com Duter

Equalisation Compression Expansion Gating

Features

- 4 -Band True Parametric Equaliser

- Compressor / Expander

- Gate

as, to use

- Single window interface

- Volume & Gain Reduction meters

- Sample -Accurate peak hold & clip meters

- Set-up library for music, voice & much more

Mac Interfo.'42

PC interface

N EZ
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Reverb

Features

- Gain control
- Load button for a quick set-up loading

- 21 different reverb "dry" & "wee setups

- Single window interface

- Set-ups include concert halls, plates, rooms,

tight drum rooms, cathedrals & more

All created with Waves acclaimed TrueVerb

Exclusively distributed in the UK by SCV London

6-24 Southgate Road, London N1 4.

Easy Waves gives you the basic

studio processing tools and effects

which are essential for creating audio

including Equalisation, Compression,

Gate and Reverb in one simple bundle.

'Plug them into' your favourite

sequencer, sound shaping or

multimedia package*.
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Ito

/I I I
I I

Tele hone: 0171 923 1892. Fax: 0171 241 3644. email: waves@scvlondon.co.uk web: htt://www.scvlondon.co.uk

Also includes Waves Multimedia

presentation including demos

for all Waves plug -ins
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AT's challenging

new condensers

The new 30 Series from Audio-Technica

has been designed to create the perfect

solution for all your studio and stage applications,

offering outstanding performance and versatility

at an amazing price.

Call fax or e-mail Audio-Technica today for details

of your nearest 30 Series dealer.

audiotechnica.
The Complete Microphone Solution

rechnica House, Royal London Indusioa

Old Lane, Leeds LS11 BAG

Tel: 0113 277 1441 Fax: 0113 270 4836

sales@audio-technica.co.uk
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DRAWMER MX 40
Drawmer have
added another unit
to their affordable
MX range, this
time a quad gate.
Trevor Curwen puts
it through its
paces...

Quad Punch Gate £382

here's a reassuring
familiarity about Drawmer
processors, with their black,
white, and yellow panels.
They are instantly
recognisable and found in

just about every studio. Now Drawmer
have changed that colour scheme for their
new lower cost MX range, in much the
same way that Focusrite introduced their
Green series.

Drawmer have cut manufacturing costs
and branded the new MX range with a silver
and black colour scheme, aiming to provide
that same sonic quality but in a lower priced
box. The MX 30 dual gated compressor/
limiter was the first product released, and
now we have the MX 40 punch gate, which
will be followed in due course by the MX 50
dual de-esser and the MX 60. Accurate
details of the MX 60 were not available at
the time of writing, but it will probably be an
all -in -one channel strip processor.

Packing a lot into a small package, the
MX 40 punch gate is a four channel noise
gate and is the first unit to incorporate

Drawmer's new proprietary Peak Punch
circuitry, which has been designed to add
dynamic enhancement to the leading edge
of drums and percussive material. Audio
connections on the back panel, with the
exception of the jack socket for key input,
are on XLR's. Power is supplied on a
standard IEC lead.

Overview
Drawmer's traditional approach of using two
filters -a high pass and a low pass - on
their side chain filter circuitry has, in this
case, been eschewed in favour of a single
trigger frequency knob. This is a bandpass
filter with a one octave bandwidth, and a
centre frequency variable between 50Hz and
8kHz. The idea is to zoom in on the
frequency required to open the gate, as the
gate will only react to frequencies within
that one octave band.

A key listen switch, with its own LED,
enables monitoring of the selected
frequency band. As this switch is latching,
the key listen channel can perform basic EQ
functions by using the trigger frequency
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DRAWMER MX 40 III REVIEW
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Four channels of quality gating in a 1U rack space

knobs as a tone filter, if gating is not
required. For normal gating functions the
side chain filter would be switched in, but
you can bypass it if circumstances demand
it, such as for broadband control signals
where the filter might discount important
trigger information.

External keying is also possible with the
MX 40. The external switch, again with a
red LED to show its position, allows the
dynamics of an independent signal (through
a rear panel jack socket) to open and shut
the gate. However, there is only one key
input covering all four gate sections, so if all
the channels are set to external, the same
external signal will open all the gates. If no
external key is connected, you can opt to
use channel one's audio as the trigger
source for the remaining three gates.

The threshold level, below which gating
starts to occur, is set for each channel by a
threshold control, variable from -60dB to
over +20dB, where the gate is always fully
closed. Three LED's, like a set of traffic

release control. Clever logic circuits vary the
gate hold time automatically according to
the release control setting, thus preventing
gate 'chatter' when signals are on or around
the threshold level. The pre-set attack time
is fast, although Drawmer do not state the
actual time. With the peak punch control
switched in, the attack time is near zero
and the circuitry adds very short term
dynamic expansion (6dB for 10mS) to the
leading edge of percussive material, giving
more definition to the beginning of a
gated sound.

The range facility, which determines how
much signal passes through a closed gate,
is not fully variable on the MX 40 but takes
the form of a two-way switch. The -90dB
setting silences the signal completely when
the gate is closed, the -20dB setting allows
an attenuated signal through the gate,
which with some program material, can
have a more natural effect.

The linking buttons work with channel
pairs 1, 2, and 3, 4. The lower numbered

MX40: bringing the Drawmer name to a wider audience

lights above the threshold control, show the
status of the gate: red for closed, and green
or amber for open. When the input signal

Next Of Kin
The MX 40 has an esteemed family of products
behind it. Below is a quick description of the two
Drawmer 'classics' closest to the MX 40.

DS 201
Dual Noise Gate £405
Probably the industry standard gate, seen in just
about every major studio. Separate high and low
frequency filters; rotary knobs for attack, hold,
and decay, and for range, which is continually
variable from complete silence to full signal. Also
has ducking mode.

DS 404
Quad noise gate £617
Probably the MX40's nearest relative. Four gates
in one box with separate high and low frequency
filers and switchable 'hard' and 'soft' gating
modes. Versatile linking mode - all four
channels, any adjacent three channels, or two
stereo pairs can be linked.

falls below the threshold, the green LED
goes out and the amber one fades over the
duration of the release time. You can always
see the status of the gate at a glance.

A single release control, variable from
10mS to 40mS, replaces the Drawmer
201's three way array of attack, hold and

channel in each pair becomes the master
when the channels are linked, and the
control signal also comes entirely from that
channel. There are individual bypass
switches for each channel.

In use
On recorded drums the MX 40 was able to
successfully separate kicks, snares and
toms from the rest of the clutter without too
much effort. If you're used to using the
201's dual filter side chain, the single filter
in the MX 40 may take some getting used
to, but in practise, it actually did the job just
fine. Perhaps the single filter approach
gives a little less control but on the wide
variety of material used in the review, it
really made no difference.

Peak punch worked well on adding some
hard front end punch to bass drums, but did
not work on all sounds. It's a very similar
feature to that found on the new BSS Opal
gate: extremely useful, but you wouldn't
want to use it all the time. As with the
single filter, the lack of hold and attack
controls made very little difference to
general gating tasks, and the automatic
hold time circuitry built into the release
control seemed to work very intuitively. Of
course, the other bonus here is the ease
and quickness of setting up with fewer
controls. External sync mode had no
problems chopping up a signal using an
external staccato sound source. All in all,
the thing done good!

Spec Sheet
Audio measurements at 4dBu operating

level

Input impedance: 20kS2 (balanced)

Key input impedance: 201L4

(unbalanced)

Input CMR: > -40dB

Max input level: +21dBu

Max key input level: +21dBu

Output impedance: 5052 (balanced)

Max output level: +21dBu

Bandwidth: 10Hz to 22kHz (-1dB)

Verdict
Drawmer provide high -quality workmanlike
tools to do a specific job, and this gate
follows in that fine tradition. Many of us
rarely work without recourse to a Drawmer
201, so the reduced set of controls on the

it -
DRAWNER

UNC, C.31,

NAV .10

MX 40 might make you wary at first.
However, the unit proved its worth in the
review. There are some things it can't do,
but the things it can do, it does well. Four
channels of quality gating in a 1U rack
space for less than £400 has to be a
bargain, and for someone with a small
studio, it's an ideal buy. CI

More from: Drawmer Electronics, Coleman
St, Parkgate, Rotherham, South Yorkshire,
SG2 6EL Tel: 01709 527574 Fax: 01709
526871 Email: sales@drawmer.co.uk
Website: www.proaudio.co.uk

DRAWMER MX40

R inputs '

eak punch is very useful facility
Compactness: four usable gates in

1U

Limited envelope controls

A cost-effective and compact gating
package. What it lacks in control, it makes
up for in quality.
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NEW LOWER PRICES

FROM £299.0x;
3001 4 Channel Mic Pre Amp

3011 2 Channel 4 band Equaliser

3012 2 Channel Parametric Equaliser

al

jo9

£299

£299

-...-y.   IC  
3051 Mono Voice Processor

imed at those users that require warm, smooth sounding units

but don't necessarily seek the subtle harmonic colouration that

1---/ our valve products impart, the Crimson Solid State range combines

-- outstanding sonic integrity with the same quality of construction that

characterises every TL Audio product. With ultra -wide dynamic range and frequency

response (10Hz to 40kHz) - both of which offer better than digital performance -

TL Audio quality has never been so affordable.

Worldwide distribution:
Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd
Letchworth, SG6 - 1AN (UK)
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600
Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700
WEB: http://www.tlaudio.co.uk

SASCOM
AFKETING

MtnROUP
Canada & USA:
Sascom Marketing Group
Tel: +1 905 - 469 8080
Fax: +1 905 - 469 1129
WEB: www.sascom.com
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8 Track Minidisc Recorder
XLR Mic Inputs £CallParametric EQ
Cut & Paste Editing

*Free CC Audio Cable
Free 8Mb of Memory sB

*Free CC Audio Cables
SCSI as Standard
*64 Voice Polyphony
Powerful DSP features
4 Mb Ram
Zip Drive Option Available
*E4x Filters & FX (Turbo Option)
Can be expanded to 128 Mb,
8 Outputs (balanced)

ice ins

*Free CC Loom
SCSI & 8 Outputs as Standard
64 Voice Polyphony
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*Free 16 Mb upgrade
*Powerful on -screen editing
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*Unique X/Y Controller
*Polyphonic Arpeggiator (Wow!)
*Optional ADAT Interface
*5 Different Resonant Filters
Large Display (Crivens!)
Luverly Silver Finish
What more do you need?
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Free CC Audio Cable
Free Korg Super Sounds
Free CC Exclusive Sounds
HD Recording Options &

Sampling Board now available.
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Trinty in a box! II

Also In Stock
Trinity Plus £Low

NANO -MADNESS

From
Call noyf tar free

next day delivery!!!
3630

*Free CC Insert Cables
Twin Gate / Compressors
TRS Sidechain
Fully_Controllable
71 79 (Just Buy it')

NEW VS 840

*Built in 100Mb Zip Drive
*On Board COSM FX
*64 Virtual Tracks, 8 on Playback
*Over 100 Minutes Record Time
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*Free CC Audio Cable
Best Dance, Hip Hop, Latin sounds
Six outputs
Low Price 1.13199

N EW Au c:I its2000
*640 Preset Sounds noon
*16 Arpeggiators iiiir

Pro Sampler/Hard Disk Recorder
*Internal Zip Drive stores over

1000 samples
D -Beam Realtime Controller
*Optional Digi I/O
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*Over 1000 Patterns, 512 Sounds
Realtime Tweakable Knobs
*50,000 note 8 Track Sequencer
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5TUDIOLOGIC

Pikes skirl from S60
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16 Bit Stereo Sampler
Midi Compatible
Switchable Sample Rate
Time -stretch, filter &

Ring Modulation
"Builf:in" Mic
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*Free CC Audio Cable
I3 Voice Polyphony
Knobs Galore!!!
*Ribbon Controller £999
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*Amazing D -Beam Controller
Over 700 New Patterns
*64 Voice Polyphony frisgB.I.
*512 Fat Dance Sounds
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64 Voice Polyphony £CaII
3 Independent FX Banks
60,000 note MRC Sequencer
Expandable to 40Mb

NO 2 0 AM CD

1.4Gb Hard Drive Free CC Audio Cable
FX Board Already Fitted 3 Independent FX Processors
VX-Panded Software *Takes up to 8 Expansion Cards
*CD -Mastering Options Available Wide range of Cords in Stock
£Brand New Price All for only £Call
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*Rock Mountable I/0's
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Order any of the items listed above and get it delivered FREE*
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Kelvinbrid e,
Glasgow. G12 8JJ.

Tel. 0141 339 0566 Fax. 0141 357 2703
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REVIEW

Small, rounded,
and not too pricey.
Paul Mac finds out
whether the MC6
deserves your
attention

Compressor £100

M
aybe compression has
become stagnant.
Maybe you've already
picked the compressor
that you're going to
use for the rest of your

life. After all, it just compresses, right? Of
course not. Variables from basic noise
levels to the complex issue of sidechain
circuitry play their part in ensuring that
manufacturers will always have room for
improvement. Don't forget that valve -driven
compressors are still being improved upon,
so solid-state ones have a long way to go.

dbx have been at the heart of the
dynamics processing market for over 25
years now, with industry standard VCAs to
their name, and a long list of popular
products recognised as much for
reasonable price levels as high quality.
They've taken that one step further with the

MC6 by releasing one of their lowest -priced
processors to date, and including all of the
technology that makes dbx a little different.

Overview
The first thing to notice is the box itself.
This is no rack mount, but a shallow plastic
case, small enough to fit on your hand, with
controls mounted on top. It has to be said
that materials and weight don't inspire
thoughts of quality, but you should never
judge a compressor by its case. So why is it
this shape? Why not go for a 1/2 rack unit,
like the nano series boxes from Alesis? The
MC6 has good-sized faders, and several
buttons, a combination that never works
very well on smaller rack units. dbx must
have done some miniature magic to fit
everything in.

The two mounting suggestions are
desktop and amp top (of the Marshall kind).
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REVIEW  DBX MC6

A friendly box for guitar recording or general studio compression

D The latter is supported by a metal bracket
supplied with the unit, and for the desk, you
get stick -on rubber feet. There's more
control than you'd get on the average guitar
accessory, and the computer -based users
might tolerate an analogue compressor that
could sit next to the mouse mat.

But overall it's what you can do with the
processor that counts. dbx have made sure
that their trademark features are included,
most notably, True RMS Power Summing.
The first part, 'True RMS', refers to the
conversion of audio into a control voltage. In
dbx-speak, true RMS means that the
average power of the input signal generates
the sidechain voltage, which apparently is
closer to human hearing, and so is claimed
to make for a better sounding processor.

The second part, 'power summing', refers
to the way that stereo signals are dealt
with. For example, you might just add left
and right inputs together, convert the result
into a control voltage, and
use that. dbx point out that
inevitable phase imbalance
between left and right
would make this a false
conversion. The advantage
is that you only need to
generate one control
voltage. The way the MC6
deals with this problem is
by adding the 'True RMS
Power' of left and right
channels together, which
gives a good picture of the
total energy in a stereo input.

Apart from the obvious, one
interesting arrangement is using one side of
the compressor as a pseudo sidechain
input. What about putting guitar or bass in
one side, and a mono percussion mix in the
other? The VCA reaction encapsulates both
inputs, and is a subtle way of emphasising
the feel in a track, or just another
experimental string to your mixing bow.

Panel beater
Now you have a pedigree source for the
sidechain, you need to know what control
you have over it. Thankfully, not much has
been missed. The space has been saved by
using one set of controls for both channels.
The only slight drawback of this is that you
can't process two mono signals at the
same time, but the summing input to the
sidechain makes this almost irrelevant.

The threshold adjustment has an ample
60dB range, and is tied to the choice
between hard -knee and `OverEasy'
compression. In hard -knee mode, the
threshold represents the boundary between

compression or no compression. In
OverEasy mode, it points to the middle of
the soft knee range, in other words, the
middle of a gradual transition from no
compression to control defined
compression, which is far more subtle. The
ratio control encompasses the entire
compression range from 1:1 to oo:1.

dbx have provided both attack and
release faders, and an Auto mode. Auto
overrides the attack and release controls
and replaces them with the now
commonplace program dependant
adjustment. Rather than just leave it at this
though, they've included two auto modes,
one optimised for vocals and one for
instruments. It's nice to see someone
giving auto -compression a real purpose.

The last of the fader controls is output
level. It's just a shame there's no input
level control as well. If you don't run the
MC6 a little hot on the line input, where the

compression gets a bit
heavy, you end up cranking
the output, getting little
reaction in the output
meters, and raising a
previously decent noise
floor. Otherwise,
everything is fine.

The remainder of the
pushbuttons allow for
bypass and input or
output meter assignment.
There's also a line/
instrument level selection

on the back panel.

In use
Whether you want to use the MC6 just for
guitar recording or as a general studio
compressor, you'll find it a friendly box. All
the controls have wide ranges, and having
faders rather than knobs is more graphic. In
fact, the whole unit is graphic -a good
number of LEDs and easy -to -read metering
takes care of that. Very fine adjustments
are difficult, probably because of the
adjustment ranges and fader sizes, but no-
one is pretending that this is a £1000
compressor in a £100 box.

The sheer number of controls and
choices, especially the auto modes and
OverEasy switch, make it versatile enough
to be a transportable compressor for a
number of studio jobs. But it's not really a
mastering machine, as the compression is
noticably more transparent on single
instruments than group or main mixes, and
it's not too difficult to start pumping.

There was hardly any noise in the review
machine until we pushed up the output

control to the limit, so you have to make
sure that input levels are adequate. Other
than that, the sound was certainly far better
than the price implies.

Verdict
Price is the deciding factor here. The MC6
will stand up very well in a home studio
environment, and has more tweaks and
twiddles than many high-priced boxes. The
next step up would probably be to units
costing £300 or more, which is a big
investment for many of us. So what's the
bottom line? Well, sometimes good enough
is, er, good enough.

More from: Arbiter Group, Wilberforce
Road, London NW9 6AX Tel: 0181202
1199 Fax: 0181 202 7076

Spec Sheet
Line inputs: +16dBu balanced or

unbalanced

Instrument inputs: OdBu unbalanced

(Instrument)

Line outputs: Balanced 21Q,

unbalanced 1ILQ

Instrument outputs: 300Q

Max line output level: >15dBu

(into >101(Q)

Max balanced/unbalanced

instrument level: >-1dBu (into >10kQ)

Threshold: -45dBu to +15dBu,

OverEasy® or hard knee

Ratio: 1:1 to oo:1

Manual Attack Time: Scalable program -

dependent, typically 3dB/msec to

0.04dB/msec

Manual Release Time: Scalable

program -dependent, typically 250dB/sec

to 5dB/sec

DBX MC6

Very, very good price
Vocal and instrument Auto modes
Lots of controls with good ranges

input level control
oise increases with high output settings

A fully featured, reasonable quality
compressor for an exceptional price.
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Ronan Macdonald,
Editor of Rhythm
magazine, wanted
to take a step up
in the soundcard
hierarchy, so we
asked him to try
the new Terretec
EWS64XL and tell
us all about it...

PC Soundcard £399

M
usic and video games -
surely two of the
greatest gifts bestowed
upon mankind and
undoubtedly two of the
most popular high -end

application types installed by PC owners
the world over. It must be a nightmare for
soundcard manufacturers, designing
systems that not only deliver the goods
when it comes to increasingly
sophisticated home recording studio and
multimedia software, but that can also
handle games running in both DOS and
Windows 95 in terms of sound and, er... a
working joystick port.

This all became alarmingly apparent to
me recently when I finally gave up all hope
of ever getting my PC's motherboard -
integrated sound system (which shall
remain nameless) to do everything it was
supposed to. As a truly obsessive games
player and Cubase user, admittedly I was
asking a lot of the hapless chipset
(allegedly purchasable separately for
somewhere in the region of £30). There
were two main problems: firstly, Cubase

simply would not accept the fact that my
set-up was full duplex, hated all its drivers,
and occasionally seemed to forget that it
was even there at all. Secondly, while the
actual sound quality with games was
surprisingly good most of the time, the
joystick port was temperamental to say the
least. While my X -Wing flew with all the
grace and sensitivity you'd expect of a
fictional space ship, the F22 jet fighter felt
more like a JCB digger. It was all very
strange, and incredibly frustrating.

So it was time to start thinking about
spending some money. I knew I could solve
all my problems without spending a
horrendous amount of cash - about £100
would have been enough. But I wanted
more than just the basics. Not for me a
SoundBlaster, I thought; if I'm serious about
this stuff - primarily the audio rather than
games side of it - I might as well go for the
best. But which one? After months of
checking out the latest in soundcard
technology, I just couldn't decide. Getting
the right balance between decent hardware
and powerful, easy -to -use software was
seeming like an impossible dream.
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TERRATEC EWS64XL  REVIEW

The solution
Then, as chance would have it, I was asked
to review Terratec's latest baby, the
EWS64XL, for The Mix. My problem, quite
frankly, was solved - this card did all I

needed it to, and a whole lot more besides.
It may not look particularly special (apart

from the rather fetching gold mounting
plate), but the EWS64XL really is one
mother of a card. A brief summary of its
many features would look almost exactly
like this: two separate stereo analogue
inputs; two separate stereo analogue
outputs; one S/PDIF digital input, which can
be switched between coaxial and optical;
two S/PDIF digital outputs; two separate
MIDI interfaces; full duplex recording of up
to 32 channels; sample rates up to 48kHz;
an on -board digital effects processor; a
WaveTable synth already packing 6Mb of
memory and easily upgradeable to 64Mb;
WaveTable daughter -board support; an FM
synth; full games compatibility; and a
joystick port that works perfectly. And those
are just the basics.

Installation is as much of a breeze as it
is with anything claiming 'Plug 'n'
Playability'. Once the card is placed into a
free ISA slot, that crazy front panel (about
which you'll find out more later) mounted in
your spare CD ROM bay and all the cables
connected, it's simply a matter of installing
the software and restarting your machine. It
takes about half an hour all told, and if
there are any problems, Terratec's friendly
and very helpful support staff (or indeed
their website) are only a phone call (or log -
on) away.

Despite my easy installation though, it's
worth bearing in mind that you.need to have
the necessary resources available to utilise
everything on the EWS64XL. This means
having two DMA channels and three free
IRQs. The IRQs are for the two MIDI
interfaces and the synthesizer, although one
of the MIDI interfaces is disabled by
default, and you may never need it.

Now, about that front panel. This is
essentially a more convenient way of
accessing the two MIDI interfaces and
various digital connections than having to go
round the back of your PC to get to the card
itself. Of course, it also allows space for the
four DIN sockets which, clearly, were never
going to fit on the card itself. Incidentally,
there's also a headphone socket on the
front panel... which is nice. Of course,
should you have no need for MIDI
interfaces, digital I/O or headphone
sockets, you can just leave this nifty extra in
the box.

Easy installation

Big bundle
It's clear that Terratec have no intentions of
letting any aspect of their creation go to
waste through lack of software. Bundled
with the EWS64XL are a number of very
cool programs, although arguably the
coolest of the lot isn't actually finished yet.
As I mentioned earlier,
the card comes with
6Mb of on -board
memory, which can be
upgraded to 64Mb using,
astonishingly, a standard
72 -pin SIMM. Since many
people seem to be upgrading
to Pentium Ils these days, this
gives you something to do with
one of those redundant Pentium
motherboard -compatible SIMMs you've
got lying around. Anyway, this memory is
used to store synth soundbanks, one of
which is loaded in automatically on boot -up.
The idea is that eventually you'll be able to
make your own GM soundbanks or edit the
existing ones using the aforementioned as -
yet -incomplete software: Edison. And I
hardly need to point out the creative

A monster of a card

Card tricks

possibilities offered by having 64Mb of
memory to store them in.

Edison has been in the pipeline for
months now, so a final release should
hopefully be along soon. Until then, there's
a sort of demo/preview version available
in the shape of Edison Micro. This only
lets you play around with mono samples,
but certainly offers a tantalising (if
somewhat frustrating) glimpse of a very
promising future.

The rest of the software starts with
Terratec's Media Player, which allows
playback of WAV, MOD and MIDI files as

bvIIC L-7

well as CDs. You can create playlists
combining all formats, add reverb and
chorus or split playback between four
output channels, and adjust
pitch and volume.
Nothing

particularly
original, but it's all

very well presented and
easy to use.

FX Panel
Things start to get really interesting with the
FX Panel. Whether you want to add some
flavour to your latest opus, breathe new life
into that Aphex Twin CD or take Quake to
the next level sonically, it's all made
possible here. You can adjust the levels and
routing of four digital effects: Chorus,
Reverb, EQ and V -Space. The first two are
self explanatory, the third is switchable
between two and four -band, and the
fourth... Well, V -Space is a bit of a strange
one actually. Apparently it adds that elusive
3D feel to the sound, but while it certainly
did something, I wouldn't really describe it
as that. Don't get me wrong, I certainly
liked the effect, but I'd describe it as more
of a 'powering up' than a genuine 3D
reproduction.

The Chorus and Reverb 'units' are very
impressive, With excellent, rich performance
and all the necessary adjustable settings:
Reverb Time and Feedback, Chorus Delay
and Feedback, and a host of preset Room
and Delay programs. All in all, the FX Panel
is a very impressive addition indeed.

As you would expect, the not -overly -
exciting Windows 95 mixer program has
been replaced by an altogether sexier and
more comprehensive control panel. Here
you can adjust the levels of all your various
ins and outs - not to mention the volume of
the beeper on your motherboard (kerrrazy!)
- change the internal routing of the card,
switch between MIDI interfaces and open all

the other included applications.
Depending on what you V

want to do

14-1066L--1 0-2 0-1
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REVIEW  MOWN EMAIL

with the card (play games, record audio to
hard disk or whatever) you can then load in
one of several mixer presets as befits the
task. Of course, you can also come up with
your own mixer set-ups and save them in
their entirety, or just whichever
fader/knob/switch positions you need to
overlay over a different set-up.

And there's still more. When Edison
becomes available, naturally you'll need a
wave editor to prepare your loadable
soundbanks. Or you might just want to
ready some samples for use with Cubase
AV (the included cut -down version of the
home studio classic). That's where Edison
Wave comes in. It's essentially a fairly
conventional wave editor, but with the
addition of a direct link to the sample
memory and, eventually, Edison. Edit your
sound, hit the 'Download to EWS' button
and then carry out any additional editing in
the Edison Instruments Editor.

And that, finally, is where the software
onslaught ends, apart from a few other minor
administrative programs. A very impressive
suite, I'm sure you'll agree, but one that's
nonetheless gagging for the addition of the
mighty Edison.

In use
Terratec have created a veritable monster in
the EWS64XL. Not only is it laden down with
an incredible number of high quality
features (not to mention the inclusion of

udioSem
EWS64

The ins and outs of the EWS64XL

Cubase), but the actual quality of sound
produced is staggeringly high. And thanks to
the digital outputs, it stays that way through
the whole production process, assuming
you have access to DAT or any other digital
recording format. Even the included GM
soundbanks are great, and the digital
effects are up there with the best.

It's certainly a card with a future, too.
With WaveTable daughter -board support, you
can extend its synthesizer capabilities even
further (see box -out). And the fact that the
card's operating system is loaded into the
on -board RAM when you start your PC up,
means it can be updated as often as
Terratec see fit, while the reconfigurable
synth means the EWS64XL can be
transformed into a totally different
'instrument'. In the included literature
Terratec cite a few possible future examples
of this, such as a virtual analog synthesizer
or a Vocoder.

Waldorf on a card: yes, please!
As you now know, the EWS64XL offers
support for WaveTable daughter -boards,
allowing vast synthesizer expansion
potential. Although details on price and
availability are sketchy at the moment, the
soon to be released microWAVE II by Waldorf
is already looking like a very serious option.
The fact that they've developed the board in
conjunction with Terratec obviously bodes
well for its performance.

microWAVE 11 is a 51/4" module that
replaces the EWS64XL front panel,
containing everything already on it and and
a whole lot more besides. The price is likely
to be roughly in the area of f400-£500, with
a deal on offer for the EWS64XL including
the microWAVE II instead of the front panel
for around £800.

Until we actually get hold of one for a
proper appraisal, here are some juicy stats
for you to drool over...
 Latest digital wavetable synthesis/analog

modelling
 Multi Mode with eight individual

instruments
 64 ROM Wavetables
 32 RAM Wavetables
 64 waves per Wavetable
 500 waves
 Arpeggiator, syncable to MIDI clock
 Programmable arpeggiator rhythm pattern

per sound

 All parameters real time controllable
through MIDI continuous controller

 MicroEd!t software for Windows 95
 Extended EWS driver functions with 16

additional MIDI channels
Features per voice:
 2 oscillators
 2 wave generators
 Noise generator
 Ring modulator
 Mixer, all levels modulatable with high

resolution
 2 multi -mode filters, connected serially
 Effects processor, with chorus effect for
each sound plus: additional chorus, flanger
1 + 2, Autowah with low pass, Autowah
with band pass, Overdrive, Amplitude
modulation, Tempo delay, Stereo tempo
delay, Modulation tempo delay
*Modulators: Stereo amplifier, fully
mountable 8-time/level wave envelope with
loop function, 'one shot' mode, times and
levels modulatable; ASDR filter envelope; 4-
time/level free envelope, bipolar, 'one shot'
mode, times and levels modulatable
 Dual mode (two voices per note)
 Unisono (all free voices at once)
 Two LF0s, each with different shapes,
syncable to MIDI clock. LFO 2 can be synced
to LFO 1

 Modulation matrix with 16 slots
 Freely usable modifiers

e
DIGITAL OUT

There are really only two criticisms I can
think of with this fabulous bit of hardware.
The first is that Edison isn't ready yet, and
the second is that there are too many bugs
in the software - i.e. more than none. Still,
there's already been one driver and
software revision, and the release of the
second is imminent, hopefully with all the
glitches sorted.

Verdict
With the current rate of advancement in PC
technology, desktop musicians are being
thrown new miracles on practically a
monthly basis. The incredible power of
today's music software means the home
user can easily and relatively inexpensively
take advantage of comparable facilities to
those used by the professionals - as long
as they have the hardware to go with it.

Terratec's EWS64XL is that hardware -a
good quality and well -featured card that's
well -suited to the small- to medium -budget
PC music set-up. The soundcard market is a
fast-moving business at the moment, but
right now this card represents excellent
value -for -money. IM

More from: Terratec Promedia
Tel: 01600 716911 Fax: 01600 716744
Email: sales@terratec.co.uk
Website: www.terratec.co.uk

ei*e ,0

WHAT WE LI
Mot d be
strictly legal
That nifty front panel
Upgradeable memory, daugterboard

support, great effects... the list goes on

WHAT WE DON'T LIK
Sligh

No sign of Edison yet
The manuals could have been
better written

When the software's completely finished
nd Edison Is released, this could well be
e best of the current generation of
C soundcards.
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a reliable, bulletproof PC Workstation, outstanding value for money. 11

 Windows 95 or NT

 12 to 196 track playback

 "Rock Solid" sync. to tape and MIDI sequencers

 Full digital connection to Yamaha 02R/03D, Korg, Mackie

and Tascam Digital Consoles

 Free 24bit recording software upgrade (in the works for '98)

 Balanced +4dBU XLR's 20 in/24 out (optional)

 Real time custom mixing and EQ's

 Simple to use powerful editing tools

 Punch in/out on the fly (tape machine style)

 Optional effects plug -ins including Reverb from

TCWorks and Wave Mechanics Inc.

 Optional removable hard drives

(IDE/EIDE up to 26 hours per disk)

 EDL file support (optional)

 ADAT/DA88 editing

 Fully networkable

16 In/Out adat

4 In/8 Out S/PDIF

20 Analogue Ins

4 In/8 Out AES/EBU

Digital Console

MEL LAMBERT MIX MAGAZINE. FEBRUARY 98.

FROM £7,800 + VAT (SIP)

Designed for

Microsoft
Windows NIT
Windows'95

.....
r."7,

7-7777;1-1,7-

internet:http://www.soundscape-digital.com

International Sales Enquiries:

TEL: +44 1222 450120 FAX: +44 1222 450130

email:sales@soundscape-digital corn

U.S. Sales Enquiries:

TEL: (805) 658 7375 FAX: (805) 658 6395

emaikus-sales@soundscape-digital.corn

r. COPYRIGHT 1993 TO 1998 BY SOUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. SOUNDSCAPE IS A REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF SOUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD. ANY OTHER TRADE MARKS MENTIONED ARE THE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS



REVIEW

TASCAM
MD501 & MD301
The MiniDisc
format is enjoying
something of a
renaissance. But
do these new pro
units from Tascam
pose a real threat
to DAT? Simon
Young reports...

MiniDisc Recorders £899/£699

D
espite being with us since
1992, when it was hailed as
the digital medium to take
on CDs, DATs and tapes,
MiniDisc has been slow to
catch on. Back then, the

few machines available were generally of
the portable, domestic type, with little
penetration into the pro market. DAT was
already well established as the mastering
medium of choice, and us fussy muso
types were put off by the slight quality loss
resulting from the ATRAC compression
process during recording onto MiniDisc.

However, manufacturers (most notably
Tascam, Yamaha and Sony) have recently
been pushing MiniDisc machines,
particularly 4- and 8 -track recorders (see
Yamaha's MD -8 on page 46). On the
domestic side, Sharp have introduced a

range of portable, stack, and hi-fi systems,
but the Tascam MD -301 and 501 models on
review are are entirely different beasts:
rack -mounting stereo units, aimed head-on
at pro users. So do these units sound the
death knoll for DAT, or does Tascam have its
sights pitched elsewhere? We'll come back
to that point later, but first, let's look at
what these two have to offer.

Overview
Cosmetically, the units are very similar, with
the same layout of transport controls sitting
to the right of a generous central display
and the horizontal MD loading slot. A large
rotary dial on the left controls the input
volume for analogue inputs, while the other
smaller notched dial above the Ready
(pause) button scrolls through the tracks, as
well as providing the means for entering
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TASCAM MD 501 & 301  REVIEW

various editable settings, accessed by the
Edit/No key above it. Both machines have
four display buttons, headphone sockets,
volume controls, and input selector dials,
though the physical locations are not the
same, which makes room on the 501 for
some extras. These
include an analogue input
balance pot, digital fader
button, extra optical input,
and keyboard socket.

The fader button
operates a digital fade on
incoming digital signals, with
independent fade-in/out periods, editable in
three second increments over the range of
three to 24 seconds for fade-in, and six to
27 on fade out. It's a fairly brutal linear
fade, with digital quantisation noise audible
at low levels, before an abrupt cut-off at
around -50dB, clearly showing the limits of
this format at low volumes. The second
optical input provides convenient access if
you've rack -mounted your unit, and the IBM
keyboard interface socket enabes remote
direct access to transport and editing
functions from a QWERTY-keyboard. This
could prove useful in a live situation, where
the unit may be inaccessible, either directly
or with the infrared remote.

The remaining connections on both units
are all round the back. On the 301, these
are comprised of analogue ins and outs on
RCA phonos; there's a choice of an optical
socket or S/PDIF on a coaxial RCA phono
for digital input, but disappointingly, there's
only provision for optical output. Not only
are optical cables considerably more
expensive than coaxial cables, but if you
wanted to interface with your soundcard or

In use
Recording is blissfully easy on both units;
select your input source and hit Record, set
the input volume if it's analogue, hit Ready
or Play, and away you go. You can also
provide up to 6dB of cut or boost for digital
recordings, which could prove useful if the

Connections galore 'round the back

DAT, more than likely these would provide
digital connections over S/PDIF, requiring an
optical to S/PDIF converter.

In addition to these, the 501 has
balanced analogue I/0s on XLRs, and an
IEC power socket, as opposed to the 301s
integral power lead. A further stereo
quarter -inch jack socket is provided on the
501 for remote start, either from a
footswitch, or via a stereo lead between a
channel insert point on your mixer to this
socket - bringing the channel level up
supplies the necessary voltage to trigger
start, and closing the fader stops the unit. If
the unit has been set to 'Incremental Play
Mode', closing the fader pauses the unit at
the start of the next track, or if a footswitch
is attached, the unit steps through the
tracks with each press of the footswitch.
Again, these are very useful features for live
use, but the typically sparse manual
provided barely mentions them, let alone
explains their application.

Tascam MDs: blissfully easy recording

source material hasn't been
normalised to OdB. Track IDs are copied
from digital sources if present, but if they
are not, or if you make an analogue
recording, you can enter them manually.
Alternatively, if 'Auto Track' is enabled, an
ID is inserted when the source level drops
below -50dB for at least two seconds. The
501 also time- and date -stamps the tracks
using its internal clock, but this function
relies on an external timer plug, which
seems odd.

Where MDs really win over CD -Rs and
DATs is in the editing of recorded tracks.
Deleting individual tracks automatically
renumbers the remaining tracks, freeing up
space for more recording. You can move
tracks to different track locations, and
delete or insert track markers to combine
tracks or divide tracks. When dividing tracks
for example, you simply hit Ready at the
desired split point, press the Edit/No key
until 'Divide' appears, then press the Yes
key. The display then toggles between
'Rehearsal' and 'Point OK?', while the first
four seconds of the newly created track are

played. Turning the Track
dial then shifts the
division point back or
forwards up to 128
steps of 0.06
seconds. It's certainly
not the same as

chopping waveforms on a
display, but it's surprising how accurate you
can get. You could even use the divide,
delete and combine functions together to
remove whole chunks from within a tune.

Verdict
In terms of sound quality, the two units
performed identically, with surprisingly
impressive results both on up -front dance
material and very quiet classical music, with
no digital quantisation noise. We compared
a digital dump of the source and copy in a

Soundscape hard -disk recorder, and though
there was a very subtle difference between
the two and phase cancellation was far from
complete with one waveform inverted, it
would take a very well -trained ear to say
which was the original. That said, you'd be
unwise to use a MD recorder as a
mastering device, for the simple reason that
virtually no one else does; a quick call
round some mastering houses revealed that
none of them supported the format. Indeed,

there's no guarantee of compatibility
between different MD units, since each
may have a different incarnation of ATRAC.

While the units are unlikely to remove
DATs from their pole position,the 501 would
make an ideal source of backing tracks for
solo performers on the covers circuit. Its
predecessor, the MD -801, is currently used
at Radio 1 for instant access to jingles, and
the 301 would perform admirably here too.
That said, the units are not cheap, so
there's little chance of them breaking out of
these limited niche markets. 113

More From: Teac UK Ltd, 5 Marlin House,
The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts WD1
8YA Tel: 01923 819630 Fax: 01923
236290 Website: www.tascam.com

Spec Sheet
Figures quoted are for the MD -501,
with any differences with the MD -301
shown in brackets.

Analogue Inputs: Balanced XLR x 2,

+4dBu, 10E2 (None) Unbalanced RCA

phonos x 2, -10dBV, 27kt (50 kQ)

Analogue Outputs: Balanced XLR x

2,+4dBu, 7552 (None) Unbalanced RCA

phonos x 2, -10dBV, 330Q (600Q)

Digital Inputs: S/PDIF on RCA phones,

Optical x 2 (one optical only)

Digital Outputs: Optical

Sampling Rates: 44.1kHz with automatic

sample rate conversion

Frequency Response: 20Hz to 20kHz,

+/- 0.5dB

S/N ratio: 98dB on playback,

A filter

THD: 0.006% (0.008%)

Dimensions: 482 x 88 x 364mm

TASCAM

Surprisingly faithful recordings
lent editing facilities

UM

WHAT WE DON'T U

SCMS enabled on the MD -301

Insubstantial manual

These two units represent the pinnacle of
quality for the MD -format, but their price and
the continuing dominance of DAT restrict
their use to limited niche markets.
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REVIEW

RPG ACOUSTIC TOOLS
In the quest for
truthful monitoring,
the room itself has
always been a
stumbling block.
Trevor Curwen
seeks a solution
with the new RPG
Acoustic Tools

Modular Acoustic Treatment, from £59

0 ver the years, the gap
between the quality of
equipment used in home or
project studios and that
used in professional studios
has narrowed considerably,

to the point where it is now possible for
anyone to have high -quality recording
equipment at home for a reasonable outlay.
One thing that has not narrowed, though,
is the gap between the types of buildings
that contain that equipment. Gear may be
of a comparable quality, but there is still a
massive difference between a purposefully
designed and built professional studio, and
the typical home studio space. Very few of
us have the space, budget or inclination for
the major structural changes needed to
create a soundproofed and acoustically
treated room. So that leaves us with the
spare bedroom, attic, basement or
whatever space we have.

Disregarding soundproofing (a whole
other subject in itself) and concentrating on
actual studio acoustics, we are often forced

to work in a space whose shape is not
ideal, which can greatly change the
characteristics of the sound we are hearing
from our monitors. Monitoring on
headphones, or quietly on nearfield
speakers, can work but there is always
going to come a point when we need to
whack the volume up to check the mix, or to
get more into the vibe of the music. This is
where the shape of the room can impinge
on the characteristics of the sound.

In any room, the reflection of sound from
the major surfaces will cause a series of
standing waves. These are known as
modes, and the best sounding rooms are
those where the modes are evenly
distributed. Where there is an undue
concentration of modes in one frequency
region, this will manifest as an accentuation
of sounds around that region, usually as an
excess of low frequency reverberation or
bass boom in small rooms. Problems tend
to occur when two or more dimensions of a
room are the same or a simple multiple of
each other but, luckily, there is no need to
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ACOUSTIC TOOLS  REVIEW

resort to extensive building work and severe
alteration of a room shape. Other methods
can be used to alleviate problems. Bass
traps (or bass absorbers) solve the bass
problems. If you don't want to, or can't build
your own, you can buy them ready-made.

RPG are a company that have tackled
these problems head on, and come up with
solutions. Their range of acoustic tools for
project studios are designed to fit into
rooms with a minimum of fuss, usually fixed
to walls with a couple of screws, which can
hardly be categorised as structural damage.
There are three main items in the Acoustic
Tools range - the B.A.S.S trap (Bass
Absorbing Soffit System) at £106 each, and
the Skyline (£59) and RFZ (£82) Abflectors,
which help break up reflections.

The B.A.S.S. trap: inspiring confidence

B.A.S.S spells...
Because bass frequencies have very long
wavelengths, bass absorption systems
usually require space, which is often at a
premium in project studios. However, the
corners between two walls or between a
wall and a ceiling often go unused, and
coincidentally, the B.A.S.S Trap has been
designed to fit relatively unobtrusively into
such spaces.

The trap is a highly efficient membrane
absorber. Basically, the membrane absorber
is tuned to a specific frequency and
operates by resonating at half frequency.
The vibration of the membrane turns sound
into heat, thus absorbing the frequency. The
design incorporates a new proprietary
membrane, claimed to have three to four
times the efficiency of conventional
membranes, about 80% at 80Hz. The
absorption bandwidth is further broadened
by a fibreglass mat in the cavity, placed a
centimetre from the membrane.

Physically, the trap feels quite light,
actually weighing in at around five kilos, with
a body made of tough black plastic. The 60
x 60 cm face, which is the only bit on view
when installed, is finished in a fairly neutral
grey coloured fabric as standard, with
several other colours available to order.
Fixing is by brackets on the rear of the unit
that hook onto screws or picture hooks
fixed to the wall. Fixing these was a little
awkward, and some sort of template to
work out the two screws relative positions
would have been useful. The good news is
that the rear of the unit is recessed in from
the face, so they can look good even in

corners that are not exactly 90°.
Several B.A.S.S traps will stack,

and a simple system of two plastic
tubes, slotting in locating holes on
the tops and bottoms of each unit,
allows this to be done easily. Once
firmly fixed to the wall, the traps
actually enhance the look of a room;
as with the other items in the range
they make a room look professional,
something that should not be
underestimated - anything that
inspires confidence in clients has to
be worthwhile.

The Abflector creates a reflection free -zone
The big sponge
The Skyline is designed to produce a diffuse
sound field in a control room by controlling
first -order reflections from a rear wall.
According to RPG, "Diffusers based on
primitive root sequences uniformly diffuse
sound from all directions and have a unique
capability of suppressing sound in the
specular direction of their design frequency
and integral multiples thereof." So there.

Now, this is a weird looking thing -
imagine looking down at New York from
above and realising it was entirely
constructed of expanded polystyrene
packaging material. Viewed from above, this
actually does look like a city skyline, but is
designed to be fixed to a control room rear
wall with the blocks facing into the room.

A Skyline weighs just over a kilo, and is
60 x 60 cm, sticking out about 15 cm from
the wall when mounted. Mounting is fairly
easy; a hard plastic bracket consisting of
two tubes fixes to the wall with one screw,
and two holes around the back of the
Skyline slot onto this. Two velcro tabs fixed
with sticky pads at the bottom of the Skyline
complete the fixing. The idea is to mount at
least four of these in a cluster at the centre
of your rear wall, preferably directly behind
the monitoring position.

The third acoustic tool is the Abflector,
which is a wedge-shaped upholstered
fibreglass panel, designed to create a
reflection -free zone at the mix position. This
absorbent splay panel should be mounted
on side walls, and possibly the ceiling,
between the loudspeakers and the listening
position, where it reflects incident sound
towards the rear wall and absorbs a
significant frequency bandwidth to give
improved imaging and sound -stage accuracy.
The Abflector weighs three kilos and is 60 x
120 cm, projecting out 15 cm into the room.

In use
Untreated, the guinea pig studio sounded
pretty damn awful, with a nasty bass boom.
Room analysis confirmed that problems
were occurring at multiples of 40hz, so
obviously some form of bass trapping was
needed. RPG supplied four B.A.S.S traps,
and these were installed, one in each of the
two front corners near the ceiling, and two
in one of the rear corners, the other rear
corner having a door and no room for fitting.
The bass problem was much improved

straight away, with much less boom, but it
wasn't a complete cure. That isn't to say
that the B.A.S.S traps are not efficient.
RPG's advice was to fix six, but we only put
in four as an initial installation to check
them out. With no corner space left, it's
lucky that RPG also manufacture a flat
version to fit on any wall space.

Four Skylines were also installed, although
not totally in the centre of the back wall as
recommended (two large doors were in the
way). Nevertheless, positioned slightly off-
centre they have improved the clarity of
sound in the room, and they look pretty cool.

Verdict
There is little point in having a top-quality,
accurate monitoring system if the acoustics
of your room muddy the picture. RPG's
acoustic tools can provide a real solution to
such problems with minimal structural
damage. You can use them to tailor your
sound space to your own needs, and to
outsiders coming into your studio they will
make it look like you mean business.
What's more, you can take them with you
when you move. These units put together
are not cheap, but what price do you put on
accurate monitoring?

More from: Acoustic GRG Products, Unit G,
Smarden Business Estate, Smarden, Kent,
TN27 8QJ Tel: 01233 770291 Fax:
01233 770415

B.A.

ring bass boom
debility

A one -stop solution to room acoustics
problems, with minimal
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BIAS SFX MACHINE REVIEW
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BIAS SFX MACHINE
If you do your
sound design in
goggles and a
white coat, SFX
might be just what
you're looking for.
Ian Waugh unlocks
the machine room

Mac Plug -In £225

S
o what else can you do with
a digital audio plug-in, apart
from producing reverb, EQ,
chorus, dynamics effects and
variations thereon? How
about adding a touch of

modular synthesis? That's exactly what
Bias have done with SFX Machine. It's an
Adobe Premier compatible plug-in which
will also work with programs such as Bias
Peak, Deck II and Vision.

In use
The program has two screens: Slider and
Edit. On the Slider screen is a list of
categories such as chorus, delay, Hanger,
vibrato, tremolo, feedback, pitch shift, multi -
tap, multi vox, random and FM. Selecting
one produces a list of presets in that
category, and the program comes with
around 200 presets. Each preset may have

up to six sliders which can be used to
change various parameters. You can listen
to the effect in real-time as you twiddle, so
it's easy to make adjustments. If you find a
setting you like, you can save it as a preset.

If you're feeling a little more adventurous,
you can create your own presets in the Edit
screen. This contains eight identical
modules, each with four main sections -
modular synthesis coming up.

First, you select a source, which can be
the audio material itself or one of a number
of waveforms which the program can
generate. This runs into a process section
which includes delay, pitch tacking,
envelope following, sample and hold, and
three types of filter.

Next it's to the modulation section which
contains over a dozen modulation functions,
including amplitude, ring, pan, frequency,
delay, phase and filter. From here the signal I>
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REVIEW BIAS SFX MACHINE
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...and this is the patch which follows the pitch which ring modulates the sound

I> can be routed to any of the eight modules.
There are two modulation sections, too,
which allows you to apply two different
types of modulation to a signal and pass it
onto two other modules.

The final section is the output, where you
route the signal to the left, right or both
outputs and set the output level. Any of the
variable parameters can be assigned to a
slider in the Slider screen.

The basic process of setting up patches
is easy. The functions are selected from
pop-up menus and you type values into the

parameter boxes. Determining what's going
to happen to a signal as it winds its way
through the program isn't always obvious,
but you can listen to the output as you set
up the patches so you can still use an
experimental approach.

Verdict
It probably won't be the first FX plug-in you
buy, but if you're the sort of person who
wouldn't use a synth preset on principle,
you'll enjoy the ability to transform
recordings and samples and mix them with

synthesized effects.
There was a demo copy of SFX Machine

on our issue 44 CD, and you can download
a copy from the Bias website (www.bias-
inc.com). If you don't have an Adobe
Premier host program, there's also a
version of Peak le on the site. El

More from SCV London, 6-24 Southgate
Road, London, N1 3JJ. Tel: 0171 923
1892 Fax: 0171 241 3644 Email:
aslade@scvlondon.co.uk

WHAT WE DON'T LIKE

OVERALL
An alternative FX processor, Ideal for anyone
into industrial, grunge, sound manipulation
or simply wanting to explore the other side
of sound processing.

M BASF
REFERENCE II
ma STEP,

For more information contact:
EMTEC Magnetics UK © 0 12 95 - 25 25 38 or visit EMTEC's web site at http://www.emtec-magnetics.com
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* DRUM tiOOPS
AS MIDI FILES

PAUL KODISH
DANGEROUS DRUMS
MIDI Files £25

Now you can use
the same drummer
as the Prodigy and
Apollo 440, with
this new collection
of MIDI files

Hear lust how dangerous Paul
Kodish's drums are with our
demo, using a standard GM kit.

There have been several claims
to the title, 'the human drum
machine', but this is the first
time we've had a 'human
breakbeat'. The human in
question is Paul Kodish, who

regularly chops out his beats at an
astonishing 160-170 bpm with a precision
that rivals any beatbox. Such prowess has
inevitably brought him to the attention of
people like Apollo 440, Tom and Ed
Chemical and the Prodigy, with 'Breathe'
and 'Firestarter' figure among his best
known tracks.

Dangerous Drums is a collection of Paul's
beats and breaks in the form of MIDI files
on floppy disk.There are an astonishing
500 -plus files, many up to four bars in
length. Tempos range from 95 to 170 bpm,
and being MIDI files, they're fully editable in
a way that isn't possible with sample loops,
no matter how good your sampler's time -
stretch routines are.

Dangerous Drums adopts the standard
GM format and is compatible with any
sequencer on any computer or workstation.
MIDI Program Change messages at the

start of each file instantly set up your drum
sounds - providing they're mapped to
standard GM voicing. Reflecting Paul's
multi -snare stage kits, some of the files
make use of both El and D1 snare
assignments - but beyond that, everything
is pretty conventional.

Of course, what the MIDI file format
doesn't provide is the sound of Paul's
drums, and this may be of concern if you've
ever programmed your own patterns and
discovered how 'instrument -specific' they
can be. Change the sound of a couple of
instruments and the entire feel of the
pattern can change. How can we know what
kind of sounds Paul used when
programming these beats? Clearly, we're
supposed to experiment with our own
sounds, but frankly, this negates the idea of
putting a personality on the front cover.
Obviously, Paul's drums can't be included
on a floppy, but a written description would
have been useful.

In any case, we managed to produce
some excellent results across a wide range
of voice assignments derived from synths,
sound modules and samples. Stylistically,
it's more of a mixed bag than anticipated.
The back cover mentions drum & bass,
gogo, jungle and swing grooves, but as
you'll discover when you get them into your
machine, the patterns are much more
flexible than such categories suggest. As is
often the case, rhythmic feel varies
according to tempo, the choice of
instruments, and context.

No quantising has been used anywhere
on this collection. Of course, this only
counts for anything if no quantising is
necessary on playback, and generally it
isn't, even at low tempos. Despite this, the
patterns maintain a uniquely live feel, which
is something you can't easily create using
fingers and pattern grids. That alone makes
Dangerous Drums a must -have. D

More from: Keyfax Software, P.O. Box
4408, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon, RG9 1FS.
Tel/Fax: 01491 413938 E-mail:
102045.3065@compuserve.com
Website: http://www.keyfax.com

MIDI FILES

Flexibility
Live feel
Price

Limited documentation

An impressive example of this creative
alternative to sample CDs. Well worth
the money.
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ADVENTURES IN AUDIO

NEW
on -board

Lexicon
Reverb
option

ProTools 24
Post Production Solution
24 or 16 bit, State of the Art AD/DA converters, on -board
Random Access Video (no need for locking to VTR). Total
recall including all FX, EQ, Level, Pan, Dolby surround.
Up to 48 track, 72 in/outs, 24bit Internal FX by Focusrlte,

Lexicon, TIC Electronics, Dolby, Drawmer, Aphex and Q5ound.
Also Dialogue Replacement, Valve & Tape simulation and more...

Here at Digital Village we have thousands of long term customers
who rely on our knowledge, enthusiasm and unbiased advice when structuring and re-

structuring their recording facilities. We stock and supply just about anything you need.
Avalon, Lexicon, TLA, Summit, Alan Smart, Joe Meek, Massenberg, Focusrlte,

TC Electronics, DBX etc.. Mixing Desks: Mackie, Otarl, Soundcraft, TLA, Allen & Heath,
Yamaha, Korg etc.. Recording Equipment: Otarl, Tascam, Fostex, Akal, AlesIs, Roland etc..
Mics Neumann, AK6, Oktava, Sennhelser, Audio Technica, Rode, Nevaton, Shure etc..

Neumann TLM103 - Delivers the industry standard Neumann
sound "Warm, Airy with excellent presence"
Totally recommended...a Village 113 Star Winner £595+ VAT
Alesis ADAT XT - Industry standard 8 track digital recording.
Was £2646 +VAT 'Village Exclusive price of £1190 +VAT

Yamaha 02R - Full Recall Digital Mixer bundles with
TLA PA -2 Mir/Pre and Neumann TLM1O3.
Was £6940 + VAT Village Exclusive now just £4580 + VAT
TLAudio Indigo 2011 - Valve EQ.

4r!,11Was £599 +VAT Marie Exclusive £159 +VAT

ONO* TLAudio Classic PA2 -2 channel Valve Mic/lnst Pre.
RRP £599 + VAT iissui= Exclusive E212 +VAT

Korg 15EIRC Digital Desk - Was £2200 +VAT Village Price £580
Korg 1513RC+ADAT XT+TLA PA -2 Was £4459 +VAT Exclusive £1859 +VAT
- Complete "Valve into Digital Domain" 8 -track recording package
Yamaha 02R + COBAT (Yamaha Amu Digital 1/9+Alesis ADAT XT + TLA PA -2
- Complete "Valve into Digital Domain" 8 -track recording package
Was £9500 + VAT Village Exclusive £5399 + VAT
Focusrite Red 7 Village Price £1275 +VAT
Lexicon PCMI30 & PCM90 (Including card of your choice] from £1275 + VAT

NMI
}

Credit terms available
subject to status.

Call for a quote

All major
Credit cards accepted

MI I= 111

Same day despatch for
Mail-order items
when in stock

Leasing terms available
to companies or self-
employed customers



SAMPLE CDs
INSIDE KOMPUTER
PRODUCED BY AMG
DISTRIBUTED BY TIME+SPACE

KOMPUTER omputer
INS area

London
based electronic
pop band. The
three members -
Simon Leonard,
Jane Brereton
and David Baker
- share an

above -average interest in the philosophy of
synthetic sound. "To make electronic
music," they reckon, "is to make sounds
that make sense of the everyday beeps
and squeaks we all live with." And, as if to
put their money where their collective
mouths are, they've put together this
individual collection of sounds, loops and
sequences in advance of their forthcoming
debut album The World Of Tomorrow.

So what do you get? Well, judging by the
selection on offer it seems like Komputer
have been listening to an awful lot of
Kraftwerk over the years. Which makes this
the perfect collection for anyone interested
in techno, hip hop or electro. There are
plenty of analogue squelches, robot
sequences and bass loops on offer,
including a good single -hit section focusing
on analogue percussion from a series of
classic Oberheim, Korg and Arp machines,
though you may need a slightly beefier kick
drum than anything that's on offer here if
you really want to construct a thumping
dancefloor track.

The disc is split into seven distinct
sections; Loops, Sequences & Sweeps,
Miscellaneous Synth Notes, Chords & FX,
Synth Drum Patterns, Synth Sequences,
Synth Noizes, Electronic Percussion Hits
and Miscellaneous Notes which includes a
selection of good analogue bass hits,
including a great one from the Korg MS20
that's bound to find a lot of use.

Basically, Inside Komputer provides all
the building blocks you're going to need for
a variety of electronic music. But even if the
idea of creating an entire track from
someone else's material has you throwing
up your hands in horror, this is a useful
collection for providing inspiration. Overall,
this is a very versatile collection that's well
worth investigating.  Tim Barr

Price: £59.95
More from Time+Space
PO BOX 4, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 2YL
Tel: 01837 841100
Fax: 01837 840080
email: sales@timespace.com

VIDEO CREATIVE ESSENTIALS
PRODUCED BY ZERO -G
DISTRIBUTED BY TIME+SPACE

It's all about
image. Not
the threads

you wear but the
video which
accompanies
your latest hit.
How many songs
can you recall
which made it on

the strength of the video rather than the
music? But it ain't fair, is it? You spend your
life perfecting your musical art and then
you're expected to be a video producer, too.
Well, Video Creative Essentials has come to
the rescue. Building on the success of the
Creative Essentials budget-priced sample
CDs, these CDs contain videos which you
can use in demo videos, as textures in a
graphic design program, as clips for your
Website or as additional movies in
X<>Pose. The CD contains videos
compatible with both Mac and PC and you
get a tryout version of Adobe Premier, too.
The pack contains a second CD of audio
samples from the Creative Essentials
series, too, which is a nice little extra.

Trance Spotting (cute name, guys) is fifth
in the range and it contains 66 videos
divided into five categories: Ills, Pulses,
Tektools, Textures and Tranced. The first
contains DJ mixing and turntable images,
suitably processed and out -focused. Pulses
are mainly psychedelic patterns designed to
assist the freak-out process. Tektools are
videos of cool gear such as the TR-909, the
Prophecy, OB-Mx, the Juno 106, Jupiter -8
and so on, pulsating and bathed in weird
lights. Textures is more moving patterns and
trances is more, er, moving patterns,
kaleidoscope images and palette switches.

The problem is that if you want to create
a song -length video using images which
have a coherence, you may be struggling to
find enough which fit well together. 66 clips
don't offer vast choice although they do fill
the CD. They average about 9Mb in size.
And you thought audio files were big! The
Video Essentials offer an inexpensive way to
incorporate video images into a range of
visual material. If you fancy doing stuff with
video but lacked the raw materials, give this
a try.  Ian Waugh

Price: £29.95
More from Time+Space
PO BOX 4, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 2YL
Tel: 01837 841100
Fax: 01837 840080
email: sales@timespace.com

VINYLISTICS #3
PRODUCED BY E-LAB
DISTRIBUTED BY TIME+SPACE

his is the
third and,
apparently,

last ("The Final
Chapter") in the
acclaimed
Vinylistics series
of hip hop/R&B/
funk breaks.
'Authentic' is a
word bandied

around a lot, but it's also one that's very
appropriate to the Vinylstic series. While
other sample CDs might dish you up a diet
of pristine clean breaks that only 911 would
use, Vinylistics give you some of the dirtiest
and roughest breaks around. And for those
of you who rely on loops, you'll know that
this scratchy, low-fi roughness gives you a
head start in producing kicking rhythm
tracks. #3 follows the usual Vinylistics
formula of the loop first, with variations,
followed by the individual drum elements.
The length of the loops varies from four to
12 bars, and the last 12 tracks give you lots
of shorter loops (up to 30 on each track) to
play around with. Tempos are within quite a
restricted range, as you'd expect with these
type of loops, with many at 100bpm and the
total range going from 84bpm to 119bpm.
The tempi aren't chosen by chance, either.
In keeping with e-LAB's X -Static Goldmine
series, Vinylstics #3 now uses the
'LoopMaps' system, in which tuning a loop
down or up a half step will match the BPM
of other loops on the disc. This makes it
easier to mix and match different loops
without too much messing around. And, by
God, it works!

The strength of this CD is in the wide
variety of kits - electronic and live - that are
used. There seems to be a greater variety of
loops than on earlier releases, and many
have less in the way of ambience which
means you can decide what effects are
used. If you don't like record noise, then
you've probably bought the wrong CD - next
time, read the label! All in all, this is
probably the best Vinylstics yet, featuring
the best loops and most varied sounds of
the trilogy. Really essential if lo-fi is your
particular bag. But hey, I would say that -
I'm a sucker for all that scritchy-scratchy
vinyl nonsense!  Chris Kempster

RUFFSTYLE HIPNOP/FUNK BREAKS
"THE FINAL CHAPTER"

#3

Price: £59.95
More from Time+Space
PO BOX 4, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 2YL
Tel: 01837 841100
Fax: 01837 840080
email: sales@timespace.com
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SAMPLE CDs  REVIEW

Lo-fi antics, guitars, drum & bass and hip
hop/R&B are all featured on this month's
clutch of sample CDs...

GUITAR ODYSSEY
PRODUCED BY ZERO -G
DISTRIBUTED BY TIME+SPACE

f you had
the choice
of whether

to be a brain
surgeon or a
guitarist, which
would you
choose? Well,
luckily for us,
Dr. Ika Kikvadze

chose the latter, even going to the extent of
defecting from his home in the former
Soviet Union to avoid the KGBs scrutiny of
his interest in "subversive" Western guitar
music. And so to Guitar Odyssey, Ika's first
sample CD. He was spotted by the Digivibe
team (who produced Guitar Odyssey) playing
in a jazz club in Cardiff, but a common
ground was not found until they saw him
jamming away with the house DJ at one of
their parties.

The CD is a collection of samples that
capture what Ika does live and has been
created by breaking down many of his
improvisations into single and double bar
loops. A few sustained chords and effects
are also thrown in for good measure. For
each sample the style, FX/amp used, bpm,
and key are listed. An abundance of effects
and amps have been employed here, and
these gadgets, along with Ika's naturally
fluid yet funky playing style, have been used
to produce a CD with some of the most
original and best played guitar loops around.
The target user for this collection is the
dance producer - it's already been used in
some house, trip -hop and drum & bass
tracks, but the potential for creativity with
this CD is large.

However, if you are looking for a collection
of rock guitar riffs, you should look
elsewhere. There are certainly some loops
with a rock feel, but not £59.95 worth. This
is more of a funk-fest, with every loop
having the sort of feel and fluidity of playing
that most guitarists struggle for years to
perfect. Most of the sounds are heavily
effected, some to the point of being barely
recognisable as guitars, but this in no way
detracts from the useability of the CD. It
would be fair to say that Dr. Ika Kikvadze is
the best thing to come out of Russia since
Smirnoff Black Label.  Adam Crute

Price: £59.95
More from Time+Space
PO BOX 4, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 2YL
Tel: 01837 841100
Fax: 01837 840080
email: sales@timespace.com

CLUBSPHERE 160BPM
PRODUCED BY SOUNDS GOOD
DISTRIBUTED BT TIME+SPACE

First of all,
let's make
one thing

clear; Clubsphere
160bpm isn't a
sample CD as
such. One of five
double disc
packages
covering all the

most obvious club tune tempos: 80-90bpm,
100-110bpm, 120-130bpm, 140-150bpm
and 160bpm; this range is designed for
DJs as a selection of beats, loops and
sounds to enhance their live sets, as
opposed to supplying a music -maker with a
resource of building blocks.

What you actually get with Clubsphere
160bpm is a collection of 40 stereo and 20
dual mono loops, the object being to provide
a DJ with extended loops with which he or
she can link records, or mix in with a track
of the same tempo. The basic format is that
of a two -bar loop repeated over a duration of
some two minutes which can be dropped
into a set independently. Now this kind of
begs the question 'Why not buy a DJ
sampler and pick up an open drum section
from the track your playing, then loop it?',
for which there's no obvious response other
than 'Because a Clubsphere CD costs less
than £20, whereas you're unlikely to pick up
a sampler for less than a couple of hundred
quid'. Get the picture?

The 160bpm version is, unsurprisingly,
aimed at jungle/drum & bass DJs, and the
loops are without doubt good quality, well
recorded and highly useable within their
chosen genre, and the dual mono stuff in
particular could be cleverly incorporated into
a set by using pan mixes to merge the two
sympathetic loops. But while it's possible to
imagine a creative DJ using a Clubsphere
CD in an interesting way, it's also likely that
the same creatively minded DJ would
ultimately be better off taking the sampling
route. From a recording perspective, if you
don't own a sampler and want a couple of
CDs worth of two -minute backing rhythm
tracks, you might consider Clubsphere as an
accessible alternative, but on the whole
these CDs seem to be of limited use to
serious samplists. Derek 0' Sullivan

Price: £19.95
More from Time+Space
PO BOX 4, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 2YL
Tel: 01837 841100
Fax: 01837 840080
email: sales@timespace.com

AND FEATURED
ON THE CD...

STUDIO SERIF

LIQUID GUITAR
70 minutes of electric
sitar, pedal steel, wah
wah, slides and more,
Liquid Guitar features

the playing prowess of some of
the finest guitarists in their field. Matt Andes,
Grant Geissman, Ira Ingber, Randy Jacobs,
Doug Livingston and John O'Kennedy all lend
their special touches to the proceedings
with absolute finesse. Rhythm licks as well
as individual notes are included, and as well
as fitting numerous styles, they offer an
abundance of inspiration to boot. Realistic,
dirty timbres are the order of the day on
Liquid Guitar, and there's so much variety,
that it's ideal for any samplist needing
live guitars.
Price: £44.95
More from: Sounds OK

10 Frimley Grove Gardens, Frimley,
Camberley, Surrey, GU16 5JX

Tel: 01276 682313
Fax: 01276 682717

We've got a
veritable
plethora of weird
and wonderful
six -string

shenanigans this
month. Here's a
taster of what
to expect:

FRANK GAMBALE
SONG STARTERS

Armed with an

abundence of jazz loops
and chords, Song
Starters is the brain

child of Aussie jazzer Frank Gambale. The
fact that he's recorded and performed with
artists of the calibre of Chick Corea, Jean Luc
Ponty and Vital Information, signifies that
this is gonna be good. And it fails to
disappoint. Just check out the demo, and
you'll realise the capabilities of this talented
player. The two CD set is expertly put
together, with sampling very much in mind.
As well as the superbly played and recorded
single notes and riffs, there's a
comprehensive written explaination on the
inlay, including elements of music theory.
Handy. Although jazz is the mainstay of Song
Starters, there are numerous styles which
this CD could accomodate. There's funk
elements, and even some timbres that could
work on out-and-out rock. This is a versatile
and comprehensive series that will suit many
styles of music.
Price: £44.95

More from: Sounds OK
10 Frimley Grove Gardens, Frimley,

Camberley, Surrey, GU16 5JX

Tel: 01276 682313
Fax: 01276 682717
 Nick Serre
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ALBUMS

NEW RELEASES
IAN BROWN
UNRNISHED MONKEY BUSINESS
(Ea
Producer: Ian Brown/ Various
Engineer: Ian Brown/ Various
Studio: Chiswick Reach/ The Forge

D y now we've all
U just about got
over the surprise of

discovering that ex -

Stone Roses

gobshite, sorry,

godhead, Ian Brown

has not only made a

decent album, but

has also quashed

widespread

assumptions of his absolute uselessness by playing half

the instruments himself and generally being a bit of a

wonder. After their first album, nine years ago, The Stone

Roses - was ever a band more overrated in modern

music? - had to make an epic choice between funky

dance music and stirring but silly rock. Guitarist John

Squire chose the latter with Roses swan song 'The Second

Coming', and his current outfit The Seahorses. Ian Brown,

to his credit, has gone in the opposite direction - the bass

heavy 'Can't See Me', in particular, is like 'Fool's Gold Part

2', and what a good thing that is. Otherwise, Unfinished

Monkey Business veers from the fat guitars and off -beat

drumming of 'Ice Cold Cube' to the weird high-speed dub

of 'Lions'. With vitriolic lyrics (including some none -too -

subtle swipes at former comrade Squire) and an ominous

feel, this is the album nobody thought Ian Brown capable

of making. Throw him a banana, someone.  Pat Reid

Verdict Baboon, shake the room

TERRY CALUER
T1MEPEACE
(YAWN' LOUD)
Producer: Brian Bacchus
Engineer: Michael Ade
Studio: Tone Zone, Chicago/ Matrix Wessex

T his really sends
shivers down the

spine. Callier's intense

vocals and lyrics,

combined with

evocative

instrumentation, hit the

mark perfectly. Folk,

blues, soul, call it what

the hell you want, but

it's the smoothest,

most emotion -prompting stuff I've heard for ages. Hailing

from Chicago, Callier disappeared from the music scene in

the mid 80s, after numerous negative experiences, until

Acid Jazz head honcho Eddie Pillar tracked him down. Five

years later comes an album from a man who has paid his

dues. Make no mistake. 'Lazarus Man' is the epitome of

anguished soul; tormented vocals colliding with lush

acoustic guitars and earthy drumming. Lyrically, Callier

swings from themes of redemption to agony with no

apparent effort. 'Keep Your Heart Right' deserves to

antagonise six -stringers everywhere for the sheer

ingenuity of the guitar parts, and the title track is abound

with poignant wordly messages that are simply

captivating. There are few artists around who can honestly

match this calibre. Timepeace is so blissfully bluesful, it

begs the listener into depression. Which can't possibly be

a side -effect of music this sublime.  Nick Serre

7/10 Verdict Indescribably wonderful

PEARL JAM
YIELD
(EPIC)
Producer: Brendan O'Brien, Pearl Jam
Engineer: Nick Didia, Matt Bayles
Studio: Studio Litho, Studio X,

With Nirvana and

Soundgarden

dissolved, Pearl Jam

remain the sole

survivors of the Seattle

grunge trio that

electrified middle

America during the

early 90's. Yield is the

fifth album from Pearl

Jam in six years and

notably, Eddie Vedder loses his monopoly on the

songwriting. This, however, should be taken as an

indication of PJ's new approach to their music rather than

as a sign of Vedder's demise as a songwriter. With that in

mind, it seems inevitable that this album would offer

something a little different; and it does. Yields musical

flavour is a little diverse, fluctuating from grunge, to punk,

country and even jazz. In striving to achieve a style that is

'authentic' and 'challenging', Pearl Jam have undeniably

discarded the anthemic qualities that brought them to the

forefront of the grunge stratum, and the demonstrative

stomping sound of Vedder's voice doesn't appear to carry

as much weight on this album. It would be no mean feat to

recapture PJ's seminal earlier works, and sadly, this is a

shortcoming of Yield. Although this album shows definite

glimmers of their earlier style, this is not vintage Pearl

Jam.  Jason Ricks

9/10 Verdict: The Pearl Jam we sometimes love

MILESTONES
VAN HALEN
(WARNER BROS.)
Producer: Ted Templeman
Engineer: Donn Landee
Studio: Sunset Sound, Hollywood

When this Yank four -piece exploded out of the Hollywood club
scene in 1978 with this slab of virtually perfect guitar rock, the
whole six -string world was changed for ever thanks to Dutch -
American wonderboy Edward Van Halen; the lad was a Hendrix of
the '70s.

So basic was the production technique that Ted Templeman, the
man at the sliders, panned all the rhythm guitars hard lett, leaving

only sporadic overdubs on the right side: our Eddie wasn't comfortable with the newfangled technique of
doubling his tracks, and he actually still isn't, preferring to simply put down most of the guitars, solos
included, in one take.

A cover of The Kinks' You Really Got Me' announced the album in the Billboard charts, but it was the
guitar sound of EVH, the testosterone -fuelled antics of vocalist David Lee Roth and a bigger -than -life

attitude that finally saw the band catapulted to the heights of fabdom and beyond. "Those two go
together like beer and pizza." gushed Rolling Stone magazine at the time.

The riff from 'Ain't Talking 'Bout Love' resurfaced in the 1997 hit single by Apollo 440, 'Ain't Talkin'
`Bout Dub', albeit at twice the speed of the original, but offerings such as the hook -laden 'Feel Your Love
Tonight', the kinetic, 'doing -a -ton -down -the -highway' chest thumping metal of `I'm The One' and the
rather surreal 'On Fire' proved that one basic style can be stretched every which way. The undoubted
highlight as far as embryonic axemen the world over were concerned was 'Eruption', barely 60 seconds
of jaw -dropping instrumental guitar that inspired everyone who subsequently picked up the electric
guitar to tap like an employee of Armitage Shanks. OK, so it sounds dated today, but so does Hendrix,

and he's still incredible too.
Van Halen are still one of the biggest bands in the world, and you can blame them solely for the

eruption of LA hairspray bands such as Motley Criie, Poison, Ratt et al, all of whom had the staying
power of a 16 -year- old's...er... first time. Phenomenal.  Simon Bradley

16B
SOUNDS FROM ANOTHER ROOM
(EYE Q)
Producer: OmId Nourizadeh
Engineer: Omid Nourizadeh

Studio: Alola Central

7/10

Over the last 18

months, Omid

Nourizadeh's

reputation as one of

the UK's most

talented new house

producers has been

building steadily. As

1613, his records -

like last year's

acclaimed 'Water

Ride' single or the recent 'Black Hole' 12" on Eye 0 -

combine subtle, seductive grooves with melodies which

occupy a fine line between underground edginess and

commercial accessibility. It's a combination that's had

DJs of all persuasions nailing their colours to the mast

and dropping Nourizadeh's name whenever they want

to establish their own front-line credentials. So it's no

surprise that 16B's debut album, Sounds From Another

Room, is one of the most eagerly awaited house

releases of recent months. Tracks like 'Strange Day' or

the delicately crafted 'Deeper' are full of compelling,

sinuous rhythms and wraparound synthetics. If house

music that's original, innovative and inspired is your

bag, then Sounds From Another Room is definitely for

you.  Tim Barr

A modem house classic 9/10
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NEW RELEASES II ALBUMS

All the major album releases of the month reviewed and rated,
our classic sessions spot Milestones, plus who's in the studio
doing what with whom in Recording In Progress...

GIRL EATS BOY
THRILLED BY VELOCITY AND
DISTORTION (HYDROGEN DUKEHOX)
Producer: Lol Hammond
Engineer: Matt Rowlands
Studio: Various

T
he brainchild of

one of the most

on -the -pulse

producers, Lol 'Beat

Finder General'

Hammond, Thrilled

By Velocity And

Distortion is a

journey through the

mind of a man who

seems to have

effortlessly absorbed everything that is breakbeat.

'Napalm In Bohemia' is a masterpiece of squelchy bass,

military -sounding vocal samples, along with hints of

sultry female vocals. Hooks are everything for Girl Eats

Boy, and even when they are unleashed three minutes

into a track, they add a new dimension to the

proceedings - guaranteed to keep the most jaded of

clubbers on their toes. 'Chemical Phunk' incorporates

some slightly dated sounds; 808 kicks and cowbells a la

Loose Ends circa 1987, but with grooves of this calibre,

who cares? There's scratching intertwined with hard

drum & bass, there's elements of Detroit techno, and

there's pure funk, too. Given the multitude of styles here,

it's a wonder the album is so coherent and seamless, but

it flows perfectly, and there's not one dodgy track to

speak of. An expertly executed album, that is, simply,

exquisite. Nick Serre

Verdict: Cohesively disparate and delectable

CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
INTERNAL CLOCK
(LANGUAGE/CRAMMED)
Producer: Charles Bullen
Engineer: Nigel Laybourne

Studio: Circadian Studios

STEVE STOLL
THE BLUNTED BOY WONDER
(NOVAMUTE)
Producer: Steve Stoll
Engineer: Steve Stoll

Studio: Home

the blunted boy wonder

steve stoll

New York's Steve

Stoll has turned

out some

remarkably fierce,

but beautifully

seductive techno

over the last few

years. His sound is

minimal, edgy and

deeply funky, though

(typically perhaps)

his profile has remained resolutely underground despite

the quality and huge popularity of his records.

All that might be about to change, though, with the release

of The Blunted Boy Wonder. Tracks such as 'Model T' or

'Slipstream' combine relentlessly riffing grooves with the

kind of subtle twists and percussive melodics that have

always made Stoll's output so compelling, but there's a

new-found confidence (both in the overall production and

in the tracks themselves) here that gives this record a

fresh and inspired take on the currently weary sound of

minimal dancefloor techno. And as far as standout tracks

go, well, there are more than a few. Check out the tough,

adamantine funk of 'Mosquito' or the deep Detroit-ish

romance of 'Falling Down' with its narcotic circular

rhythms and glittering synth stabs and you'll hear techno

at its best. Overall, it's the kind of LP you can't afford to

miss.  Tim Barr

8/10 Verdict: Minimal but inspired techno

T here's been a
i developing trend

towards a modern

fusion of jazz and

electronics lately with

producers as diverse

as Ian O'Brien,

Jimpster's Jamie

O'Dell and Carl Craig

pushing the envelope

in a number of

different ways. The latest artist to join this expanding and

innovative group is former This Heat! member Charles

Bullen, who's enlisted various musicians to create an

inspired album. Tracks like 'AEA' or the wonderful

'Tumescence' layer ultra -funk loops and Detroit-ish

strings with live guitars, flutes and saxes to come up with

a combination that seems to tap into the cool motherlode

of, say, Bitches Brew or Headhunters and then locks itself

deep in the machine grooves of latin house or techno.

Overall, this is an album that perfectly demonstrates why

jazz is providing such a fertile seam of inspiration for

producers on the cutting edge. Bullen's capable of pulling

subtle melodies from a whirlwind of tangled instruments.

It's a blend that's as irresistible as it is innovative. Don't

miss it.  Tim Barr

Verdict: Pre -millennial jazz fusion 9/10

CORRICIAi
Producer: Cathal Coughlan
Engineer: Rob Keyloch

Studio: The Sound Studio, London

A glamorous
assemblage of

artistic misfits and

London lowlife,

Avalanche are led by

the sleazily

charismatic Philip

Kane, self confessed

'poet, raconteur and

arsehole'. Musically

and lyrically, they are

the anti -Oasis, peddling music that strives to be epic,

lyrics that aspire towards poetry, and a romantic, nihilistic

world view that can just about make out the stars from

the gutter. Small wonder, then, that former Fatima

Mansion and one-man bile industry Cathal Coughlan is

credited as producer. From the booze -soaked cabaret

blues of 'Spilling Whiskey' to the putrid closing splutter

'Queen Of Germs', this is dirty territory for sure. Rockers

like 'Cultural Tourists' (about the Bangkok sex trade) and

the Nick Cave-ish 'Sarah' keep up the pace, but it's the

yearning ballads like 'Bleak Romahce' that are truly

outstanding. Kane may be a grizzled old dog, swimming in

self -hatred, but he sings like an angel, albeit a cancerous

one. Hangover Square is far from the easiest listening

you'll hear in 1998 but, if your life isn't all sunshine,

rainbows and 'Brimful Of Asha', you may well want to

make some space in your heart for this filth.  Pat Reid

8/10 Verdict Art of darkness 8/10

RECORDING IN PROGRESS
Nigel Woodward is producing a

single for Cat at Chiswick Reach

studios.

James are recording a live album

for Mercury records at Whitfield

Street studios with producer Pete

Lewis.

Bjerk has been at Olympic studios

mixing the new single from her

Homogenrc album, 'Alarm Call'

produced by Mark Bell.

Stereo MC's are at Whitfield Street

studios mixing tracks with producer

Marius De Vries.

Julian Lennon is at Britannia Row

working on a new album with

producer Bob Rose.

Robbie Williams is at Battery
studios mixing tracks with producer

Steve Power.

All Saints are at Marcus Studios

mixing new tracks.

Glama Kid are working on album

tracks at Berwick Street studios

with the Dirty Devils production

team.

Battery studios is the current

residence of MOA who are mixing

tracks with producer Bryan New.

Chip Taylor is self producing album

tracks at Berwick Street studios.

The Audience are working on their

debut album at Red Bus, with

producer Mike Hedges.

Sarah Bedingham is co -producing

tracks with Glitterbox at Battery

studios.

Hugh Jones is producing tracks for

The Bluetones at Britannia Row.

Bob Kraushaar is mixing tracks

with Robbie Williams at Whitfield

Street studios. (busy boy, Robbie')

Rockfield studios is currently home

to Midget who are recording album
tracks with Dave Eringa.

Gabrielle is working on tracks at

Eden studios with Paul Weller in

the producers chair.

Britannia Row is host to Emm

Gryner who is recording an album

with producer Warne Livesey.

Roland Orzabal is self -producing

his latest solo album at his very

own Neptune's Kitchen Studio.

Stairwell are at Jacob Studios

demoing material with producer

Lenny Franchi.

Tony Doogan is producing tracks

with Hefner for their debut LP at

Ca-Va studios in Scotland.
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DISCOUNT DIGITAL SUPERSTORE
In London's World Famous "Tin Pan Alley"

YAMAHA
0 0
10 Yamaha 03D Digital Mixer

orrprchensfic Analog/Digital Mixer
113it All)

5201 On Board Multi -effects
26 Input /I C Output billy automated mixer

0 Optional ADAT0IDIF/AES/EBIS Di gnat I/O Cards
Very Intuitive interface

744°Prl l'i4;1°',sd5.0.11,11114",r)

0

AKAI
DPS12

AKAI DPSI2 DIGITAL RECORDER

12516 Bit lincompressed Audio Track,
Records To Internal lane Dr ives Or External SCSI Drive

S Track, Simultaneously
3 Band !Yen, EQ
All lithos and Panpots send midi control', information
Total Retell for Mix Snapshop

1!=n,
Illllllljllll

1111111111111MMIll

RRP E1299

SPA Price
£1149

01107:000'.40,roillroo00S00r7

to

0
0
0

EMU

EMU E-6400 SAMPLER

Unbeatable sound quality and features
12S Polophony and Upgradeble to 120Mb Ram
S Balanced Outputs (upgradeable to 161
21 04111 order filter types

New VS EOS sysex control and Unproved sequncer and
Auteggiator
Access to lice library when purchased from Sutekina

;1010° ..stit$100r7

EMU

EMC ES14000

64 Voice Polophony and upgradeable In 128mb ram
4 outputs (Upgradahle with Turbo Option)
SCSI as Standard
I() programmable trigger,
Unbeatable DSP tor sampler in molar.

ENSONIQ
ENSONIQ ASRX DRUM MACHINE

Incredible Sampling Drum Machine
Built In Rum Sound+ + Optional Boards
Easy -fo Use Sequel.,
SCSI As Staudt.'
Optional S Output Emiand,
Upgradeable In OMB Rani

'.'doStoe
KRK

KKK ROKI I MONITOR SPEAKER

y 6 1/2 Inch tweeter for extended Low frequency
00 1 Inch silk tweeter set at 1..k
o), Virtually seamless transition between drivers

Unique enclosure slope givinyt minim! parallel surlatc, to
reduce unwanted an and improving low end punch.
Magnetically Shielded.

RRP E2799

SPA Price
£BEST

RRP £1-499

SPA Price
£999

RRP £1499

SPA Price
£BEST

RRP £399
SPA Price

£POA

KORG
Korg TR Rack

32MB of waveform memory featuring the sounds from
the Korg Trinity
512 programs ,512 combinations
16 Part multitimbral
Powerfull effects section. 14 Main effects .100 loser)n
e ects
Optional ADAT Digital interface

ac or PC Host interface

'DIGITECH
Digileeh Talker

'he talker utilizes Arnanced Vocal Synthesis
lgehnology 1 actory Preset, consist t CI Vocoder,

Talkbox. Exclusive Digitech Talking Wah and other, XI SS and
I Input and Output Hardwired Bypass Progoin Select Foot
Sw iteh Slicrophong and Guitar Clip Indicators fillets Level

put ( onti ol

if.000%0007.000.4%,,

MUTRONIC 5

Motronix Mittnior Analog Filter

bleb, Input/0/:d Mono
Voltage Cl/11110110cl filters

2 I FO's or F.mevpe Follower Per Channel
Etweltthe t-ollowcr extracts the contoumtl an external signal
and applies It to /he filter cuttoff

K04"..001'000'

WALDORF
Microwave XT Modelling Synth

Over 40 dial, tor realtitne turning of sounds
S Part Multitinthol
Syncable I FO's and Arneggiator
OS V20) winch includes new filter types

or-, 1 xpanded DSP RAM to make room tor more efiects
/lunge r ornrdr0v, auto wail, amplitude rnodulator and
delay
Stelcoplmnic aurno input tor processing external souls
thionell the PIO, aelplner and ettect stage, of the
Mittowale XT

0#7.,,-0.07,4100:0tr

CLAVIA
Analog Modelling Synth
s sok.), 4 pan inulti-tinthrol.

r. Range, I - 4 octave. Modes, up.
Joss II, up/down, random.
1,, analog dfitink its.
40 user -programs. 59 factory program and 100
tactory performance,
NIII)I clock syfit hrotti/ing LEO I and LEO 2/arpeggiator.

RRPT.899
SPA Price

£BEST

RRP £399

SPA Price
£POA

RRP £1199

SPA Price
£BEST

RAP ..£999"

SPA Price
£POA

-41/02r,or..0017,;,00r---
CLAVIA

the Nord Modular is a polyphonic vnthesiLer where pan create
your synthesize, front scratch. on a computer screen. The
sounds are generated by an external hardware module. The
hardware models are available in two versions. One with a two
octave kei hotud reflect for eat.), editing and /cal -time play ing
and one 19 rack model. On 1110 9,0,1 the U,I able to cieate

tt011 patches using "virtual cables" that he connects betweenthe
various modules tOSC. VCF. V CA. LFO's. filter s. all ot the
cI assical south building blocks you might expect. plus all

4 range of other useful mythulest. The modules are 100 ti; wiltwaie
and new modules will be added by Clavia The Nord Modular in
4 p.131 11111[1 IAti/ Kral and ott, o 111111111.1-1-1 01 4 VOIC, 1.11,

RRP E1-399

SPA Price
£POA

KORG ammo -

'al411TTitittit tr 1111% u
KORG 7.1 Synthesizer ir 0
Twelve voice Polophony expandable to eighteen with optional
card 0Five tpe, of filteii2 filter per ,tice) providing enormous RRP E1499control over sound shaping P
Fifteen insert effects /2 Filter can be used simultaneously) and 2

ismain effec
A Polyphonit tyndahle pegg bin, with 5 preset and fifteen
programmable pattern.

SPA Price
£BEST

:iittoorT..00We'
so KURZWEIL
wo0 K2000
e, KURZWEIL K25OOK 111111111111111111111111111111111111

True 4b Voice Polophony l4 Oscilators per solo
Play, back RolandtAkar and Ensoniq samples
Uperadeable to 12501h of RAM

OOP 32 Track Sequencer
Sampling Option Atatlable with Digital 1/0

011.0 14. S T ,,nthefi, with 00 DSP's Per Voice

- KURZWEIL
PC88

KURZWEIL PC88

RRP £4799

SPA Price
£2995

Incredible Piano Sound
88 Note Piano Weighted Keyboard
Flexible Realtime controls
Optional Extra Sounds thru MX Expansion Board

RRP £1099

SPA Price
£1399

4,007, -4000100100" --
If MAC KIE

1202
Mackie 12020LZ Mixers

Unbeatable Sound Quality
12 Line Inputs
4Mic Inputs
3 Band EQ.

2 Auxiliary Sends/Rena,

CALL FOR ABSOLUTE BEST
DEALS ON MACKIE MIXERS

RRP £399

SPA Price
£329

NOVATION
NOTATION SUPERRASSTATION
Two intain Oscillators and Sub Oscillator
External Audio Input with AutoTrigger
RIng Modulation and Oscillator Sync
White Noise Generator
12db/24db Analogue Resonant Filter
Analogue Choi us and Idistortion Effects
Stereo Panner Arpeggiator with Trigger City I, Out
1 FO's and Arpeggrator Sync to MIDI Clock
Rotary Gnomes I ranstnit MIDI Controllers

RRP £499
SPA Price

£399

CLAVIA
Clavia Nordlend

16 voice. 4 part toultistinththl
Each Itinction. that it. controlled by a knob, can be
programmed to be controlled by Yelocity. Morphine, Each

tion, that is controlled by a knob. can also be controlled Sy

the modulanon wheel / pedal to continuously fade between
two ts of values.
EXCLUSIVE WEST END DEALER!!!

RRP £1499
SPA Price

£POA

AAP'

EPHONE 080() 371129 - Call Direct 0171 240 7696
MOO tieWilaftbne

ADDRESS
10 DENMARK ST,

LONDON
WC2H 8LS

Opening Hours
Mon -Sat

10am - 6pm

.!!!
dl

DELIVERY
Next day service
available in most

of the UK. Call for
details on European
& Worldwide export.

=

SALES & PAYMENT
e

CUSTOMER 0% finance available
SUPPORT r on the phone or

Competitive pricing rA
over the counter on

and customer care
are our upmost

priorities

all items.
All major credit
cards accepted.

men --...AlaiNummest.
INFORMATION

ittj# This advert
-4- shows only a

selection of our
current

stock. Please call
for full

product range.

TUBE & TRAIN
INFORMATION
We are 2 mins walk

from Tottenham Court
Road tube. Approx 10

mins from Euston, Kings

X, Charing X &

Paddington
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EMU
EMU CREATION STUDIO SOUNDCARD

Creative Labs AWE 64 Gold Soundcard With
8 Mb Sample Ram

g. Digital Output
e Sonic Foundry Soundforge XP Software
0 Cakewalk Express SE Sequencer

Soundtreck Jammer and Vienna Sound Font Studio

404rX1170°10110ier5oligralliPIIPPIVAIK014/11r00X:1101er-"TAIMONSIII!

GINA PHILIPS
EVENT GINA PC! HARD DISK RECORDING

do,

EVENT

LONDON'S DIGITAL SUPERSTORE
THERESTPRODUAS-AT

Iwo
RRP £293
SPA Price

£249

DBX 2111111111111111111111111101

RRP £229
SPA Price

£189

0 2 Analog inputs thru 20Bit Analog to Digital Converters
8 An; Outputs
Full Duplex recording

4 Compatible with CUBASE.LOGIC.CAKEWkl Iv and other
SPOIL Digital I/O
1/47 Jack Inputs

.000r.';14 ,A11101eP'Yd.01;011110r00.

0
EVENT
DARLA

EVENT DARLA PCI SOUNDCARD

2 Analog inputs that 20Bit Analog to Digital Converter,
8 Analog Outputs
Full Duplex recording
Compatible with CUBASE,LOGIC.CAKEWALK and oche
sequencer

SONY

The DTC A8 Features:
didi  Phono in/out  Super bit mapping

 Optical & Coaxial digital in/out  ABS time record
 Infra red remote

0
,0

0
01 STEINBERG
1 Steinberg Rebirth 338

!!!

/

Propeller) e ad Software and Steinberg Solt- & Hardware
t:proudly presen ReBirth RB-338. Two silver synths and a

black drum machine. Two pieces of classic analog synthesizer
hardware reincarnated as software. All the quirks and subtle
qualities of analog synths. coupled with the convenience of
moBerne omputers Yet with that unmistakable analog sound.

I
0

0

I
I
0

RRP £429

SPA Price
£POA

RRP £299

SPA Price
£POA

RRP £149

SPA Price
£POA

-266A- Stereo Compressor / Gate. This unit features stereo or
dual mono operation. Its Side Chain capability, separate I,ED
displays for gain reduction, compression threshold, and gate
threshold allow or quick setup and easy operation. New gate
timing algorithms ensure smooth release characteristics.

0 PHILIPS CDR870

Standalone cd recorder
Can use re-writeable CD's for pefect mastering.
RCA Phone inputs.
Optical and coaxial digital interface.
Remote control.

NV 'tether you're a songwriter using
MIDI sequencing, or a bass guitar

00 play er looking to trigger exciting new sounds, the solution is
AO the Alesis NanoBass. It offers 256 high -quality preset bass

111,- programs within its four megabyte sound library. There's a
great selection of synth bass sounds tor dance music
sty les...techno, R&B basses. rock. pop, fusion and jazz music
nany with exciting resonant filter sweeps and other cool
modulation sounds The NanoBass offers true 64 voice
polyphony and high -quality
16 -hit 48kHz linear samples. To customize your bass sounds.
each program provides one adjustable parameter - Attack.
Decay. Brightness. Sub Octave level and so on - that you can
change using the convenient front panel controller.

RRID.1299

SPA Price
£POA

..40.7.60":"7:06001%;01'

LEXICON
LEXICON MPXI fill I I EX

Features Lexicons Propietary I ovichip
56 Effects .Up To 5 Simultaneos Routable Effects
Discrete Stereo or Dual Mono Processing
Dynamic Midi Patching & Midi Automation
Digital Input and Output

idi Automation

The IX 305 GrooveSvnth is a high
performance del el -note
ss nthesitei with killer ,Ol1116. cutting -edge preset patterns and

re4It ime connol. 1 1- velocity sensitive
parrrmance synthesi/er with 04 riceonyxpolyph -track

t rn- ri mted she r 7(8 dance and grooveriented
Preset patterns and 256 User patterns. Ntne realtime control
k Fobs for imagist sound creation and realtime tweaking
Pow erfol onboard
A reeve lamr and Itealtime Phrase Full MIDI implementation
(In. Ow. Thri) ith all controlknohs tiensmitting . Card slot

tor 111to111111rdable1ted

_MIS and
external s4618

Smt
un age of

Mhelin
patcs patte and songsrns

rd..

RAP £999
SPA Price

£BEST

RRP £949

SPA Price
£POA

DBX
11

A full complimnent of status and meter LED, make setup
Full featureddhx OverEasyzE stereo compression.

ya breeze every time.
Line OR instrument level compression at the press of a button!
Fully selectable attack and release times, or program dependent

00 At in ode.

Ad* Dual mode AUTO gives optimized settings for vocals andla,
001 instruments.
yil Use it on your next gig. in your home studio. or in any other

recording studio.

RRP £99
SPA

89Price£

-001"."7,00:40:01610PleASIC

STEINBERG
51101 Sequencing.

Hard Disk Recording.
Real -Time Audio Processing.
Automation ',Effect -Processing .
Open PlugIn Architecture.
Wide Range of Third -Party PlugIns available.
ASIO - Audio Stream I/O Devices supported by many. Multi

Hardware Manufacturers

ROLAND
MC505
Groove

Box
Jr f

0

RRP £329
SPA Price

£BEST

.0.00Pro

i

ea aaa a le

The MC -505 Groovebox
builds upon the successful
SIC W3 as a self-contained,
retrwstyled dance music sequencer and sound module with powerful new
sounds and realtimecontrols. New features include the revolutionary D -Ream*
light -sensing controller and a MEGAMIX function for intuitive realtime
pattern mixing.

Professional Groove6rx featuring high-performance sound engine

64 -voice polyphony, steeper multi -mode resonant filters. front -panel ADSR
envelope controls Revolutionary D -Beam Controller allows for effects and
sound/note control via hand movement over infrared light beam

714 onboard dance music patterns developed by cutting -edge sound designers
worldwide

512 built-in sounds and 26 rhythm sets, including the latest dance. hip -hop and
techno music strands and classic drum and synth strands ITB-303, TR-808, JUNO.
Jupiter, ate.)

Three independent, synchronizable effects processors with powerful new effects;
onboard Arpeggiator

MEGAMIX function allows fur intuitive pattern creation by com fining rhythms
and parts of one pattern with another

Enhanced MIDI implementation; powerful sequencer section wit used note
storage; multiple outputs (3 stereorn mono); new assignable Part Miser sliders

SmartMediaa slot accepts external 2MB and 4MB
SmartMedia cards for unlimited pattern and patch
storage and direct pattern playback

RRP-£949

SPA Price
£POA
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Recording
Akai DRI6
Akai DR4d
Alesis AdatXTboxed
Alesis BRC
Earthworks TC30 mic
MG UMT 70 mic
MG LM79 Mic
JLC Cuepoint
JLC Datamaster
Mackie LM3204e
Phillips DCC 134
Phillips DCC730
Phillips DCC951
Roland VS880V2
Samson 1602
Samson MPL2242
Samson 2404
Yamaha CBXD5
Yamaha MT4X

£2799
£799

£1699
£999
£699
£699
£699
£350
£479
£699

£99
£229
£229

£1100
£499 Samplitude pro
£599 Steinberg ACI adat int.

Syyuest EZ Flyer
£399 Terratec Maestro 32
£799 Voyetra V22 Midi int
£349 Voyetra V24s Midi Int

Computer
Antaris IQ TDM £549
Antaris JVP TDM £279
CLAFalconMkii £1499
Digidesign Sess 8 PC £899
Emagic -Zap £59
Emagic CBX Extension £55
Emagic TDM Extension£99
Ensomq soundscape £99
Evolution Mk161 £149
Fatar Studio 1100 £879
Gallery sample Search £199
Hrprism VSt £325
MOTE Freestyle £199
MOTU Performer £299
Mediavision PCMIA PC £199
Nomai 540 drives £249
SCSI CD Romboxed £119
Opcode Vision £165
Passport Alchemy £299

£149
£265
£265
£135

£89
£229

OutboardA d E
Aphex 104typeC
Aphex 108 Tasyrider
Art FXR elite
Art MDM8
Bellari MP220
Bellari ADB3
Digitech TSR12
Digitech VHM5
Focusrite Green1
Focusrite green 2
Focusrite Careen 3
LA GX2
Lexicon PCM80
Lexicon PCM90
SPL Optimizer
SPL Tube Vitaliser
Symetrix 601
TC Wizard
Yamha D5000
Yamaha ProR3
Yamaha Rev100
Yamaha Rev500
Yamaha Spx1000
Yamaha `MG2030
Yamaha YDP2006

ec s
£199
£199
£149
£450
£360
£135
£279
£349
£725
£829
£880
£169

£1799
£2349
£999

£1799
£1499
£1499
£850
£779
£149
£299

£1100
£899
£899

Synths and Sampling
Akai CD3000
Akai CD3000i
Emu Morpheus
Emu Ultra Proteus
Ensoniq MR76
Kurzweil K2000VX
Kurzweil K2000rack
Oberhiem Eclipse
Peavay DPMSX+SP
Roland JVI000
Roland PMA5
Roland S760boxed
Yamaha Mu80
Yamaha Qy300
Yamaha Qy700
Yamaha Qy8

Misc
Anatek SMP7
Ensoniq KMX Midi
JLC Cuepoint
JLC batamaster
JLCPPS100syne
KamGMX450
YamahMDF2

£899
£999
£899
£949

£1899
£1895
£1499
£999
£499
£999
£395

£1199
£380
£499
£849
£199

£129
£199£199
£499
£549
£199
£145
£249

Amps & Speakers
Mass 250 amp
QSC USA 370 amp
Tannoy PBM8
Tannoy System 600
Tannoy System 800
Tannoy ASM8

£299
£350
£399

£345
£485

£1899

This is just a small
selection of the ex -demo

clearance bargains that we
have in stock. Call now
and tell us what product

you're looking for.
Remember we only sell at

the BEST PRICES !!

FREEPHONE 0800 371129 - Call Direct 0171 240 7696
35,



FEATURE

Check out Rob Playford's exclusive remix
of E -Z Rollers' Tough At The Top

(Timecode Remix)' on the CD
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ROB RAIFORD  FEMME

His production credentials were
established with Goldie's Timeless
album, but Rob Playford continues
to push the boundaries with his
own label and a new album. Nick
Serre visits him at his new work-
place, the former Trident Studios

6
e'an friynngn itshee itso sotf this

wave being pulled along in a nice
boat and trying to catch up," claims
Rob Playford. And with justification.
As co -producer of Goldie's seminal

drum & bass foray, Timeless, and now Saturn Return, he's a man
who knows how to reinvent the rulebook. "You have to start
somewhere," he explains, "but sooner or later when you're really
into the music, your mind starts to actually think that way. It's like
when you talk another language and you start to think in that
language, that's when it becomes natural. So then you're in a

position to do the same as anyone else on that wave." The wave is the
culmination of knowing a music scene inside out. Living it. Breathing it.

And, most importantly, completely absorbing it.
Rob Playford's inherent love of dance music production started early in life.

As an influential DJ in the mid -'80s and early '90s, he pioneered the Moving
Shadow label, and penned the anthemic 'Waremouse', under the moniker of
Two Bad Mice. A roving reporter named Goldie, who was making a television
pilot, interviewed Rob. They'd both been on the scene for a while, and their
meeting sparked off a collaboration that resulted in the epitome of drum &
bass excursions, Timeless. Rob and Goldie paired up again for the harder -
edged Saturn Return, taking drum & bass to yet another echelon. Always one
step ahead of the game, the album once again demonstrates the duo's
sometimes anarchic attitude, along with their unrivalled success as drum &
bassers extraordinaire.

"Basically I started off as a DJ," muses Rob. "That was around '85-'86
time, when I had just left school and I got into the style of music that was
around at the time and became eager to mix, and ended up going in for
competitions and stuff. The whole technical side of DJing really appealed to
me. More than the music, at the time, but then obviously when you're playing
you start to pick up on the music. DJing was a big part of my life for the
following three years."

But the DJing lifestyle wasn't always easy - the scene wasn't without its
detractors. "I had to stop it for a while as that was the time all the illegal acid
house stuff was around," he remembers. In retrospect, this may have been
advantageous for Rob; it pushed him into taking a slightly safer step (legally
anyway) into record production. "At the time I thought that if I could DJ the
stuff, I could probably make it myself. House music is fairly simple, so I
thought I'd have a go. I already had a keyboard so I hooked it up to my Atari
with a sequencing programme and I was away."

Obviously finding another forte, Playford quickly adopted the studio -based
ideology, and shrewdly invested in more equipment for his productions. "The
next thing was to buy a sampler, and that was a big step," he recalls. "I had a
good job at the time - I was a software engineer. Nothing to do with music, but
it kind of paid for my hobbies and also helped me to buy nice bits of gear like
the sampling set. I started making my own tunes from then, really.

"I was influenced by the stuff I'd been Wing with. It was made for that market.
I'm not a musician so it was more like 'I like this style and I can make something
like this.- Rob sees no disadvantage in being a non -musician. "House music in
general is engineers' music, really. It started with engineers using studio
downtime to work on their own tracks, and they weren't really musicians. It's the
same idea now, but it has branched out so much that live musicians and all
other elements are being used to create an ever -developing genre."
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FEATURE II ROB PLAYFORD

Producing music was all very well for Rob, but, ever the
entrepreneur, he also took the initiative to set up a kind of ad -hoc
distribution arrangement, having self -financed the duplication of his
productions onto vinyl. "Once I had got the tracks on DAT I was very
interested in going through the whole process of record
manufacture," he explains. "I found out how to go about getting
something on record. I found out where to get the pressing done and
where to get some labels made, and so on.

"I did all of that and ended up taking the records around to the
shops that I was buying tracks from anyway. There were about five or
six different shops I would go to for different styles. So, I would take
a copy in there and play it to them and they were like 'Yeah, have
you got any more?' so I'd go back to the car and get some. They'd
take a box and I'd go back a week or two later and they would have
sold them. That was really a pleasant surprise; I never thought I'd
sell quite as many as I did doing it that way!"

The rigours of distributing his own records quickly took their toll on
Rob though, and made him seek alternative routes for getting his
music to the masses. He explains "It was never planned out to be a
whole entrepreneurial business. Really it was the excitement of
people actually wanting to buy something I'd created that was the
driving force, not the idea that I could make a lot of money out of it.
By the time I'd pressed up the second record I had had enough of
driving round London and collecting the money, so I tried a
distribution company."

thought that if I could DJ the stuff, I could
probably make it myself. House music is
fairly simple, so I thought I'd have ago."

The first step was to set up a name for Rob's company. The
company was to become Moving Shadow, but initially, Rob solely
used a logo, realising the impact a striking graphic could have on
prospective record buyers. "The first two EPs that I put out weren't
on a label, but by the time the third one came along I was looking for
some kind of identity," he recalls. "There were some labels around
at that time and you always knew they had good stuff. It was more to
do with the actual logo rather than the name of the company.
Similarly, at clubs, you'd hear something cool, and try to catch a
glimpse of the label on the record. So I was concerned about getting
that kind of identity for it, along with an icon that people would
recognise. A friend of a friend of mine came up with some ideas,
including Moving Shadow, although it didn't have a name at all then,
it was just a logo. I liked the logo and it is that that has more
impact, really."

Moving Shadow was set up in 1990, and by quickly taking on-
board collaborators, Rob soon had an impressive roster of

An Allen & Heath Saber desk resides at the former Trident studios

successful artists. "There were loads of other people I knew, either
from DJing, or just friends of friends with similar equipment and
background. Some of them were from a musician background, and
the next twenty -odd releases on what had become Moving Shadow
were me collaborating with various people."

Perhaps the most important collaboration was with future drum &
bass legend Goldie. Rob explains how they hooked up: "The Goldie

thing was different to what I'd done
before. Moving Shadow had got to be a
renowned label of the time, and there
were other labels around, including
Suburban Bass and Reinforced. Everyone
in the scene and on the different labels
knew of each other but didn't actually
know each other, so you could meet each
other in a club and not know who you

were talking to, which was strange."
But it was a specific track that caught the Goldster's attention.

"There was a track we did as Two Bad Mice called 'Waremouse',"
Rob elaborates, "and when Goldie had heard that, at Rage, down at
Heaven, apparently he decided he wanted to make a similar sort of
stuff. He hadn't done any music at that point but he was well into
the scene. We didn't know about this for a year or two later, but then
he actually came to interview us as Two Bad Mice, simply because
of that tune."

At this point, Goldie was a would-be TV presenter, and as Rob
reminisces, "He was doing a pilot for a TV documentary. I don't think
it came to anything, but he did a 15 minute edit of our bit, and it was
great. We found out we had a lot in common. That's when I met him
properly, although prior to that we'd had him do a remix for us, and
vice -versa, but we had kind of communicated indirectly through other
people." A common occurrence in the world of underground dance
music perhaps? "Absolutely," he replies. "That goes on a lot; you

hook up with people who are into the scene, as well
as people who are already producing stuff, but the
best collaborations always seem to occur with people
who are into the scene primarily. They bring so much
more validity to the proceedings, because you've got
those shared experiences."

Things naturally led to the pair working together on
tracks, culminating in the seminal Timeless album.
Rob takes up the story: "Once we'd done the TV thing,
we decided to get together and actually do a track
together. That was called 'Fury', which we released on
Moving Shadow right at the end of '93. While we were
doing that, it sparked off some ideas in Goldie's mind.
We were working from scratch in the studio, rather
than exchanging tapes, so he'd see what I was doing
and say, 'Can you make it do this?...' so I did, and
added, 'We can also do this, too.'

"That's the glory of being hands-on in the studio.
We'd just go to and fro through a whole building
process, and just step up levels, like on Donkey Kongl

Mess with Goldie's DATs and you're dead!
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FEATURE  ROB PLAYFORD

It was a huge learning experience for both of us. That made us both
really excited, and we knew it could be a great working relationship.
'Fury' had basically sparked off some ideas, but this was really the
beginning. Next, we started on a track called 'Timeless'; we thought
we'd make it long. My idea was that it should be 40 minutes,
because that was the longest it could be due to the chart regulations
at the time. The system I was using at the time was C -Lab, and at
the speed and the tempo that the track was, I could have only got
34 minutes on. So at the time, that was a bit disappointing. As it
happened it came to a natural end at 21 minutes, with all the
elements there, so we were happy to settle for that. It really was
perfect from start to finish. It was a similar approach with the rest of
the Timeless album. Once the album deal was sorted we just went
into it with loads more fresh ideas."

One key element in the Goldie/Playford productions was the
incorporation of live musicians for more of a sonic edge. Rob
explains,"We started off doing some sessions with live musicians,
around the time that I upgraded to a better system, and that led on
to even more things I could do, which were previously unavailable. I

"And for my next trick - watch the mixer
levitate as I remove the racks from each end..."

tracks that were actually based around that, but still our style."
Of course, having a non -musician directing musicians can be a

strain, but Rob's approach worked ideally. "We directed them from
the head really," he says, "more than in musical

By the time I'd pressed up the second terms, and conveyed to them the time and the feeling.
A lot of the musicians we used weren't really into the

record I had had enough of driving dayers, so they kind of knew the vibe we were coming
rave scene or anything, but had been to soul all-

round London and collecting the money, from. So, I was like 'Cast your mind back, remember
those kinds of tunes?, play it like that.' That's not

SO I tried a distribution company."
got ProTools, and that really gave the flexibility we needed to record
loads of live musicians and then edit it to what we needed. We
recorded drummers, bass players, and so on, and then constructed

necessarily how we were going to use the material, but
that's how we wanted it to be played.

"That's the approach we would have taken if we had
been sampling most of the stuff anyway, but it just gave it a brilliantly
live edge. It's so creative doing things from scratch that way. If you're
using segments of records, you know that it's all been through so

Ziggy played guitaT...but went drum & bass insane
Rob got to work with David Bowie on Saturnz Return, in circumstances
that were very appropriate, as Rob explains:

"It was a brilliant experience working with David. He used to record
here 25 years ago. This used to be Trident Studios, and most of his
material between '68 and '74 was done in that little live room where we
did 'Truth'. The cover picture for Ziggy Stardust was shot just round the
corner, and there was quite a sentimental vibe on all our parts. He was
like, 'Wow!', and it was really quite a choker.

"'Truth' was actually one of the last tracks to be recorded, and he'd
been popping in the whole time throughout the recording of the album
seeing what we were up to, so he had a distinct feeling for the ideas. He'd
also play us stuff that he had been working on during rehearsals. That
was kind of funny, 'cos he'd play us some stuff that was pretty hard and
bassy, then we'd play something we'd just finished, and he'd be like, 'Oh!
fuck', and off he went.

"When we actually recorded 'Truth', he just went into the room and it
was incredible to watch him doing it. Obviously we've worked with other
people before, but he's a completely different person, as opposed to
someone who just comes in to sing. It was like watching a performance,
he completely got into the character and the piece. It was incredible, and
very moving, seeing him there behind the glass, feeling the stress of him
pulling himself into the character he wanted to sing it through.

"We kind of pieced together the way that we thought the track was
gonna be and in the end, he came along and just laid it down the way he
saw it. We'd got the track on the computer, all the backing was done on
ProTools - blended effects, reverse pads and so on. We just gave the
backing to him in the cans along with a lyric sheet, and he sang them as
he saw fit. He was so adaptable 'cos it was something totally different for
him. The way he sang and delivered it was just so in character with what
we were trying to achieve. Originally, we were going to put drums over it,
but it worked so well as it was, we thought it best to leave it. That was
probably my favourite time throughout the whole album. When he went, it
was like 'What are we gonna do now?"'
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Console
Allen 8,1 Heath Saber 36.16.24

Effects
Eventide H4000
Sony DSP M7

Alesis Midiverb
Alesis Ouadraverb
Alesis Ouadraverb II

Sony MP5

Lexicon Vortex

Outboard
Urei 1178 Compressor
Alesis 363o Compressor
Behringer Composer Compressor
Behringer Suppressor De-
Esser/Feedback Processor
Behringer IntelligateExpander/Gate
SPL Vitalizer Psychoacoustic
Equaliser

Sound Gear
E -Mu Vintage Keys Synth
Oberheim OB-Mx Synth
AKAI SGoiv Synth
Korg X5DR Synth
Yamaha TG5oo Synth
Novation DrumStation
Alesis SR16 Drum Machine
Akai 53200
Korg olW/FD

Roland Juno 106
Yamaha DX7
Novation BassStation

Software & Plug -ins
E -Magic Logic Audio V3.0
MIDI/AudioSequencer
Digidesign ProTools 24
Bias Peak 1.6 2 Track Digital Editor
Digidesign, Waves and Focusrite
plug -ins

Monitors
Tannoy DTMF215
Genelec 1031A

Yamaha NSioM

Microphones
AKG 414B-ULS
Neumann U87

Outboard gear at Manic One

many processes already, and it becomes very hard to detach yourself
from the original. Even now I'll hear tracks that some of the younger
guys on the scene are doing. They're ripping up records, and some of
them are quite special to me. A lot of the classic '80s stuff, and it's
like 'Oh, no, why are they doing that?' There really is some terrible
stuff being done. But to them it's no different than when I was just
taking things that I didn't really know that well, and
thinking, 'That sounds cool.' It's a generational
thing, I guess."

With Saturn Return, the process was taken a
step further. Always experimenting with ProTools, Rob flexibility we needed to record loads of
made extensive use of TDM plug -ins to "really mess
up the sounds". He points out the differences: "For live musicians and then edit it to what
Saturn Return, it was a case of taking the live
musicians and then going in deep with the
processing. With Timeless, we recorded them; it was
very obvious what the instruments are. They were put down on the
track in style of how we do things. On Saturn Return, it was more a
case of using the processing to give the whole thing our stamp of
identity - trying to take it all a step further."

Rob is clearly pleased with the results. "The whole thing goes very
extreme, it goes in panavision, as Goldie describes it. Timeless
brought up to that first level, and with Saturn Return, it has just
flared. It is extremities, really, and we really went overboard. There's
some processing in there which is just ridiculous, but that's the way
we try to push things. With just about all the tracks, there's
excessive processing. With the bass, for example, Tim, our bass
player, brought in a load of pedals, which aren't really our kind of
thing usually, but that gave an extra creative tool as well. It got to the
point where Goldie and myself were twiddling with the pedals whilst
Tim was playing the bass. So, you've got all three of us creating the

sound live. The other side of that would have been just
to record it flat into ProTools, and then use the plug -ins
to create the effect, but having that live feel really gave
it the edge. Then we put it in ProTools and messed
about with it anyway."

Rob is a huge fan of digital technology, and manages
to capture an organic sound without resorting to
analogue tape. "I hate tape, just the fact that it breaks
and it's really expensive and if you want a good quality
tape machine it's bloody expensive compared to a Mac
with all the Pro Tools stuff in. Even including the plug -
ins, it's still good value," Rob contends. "We don't
necessarily need that special something that you do
get from tape, in fact it's quite annoying."

Rob lets us into the secret of obtaining gritty, organic
productions with an example: "There were some
breaks that we got re -drummed for Saturn Return.
The kit was all the original stuff, we got the drummer
Trevor Morray to drum all these bits that we wanted.
We got him to play along with the programmed breaks
that we had done. We recorded that through his Neve
desk, which is lovely, and straight to ProTools. It went
through beautifully. The idea was then to come out of
Pro Tools and basically put it down onto two-inch, which
we did on some of them, and then back into Pro Tools,
and also then down onto quarter -inch. The plan was
then to put it down onto acetate or actually get it
pressed onto vinyl. The whole effect should have
sounded like it was made 30 or 40 years ago, and it
would have done, but we didn't have time to do that.
We didn't actually need to, 'cause the stuff we were
doing was that hard, and we didn't actually need to go
the whole hog."

On the subject of the future of drum & bass, Rob is
enthusiastically animated. "I think that the whole scene
is constantly evolving. Personally, I still call it house
music, because it's still produced by engineers and
non -musicians. That's the problem. Well I say problem,
but that's what makes it difficult for everyone to get

into it, no sooner have they cottoned on to the fact of 'right, you
dance like this', and, 'Oh! that's a drum & bass track', then people
are already on to something else.

"That's what makes it exciting for us 'cos we're always trying to
come up with something fresh. Right from day one it was a
competition thing, healthy though. There were all these different

661 got ProTools, and that really gave the

we needed."
labels and different artists who all knew each other and went out to
the same sort of clubs. You'd hear a tune and you'd like it so you'd
get into the studio and do something back in retaliation. That's what
it's like to this day, it's all competition, but it takes everyone a step
further with it. When you really understand the whole scene, that's
what makes it even more exciting, rather than people just thinking,
'Um, I think I'll do a bit of drum & bass."

Rob dabbles in other areas aside from drum & bass, though, and
is keen to explore new ones. "I like slow beat stuff as well, there's a
good tie there between that and drum & bass. I like being able to

re -program beats and get some feeling into it, but at the same time I

listen to plenty of hip hop and loads of soul and bits of jazz."
Rob's productions have kept him firmly on the crest of the drum &

bass wave. And if his track record is anything to go by, he ain't gonna
fall off...
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STUDIO FILE

Nick Serre visits DJ/producer and remixer Paul Gotel's new
state-of-the-art studio, where the emphasis is on versatility

RECENT
CLIENTS

Nightcrawlers
Louise
Cain°

VapourHeadz
Kinane

Michelle Gayle
Eternal

IN e pride ourselves on
the ease of use of
Pow!" maintains
studio owner Paul
Gotel. A producer/
remixer and DJ who

has worked with artists as diverse as Louise and
Dave Stewart, Paul recently set up Pow! studios to
expand his interests, which also include a record
label and club promotions companies.

Paul has had a lucrative few years remixing and
producing of late, and decided that the time was right
to take the often unpredictable step of opening his
own studio on a commercial basis. "I built this studio
bearing in mind exactly what I look for when hiring a
studio," Paul explains. "Since I'd been earning pretty
well, I decided there was no point in cutting any
corners whatsoever." The resulting Pow! complex,
housed in a West London warehouse, is a dance

producer's drearh; the dedicated programming area,
DJ booth, spacious control room and a club -like
atmosphere are fundamental factors in attracting the
repeat custom of artists of the calibre of Monie Love,
Nightcrawlers and VapourHeadz.

Paul is well -versed in using many of the major
studios, but has become disillusioned with the way
some of them operate. "The thing is," he is ardent to
add, "that so many of those studios are not geared
towards doing dance productions. They'll have a huge
live room and no space in the control room, which is
where the bulk of dance production work is carried
out." To this end, Pow! offers a spacious, dual -level,
daylit control room, which can accommodate
numerous people with none of the cramped -around -
the -mixer scenarios which are still prevalent in older
control rooms.

The centre of the control room is home to the
extensive programming area, replete with Power Mac
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The largest Quested
HM415s in Europe

running ProTools and Logic Audio as well as an
abundance of other software packages, a plethora of
Akai samplers, and classic as well as up-to-the-minute
sound modules.

Ease of set-up is high on the agenda for Paul. This
means that neither he nor his fee -paying clients waste

time rewiring the studio to their own
specifications, as the vast majority of any artists'
needs are supplied. "What I did when I was setting
this place up," Paul elaborates, "was to contact as
many engineers, producers, and remixers as I could,

and ask them to give me a list of their 'dream studio'
equipment list. I got loads back, and with exception of

really esoteric gear, I bought virtually everything on
the lists."

One of the main decisions in the building of the
studios was choosing a console, and Paul is
overwhelmed by the newly- installed Soundtracs Jade
desk. "Again, it was a case of gauging other
engineers' and producers' preferences," Paul
elaborates. "The consensus of opinion, which I tend
to agree with, is that the Jade is just so
straightforward to use, plus it's robust and it sounds
like a dream. Combine that with the automation, and
it really is a hard one to beat. I think that even if I

could have afforded an SSL, for example, I rate the
Jade far above those kinds of consoles for sheer
usability. Even if an engineer doesn't know the
console completely, it's so easy to get accustomed
to. Unlike Neve's and SSL's, which may take a few
days to get used to, this desk just does the job.
Simply and effectively."

Paul also looked at Otari and other desks, but still
feels that they are a little too esoteric, and that there
aren't that many engineers who know them. The
ensuing scenario is what Paul humorously refers to as
"manual city". Getting the studio up and running as
quickly as possible is something Paul is keen to
stress the importance of. "I've been into so many
studios where you can spend half the day wiring in all
your synths, and routing the desk up, that by the time
that's done, you're virtually out of creativity. What
we've done here is provide virtually all the synths that
people are likely to need, as well as extensive
patchbay systems, so that any additional gear can be
hooked up with the minimum of fuss." Added to this,
the on -hand skills of wiring expert Conor Caulfield
mean that any routing and cabling problems can be
repaired instantly.

Further emphasising the dance -based ethos of
Pow!, the mezzanine level of the studio features a
'chill out' area, as well as a DJ booth, giving the
studio a club atmosphere. The monitoring used
reflects the sentiment behind this. As Paul enthuses 1).

THE KIT (selected)
Main Studio
 Soundtracs Jade 48 -channel Production Console
II Quested 4 -way Active Monitoring System
 Studer A800 24 -track
 Lexicon PCM 90 and PCM 80
 Eventide H3000 D/SE
 Power Mac 9500 180 MHz 96 Mb Ram
 Emagic Logic Audio
 Cubase VST
 Akai S3200 16 Mb and Akai 53000 XL 18 Mb
 Kurzweil K2500R
 Mutronics Mutator 2 Channel Filter Unit
 Focusrite ISA 21 5 2 Channel Mic Amp/EQ
 SPL SX2 Vitaliser
 JoeMeek Stereo Compressor
 JoeMeek VCI Studio Channel Compressor
II 2 x Drawmer DS201 Dual Gates
 Roland JV 1080, Super JD 990, Super JX

MKS 70, Juno 106 and MC303 Groovebox

 Korg Prophecy and M1
 Clavia Nord Rack
 Novation BassStation and DrumStation
 Quasimidi Technox
 Oberheim Matrix 1000
 Fatar Studio 900 Master Keyboard
 EMU Vintage Keys plus
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I> as we walk around the nooks and crannies of the
control room, "The sound from the Quested monitors
is great in all parts of the room. There's no loss of
any frequencies, so you get the best of both worlds:
a club atmosphere combined with a great and
even sound."

The Quested monitors in question are a pair of
HM415 4 -way active beasts, with VS2205 nearfields.
Paul is very much of a mind that the monitoring
system and the room must be compatible. The studio
was designed by Andy Munroe Associates, before
Quested came in to modify the HM415's to the
studio's specifications. In fact, the Quested team
specifically requested that Pow! be one of the few
studios in Europe to have the system installed. Paul
muses "Quested had heard about the slightly quirky
nature of the control room (the split level and non-
standard shape) and were keen to rise to the
challenge. They certainly did, and the sound is the
best I've heard. I've tried out a lot of different
monitors over the years, and I can safely say this is
the best set-up I've used."

Perhaps surprisingly for a dance -oriented studio
complex, Pow! still retains its trusty Studer A800 two
inch 24 -track analogue tape machine. Despite the
ProTools and Logic Audio capabilities of the studio,
Paul is adamant that the Studer is an essential piece
of equipment. "Even software packages like Logic
Audio are geared towards people who are used to
working with tape," he affirms. "Lots of people are

RATES

Main Studio
£650 per day (negotiable for block bookings)
£550 per day (if you quote The Mix!)

Programming Suite
£150 per day (negotiable for block bookings)
£100 per day (if you quote The Mix!)

The comprehensive
programming area

The ever -so -friendly
Pow! team

used to working with two inch tape, and have an
affinity for the warm compressed sound it produces.
For me, especially if I'm recording, for example, a ten
part vocal, it makes much more sense to record onto
analogue tape, and mix down before committing it to

both worlds, one might say, and an attitude that Paul
has obviously taken on board. "We really are very
flexible here," says Paul. "As well as offering both
digital and analogue recording, we've also got both

old and new synths and
processing gear. A lot of the
gear is my own, built up over
the years, which I know a lot
of dance producers like to
use, as well as all the
latest gear."

A live room is provided in
the main studio as well as a
vocal booth, and tie lines to
the lounge area. "The live
room isn't huge," admits
Paul, "but when you're
mainly involved in dance

music it's a lot more useful to have a spacious
control room that people feel comfortable in. So
many studios still seem to cling on to the notion of
having cramped control rooms, and it just gets
frustrating." The programming room is equally as
versatile, and is ideal for demoing before heading
into the main studio. Indeed, this is exactly what a
number of the already impressed repeat clientele
have been doing. Paul concludes, "We are getting a
lot of repeat custom here. People love the ease of
use, the versatility, and the creative atmosphere.
As I've said, I built the studio from a client's point
of view, and I'm happy to say that it seems we've got
it right." la
More from: Sarah Woodford, Studio Manager, Pow!
Studios, Unit 11, Impress House, Mansell Road,
London W3 7QH Tel: 0181 932 3033
Fax: 0181 932 3031
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You don't have to be a virtuoso
or drop -dead gorgeous to be
part of the music business...
Bob Dormon looks at an essential
element of the recording industry,
one that provides an alternative
career option

The jobs on offer in the music industry are more or less divided
in two. On the one hand you have the glamour profession that is
the preserve of the artists, session musicians and a handful of
high -profile producers. Interestingly, studio managers also
manage to cling to this glamour aspect of the business, when
it's fair to say, the only thing that most of them can play is the

radio. On the other hand, the industry offers us the 'noble' professions
occupied by sound engineers, hire companies, die-hard tape-ops and of
course, the cavalry, which are better known as maintenance engineers and
technicians. It is the duties of the latter that are perhaps the most easily
recognised, but least understood.

While the thought of slaving over a hot soldering iron may not sound
particularly inspiring, the job of a maintenance technician has many
advantages over a number of those mentioned above. For one, the job is fairly
secure if you know what you're doing, and the hours are rarely as lengthy as
those endured by recording engineers and tape-ops. You may have to put up
with being on call from time to time, but if you've a genuine interest in
electronics and can read a circuit diagram, then there's every chance that you
could jump the queues of tape-ops fresh from college and land yourself a
salaried job in a studio that also recognises the concept of sleep.

To investigate what the job entails first hand, we spoke to Alan Smith,
Technical Director of the massive Nomis Studio recording and rehearsal
complex in West London. He's more than familiar with the task of

maintenance and fault analysis and has a handful of assistants under his
wing. Currently, besides all the usual duties, he's been overseeing the

construction of a number of new facilities that he has helped design and
specify. Certainly, more than just a job of restoring resistors on sad, smoky
circuit boards don't you think? But more on that later.

Reasons to be cheerful
No doubt one of the reasons you read The Mix is because you're interested in
the latest in music technology, and one aspect of the job of maintenance
engineer is that you become intimate with such things. It might not be the
most obvious choice for a dedicated musician, but if you find that you're

4
fascinated by technology then you might well find the work appealing.
Describing the tasks that accompany the role of maintenance technician, Alan
Smith and his colleague Rod Wildman underline the fact that the job allows a

,-f.'
level of security in a typically volatile area of employment.

Rod: "In theory, it's one of the only jobs in the studio where you don't have
to work ridiculous hours all the time. Your pay is consistently better than other
jobs such as engineers and assistants, as a lot of maintenance positions are

--17:------- - in-house, PAYE [Pay As You Earn] which is an advantage over freelancing and- - -_---------;.,
f ----.Z--,--- ' -- --z------- Schedule D [Self Employment]."

-.,-... Indeed, if you ever browse the back pages of the various freebie
pro audio mags you'll find there's no shortage of ads for competent

maintenance staff. Rod has recently proved this point, as he's departed
amicably from his position at Trident (sister studio to Nomis) since this

interview was held. Nevertheless, his words still hold true for this work.
But what about the glamour though? This is the music industry, so was

there ever a time that either of them became the hero of the hour in the eyes
..1.,.... of their artistic clients?

Rod: "I think that the percentage of people that work in studios and get their
feet kissed is so small compared to the amount of people who set off with
that intention. There's a lot of mediocre engineers out there and a helluva lot I>
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more crap tape-ops who'll never get anywhere. All you've got to look
at is the amount of CVs you get at a recording studio from people
who are willing to work for free. Even when I started off I never had
to work for free."

How about an alternative approach then? Do you think that people
can move from maintenance into sound engineering?

Rod: "Yeah, it's probably easier than the other way round, but I'm
not sure that it's a good idea. But even to be a maintenance
engineer you need to have a reasonably good ear. I mean some
people's descriptions of faults can be quite vague."

Alan (chuckling): "Yeah, I tell you there is one fault which occurs
three or four times more often than any other and that is 'Fucked'.
'This channel is fucked' is very, very helpful indeed!"

"You can't just be an
electronics technician, you've
got to have a feel for what is
done in a studio and for why
people would want something."

Pick and choose
When maintenance staff reach a certain level of seniority, as in
Alan's case, they have a say in the equipment purchased. Obviously,
with such a responsibility in financial terms, commercial appeal and
functionality, opinions are often sought from respected
engineers and producers. But there's more to this
than just putting together a collection of cool
equipment, as Alan points out.

"You can't be just an electronics
technician, you've got to have a feel for
what is exactly done in a studio and a
feel for why people would want
something. After all, sometimes the
requests you get and the things you
are told about could seem absolutely
crazy unless you know what people
are trying to achieve. From that point
of view you have to know how to
operate the equipment, you have to
know why a piece of equipment is being

"Sometimes it's just
downright stupidity on the part

of the engineer..."
Alan andlpob play
cloud shAes in the
Euphonix room

The Producer's Room in need of
furniture: do Ikea do SSI..s perchance?

used, just as much as you have to have an expertise
in reading circuit diagrams and being able to dive

into bits of electronics.
A high proportion of the stuff you have to do

is sorting out operational problems or
misunderstandings in the way things are
interconnected."

Is that due to a client's unfamiliarity with
the studio?

"No, sometimes it's just downright stupidity
on the part of the engineer!"

Smoking pots
Obviously, that's not always the case and

equipment does fail from time to time. Both Alan and.
Rod find that the SSL console at Nomis is reliable and
is made in such a way that it's easy to maintain. If a
channel fails, the modular design enables them to
quickly whip it out and swap it over with one that isn't
being used (or a spare) with the power still on, as
banks of eight channels can be turned off. Alan
mentioned that SSL guarantee that you can even
remove certain channels with the power on. It's a
stark contrast to home recording systems that are
turned off when not in use, but there are reasons why
professional consoles are better left on than turned
off, as Rod explains.

"If you power down the whole desk (and certainly
the computer as well), then it all cools down.
Consequently, everything shrinks, which causes things
to move: all the edge connectors which had been
sitting there nicely running at the same temperature
begin to creak. So you find bits of the desk don't work
when powering up again, so you have to pull the
channels out and stuff them back in again to reseat
them, which usually does the job."

While the SSL gets the thumbs up for ease of
maintenance, many years ago Alan worked as the
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I> maintenance technician at Jacob's Studios, a residential facility with
both Neve and SSL consoles. So how did they compare from a
maintenance standpoint?

"From a pure electronics point of view, the Neve console has
considerably more sophisticated engineering than the SSL. The SSL
is like a Cortina or Sierra kind of vehicle. It's a very well built,
relatively easy to maintain, and proficient -sounding console. The
Neve, on the other hand, is a bit like a Ferrari or a Rolls-Royce.The
design of the Neve is quite a step above that of the SSL. You can
suss out what's gone wrong with an SSL quite quickly, whereas it can
take quite some time to work out what's gone wrong with the Neve,
because they use very sophisticated techniques of having active
elements in feedback loops and DC servoing. So you can have a chip
blow up, but all this circuitry around it makes it invisible except for
the fact that you're getting an extra 0.1% distortion. Whereas with

the SSL, it either works or it doesn't."
Rod summed up the difference as being like an engine

management system with fuel injection on the Neve, and a
carburettor plus a set of points on the SSL. And as we all know, both
approaches work, but tackling them when they are faulty is a
different matter. Alan says he can quite easily get by with a
multimeter for checking faults on the SSL, but is forced into using an
oscilloscope and setting up test patterns when performing sonic
surgery on a Neve V Series console.

So besides the occasional abusive phone call from an engineer in
a panic at 3am, how does Alan get briefed on problems that have
developed in the studios?

"All good recording facilities have a maintenance book where faults
are logged, usually by the assistant. So I'll come in in the morning
and try and recreate the fault as described. Then I'll determine

AII the new rooms are based on the same design principles. The work in progress in the CD
Mastering Room shows a fundamental sound -proofing shell designed to prevent any noise
getting in or out of the work area. The techniques applied to achieve this involve using

varying densities of solid brick and concrete together with varying cavity sizes. The cavity
between the inner wall of this room and the separating wall are different to the cavity size
between the inner wall of the adjacent room and the other side of the same separating wall. The
object is to reduce the likelihood of standing waves amplifying and transmitting from one area to
another. Furthermore, there are no parallel walls. They are all angled away from each other so
that the cavity varies in width across any given length.

Ideally, the floor in this basement area would have been completely excavated down to the
bedrock and a new concrete 'island' put in its place. However, the area has quite a depth of
concrete to it, which would have been prohibitively expensive to remove. Alan, in consultation
with project craftsman Steven 'Fritz' Pickford, decided on an effective compromise. The floor
around the periphery of the room has grooves in the concrete about three inches deep and a half
inch wide made using a stone cutter which were later filled with rubberised mortar, which has a
different density. This appears to be enough to help contain the transmission of sound along the
floor into other areas by breaking the continuity of the concrete as a whole.

Other rooms in the basement include a Publishing Room, which is a joint venture demo studio
with Warner -Chappell. Even though it's called a demo studio, by the time you read this it will be
fitted out with two Otari RADAR hard disk recording systems providing 48 tracks of digital
recording. The room also has a sectioned -off live area which has been designed to be dead at
one end (for vocals) - this section can be partitioned off - and live at the other end for
instrument recording.

Next door to this studio is a facility that has been put together
for producer Dennis Charles (Eternal, MN8, PLC and Alexander
O'Neal). Originally he had a small production studio upstairs at
Nomis, but he's moving down here to this tailor-made studio with
its separate live area and will doing as much pre -production as
possible. The room is nearly complete, but there have been some
last minute changes of heart regarding the equipment that will be
installed - that's producers for you!

Upstairs, the newly refurbished Studio Four has a Euphonix
CS2000 console installed where an Amek Einstein once resided.
The Euphonix is a unique desk as it uses digital electronics to
control what is basically an analogue console. What you get are
the benefits of digital assignability and automation, with the
analogue sound and interfacing that many engineers prefer. This
CS2000 is a 72 frame console with 56 channels, but each
Euphonix channel has has six inputs and five outputs on it. So
absolutely every piece of equipment in this room will come up
directly on a channel somewhere. Alan designed the 'layout' of the
console (where particular equipment appears on the desk) so that
'templates' (in Euphonix-speak) can be arranged for different
session modes. Record mode, for example, automatically connects
the desk's mic inputs to the mic lines in the live room, outputs will
go directly to the tape machine, particular auxiliary sends get
configured for headphone mixes and the console's built-in
dynamics are set up ready for recording.

Having tried a number of monitors, Alan settled on ATC 100s
which he described as "gutsy and perfectly suited to the room".
The tape machines available are an Otari MTR-90 Mk II (analogue
24 -track) and a Tascam DA -88 (modular digital 8 -track). There's
also a stack of outboard effects and MIDI gear.
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whether to find out
what's wrong with the
circuit or whether it's
quicker (if there's more

faults to be dealt with),
just to take that card out,

put a spare in and look at it
later. There are certain

practices you get used to."

The Right Stuff
So, with CVs galore piling up from would-be tape-ops willing to work
for free, what qualities does Alan feel makes for a good
maintenance technician?

"You have to have a patient temperament and a broad interest in
recording studios and music. You don't necessarily have to have a
massive amount of formal- electronics experience, but certainly you
need to have a good working knowledge of electronics such that you
can look at circuit diagrams and see what's going on - although you
don't have be fully aware of why certain designs are done."

Presumably, an inquiring mind would help so you develop those
skills? "Yes, and also an ability to learn from experience and glean

The SS
easy t uut

"The Neve is a bit like a Ferrari
or a Rolls-Royce."

information from other people without having to have it formally
presented to you. Get to know each of the engineers and their
particular way of working. You need a very broad appreciation of
everybody's role in the studio, because you're very often the
person that comes in and pulls together a lot of what is
happening operationally."

So what are the cold hard facts about this kind of work? "Be
prepared to do a lot of very mundane, routine, unchallenging work.
Be prepared to put up with a lot of very, very unfair criticism. At the
end of the day it's not your fault that a switch has decided to break
down. What could you possibly do? Be prepared to try your hand at
just about anything that crops up. You can't determine your role
very easily."

You can't walk away from it...?
"No, you can't." 42
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PC News, advice, and software for PC users,
compiled by Ian Waugh

Intel up
to speed

Intel have introduced the
333MHz Pentium II processor

for desktop computers. It is the
first to be built using the company's

advanced 0.25 micron process
technology, which enables high -volume
manufacturing to offer higher processor
speeds. The 333MHz processor offers a
10% increase in speed over a 300MHz chip.

Rumour has it that Intel may be forced to
cut the price of the Tillamook 200MHz chip.
This is a low -power chip designed for
notebooks, but a drop in notebook demand,
particularly in the far East, may have left
Intel with a surplus of chips that could find
their way into desktop machines. The knock -
on effect of falling chip prices could mean
even lower priced PCs, and we could even
see 300MHz Pentiums under £1000 by the
end of the year.

Good news for consumers, perhaps, but
some industry pundits fear that this could
squeeze some suppliers out of the market.
As prices fall, so do profit margins, and
while the big companies may be happy to
reduce profits in return for increased market
share, these are companies whose main
business is not in low-cost PCs and who
could even stand a small loss in this
section of their PC division.

Companies whose main business is PC
manufacture will struggle to compete. Even
the anticipated increase in sales is unlikely
to compensate for the reduced margins. So,
as you watch low-cost PCs leaving the shop
this year, keep an eye out for PC
manufacturers leaving, too.

Free browser
If you've been following the browser wars
you'll know that Netscape have been having
a tough time of it. Faced with Microsoft
giving their Internet Explorer browser away,
Netscape have finally decided if you can't
beat 'em, join 'ern, and is doing likewise.
Not only are they giving away the Netscape
Navigator browser, but the whole comms
package, too, in Communicator.

If you're worried that IE may take over
your machine, screw your comms settings
and play fast and loose with other bits of
software you have installed - and it will -
log onto Netscape's site
(www.netscape.com) and do the download
thing. But do it at the weekend,
'cause it's big.

Software and samples for PC
are on the CD-ROM cover disc

- see page 8 and 9 for details

Hyperactive

If you're an avid digital effects
watcher, you'll be aware of
Arboretum's Hyperprism. It's a
collection of 20 -odd effects, some
subtle, some not so. It made a
name for itself on the Apple Mac
with its infamous Blue Window
which allows you to control the
effects in real time by dragging
the mouse around the window. It's
more effective with some effects
than others, but it's a neat way of
making changes in real-time.

Well, the program has been
ported to the PC in the form of
Hyperprism-DX. It's DirectX-
compatible and works with
programs such as Sound Forge,
WaveLab, Cool Edit Pro, Cakewalk

Pro Audio and Cubase VST.

The effects are divided into five
categories: filters; modulation;
delay and reverb; stereo
processes; and miscellaneous
effects. The latter category

includes useful compression, useful pitch shift
(but without any formant control), and the
interesting but arguably less -useful
SonicDecimator, which reduces your carefully -
crafted 16 -bit material into something which
sounds like it was recorded with a megaphone
on a snake farm during a lightning storm. And
to think that effects like this came built into the
equipment we older folk were buying twenty
years ago...

Those nice people at Arboretum have released a
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Hyperprism's Ring Modulation effect playing fast and
loose with an audio file in Sound Forge

demo version that contains three fully -functional
effects - Echo, Vibrato and Ring Modulation.
There's an on-line manual in HTML format (you
can read it with any browser, not just Internet
Explorer), which explains how all the effects
work. It includes little diagrams so you can see
how the cut-off points affect the frequencies in
the filters, for example, and how the comb filters
work in the QuasiStereo effect.

The Hyperprism-DX demo is on the CD, and can
be downloaded from www.arboretum.com

One of the major complaints about
Microsoft is that they draw you into using
their products. There are several programs
out there, for example, which need IE in
order to run - there's an example
coming up next - which makes lots of
people uneasy.

.
'11:
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""Congratulations
Netelepe

sms'eb You just won the browser war.
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behave invites you to download the world's
most popular Internet chant s INT,Vire  Netsc ape
Navigator and Communicator Standard Edition -
for POSE! Demme now that the war's over, there
are lots of peace dividends to collect.
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Individuals who oriments access the Memel from
their harm or smell OTC

Netscape's Navigator and Communicator -
the war is over. Get yours free now

The word on
the street
Have you ever read a semi -technical article
and come across a word which wasn't
properly explained? It seems to be
happening more and more, and I'm
convinced that there's a little chap in every
company's R&D department whose job it
is to think of obscure terms and to
devise names which can be turned into
tortuous acronyms.

To the rescue comes the Microsoft Press
Computer Dictionary Third Edition. It
contains over 7,600 techie terms, 300
illustrations and diagrams, and includes
extensive internet coverage.

Inevitably, there will be terms that don't
appear in a dictionary such as this. For
example, it doesn't have anything to say
about Intel's Triton chipsets - VX, HX and TX.
The entry for RAM doesn't refer you to DRAM
or SDRAM, although they are both included.
And what's a DIMM or a SDIMM? It won't tell
you that. Okay, so it's not exhaustive, but it
is reasonably comprehensive.
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You also get a on-line version of the book
on CD. The installation is rather naughty
because it requires Internet Explorer in
order to run and if it's not on your system, it
will install version 3.02 for you. How nice. I

keep IE version 3 on my hard disk in an
attempt to pre-empt such invasive
manoeuvres which, alas, seem to be
increasingly common.

You can search the CD by typing in a
word, or you can start at any letter and
browse. However, it misses a golden
opportunity because the search only reveals
the main entry. Wouldn't it be nice if you
could search for all occurrences of a word
or Hyperlink from one reference to another?
As you can't, the CD is far less useful than
the book - you can't read it in the bath, in
bed, on the loo or on a train. Unless you
have a portable. And then you have to boot
it first.

I've been researching some techie things
over the past few weeks and I have to say
that the Dictionary has been very useful
indeed. The alternative to looking up some
acronyms and definitions would be trawling
the web or posting a message on the net.
The Microsoft Press Computer Dictionary
Third Edition is £27.99 from Computer
Manuals, 205 Formans Rd, Sparkhill,
Birmingham, B11 3AX. Tel: 0121 706
6000.

a
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The Microsoft Press Computer Dictionary
Third Edition - lots of words with lots
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The Computer Dictionary on a CD for
those who'd rather point and click than
turn and flip

Imagine that again
Last month we reported that Mark Harrop of
Uncertain Music Corps has produced a Koan-
generated album called Imaginary Friends.
After much heavy and protracted negotiation,
we finally managed to wrestle a copy from him
to put on our cover CD.

Well, no actually, Mark decided to place it in
the public domain. The pieces include
SoundBanks for AWE users, some of which
contain vocals, and which are used in the
pieces to amazing effect. It's a super collection
and if you have an AWE card you simply must
listen to it. That's an order!

Grab it from the CD or direct from the
Uncertain Music site at:
http://www.umcorps.demon.co.uk.

Sound Engine Plus
There's a myth outside the music biz that
you have to have musical ability to make a
record. Inside the biz they know differently.
The fact is, there are many more people out
there with musical ideas than with musical
ability, so why not let the ordinary guy or girl
have a go?

That's precisely the thinking behind
Sound Engine Plus, which combines a set of
ready -to -go samples with a MIDI sequencer
to offer a music -making kit. The pack
includes Circle
Elements, the Sound
Lab Fun Tool and
Cubasis Audio Lite.

Circle Elements will
be well-known to readers
with long memories. It
was actually one of the
seminal sample
construction kit
programs released in
1995, and allows you to
create songs from
sample loops. Its main
screen consists of two
concentric circles
divided into segments.
You drop samples into
the segments and they
play in a loop as the
play routine loops
around the circle. Dead
easy and fun, too.

Circle Elements has
a few basic built-in
effects but Fun Tool has
more. You load a Wave
file into it and click on a
cog to reverse it, apply
a filter sweep, a flanger,
a pitch change, a
harmoniser or bass
boost. You can save the
file and use it in
Circle Elements.

Cubasis Audio
integrates four tracks of
digital audio with MIDI
sequencing. You can
construct a song from the

Koan Web - TRACK 1.SKP

sample loops in the traditional way, and as
they appear as block on tracks, it's easier
to visualise the song than it is in Circle
Elements. You can also record your own and
add MIDI parts. An all -in -one studio.

The package is very good value, and if
your musical ideas exceed your abilities, or
your budget, this is well worth exploring.
Sound Engine Plus is £39.95 from
Time+Space, PO Box 4, Okehampton,
Devon, EX20 2YL. Tel: 01837 841100.
Fax: 01837 840080.
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Click the cogs to add an effect in the Sound Lab Fun Tool
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Life is a circle. It goes round. In loops. Concentrically...
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MAC News, advice, and software for
Mac users, compiled by Ian Waugh

More
good buys

One of the major
problems Apple have in

persuading their customers that
Macs are good value is the speed

with which Apple cut their prices. We all
know that computer prices are dropping

faster than Bill Clinton's trousers, but Apple
seem to delight in devaluing their
customers' purchases.

The latest round of price -slashing has
seen the WGS 9650/350 drop by £1000 to
£3749, and even the more -modest .

PowerMac 8500/300 has fallen £550 to
£1499. The prices of PowerBooks have also
been slashed. This would seem to be good
news for buyers, but how would you feel if
you'd bought one of these last month?

As there are dozens, if not hundreds, of
PC manufacturers, PC prices are controlled
by market forces - that is, good of
competition - and supply and demand (see
PC Toolbox). They tend to follow a downward
slope, not the sheer drop Mac prices
experience every six months. Apple still
have a Mac monopoly and still call the
shots when it comes to pricing. Anyone who
likes to keep pretty close to the leading
edge of Mac technology by selling a
machine after a year and buying a new one
generally loses far more on the deal than a
PC user doing the same thing.

Will the new lower prices persuade you to
buy? Well, the chances are most of the
machines will be out of production in a year
or so, so unless you have a budget which
allows for regular upgrades, it makes sense
to look at the purchase as a long-term
investment. However, the arrival of the G3
machines could make prospective
purchasers think the price cuts are an
attempt to shift old technology and in
the long term, you may still be better off
buying a G3.

Low Macs
Apple are noticeably concerned that they
don't have an entry-level Mac (in the States,
that's one under $1200), as this is where
about half the market is.

There do not appear to be any plans for
releasing a low-cost model, but unless
Apple make some sort of effort to compete
with falling PC prices, they could lose the
entry-level market completely.

The good news for UK buyers is that
Apple intend to launch their Buy -By -Internet

Software and samples for your Mac are
on the CD-ROM cover disc - see pages 8
and 9 for details

scheme (see last month's Mac Toolbox) in
the UK, which will allow purchasers to
specify the exact machine they want, rather
than having to buy a made -to -measure
machine off the shelf. This should be on-
line in the summer.

Bye-bye Claris
Apple have announced that their Claris
subsidiary will be restructured to concentrate
on the FileMaker line of database software.
The name will be changed to FileMaker Inc,
and they will divest themselves of all
products other than FileMaker -
including around 300 employees.

QuickTime
The International Standards Organisation
(ISO) has adopted Apple's QuickTime file
format as the starting point for the
development of a unified media storage
format for the MPEG-4 specification. The
proposal was put forward by Apple, IBM,
Oracle, Silicon Graphics, Netscape and Sun.

The move further enhances the position
of Apple's QuickTime technology, which is
estimated to be installed on over 50 million
PCs as well as Macs.

8 on a plate
OS 8.1 is now available as a complete
system on a bootable CD. One significant
modification of importance to musicians is
that Apple have made substantial changes
to the sound routines. The sound controls
have been moved from a global control
panel into applications which could require
a rewrite of the applications. Oh dear.

OS 8.1 now has a "None" input option
but has removed the controls for play -
through and individual mutes. You may like
to check out the Sound Input Control Strip
(available on the internet:
www.macintouch.com/files/sis.hqx which
helps solve some of the problems the new
OS has created.

If you want the detailed nitty gritty, check
out Apple's Technical Info Library (TIL) at:
http://til.info/apple.com/techinfo.nsf/art
num/n30340
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Get the lowdown on OS 8.1 from Apple's
Technical Info Library

Arboretum
freebies

erposon-nr.- ram
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in an

Dragging the control in the Blue
Window around the screen controls
the three sliders at the top

How do you persuade someone to buy
your product? Well, a demo is always a
good idea. Arboretum have gone one
better, and are giving away two of the
effects in their Hyperprism program.

Hyperprism is an easy -to -use
collection of digital effects which can be
controlled in real-time by dragging the
mouse around the Blue Window. The full
package contains two dozen different
effects for Premiere -compatible audio
programs, plus a standalone version of
Hyperprism and 25 AudioSuite plug -ins
for Pro Tools and Logic Audio software.

The two freebie effects are Echo and
the Low Pass filter. They are Adobe
Premier -compatible, and will work with
several programs including Bias Peak,
Logic Audio, Gallery Software
TurboMorph, Macromedia Deck II, Digital
Performer, and Opcode Vision and
Studio Vision software, as well as Adobe
Premier, of course.

To use them, simply drop them into
the plug -ins folder of your application.
They will then appear in the Plug-in or
Effects menu. Select a section of audio,
click on the Preview buttons and
start dragging.

The plug -ins and complete
documentation can be downloaded
from the Arboretum website
(http://www.arboretum.com.) The plug -
ins are also on the cover CD.

You can create real-time sweeps with
the Low Pass filter by dragging the
mouse around the Blue Window

a=niiiiireiniiiirn MIN
I aagiOrnitimmmlar '

111=IM:=I=
INt.M.11,=1:11Mfr,
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AKG Alesis Allen & Heath Aphex Audio Technic« Behringer Beyer &SS C -Audio

Sales  Hire  Installation  Service
We believe in giving our customers the very hest in ervice, good advice, competitive

pricing & excellent backup service!

RENTALS
World -class touring systems from EAR', Crown & Midas.

SALES

A NAST PRODUCT RANGE AT SUPERB PRICES!

OUTBOARD AND EFFECTS

Resin Nanoverb Mtn stereo clgiW FX REDUCED TO £135

Alesis Microverb 4 stereo digital FX £199
Behnnger at superb prices call for details
dbx 296 Spectral Enhancer £224!

dbx 266 Compressor expander gate £184!

dbx 290 Digital stereo reverb unit £279!

Digitech Studiotwin stereo digital multi FX E199!!

Digitech Studioquad 4 M 4 out digital multi FX 2425!!

LA Audio at superb prices - demo rack in to
try them out. call for details
Lexicon Reflex Digital Multi FX processor £299

Roland EQ-231 Stereo 31 band graphic equaliser £288
Roland SRV-330 3D Space reverb digital FX £475

Roland SDE-330 Digital Delay £649

Roland AF -70 Feedback eliminator/enhancer
phantom pwr £269

DESKS
Spirit Folio / SX all available super deal £Call

Spirit LX7 24 mono/4 stereo 16 direct outs
MackieVLZ full rangein stock £Best prices
Allen & Heath MixWizard WZ20:8:2 recording mixer £864
Allen & Heath GL3300 24:8:2 4 band
eq 8 aux IN STOCK
Allen & Heath GL2000 24:4:2 6 aux £1439

MICROPHONES
AKG SE300B/CK91 Cardioid condenser
cost £350 used once 2249!!
AKG 03700 Hypercardioid dynamic vocal mic
£59 each or 2 for £98!!
Audio Technica Pro25 £69 ATM25 £129
Pro37 condenser £99
Audio Technica MB1000 Vocrinst/drum 3 for only £99

Audio Technica MB3000 Dynamic vocal mic 2 for only ...£99

AKG C1000S Vocal condenser ...PRICE DOWN TO £159

Sennheiser MD504 boxed set 4 drum mics/clips £395

Sennheiser MD425 vocal mic

FREE STAND WITH EVERY MIC £169

Shure SM58 dynamic mic. Price held, £89

Shure Beta 58A Hypercardioid dynamic £169

"'Buy 3 heavy duly dad, boom mic stands for £49!...
AMPS

Crest Amps at superb prices call for details!

Superb Crown K2 in stock £1499

SECONDHAND STOCK

91000 Digital reverb unit £99

Yamaha REVS Multi FX very good £899

Yamaha SPX1000 Multi FX excellent £799

CAM V203 2 way stereo crossover £99

Aphex 107 dual tube mic preamp (ex demo) £469

Aphex 109 4 band parametric (ex demo) £329

Beyer TGX 60 Vocal Mic List £230 £149

Beyer TGX580 Dynamic mic mint condition £t25

Shure FP22 Stereo headphone amplifier List £480 £299

Range of pro desks see website or call

GREAT PRICES ON CREST, LEXICON &
BEHRINGER

ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT

FULL LIST OF USED GEAR ATwww.corcMsys.co..uk

Why not ring Carla to be put on the secondhand mailing list?

Excellent Part Exchange Deals
Unit 4d, Stag lnd. Est., Atlantic Street, Altrineham, Cheshire

Tel: 0161 927 7700 Fax: 0161 927 7722
email: sales@concertsys.demon.comk

11"c arc open 10-6 Mon -Fri, Sat 10-4. lhxil Orders Welcome VISA

ovaN T..usiax smniv- mi)m- ,n,1, -)14v uo:nx-yri \-1

Utigis 4
SoundCards, Software, Master Keyboards.

Cakewalk Pro Audio V6.1
Cubase VST PC

£259.00
£259.00

XG Edlt Registration £ 25.00
Midi Composer, 49 note full size keys

Yamaha SW60 XG £129.00 with Cable & Pedal £ 99.00
Yamaha 0850 XG £ 99.00 Pinnacle from £.399.00

Event Gina In Stock Fiji from £299.00

Event Darla In stock Mod Sound 64 H/S Pro £239.00

Wave 4 by GadIet Labs £279.00 Wavecentre £449.00

Koan X £ 39.95 Koan Pro £159.95
Cakewalk Horne Studio 6 1 £ 89.00 ReBirth £129.00

Finale £449.00 Zulu 4 in 8 out £499.00
Please telephone for items not listed, It Is likety that we stock it at an excellent price!

Sample CD's, Midi Files, Tone Modules.
Creative Essentials £19.95 Twiddty Bits from £12.95
Newtronic horn £14.95 East West SSS Series £19.95
Drum In' Bass The Classic Breaks Vors 1 & 2 £29.95 each

All Thrie & Space, East West, Newtronic, Keyfax & Yamaha products available.

Monitor Speakers, Power Amps, Systems and more
HarbeM Acoustics DPM1 £359.00 DRvil Pro £419.00

MS1 Subwcofers £325.00 DPM1 Pro X Active £749.00

Alesis Point 7 £169.00 Samson Servo 170 £179.00

Here at Sound Solutions we aim to provide the best products at the best prices and will
offer a price match or better where possible.

Phone us last for the best deals around

t31141i58:c:FirarNS
ZA111140 l.)R MPC1TE'R rarstr1,47iSs

Sound Solutions, Data House, 12 Station (toad, Southwate, West 5, ,ccox. iuH i3 7 H.Q.

Telephone: 01403 732606 Fax: 01403 732607
Email salesCi/soundsol.com or info@soundsol corn

,ipmet http,//www.soundsol corn

"BREAK THE BOUNDS

OF

64 voice polyphony (expandable to 128!)

16 MB ROM sounds (expandable to 32MB)

256 editable Internal presets

16 part multitimbral

24 -bit stereo effects

8 outputs (expandable to 16 on rack version)

Full sampling comiabIllf*s

Powerful ntrot4ble

CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION

ON A RANGE OF PRODUCTS

OOZING WITH QUALITY FEATURES

AND VALUE FOR MONEY

11141 4IW

-41iN.N.AN'Nl_ Iii . is
The Old Smithy, Church Street,

Oswestry, Shropshire, SY11 2SP
Tel: 01691 658550 Fax: 01691 658549

cis mail: 100330,3222



TOOLBOX III MAC

Master List CD
File Edit Setup Sound

rr
LandOfDay

I 10+1 10:00:43:02 RI 50 30 15 8 5 3 i +j

.11e,Ittert Time Item Name Item Length End Time L Gain dB R %fade Length Tellts
0:00:02:15 BadMansLand 0:00:26:02 0:00:28:17 0.0 0.00 I 0 0 ms

2

4

0:00:30:17 End0fEarth 0:00:06:64 0:00:37:06 0 . 0 0 . 0 6 I 41 0 ms
0:00:39:06 OverMind 0:00:06:64 0:00:45:70 0 . 0 0 . 0 I 0 ms
0:00:47:70 RoadToTheWater 0:00:15:60 0:01:03:55 0 0 0 . 0 X 1000 ms

5 0:01:05:55 SaintOfSinners 0:00:12:49 0:01:18:30 0.0, 0.0r I j 0 ms
6 0:01:20:30 Stretchlt 0:01 10:04 0:02:30:35 o . o 0. I 0 ms

With CD -Rs coming down to affordable prices, more and more musicians are
burning their own audio CDs. Most CD -Rs include a bundled utility which

allows you to create audio CDs as well as save files to a CD, which is ideal for
backups. However, if you want a professional finish, you need the right tools
for the job.

Masterlist CD, now up to version 2.0, can be used to write CDs and Exabyte
tapes directly or via image files. It can also write CDs without any additional
hardware - other than a suitable CD -R, of course - and this is one of the main
features of the update. The original MasterList needed a Pro Tools card to
ensure high enough write speeds, but as Macs have become faster, that's no
longer the case.

Of course, if you have a Pro Tools system you can use it, too, and if you're
working with 24 -bit audio, the files are dithered to 16 -bit during recording.
Masterlist currently supports around two dozen CD recorders, which may
seem a lot, but there's a very good chance yours won't be on the list.
However, the ones on the list have been selected by Digidesign as being
suitable for high quality digital audio, and although others may work, the
audio quality may not be up to spec. No doubt others will be added to the list
in time, but you will need to check before you buy.

When you are puffing together the pieces for an audio CD, MasterList
controls the order and the spacing of the tracks. The program uses a standard
dialogue box to add a file to the list. You can only add one file at a time,
which is fine for most album -type CDs, but if you're creating a sample CD, for
example, with lots of files, your mouse finger will get tired pretty quickly.

The program offers full edit control over all PD subcodes (assuming the

RP

PO Subcods In lanc10108 W-

,2 0.00.00 00 SataMansland

0-0000:00
0.00:02.00

0:00:28:17

0 00:29:17

000:30:17
0'.00:37 06

0 00:37:06

0.00:39:06

0 00 45 70

0 00.45.70

0:00:47:70

0:01:03:55

0 01:03:55

0'.01:05:55

001:18:30

0:01:18:30

001,20:30

0 02:20:36

pre -pop start

audio start

End0fEarth

Oro -pay start

audio start

OverMind

pre -pap start

audio start

RoadToTheWater

ore -pap start

audio start

SaintOfSinners

pre -gap start

audio start

Stretchlt

pre -gap start

audio start

Start of Lsad Out

0:00:29:02

0.00:09.64

0,00:08:64

0 00 17 60

0'.00:14 49

0 01 10 20

The PQ edit list gives you full control over the PQ subcodes and
other niceties

CD -R supports them) which contain the table of contents and other
information used by the CD player. These are constructed automatically, but

can be edited for greater control. For example, a CD can contain up to 99
tracks each with 100 index points, and these can be entered manually or
taken from Sound Designer II markers or playlist region boundaries.

Each item has its own independent, non-destructive gain control. The
program also has two automatic peak -finding commands that look for peaks
in a selection and in the entire list. You can create up to 100 autolocate
points, which let you go to those positions quickly. All useful for ensuring a
balanced album.

MasterList CD lets
you group and
arrange your audio
files into a set of
CD tracks

Each item can also have its own non-destructive crossfade. There are several
crossfade types, the length of which can be adjusted, and they can be set as
a pre- or post-crossfade. Once a list has been created, you can audition the
entire list or any part of it.

In all, the program is very flexible and easy to use. The sort of things you
can do with it include creating multiple CD tracks from a single file, creating
a single track from multiple files, and putting a background ambience,
applause or audience sounds between tracks.

The manual is quite comprehensive and describes all the bits of jargon you
need to know: different Book standards, the various subcodes, index numbers,

Item Length End Time

0:00:26:02 0:00:28:17

0:00:06:64 0:00:37:06
0:00:06:64 0:00:45:70
0:00:15:60 0:01:03:55
0:00:12:4g 0:01: 18:30
0:01:10:04 0:02:30:35

1n dB R Xfade Length j

0.0 I ( 0 m

-11

0.0 I ( 0 ms
0.0
0.0
0

0 . 0

I ( o ms
1000 m

I ( 0 ms

0 I ( Urns

Each item in the list has its own volume control

ISRC code, SCMS, access points, and so on. It also contains a few CD mastering

tips. The pack also includes a booklet containing tips on audio CD writing, and
has individual comments on the range of CD -Rs the program supports.

If you find your existing Red Book software limiting and want something a
bit more flexible, Masterlist CD is certainly worth looking at, although its
price may deter all but the most serious audio CD burners.
MasterList CD costs £445. More from: Digidesign UK, Westside Complex,
Pinewood Studios, Iver Heath, Pinewood, Bucks, SLO ONH Tel: 01753 653322
Fax: 01753 654999.

You can apply a
range of
crossfades to
each of the
tracks in
MasterList CD
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Looking for that one -of -a -kind sound? Want to add the coolest, funkiest effects to your

computer music? Then stand up and get ready for Opcode's fusion: EFFECTS - a series of

mind-blowing and ultra -usable plug -ins which add exciting new elements to your music.

Whereas most plug -ins are simply software versions of traditional hardware boxes Cie EQ,

Compressors etc), fusion: EFFECTS offer processing far beyond a basic 'fit -all' solution, -

odd, wacky and niche -type sounds are all here.

If you're a Di, producer, engineer or sound designer, use sequencers or multimedia

packages, you'll go wild with Opcode's fusion: EFFECTS - the inexpensive way to tailor an

individual sound and add texture to your mixes.

Exclusively distributed in the UK by SOI London, 6-24 Southgate Road, London N1 3.11.

Telephone: 0171 923 1892. Fox: 0171 241 3644. email: opcode@scvlondon.co.uk web: http://www.scvlondon.co.uk

fusion:VINYL
0 Transform samples to classic turntable sounds: Victrola, Close 'n'

Play, Stacking Record Hi Fi, 45s etc.

O Replicate AM radio telephone bandwidth, scratchy film tracks

0 Get that worn vinyl analogue warmth for perfect techno & dance

0 Adjust vinyl condition with wear, warp, dirt, hiss, scratches, static,

fidelity, rumble, turntable speeds P. more!

fusion:VOCODE
0 Classic Vocoder technology on your desktop

0 Warp one sound into another to create classic effects like guitar talk

box, robot vocals or pulsating rhythm parts from chords

0 Graphic ED with 5 -band tone control

0 Level, Resonance, Depth and Mix controls

0 On-line help and electronic documentation with audio examples

RAINBOW MAIL ORDER
If you see a better deal, but would prefer to buy from RAINBOW, let us know and we will do our best to match it.

I

41-1

CS1x Control S nth

480 great AWM/2 sounds. 21 Drum
Kits. 128 Preset & 128 user patchesLow Price!
ANlx Analogue Physical Moccimp,: tlnUi

PC or l in

6 tracks, 256 virtual tracks, large I,CD
display, 50 mins of 16 track recording at 44.1 KHz,
balanced XLR ingots w/phantom_ power etc etc.

New low pnce on VS-880-Call

NO; ,, tlllll

£849

Up to 4.5 hrs of track
time on 8 tracks at

44.1 kHz quality, built
In digital mixer, EX (with 65
user patches), 131 rhythm
patterns, non destructive
editing, SCSI, AUX
IN/OUT for external FX.

FOSTEX FD -4
The most compact
affordable digital system. Can
use HDD, Syquest or ZIP
storage. Balanced inputs, 3

band parametric EQ, 2 AUX,
MIDI elc,etc. A real winner
from the chaps at FOSTEX.

PHONE

fi-f*
-14 ** 

#

L"H"

fp 4
64 note poly, 32,000 note memory, 16 track,
20 song memory, 768 preset and 384 user
patterns, 4, 7 preset phrases, 519 sounds
and 20 of drum kit, reverbs,chorus etc.

la ,

BON 1

Y70
11 c

-= 0 E PHONE new LOW price !

amplers

111131111111/111 cc

A

03D

YAMAHA A3000 Pro Sampler,
realtime control knobs provide intuitive
operation and maximum flexibility"

Elk from Yamaha and already a best seller

64 voice poly, 4 meg expandable up to 128, 18

filters, powerful onboard DSP, 4 outputs

expandable to 8, user friendly interface, 10

programmable trigger buttons etc. Turbo version
and optional built M ZIP drive also available.

BOSS Dr.Sampt-
3.91-31.25 Khz, pitch control,
2 filters, time stretch, ring

modulator, delay, 4 voices. Up
to 35 mins sampling/ recording
with 4* meg card at 3.91 Khz.

sample CD included
card optional PHONE

Yamaha's latest fully
automated Digital
mixing console.

Packed with features,
providing compatibility

with Tascam, ADAT,
AES / EBU etc.

stunning grooveb x with D Beam
controller, MORE sounds, rhythms, FX,

MEGAMIX function, 95K note sequencer,
better sound .ro rammabilit . WHY WAIT -

! 0

PHONE

ZOOM

RhOtythmTrak
2,34

Bass rums together
50 bass ppio99s
13,000 notes

32 voice poly
Sotmd Jammer

/control
MIDI IN
13 touch

sensitive pads

ZOOM
t 1201 363 presets, 18 hit,

44.1 KHz, stereo

0 I/P-0/P, Effect
ON/OFF jack socket.

Studio 1204As above, but 512
presets and 100

programmable.
MIDI and Mic input.

AMLIZOXIIII.M1211:04..KIKILISMIKM1111/6.111P.*.

RAINBOW-MAIL-ORDER
TEL 01382-201405

N, , gi N. il...4c
11; r

roL

\

Next day delivery is subject to orders being received
before 1pm and suitable payment being authorised.
Payment by cheque requires 5 working days to clear.

Call the above number for up to date information.

VISA
liall111111/111/11

4.

If you don't see it here just give us a call. The chances are we have it in stock and can do you a GREAT deal.
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ATARI News, advice, and software for Atari
users, compiled by Danny McAleer

New
distributor

Floppyshop have
announced that they have

recently become the official UK
distributors for all of Electronic Cow's

audio and MIDI software. One of the major
benefits to this partnership is that your
flexible friend (the credit card) is now an
acceptable means of payment. All prices
remain the same (£10 Sound Chip Synth,
£15 MIDI Arpeggiator, £16 Snippit Synth),
although postage costs are now £2/3/4 for
UK/Europe/rest of the world.
For more information, contact Floppyshop,
PO Box 273, Aberdeen, AB15 88.1, Tel/Fax:
01224 312756. Alternatively, you can now
contact Electronic Cow directly, via their
new telephone number: 0411 544133, for
orders, technical advice, and user support.

It's logical
Surprisingly, Emagic have recently upgraded
Logic for the Atari. New features include text
markers on the arrange page, and a
completely user -configurable transport bar (to
the point where it is possible to have many
versions of it open at once). There are also
several improvements throughout the
program, including some to the score and
environment pages.

Logic Version 2.5 costs £59 and is
currently only available as an upgrade -a
sort of loyalty bonus for all the dedicated
users, if you like. For more information on the
upgrade (or the possibility of buying the
complete version) contact Sound Technology,
Letchworth, Hertfordshire, SG6 1ND. Tel:
01462 480000.

Intrinsic Technology have a unique offer for
all readers of The Mix. The desk accessory
analogue sequencer GAS (as reviewed way
back in Toolbox issue 14), now costs just
£39 plus postage and packing, and their 48
MIDI channel expander kit Noboxe has been
reduced to £29 (plus £1 p&p)
To take advantage of these limited offers,
contact Intrinsic Technology, PO Box
907, London, SE27 9NZ. Tel/Fax: 0181
761 0178.

Complete studio
Digital Home Studio is a new Falcon -only
program, purporting to be a complete studio
on a disk (or three). The software neatly
bundles together pattern -based sample and
MIDI sequencing, direct -to -disk recording, and
sample editing/synthesizing, all into a

Software and samples are on the
CD-ROM cover disc - see pages 8 and 9
for details

tracker -type custom interface. As well as all
the internal clock frequencies of the Falcon,
DHS also supports an FDI, allowing you to
use 44.1 and 48KHz for easy transfer to CD
or DAT.

Sample editing features include effects
like equalisation, various filters
(high/low/band-pass, and low/mid/high
frequency gain), flanger, reverb, and echo.
There's even a built-in waveform generator,
with four types of output (square, sine,
triangle, and sawtooth), and frequency,
phase, and amplitude modulation settings.
And as with other tracker -type programs,
samples can have real-time performance
attributes like portamento, vibrato, panning,
and volume slider attached to them.
At the moment, there isn't a distributor for
DHS in the UK,so for more information,
contact Softjee via Email: softjee@hol.fr, or
visit their website
(http://wwwperso.hol.fr/-softjee/)

Atari Techniques:
AVR Samples
Essentially, all samples are the same: a
block of format -specific scribble attached to
reams of numbers that, when deciphered by
a suitable program, describe a sonic event.
Obviously, as a musician or sound designer,
the latter lump of stuff is most important of
all. The former seems to be there simply to
cause headaches when attempting to swap
data between programs and platforms.
However, amidst the myriad of mumbo that is
the sample header are some very interesting
parameters that are worthy of tweaking.

Whenever a sample is saved, the program
doing so adds a block of bytes called a
header onto the front of your sound (in the

ROORESS- 0 1 2

r'r' f 1 L
OFYfRL-.. 1151 NMI LEI MAT LEft 111111

0 2 4

LEFT

LEFT ,.

STEREO &VIRE

0 2 3 4 5

A Tr'r 4.

SIM 0141,

110110 51411.11

The various stages of transforming a stereo
file into a mono sample

case of the AVR format, there are 128 bytes),
and this contains all manner of information
pertaining to the sample's personality.

The first four bytes contain the ID string
'2BIT'; this is particular only to the AVR
format, enabling software to differentiate
between say, a Windows WAV sample and
an AVR sound. The following eight bytes are
used for storing the sample's filename, after
which arrive the editable bits. Bytes 12 and
13 sum together to form a 'word' (a
sixteen -bit or two -byte variable) that is used
to describe the sample mode: 0 for mono
and $ffff ($ denotes hexadecimal notation)
for stereo.

Now, stereo samples are stored and
played in an interleaved fashion. That is, the
left channel's samples are stored in the even
bytes or addresses (0, 2, 4, and so on), and
the right channel's are in the odd (1, 3, 5,
7...), as shown in the diagram. By changing
the header of a stereo sample from $ffff to

The visible results of your Frankensteinian
experiments aren't nearly as good as the
audible ones

 I
Lengt
s-

6:1STEREO3FROR (16 bit Stereo)

0.451655 of 0.45165s at 2780N Mag 21s/p, x1

I
YI

II,
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D:\SAMPLE,SET\SYNTHS.AVRWM_STR116,AVR (16 bit Mono)

Ever wondered what inside -out sounds
sound like? Then you're really weird

0, you effectively tell the sample editor that
the sound is mono, and it will then load it in
as such, alternately mixing the left and right
channels into one mono sample.

The results can be quite outstanding.
Even better sounds can be generated by
deliberately creating a stereo sample out of
two unique mono sounds (using cut and
paste in your sample editor), and then
editing the header and mixing them into a
single sound.

Changing a mono sample into a stereo
sample doesn't really have quite the same
dramatic effect. Indeed, although you might
expect something quite bizarre to happen,
all that does happen is that the sound is
duplicated in both channels. However, it is
pitched up by one octave, and only half the
duration (much in the same way as the key -
zoning effect on a MIDI sampler).

Back to the sample header. The next
word in the AVR header describes the
sample's bit depth or resolution, and is
stored as $0008 or $0010 (8 or 16 -bits).
This information is equally as important to
the sample editor as it judges from this the
amount and type of memory it must allocate
to load the sample (after all, 16 -bit samples
are twice the size). The editor will then
attempt to box the sound data into like -
sized pigeon holes, but if the header has
been tampered with, then it may be trying to
fit a 16 -bit number into an 8 -bit space, or

In true science class fashion, dissect a
sample with a binary editor

Sector: 0 (0 - 11 500,: 4016 bytes File, STEREOLANI Offset: 0

012 3 4 5 6 7991820E0 062145671101C9EF
BABB 2 42 49 54 53 54 45 57 45 4F 42 81 FF FF 08 18 210/3114002 C
0815 FF FF BB 00 FF FF FF BB 80 BC 18 BB 24 BB 00 BO C/ $15

0620 BA BO BB BO 24 BB 110 BO Be 00 10 BB 08 BB 00 08 VI
8038 00 BB AB BB 08 BB 08 BB 08 BB 10 80 BO AB 00 00
0048 43 6C 61 72 69 74 79 70 46 61 6C 61 60 60 BO 00 Clarity 881m
8058 AA BB 00 BB BO 00 00 011 00 08 18 BB 00 18 00 FM
08013 BB BO AB BO 88 BB 88 BO 011 00 10 BB BB BB BB 011
0470: BA 00 BB BB 08 BO 80 BO 08 BB 10 BB 00 AB OA BO
OBBB RA 80 88 80 AB 88 00 BB AO 08 10 BB BB AB 00 08
0898 08 BO AG 00 BB BO BA BO 811 BO 116 BB 00 BB 08 00
0060 AB 80 BB BO AB BO BB BB 08 BB 18 BB BB BB BO 00
AB80 88 BO RA 40 BB BB 89 20 88 BB 10 21 BO 23 BB 10 t -   0
OBCB FF F2 BA 15 FF EE (121 08 80 123 FF F7 BO 64 FF 02 -9 VE Li.70 o -r
9000: FF FO FF CO FF F6 FF B8 Ff FF FF 011 BO 20 FF II -0
B8F1 BO 2F FF 25 BB 24 FF 21 BB IF IF 11 11 11 FF 61 /-1 1-4 .-1 alt
9989: FF FC FF 99 FF 09 OF C2 FF Fl FF BA FF 19 FF 21 -^-rrrern

vice -versa.

Results from editing the bit depth vary
from sample editor to sample editor; some
may end up with a lot of noise with a hint of
sound, others produce very odd sounds, but
both times it is due to incorrect memory
allocation on the part of the software. Be
warned also, that this edit can sometimes
cause programs or computers to crash.

There then follows another word that
contains the sample type information,
whether the data is comprised of signed or
unsigned data (signed data has values that
are both positive and negative, whereas
unsigned data only contains positive
integers). Fun can be had turning samples
inside out by altering the values of these
two bytes, changing a quiet bleep into a
rampantly distorted squeal.

This happens because the negative floor
value in an &bit signed integer is -127
which is $ff, and this (in computer terms) is
the same value as 255 (the upper limit of
an unsigned byte) which is also $ff. This is
so because a computer uses the top four
bits in the byte to describe the negative part
(or how many numbers is this away from
zero), and this is why signed data only
reaches +128 as opposed to +255. In
short, all the values that were once part of
a negative cycle become pulled up and over
the once positive cycle, turning the whole
sample inside out. Try a few samples, and
it'll all become quite clear.

Bytes 18 and 19 denote the loop mode
(0 = no loop, $ffff = looping), 20 to 21
represent the MIDI note assignment, and
bytes 22 through to 25 store the sample's
frequency. In actual fact, only three of the
four bytes of this long integer are used for
storing the frequency; the high byte is set to
$ff, or it has a value of zero to seven, which
correspond to preset sampling frequencies
in older versions of Replay. Therefore an
AVR sample's frequency is represented in C
code thus: avrfmt.sample_rate = freqHz +
(Oxff«24), for writing, and freqHz =
avrfmt.sample_rate&Ox0Offffff to read.
Changing any of these parameters is easily

Step -by -Step
guide

1. With Egale (or a similar binary editor) loaded,
open a sample using the 'open binary' menu
option.

2. Find bytes 12 and 13, and move the test
cursor to them. In a stereo sample, these will
show two $ff values.

3. Click on edit line, and in the dialogue, select
'hexadecimal notation', and set the mode to
'overwrite'.

4. Next, type in four zeros over the four 'f'
values, then click on OK.

5. Finally, choose save as... from the menu, save
the sample (using a different file name), and
then load into your sample editor.
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Egale: a binary editor to alter your
header data

done within the sample editor itself.
The final set of long integers store the

sample's length in bytes or words, and the
start and end points for the loop. Varying
the sample length will result in some bizarre
audio anomalies appending themselves to
the original sound, or, if the value has been
reduced, the end of the sample will be
chopped off! Generally, the remaining bytes
(38 to 128) are unused by most software,
as a lot of them are reserved for Replay -
specific stuff (things like the sample
markers, and the MIDI keyboard split
zones), or have been marked as reserved
for future development of the format.

If you're at all conversant with a
programming language, it would be fairly
easy to write a small application that would
allow you to perform header transplants.
But perhaps the easiest way to surgically
alter the header data is to use a binary
editor like Egale (provided on this month's
CD). Either way, it's an interesting twist to
conventional sample editing, and has quite
unique results. But do remember to backup
your sample data first!

More information on the *.AVR format can
be sourced from the Replay/Clarity 16
handbook, supplied with the software.
Contact HiSoft for further details at: The
Old School, Greenfield, Bedford, MK45
5DE. Tel: 01525 718181. Fax: 01525
713716.
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NAME: Ian Waugh
OCCUPATION:
computer journo
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computers, software,
Northern folksong

NAME: Danny McAleer NAME: Paul Mac
OCCUPATION: OCCUPATION:

software engineer technical editor, The Mix
CHOSEN SUBJECTS: CHOSEN SUBJECTS:

Atari computers, Apple Mac, hardware,
synthesis, LEGO PlayStation

Nervous? Anxious?
Can't sleep? Then
you need the new,
improved Help File,
offering expert
advice on the
technical problems
that are making life
in your studio
unbearable.

Just drop us a
line by letter or
Email and our team
of audio agony
aunts will do their
best to ease your
suffering

VST Confusion
I0I am trying to install Cubase VST on
a Dell P120 Pentium machine.
Already I have had to install
additional memory (which has

proved to be faulty). I have a 1Gb ID hard
Drive, which Steinberg say will not run their
system properly. Dell will not supply or
support a SCSI hard drive on my machine; I
am therefore thinking of installing a 2.1Gb
EIDE hard drive. What's your opinion? Would
a 3Gb EIDE hard drive make much
difference?
Marc, London

I confess to being a little confused.
Assuming you mean a 1Gb IDE
drive (which, on a P120, should
actually be an EIDE drive), there's

no reason why VST should not work on your
system, providing there is enough free
space on it for VST and the audio data you
want to record - is there? You could try
defragmenting it. The minimum suggested
spec is for a Pentium 100 with 24Mb RAM,
although the recommended minimum is a
Pentium 166 with 32Mb RAM. So it
should work on your system, albeit a little
slowly and with a limited number of real-
time effects.

The importance of the drive is that it is
used for storing the audio data, and as long
as there is free space on the drive, size is
immaterial. If only life were like that, eh? A
newer, larger drive such as a 3Gb may be
faster and possibly allow more tracks to
playback simultaneously but it should not be
necessary simply to run VST.

Also, unless your PC has no spare ISA or
PCI slots at all, there's no reason why it
should not take a SCSI card, to which you

The Help File, The Mix,
Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW

Email: themix@futurenet.co.uk

Steinberg's Cubase VST - system hungry?

could connect a SCSI HD. Whether or not
Dell will do this is another matter, but a
local friendly computer shop will. A SCSI HD
would improve digital audio data transfer
but, again, should not be necessary simply
in order to run VST.
Ian Waugh

Bang on!
I have a Roland TD7 drum kit and I
could really use one of the new V -
Drum PD100 or 120 pads for the
snare. Can you tell me if the new

type pads will work with the TD7 brain?
Bongos, Email supplied

A
Yes, the V -Drum heads can be used
with the TD7, providing your TD7
has software version 1.1.3. If it
doesn't, you can get it from Roland

UK's spare parts department at a cost of
£53 + carriage. It comes on a chip that
replaces your existing software, and if you
send the old chip back to Roland, they'll
credit you with 50% of the cost. Roland's
parts department can be contacted on
01792 515023.
Paul Mac

Flelp bee pliss

Li0

I want to experiment with the
intelligibility of speech when pitch
shifted downward by as much as an
octave. I hope to find software for

my PC which will allow a microphone input
via the soundcard - software to reduce the
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Cool by name...

pitch and output to headphones, in real-time
if possible, but off-line would do.
Experiments to date include a Boss VT -1
voice transformer, but this is not good
enough as distortion occurs.
Paul Dennison, Email supplied

A
All modern soundcards can record
and play back digital audio. Not all
have a mic input, so if that's
important, check. If high quality is

important then you'll need a high quality
card, but we're talking music quality here.
You don't 'need' such a high quality for
speech and, in any event, most soundcards
do produce good quality sound. Many
soundcards include software that lets you
record samples and play them back via MIDI
(a little like a sampler), so you could record
a voice and use MIDI to play it back at
different pitches.

The process of transposing a sample by
as much as an octave can induce distortion,
but this is probably easiest to monitor and
control in a software program. (But are you
sure you're not overdriving the VT -1?)
However, transposing a sample is a very
processor -intensive function and I'm not
aware of any software which can do this in
real-time with no perceptible delay. Forgive
me if I've had a mental lapse, or perhaps a
reader could remind me of the program if I

have forgotten.
Off-line it's no problem, and there are

several programs around that would do the
ob. However, most have been written with

music -making in mind, and if you only want
to do voice experiments you'll be paying for
something that you're only using one
percent of.

But there is also some shareware
you could look at. I haven't tried all of
these so don't know how suitable they may
be, but they are free:

Mellosoftron lets you play samples at
different pitches via MIDI as described
above. Cool Edit 96 and GoldWave are
waveform editors and include effects.
There's also Effects Master which does
apply effects in real-time (with a 50ms
delay) although it doesn't have a transpose
effect. You can find these on the internet.

You might also like to investigate a
Music and MIDI CD-ROM from Red Dragon
which contains these plus lots and lots of
other MIDI and sound utilities. It costs
£22. Contact Red Dragon Shareware on
01745 338094.
Ian Waugh

Simple sampling
I have a PC 486 with Maxi 64
Home Studio, Quartz Audiomaster,
Cakewalk Express and Sound
Impression (sampler). I have so
far been able to produce music

from MIDI form with limited samples, as the
sampler cannot change the speed of
samples e.g. beats and riffs. I know the
solution to this is to buy a better sampler,
but I am not to clear on how to run it
through the computer, so I can get these
specific sampled sounds onto the
sequencer. I would also like to know what is
the best sampler to buy (around £600-
£700). I would also like to confirm (as I
have been told by so many specialists), can
you get the sampled noise to come out on
your MIDI keyboard?
Jody Street, Email supplied

A
There are two types of samples in
your system. If you have samples
loaded into the Maxi 64's sample
RAM, when you trigger them using /),
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HELP

FILE
GLOSSARY

Your guide
to the
technical
jargon
contained
within the
Help File

Auxiliary
A sub -mix output from a mixer,
normally used to send a channel mix
to an effects processor or to
monitors. Some mixers have
dedicated auxiliary returns that are
mixed into the main stereo buss.

Defragmenting
Tidying up a hard drive. When files are
written more than once, they are often
split into more than one data 'block'.
This slows access to that file and
uses up more space than necessary.
Defragmenting consolidates
fragmented files and frees wasted
disk space.

Effects
Anything, software or hardware, that
alters the nature of a signal, such as
a reverb unit, pitch shifter, or vocoder.

EIDE/IDE
Data buss/connection standard for
internal PC hard drive connections.

Gb
Gigabyte. A measure of hard -drive
space that is equivalent to 1024
megabytes, or just over 700 high -
density floppy disks

PCI
The standard cross -platform computer
hardware interface for card slots.
Replaces NuBus in the Macintosh,
and ISA in the PC.

Sequencer
MIDI recording, editing, and playback
software. Many sequencers now
include audio recording and editing.

Shareware
Software with a shareware license
agreement. It is freely available on the
internet, or cheaply from third -party
companies. For continued or fully
functional use, a registration fee is
payable to the author.

STFM/STE
Two generations of the original Atari
68000 -based computer. The STE is
the youngest of the two.
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different MIDI notes they will play at
different pitches. However, if you want to do
something a bit more sophisticated, say
with Wave files or material you've recorded
yourself, you will need other software.

If you like playing with loops and grooves,
take a look at Steinberg's ReCycle (around
£199 from Arbiter Pro Audio: 0181 207
5050). It lets you change the tempo of a
loop without changing the pitch, and vice -
versa. It basically lets you chop up a groove
into sections and then play the sections in a
different order or at a different tempo. It's
designed for use with a sampler, the idea
being that you load each section into a
different sample slot and trigger the
samples via MIDI notes. However, you can
use it to create new loops and save them
as Wave files for use in a digital audio
program, such as Quartz Audio Master or
Cakewalk Express (the latest version of
which supports digital audio tracks).

If you want a hardware sampler, you won't
get much for £700, but take a look at the
Sampler section in our Buyer's Guide to
check out what's available. You can't get a
sampled noise to "come out" on your
keyboard - you can trigger samples in a
sampler from a MIDI keyboard. The sounds
do not emerge from the MIDI keyboard but
from the sampler.

Depending on what you want to do,
musically, you may be better off looking at a
multi -track direct -to -disk recording program
or an integrated MIDI/d-t-d program. If you
want something more flexible than your
current software, look at programs such as
Sound Studio (£60) with two audio tracks,
and Sound Studio Gold (£150) with four
audio tracks, from Evolution (01525
372621), and others in the Cakewalk series
from Et Cetera (01706 228039). You don't
say how fast your PC is, but d -t -d programs
run best on a Pentium and if you have a
slow machine, the number of tracks you can
play back may be limited.
Ian Waugh

Canada quest

ICI
I recently bought a 24 -channel
Roland mixing desk (M24E) here in
Canada, and was wondering how
old it was. Do you know when these

were manufactured, and if new/used
manuals are available?
Osman Ahmed, Email supplied

A
Ah, the old M24E eh? No, we don't
know much about it either. Roland
UK say that manuals are still
available, though they're not sure

about the Canadian stock levels.
For Roland in Canada you should call the
Roland Canada Music Ltd head office on
416 213 9707. Roland headquarters in the
UK can be contacted on Tel: 01792
515020, Fax: 01792 310248.

Apparently the M24E was manufactured
between about 1989 and 1993 If other
readers have more information, let us know!
Paul Mac

Interconnect

lal
I have the following pieces of gear:
Akai S2000 with CD ROM and Zip
drive, Yamaha AN1x, Zoom 1201,
Folio Fl, Roland MC -303, Sony DAT,

and Atari ST 1040 with the old Pro24
program. Could you suggest the best way to
connect all these together so that the ST is
controlling everything via MIDI? I only have
two MIDI cables, so I assume I'll need a

heap more, but how do I do it? I'd really
appreciate some advice as I know I have a
potentially formidable little set-up here, if I

can only connect it together properly.
Andrew Watson, Email supplied

A
The diagram below should help
you out. This is only one of several
possible configurations, but it's
probably the most basic. If you

want to use the
control facilities on
the MC -303 and
the Yamaha, you
could use a merge
box to the MIDI IN
of the Atari, or if
you need more
than 16 MIDI
channels, you'll
have to invest in
multiple MIDI outs
for the Atari. The
audio connections
are only schematic,
you'll have to
account for multiple
outs from the
instruments, the
stereo mix out, and
probably a stereo
auxiliary return. The
manuals for each
individual piece of
kit should have the
small details in.
Paul Mac
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Interconnections the easy way

HELPFILE FAQ

A

I want to upgrade my Atari STFM /
STE memory to 4Mb. How do I do
this?

If you have an STE, then lucky you,
because this is going to be easy.
STEs use standard memory chips
called SIMMs, and these can be

found in any PC mail order catalogue. The
STE will let you configure your
memory as 1Mb (4 x
256k), 2Mb (2 x 1Mb),
2.5Mb, but only with a
patch program available in
the public domain (2 x
256k, 2 x 1Mb), or 4Mb (4
x 1Mb). Four megabytes is
the best option, and this is
likely to cost in the region of
£30-£40. You need a 30 -pin
SIMM, either 3 or 9 -chip, and at least
80nS access time (the lower the better).
Parity or non -parity SIMMs don't make a
lot of difference with the Atari, it's just a
question of price and availability.

Fitting SIMMs inside the STE is also

fairly straightforward, although there are
plenty of screws to remove (and lose) first.
Next to the power supply are four slots on
the motherboard, and this is where the
RAM simply slots in. If you're unsure
about installing the memory, then perhaps
it would be a better idea to buy your RAM
from an Atari -specific hardware dealer and
get them to fit them for you.

The STFM's
motherboard came in

many guises, and so it
is always best to
consult an Atari
dealer for the best
options on memory
upgrades. There is
a plug-in board

that fits on most STFMs
and will let you use SIMM memory

in the same way as the STE, and these
cost around £80 (populated with 4Mb of
RAM). The best option is to telephone The
Upgrade Shop on 01625 503444 who
specialise in this kind of thing, and they
will be able to advise you on prices, and
fitting for your specific needs.
Danny McAleer
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Thought You'd Heard The Last Word In Digital Audio?
Think Again The Next Generation

20 B

AriF2044
4 IN 4 OUT PC DIGITAL AUDIO CARD

4 independent audio inputs
4 independent audio outputs
Professional quality, 20 bit delta sigma converters with 128x
oversampling
All converters rated at 99db dynamic range
20hz to 22khz with frequency response +/- 0.5 db
On board high performance DSP is able to perform important
audio effects such as reverb*
All channels are full duplex, for simultaneous record capability
Audio connection via break out cable with unbalanced female
1/4" jack connectors**
4khz to 44.1khz and 48khz sample rates supported
Compatible with all major digital audio packages including
Cubase VST and Cakewalk
Fully Windows 95 PNP compliant
Windows 95 drivers included
Initial driver will not have this feature. Free driver update will include effects plus multi card support.

Break out cable is included, break out box available as option in April.
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BY fiEOFF WATERiTON

This month, Geoff Waterston shows you
how to finish off your Roland 606
transformation with some simple bass
and snare modifications

Check out the killer sounds of
the modified 606 on the cover
CD

In last month's issue I began to show
you how to heavily modify a Roland TR-
606 drum machine and turn it into a
sub -bass monster, capable of equalling
both the classic 808 and 909 kick
drums. This month I will show you an

extra little modification that can be done to
the main bass drum that will create a pitch
sweep on the bass drum, and is switched
on by the high tomtrigger output. I will also
show you how to turn the low torn into a
909(ish) bass drum. Finally, we will do
some simple modifications to the snare
drum, which will alter the pitch, noise filter,
and decay.

The construction method is very simple.
You just have to solder wires onto the
copper side of the PCB and swap capacitor
and resistor values; some capacitors are
increased in value by soldering another
capacitor directly to it on the PCB. I admit
that this is quite a crude method, but it is
also very simple and quick.

Pitch sweep
Let's begin with the main bass drum. If you
look at Diagram 1 you will see that it is very
similar to last month's, but it includes a
capacitor diode and pot which make up the
sweep generator. The diode is connected to
the high tom trigger output - this means
every time you program a high tom the
circuit will sweep the bass drum pitch.

Some interesting effects can be achieved
by programming the sweep off beat from
the bass drum. This circuit can simply be
soldered onto the sweep decay pot (see
pic). There is only one minor drawback, and
that is that the high torn sound is lost, but
I'm sure you can live without it.

From tom to 909 bass drum
The torn PCB is separate from the main PCB
- it is located between the tempo and
volume controls, which are clearly labelled
on the board. The first thing to do is to
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C303
(On tom PCB)

Sweep decay low tom mod

Soldered across C303

Gnd

Sweep decay

1meg pot

22uF

Diagram 2

82k

R317

(On tom PCB)

Sweep amount low tom mod

Sweep amount

1meg pot

82k

switch off the noise source; this is done by
locating the grey wire that has 'noise'
written beside it. Cut this wire in half.

The high torn must also be turned off,
otherwise every time a bass drum sweep
is initiated a high tom would sound - not
a desirable state of affairs. You will see on
the tom board that there are three wires
together labelled TRIG, HT, and LT. Cut the
one labelled HT. The high tom is now
turned off.

Next, solder a .22pF electrolytic capacitor
across the back of C303, making sure that
the polarity is correct. Now solder a 12E2
resistor across the back of R323, then
connect up the two 1 meg pots and the two
resistors as shown on Diagram 2. Your low
tom will now sound like a 909 kick drum.

Snare mods
The snare modifications are very easy to
achieve. Altering the snare pitch and noise
filter involves removing two resistors and
replacing them with pots and fixed
resistors. For the pitch modification, remove
R112 and replace it with a 470K resistor
and a 1 meg pot. (see Diagram 3). This will
allow you to tune the snare up and down
about two octaves.

The snare filter is a hi pass filter that
shapes noise into the snare rattle. This
modification allows you to sweep the filter
cutoff frequency up and down. Remove
R153 and replace it with a 390E2 resistor
and a 100K pot; this control makes the
snare sound like a 909 snare (see Diagram 4).

To modify the snare decay you must

Amor
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the tempo and volume controls
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SOME TIPS ON TAKING
THE 606 APART

1
Remove

the batteries.

2
Remove the knobs
from the front panel.

3
Remove the six screws from the back
panel, one of which is located in the
battery box.

4
Pull the back panel off and
unsolder the connections to the battery
terminals.

5
Remove the two screws located in the
battery holder. This should now allow
you to remove the front panel.

6
Remove the plastic posts which hold the
switch board and the tom board to the
main PCB. This is done by squeezing the

top of the posts together with a pair of pliers.
You should then be able gently tease the

circuit board off, which will give you access to
the main PCB board. Be careful not to snap
any of the wires.

solder a 2.2pF electrolytic capacitor across
the back of C35 (be careful to get the
polarity the same as C35) and then solder a
5.6K resistor and a 100K pot to the 2.2pF
capacitor as shown on the diagram (see
Diagram 5). Now you can have short and
tight, or long and noisy snare drums.
Next month I'll show you how to make
your synth scream with my synth
overdrive project.

PARTS LIST
CAPACITORS

1 X 33nF capacitor

1 X 68nF capacitor

1 X .22pF electrolytic

1 X 330pF electrolytic

RESISTORS
4 X 100K pot lin

3 X 1 MEG pot lin

1 X 39052 resistor

1 X 22052 resistor

1 X 1252 resistor

1 X 8.2K resistor

1 X 5.6 K resistor

1 X 470 K resistor

1 X 82K resistor

SEMICONDUCTORS
1 X 1N4148 diode

1 X BC108 transistor

IF
68nF

47k

Trig in

-

L j

look pot
Decay

T
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IC5a

Gnd

330k R59

C20
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680k

C19
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330k Diagram 1

E C
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SNARE PITCH

To space left by R112

REMOVE R112R112 AND INSERT
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Diagram 3

1 meg pot

SNARE NOISE FILTER

To space left by R153

0-
390 OHM

REMOVE R153 AND INSERT
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100K POT

Diagram 4

The solder side of
the TR-606's main
circuit board
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This wire must go to posistive side of C35

+_

Diagram 5

C35

5.6K

2 2uF

100K POT

e Jr \ -0
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!Leading DJs
!Latest equipment
Top record labels
DJ workshops
Mixing com petition

See Top name DJs
Sample Leading brands in dj technology Eir. studio equipment

Compare The latest lighting and special effects for mobile DJs
Experience Club Night in conjunction with 'Golden' at Sankey's So

Enter The mixing competition (call 01 229)
Meet Record labels in the vinyl vill

Attend The DJ Workshops

To guarantee your tickets to the only UK exhibi
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supported by
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SOUND ADVICE

HEAR NO EVIL

Nobody is a born
musician or producer
- it takes a certain
amount of practice
and experience to
become either. Bob
Dormon offers some
encouraging words
for those treading
the path to musical
enlightenment

you don't have to be a good
musician to be a good sound
engineer. What you have to be,
though, is a good listener. Your
hearing becomes attuned to
the concept of filling a space

with stereophonic sound comprised of
numerous instruments and effects. Just like
the musician, you may have to check things
against each other. The muso makes sure
he's in tune with the rest of the band, while
the sound engineer examines the music as
a whole, often taking it out of the polished
environs of the studio and playing a tape of
it on a ghetto blaster just to hear how the
rest of the world will get to hear things.
Even then, the examination process doesn't
stop, because whatever those and many
other tests reveal, certain aspects will be
confirmed as okay and others will need
changing. Again, it's not too far removed
from the musician who needs to tune up
during a session and no doubt discovers
ways to improve his or her performance
with each rehearsal or take.

Quality control
The point is that the process of refinement
can take time even in experienced hands,
and if you haven't got the experience you
shouldn't despair. Saying 'it's common
sense' is all too easy when you know how
to do things. For example, a learner driver
can't be expected to follow the common
sense procedures of stopping at a red light
if they don't know where the foot -brake is!

Familiarity is the key, and the more you do
something, the easier it becomes to
develop a suitable approach.

Look at it this way: if what you're doing
doesn't sound right to you, then at least
you're establishing the skills of quality
control. If you know it sounds awful then
that's half the battle. After all, would you
prefer it that other people end up telling you
it all sounds awful when you naïvely thought
it was great? Even the most revered
recording folk of our time will have demos
tucked away that show their talents in a
diminished light. So take some comfort in
the fact that having a few dodgy demos is
really your rite of passage to a higher level
of musical appreciation. Make those
mistakes, think about them, even enjoy
them. If you hear your mistakes enough
times you can often get to like them more
than the original idea! That's music for you,
but would you have it any other way?

On the other hand though, one of the
most appealing things about home
recording is that you can work on things
until you get them right without worrying
about the studio clock and the bill that
follows. By dropping in and out or using
varispeed, an average guitarist or vocalist
can put together a performance that goes
beyond their actual capabilities. It's part of
the recording magic, and even if it took you
nine hours to do an eight -bar lead break,
you don't have to tell anybody. Keep your
mouth shut on these little details and your
credibility will follow.

Mixed up
Unfortunately, the journey of discovery that
allows your creativity to mature can be very
distracting. Just learning how to do MIDI
sequencing is a task in itself, but again like
driving, once learned it is never forgotten
(just be prepared for the odd crash). The
learning process can divert attention from
certain areas that as a whole have equal
importance. Getting into a sampler for the
first time is rewarding, fascinating,
frustrating and fun, but you might find (in
your eagerness to saturate a track with cool
samples), that the mix goes out the window.
Hip sounds do not alone make for a
hap'nin' mix.

Consequently, you have to re-evaluate
what you're trying to achieve. Something
tells you things aren't right and that
something is your ears! This is usually the
point where doubt creeps in with a
panorama of grey clouds around it. All those
ideas you had with a ton of neat samples
just amount to a noise that needs taming.
Can you fix it in the mix? Sometimes, but
not always. Just a few effects and a change
of level sir, may pacify the beaty beast, but
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not entirely. But walk this way, and take off
all that musical clutter, lets get down to
basics, lets begin to make an arrangement!
With today's dance music a lot of arranging

dozen sequences that sounded pretty good
one night thanks to a mate's herbal
remedies.

Moreover, we shouldn't underestimate

Unfortunately, the journey of discovery that allows
your creativity to mature can be very distracting. Just
learning how to do MIDI sequencing is a task in itself

is done spontaneously, as sequenced tracks
play continuously and are simply muted and
unmuted as desired. If you haven't got a
load of synths and a mega desk then you
can still do a lot of work on the sequencer
itself. Choosing what plays when and for
how long can completely change
the character of your music, but
often the problem is more
fundamental and it's actually the
music that needs to be changed.

Consider the arranger.
Sometimes brought in to
compose for specific instruments
such as brass or strings,
arrangers can also provide the
complex orchestration that
accompanies an otherwise
simple song. The classic
example is 'Singing in the Rain'.
The distinctive intro is the work
of an arranger and no-one could
imagine the song without it now.
Producers play a similar role in
specifying the needs of a song.
George Martin suggested that
the Beatles start 'She Loves
You' with the chorus, rather than
kicking off with the verse, and
the rest is history. He didn't so
much change the music, but
rather changed the impact it had.
So if you find that a tune isn't
working then maybe you can
simply change its shape, but
don't rule out the need to write
more music for an intro or
middle eight.

Judgement day
Despite the cool audio tools and
value -for -money instruments
available today, you still have to
make creative decisions. For
those that use MIDI, being able
to save different versions can be
both a hindrance and a help for
the obvious reason of choice.
The fact is, you get too much
choice, and end up unable to
decide what to go with. More
conventional recording musicians
are usually faced with the choice
of a few takes and then either
comp'ing those tracks together,
or going for a definitive take with
drop -ins. At least this old-
fashioned way helps keep the
creative process moving, as
you're not musing over two

the power of playing in comparison to
programming. While very few of us would
walk away from our MIDI gear, working with
other musicians will always have its
benefits. Not only do you get to learn from
each other, but you get a very important

addition to your audio armoury, namely a
few more pairs of ears. The unfortunate
thing is, you also get a handful of opinions
too, but not to worry. Whether you're a solo
sequencist or in a beat combo (m'lud) you
can always do another mix to satisfy any
nagging doubts. Your ears can be the judge
later, but at least you've got a few choices.
Curiously though, in time most of those
minute details that took hours to fix or live
with, become almost invisible as you start
to hear the music as a whole. If they don't,
then quite obviously there was something
wrong. It could be that it was crap song in
the first place. It's hardly unique, as we've
all heard our share of them, but again,
that's music for you. CI
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READER DEMOS

A&R
dept
Welcome to the
inner sanctum of
The Mix's A&R
Department,
where Nick Serre
scrutinises your
CD, cassette, DAT
and vinyl demos
for signs of
musical and
production talent.

We're looking
for new, unsigned
music which we
think is genuinely
going places.
Impress us, and
you might end up
on The Mix CD...

DEMO OF THE MONTH

REVERBAPHON

SPECIMEN

CPC,INIFN

This guy understands drum & bass and

electronica perfectly. His name is Paul Smith,

and under the guise of Reverbaphon he has

produced an 8 -track CD of what he loosely

categorises "experimental sample based rhythmic

music" That's a loose enough category for me, and

it's also pretty accurate. Paul has obviously absorbed a

number of the musical strains of electronica. and

fuses it with some sublimely jazzy arrangements.

'Asthetik Der Funktion', as well as being a great title,

is a masterpiece of anarchic arrangement, quirky

quantisations and sumptuous sounds. Paul is a

seasoned session drummer. and the highly original

programming and choice of sounds in this area really

lift the tracks, as well as making them hard to slap a

label on. 'Cold Storage' was written for the 'Waves In

Particles Out' project at CCA Glasgow, and a live

performance was broadcast on -subcity' radio, It's a

blend of swirling synth textures and spooky lead lines,

and sends shivers down the spine. Along with other

tracks (notably 'Makan' and 'Playtime') it

demonstrates the arrangement and production skills of

this maverick. No multitrack recording was used, and the samples were gleaned from "field recordings", with the

editing of sounds and tempo carried out in real time, It really is a shame that space won't allow comments for all

the tracks. Suffice to say there isn't a dud among them. This deserves to be signed immediately.

Verdict: A thoroughly original distillation of numerous strains of
electronica intertwined with jazzy arrangements, and all manner of
quintessential quirks. You'll be hearing more. I guarantee it 9/10

ASR

dept

KALIMERO
DEMO

fib
auiriroom,'"'

Finnish Max Latva, aka

Kalimero, records all his

material live to DAT,

because he "still can't get

bloody Logic Audio to work

properly." And adds, "But I am

rather pretty, don't you think?"

Yes, Max, you are, but it ain't

gonna get you a record deal

(well it might, but that's

another kettle of fish). His

music could, though. It's a kind of industrial drum & bass

foray with poppy melodies. 'Wet Coat Winter' is an eerie,

desolate affair, with dischordant backing sounds, a harsh

lead line (which is perhaps mixed a little too high in the

mix), and is set off wonderfully by an in-yer-face distorted

vocal. The use of samples, which Max creates from

scratch; "no vinyl or CDs here", he insists, win first prize

in the originality stakes, as do the quirky arrangements

and synth sounds used. 'I Done Kilt It But It Didn't Die'

(great title, Max), is a bit more up tempo and jolly (well as

jolly as he gets), but still fits into Kalimero's unique style.

There's some astounding drum programming going on on

this demo, and it reflects how much effort Max has put

into producing it. He's got some classic bits of kit,

including Roland Space Echo, Hammond Auto-Vad 64,

Marion Pro Synth, Sherman Filter Bank and a Kivioja pre

amp (no, I've never heard of it either). And he sure knows

how to use the gear. I'm convinced there's a market for

this kind of material, but more of the tracks would benefit

from vocals to give them credibility. Get scribbling, mate,

and you'll have some seriously good material.

Verdict: Not quite FinnIsh(ed) 7/10
More from: Sepankatu 1 B 22, Helsinki 15, Finland

JOHN JAMES
A WORLD WITHOUT A FACE

world face ohn James and

writing partner

Martin White cite

a diverse range of

influences, from Elvis'

Costello and Presley,

Sade, Billy Joel to

Prefab Sprout, and

have christened the

style Swingpop. One

influence they've

neglected to mention is George Michael; opener 'Sexual

Deception' smacks of Michael's earlier solo work. That's
no criticism, though. John's dulcet vocals fit perfectly into

the poppy backing, which is replete with sensual female

backing vocals and a lush acoustic guitar. 'Explore' is a tad

more jazzy, and the Sade influence is out in force. Again

the intertwined male and female vocals work a treat, as do

the sparse piano and squelchy bass line. I'm not sure

about that snare sound though, chaps. On a ballad, a fairly

long reverb on the snare can really lift the track. It's an old

trick, but it works. Lyrically, the tracks are all love songs,

but there's an interesting mistrust theme running through

A World Without A Face. The title itself is refreshingly

cynical. The closing title track, is, again a bit Mr. Michael,

and is a melting pot of unconventional sounds and

arrangement techniques. The mix deserves specific praise;

all the parts are well-balanced, and John has the

confidence in his vocal ability to mix them nice and high. If

there's one criticism that could be levied at the material,

it's that it's dated. But with music of this calibre, who

cares? For one, not me.

Verdict Cool 80s pop W10
More from: John James Tel: 0958 981598
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KILBRIDE
DEMO

Remember 'Sunshine On

A Rainy Day' by Zoe?

Well, Kilbride is her

latest project, and in a striking

comparison to her previous hit,

this is a more folky blend of

styles, in an attempt to get

back to "what's real in music."

Working with Celtic musicians

Sean and Ian, the demo

pro ers four racks of heavily -Celtic inspired ditties, with

lashings of Zoe's peachy tones. Opener 'Cryogenic' kicks

off with beautifully harmonic acoustic guitars and sultry

violin before Zoe's voice appears, perfectly melding with

the fiddle part. The lyrics are obtuse, witty, and obviously

heartfelt. There are elements of Kate Bush here, circa

Hounds Of Love, along with traditional Celtic

instrumentation and arrangements. The following tracks

are largely of the same ilk. 'White Hart' is more lilting, and

maintains a wonderfully eerie edge. 'Feed The Wild', and

'See Saw' are musically more lighthearted, but retain an

ominous tinge. Sean and Ian have more than six years

gigging experience, and it's obvious throughout Kilbride's

demo. Tempo changes and general interaction abound -

the band are bound to be a sight to behold on stage. Live

appearances have already included Ronnie Scott's, The

Purcell Rooms, and The Fringe Club at the Edinburgh

Festival. Now, they're after that elusive record deal, as

well as more live appearances. My feeling? If Clannad can

do it, the Kilbride deserve to be up there too.

PROBE
SOLAR STORM

Probe An interesting

combination, this.

Musician/

programmer Gordon Leary is

a veteran of the Irish band

circuit, having played with

numerous alternative and

indie bands. Having taken

the leap of going solo, his

attention has turned to

trippy drum & bass. Armed

solely with a 486 PC, AWE32 soundcard and JV30

keyboard, "a great deal of imagination", and one day's

recording in a local studio, he has produced the

effervescently eclectic Solar Storm. Opener 'Sevenge', is a

sort of Prodigy -inspired workout, replete with searing

analogue sweeps and stabs, and manic drums. The title

track is another full -on pumping track, and, as Gordon

points out, could find a market in the computer games and

film worlds, as well as the dance music market. The bass

sounds and synth pads and lead lines, along with the

ever -fluctuating arrangement, conjure up notions of

helping Mario in his latest adventure. 'Sea of Clouds' has

more of an ambient vibe, opening with mellow synth

textures and Jarre-esque lead lines. I think those could've

easily been omitted though. They really don't do anything

for the track. In fact, they get a tad annoying. Which is a

shame, because it's a top quality track. Don't be swayed

by what others are doing, Gordon. Stick to the inherent

originality in your material, and you'll deserve to do well.

Verdict: Invite me to the wedding 7/10 Verdict: Original electronics 7/10

More from: Klibride Tel: 0181 986 3038

Third Face cite influences as

diverse as hip hop and jungle

through jazz and classical.

Their ethos is "using

technology as a tool to

capture the finest elements of

both live and studio based

music.." and they certainly hit

the mark with the seven

tracks supplied. 'Glimpsing'

opens with a didgeridoo, of all

things, and sets the scene perfectly before a drum & bass

rhythm track, and lush vocals courtesy of Audrey

Okyere-Fosu kick in. It's a bit like Everything But The Girl's

d & b excursion, only much, much, better. There's

everything in the mix, from tablas to growling synths, and

the glory is that it all fits seamlessly. The track, like all the

others, builds and lulls in all the right places, and has

strong, captivating hook lines to boot. 'Tone Poem' is

similarly esoteric, kicking off with broody pads and

industrial-esque clanks. It's a real jazzer, too, in a

menacing kind of way. It reminds me a bit of Prince's

'Condition Of The Heart' combined with Mick Hucknall-

style vocalisations. A strange combination, but it sounds

superb. It's nice and long too, so you can relax and go with

the flow. Too many people try to cram all their ideas into

far too short a space, so this really is a welcome relief,

especially with ides of this magnitude. This isn't out-and-

out commercial stuff; I can't really see a top ten smash

here, at least not in its current form. But as a calling card

for what Third Face are capable of, it's a perfect start to

what could develop so much further.

Verdict: Don't turn the other cheek 7/10

More from: Mark Young Tel: 01482 493533

More from: Gordon Leary Tel: +353 1 2840510

GLOW
DEMO

George Coleman ain't got a

lot of gear, but his Cakewalk

PC set-up with Soundforge

and Turtle Beach Tropez

soundcard has enabled him

to concoct three tracks of

dark drum & bass

nonetheless. The aptly titled

'Mercenary' is full of

sweeping synths, pretty

pads and a sublime piano

part, which was created

rather bizarrely. In George's

words, "I painstakingly played the tunes from the Tropez

card's onboard pianos as MIDI files, then to create a bit of

realism, I taped the tunes on to cassette, recorded them

back into the computer as WAV files, and then added

effects until I came to the desired conclusion". Now that's

what I call dedication. 'Edged' is in a similar vein, and is

as haunting as it is melodic. The following tracks fall

loosely into the same basket, and they all have some

unique qualities. It's no mean feat to combine the ethereal

moods that are all contained here, but George has

harnessed a distinct style that is very much his own. Some

of the tracks could either do with a few more parts, or a

slightly less drawn-out arrangement. They are great album

tracks, but there isn't one that stands out as a single.

Going for the concept album approach might work well for

Glow. It's a harder notion to sell to record companies and

punters alike, but if that's OK with George, then fine, and I

wish him all the luck in the world. Let's hope he can

convince the A&R guys and gals.

Verdict: Stoke those embers 7/10

More from: George Coleman Tel: 01582 488326

RICHARD WILEMAN
A WINTER IN SUMMERTIME

66The first

fruits of a

soundtrack

to an imaginary fairy

tale. Sometimes

modern, sometimes

gothic" is composer

Richard Wileman's

description of A Winter

In Summertime.

Brilliantly orchestrated

with numerous themes

running through the

proceedings, it's a masterpiece of film soundtrack work.

Other worldly vocals are supplied by Ileesha Bailey, adding

a seriously sinister edge to the tracks. It's as subtle as

anything, and it works an absolute treat. Recording was

carried out at Richard's home studio, where he combines

sequenced material with live instrumentation on his

Roland VS880. Of the three tracks supplied, 'Second Sight'

is perhaps the most endearing, conjuring up numerous

images; from huge landscapes, to foreign climes and

paintings. The production values are perfect for this kind

of material, and the playing technique and arrangements

are awesomely original. All the sounds sit well in the mix,

are well -separated and panned, and the vocal texture just

pushes it that extra bit further. Try getting the material out

to production companies and library music types, and I'd

been surprised if you don't receive some positive feedback

from those kind of companies.

Verdict: Serene and spooky soundtrack 8/10

More from: Richard Wileman Tel: 01793 870454

A&R CHECKLIST
We receive a mountain of tapes every month, so
to maximise your chances of having your demo
reviewed (and if you're really good, getting on
The Mix CO) you need to provide the following:

 Decent quality cassettes,
preferably chrome (type II)

 A kit list of the gear used to

produce the demo

 A biography of the act. We want to

know all about you

IN Artwork. This can be a picture of

the act, or a groovy graphic

II Lastly, send us cool music that

deserves to be going places...

Unsolicited packages might
be accepted at the
following address:

A&R Dept,
The Mix,
Future Publishing,
30 Monmouth St,
Bath BA1 2BW
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There are a few things you'll
miss with the Opal Series

Like noise, distortion, lack of headroom,
limited facilities, and no pedigree.....

Iisobvious that the better you protect your sound,
the better your mix will be. When you buy an Opal
Series processor by BSS Audio you're getting not

only the best in audio quality, but a heritage and
proven track record that has benefitted artists, sound
companies, studios, broadcasters, theatres and clubs
the world over.

From this pedigree, BSS engineers have brought you
a range of products designed to solve your sound
problems without adding either impurities or
complexity in operation. And by exploiting the latest
advances in component technology and
manufacturing techniques, we can now bring you this
thoroughbred processing power for less than you'd
think. Don't miss out on an Opal - call your BSS
Dealer or Distributor for more information.

Audio Processing
with things missing

BSS Audio, Linkside House, Summit Road, Potters Bar, Herts, England EN6 3JB
Tel: +44 (0)1707 660667 Fax: +44 (0)1707 660755 e-mail: info@bss.co.uk Internet Site: www.bss.co.uk

BSS Audio USA, Harman Pro North America, Inc, 1449 Donelson Pike, Nashville, TN 37217 USA
Tel: (615) 360 0277 Fax: (615) 360 0480

11 A Harman International Company



&lux BUYER'S GUIDE

Welcome to The Mix Buyer's Guide - the definitive guide
to new recording equipment. This month, synths, modules
and drum machines have been added to the roster...

HOW TO USE IT

MANUFACTURER
AND MODEL
NAME

11. MANUFACTURER'S
RECOMMENDED
RETAIL PRICE
(INC. VAT)

fGENERAL
DESCRIPTION
OF PRODUCT

ISSUE NO.
OF REVIEW
IN THE MIX

MAN UF ACTUREP MODEL PRICE FORMAT

£4994 3 .2

£395

MANUFACTURER MODEL Mtn FORMAT

Tamara MC.24100 £4149 4 '

'mane MA41242 £749

caner. MM1402 £429 14 2

tmeha M1O1 £489 8 2

/meg Programmable Mixer 01 £1599 18 2

4 -BUSS

MANUFACTURER MODEL ORMAT

WHAT'S IN IT

SOUND GEAR
Synthesizers & Keyboards 05
Workstations 05
Modules 06
Electronic Percussion 07

MICROPHONES
Condenser
Dynamic
Stereo

DE SORPTION

vt with faders and direct outs
EQ:lewbde

DE SCRPT{ ON

4 mrxIng cons*
43: h ,1461 4 Se,95
MK pre -amps 3 -band EG 2 sends 2 stereo retails, 5 -Darts graphic E0

Rackmount mixer 1 sends

2.:,.-blA0/13/4 2 effects, 3 dynamics processors, parame8lc E0 WM automaton

REVIEW

REVIEW

Nov 9,S

Jul 94

MONITORING

Headphones

Power Amps

Nearfield Monitors
FUR -range Monitors

Active Monitors

E SCRIPTION

SAMPLERS

Drum Machine

08 Phrase
08 Keyboard09

Rad(
MIXERS

Stereo
4 -buss
8 -buss

10
11
11

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
Compressors
Delays
Enhancers
EQs
Expanders
Limiters
Multi -effects Processors
Noise Gates
Noise Reduction
Pre -amp
Reverb

15
16
16
16
17
18
18
19
19
19
19

MAC SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

Sequencers

Scoring
Universal Editors & Librarians

Plug -ins

Audio Software

Audio Hardware

ATARI SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

Sequencers

Scoring

Universal Editors & Librarians

Audo Software
Audio Hardware

PC SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

12 Sequencers 24

12 Universal Editors & Librarians 24

13 Plug -ins 24

14 Audio Software 25

14 Audio Hardware 25

STEREO RECORDERS

20 Cassette 26

20 CDR 26

20 DAT 26

120 MiniDisc 2'
MULTITRACK RECORDERS

21 Analogue Cassette 27

21 Analogue Reel-to-reel 27

22 Digital Tape 27

22 MiniDisc 27

22 Hard Disk 27

22 Magneto -optical Disc 27

CONTROLLERS AND INTERFACES

23 MIDI Controllers 28

23 MIDI/CV Converters 28

23 MIDI General 29

23 Mac 29

23 PC 30
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3G House, 18-19 Laurence Industrial Estate,

Eastwoodbury Lane, Southend-on-Sea,

Essex SS2 6RH

T: 01702 420645

F: 01702 420647

e-mail: 3Gaudio@compuserve.com

1=111111111111
see The UK Office

A+F MCKAY AUDIO LTD

The Studios, Hoe Fann,

Hascombe, Surrey GU8 4J11

1: 01483 208511

F: 01483 208538

e-mail: afm@afmckay.demon.co.uk

Web: www.afmckay.demon.co.uk

see Et Cetera

see Fusion

EMI Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,

Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 6N0

T: 0181 897 6388

F: 0181 759 8268

Web: www.akai.com/akaipro

AKG ACOUSTICS

see Arbiter Group

Web: www.akg-acoustics.com

1=11.111111111111111111111111.11111
see Sound Technology

Web: www.alesis.com

1:12113172
Kernick Industrial Estate,

Penryn, Cornwall TRIO 9RU

T: 01326 372070

F: 01326 377097

e-mail: sales@allen-heath.com

Web: www.allen-heath.com

AMEK TECHNOLOGY GROUP

New Islington Mill, Regent Trading Estate,

OldieId Road, Salford M5 4DE

T: 0161 834 6747

F: 0161 834 0593

Web: www.amek.com121:111
see Unity Audio

1=33=
see Stirling Audio

In711111111111111=
see Raper & Wayman

see Unity AudioEZE=1:111=
Distributing: AKG, dbx, DigiTech, DOD, JBL,

!towel, MIDI Solutions, Musicator A/S, Music

PC, Passport Designs, PG Music, Prosonic,

SoundQuest, Steinberg, Voyetra, Waldorf.

Wilberforce Road,

London NW9 6AX

T: 0181 202 1199

F: 0181 202 7076

e-mail: arbiter@compuserve.com

Web: wwvv.demon.co.uk/arbiter

12717:=13
see Unity Audio

see Key Audio Systems

TC ACOUSTIC ENGINEERS

Gypsy Lane, Aston Down, Stroud,

Gloucestershire GL6 8HR

T: 01285 760561

F: 01285 760683

AUDIO AWARENESS

Eurotec House, 31-35 High Road,

Chadwell Heath, Essex RM6 60W

T: 0181 598 8081

AUDIO-TECHNICA LTD

Royal London Industrial Estate,

Old Lane, Beeston, Leeds LS11 BAG

T: 0113 277 1441

F: 0113 270 4836

e-mail: sales@audio-technica.co.uk

or: 9017 C Mendenhall Court,

Columbia, MD 21045 USA

AUDIX CORPORATION

see SCV London

or: 9730 SW Hillman Court, Suite 620,

Wilsonville, OR 97090, USA

AXIS MIDE

3 Waterloo Road, Stockport,

Cheshire SK1 3BD

T: 0161 474 7626

F: 0161 474 7619

1:=EMME
155 Grays Inn Road,

London WC1X 8UF

T: 0171 278 4631

F: 0171 837 2184

1=111111111.1=1111111.111111
see Sound Technology

BBM ELECTRONICS GROUP LTD

Kestrel House, Garth Road,

Morden, Surrey SM4 4LP

T: 0181 330 3111

F: 0181 3303222

e-mail: enquiries@trantec.co.uk

Web: www.trantec.co.uk

1131111111
see Turnkey

BENSON AUDIO LABS

see MIRep

11:11:=TICE:1111111111M
St Vincent House, 59 Woodbridge Road,

Guildford, Surrey GU1 4RF

T: 01483 458877

F: 01483 458822

e-mail: behringuk@aol.comI=ItnEEM
Also distributing: Omniphonics, Soundtracs,

SPL.

17 Albert Drive, Burgess Hill,

West Sussex RH15 9TH

T: 01444 258258

F: 01444 258444

e-mail: sales@beyerdynamic.co.uk

see SCV London

see Roland

1113===1
see A+F McKay Audio1=31
see Danish Pro Audio

=1:1111
Linkside House, Summit Road,

Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 3JB

T: 01707 660667

F: 01707 660755

e-mail: 1%046.3321@compuserve.com

Web: www.bss.co.uk

EM7172:1111111Ell
tbc

see Music ConnectionsEl=2:111=
see Et Cetera

r=7.111111111
see Labyrinth

CANFORD AUDIO PLC

Crowther Road, Washington,

Tyne & Wear NE38 OBW

T: 0191 417 0057

F: 0191 416 0392

e-mail: sales@canford.co.uk

Web: www.canford.co.uk

CARLSBRO ELECTRONICS LTD

Cross Drive, Kirkby-In-Ashfield,

Nottinghamshire NG17 7LD

1: 01623 753902

F: 01623 755436

13211111111
Barnwell Road Business Park,

Cambridge CB5 BUY

T: 01223 211333

F: 01223 410446

17=1:13
Unit 9, Centre Park Holdings,

The Airfield, Tockwith, York YO5

T: 01423 359054

F: 01423 359058

171:1!

see CIE Audio

CE AUDIO LTD

Widdowson Close, Blenheim Industrial Estate,

Bulwell, Nottingham NG6 8WB

T: 0115 977 0075

F: 0115 977 0081

e-mail: audio@cie-ltd.co.uk

CIMPLE SOLUTIONS PROFESSIONAL LTD

Unit 2-17 Wembley Commercial Centre,

80 East Lane, North Wembley,

Middlesex HA9 788

T: 0181 904 4141

F: 0181 904 1200

e-mail: service@cimplesolutions.demon.co.uk

Web: www.cimplesolutions.demon.co.uk

Er=11i=11
Halifax Road, Bowerhill,

Melksham SN12 6XN

T: 01225 705600

F: 01225 70%39

e-mail: citranic@compuserve.com

12111111111
see Key Audio Systems

1: 01382 534868

see MCMXCIX

COPSON DATA

see Digital Awareness12=211
see Et Cetera

12:1=MIr
T: 01245 265265

Web: www.creativelabs.com/64uk

1=1:111111111
see Fuzion

DACS LTD

FREEPOST NT1808, Gateshead NE10 OBR

T: 0191 438 5585

F: 0191 438 6967

e-mail: DouglasJPDoherty@compuserve.com

see Et Cetera

DANISH PRO AUDIO

T: +45 4814 2828

F: +45 4814 27001=1:=11
65 Sankey Street,

Warrington WA1 1SU

T: 01925 632591

113111
see Arbiter Group

1:11:1310
see The UK Office

1:=1.1..111111
see Hayden Laboratories

C=1111
Westide Complex, Pinewood Studios,

Pinewood Road, Ivey Heath,

Buckinghamshire SLO ONH

T: 01753 653322

F: 01753 654999

Web: www.digidesign.com

see A+F McKay Audio

ElE1731
see Audio Awareness

1:1717a3i
see Arbiter Group

DJ2000 DISTRIBUTION LTD

T: 0956 702000

F: 0956 702001

DOD

see Arbiter Group

1:3-11111111111111111111
see ON Planet Media

DRAWMER ELECTRONICS LTD

T: 01709 527574

F: 01709 526871

e-mail: sales@drawmer.co.uk

see Cimple Solutions1213:=1=
T: 0171 735 0798

F: 0171 735 0798

EMEIMMI.1111
see Sound Technology

12:=1
Suite 6, Adam Ferguson House,

Eslunills Industrial Park, Musselburgh,

Scotland EH21 7PQ

T: 0131 653 6556

F: 0131 665 0473

Web: www.emu.com

ENSONIQ

see Key Audio Systems

or: Ensoniq Corp Worldwide Headquarters,

155 Great Valley Parkway, PO Box 3035,

Malvern, PA 19355, USA

Web: www.ensoniq.com

17=2121111
see Shuttlesound

see Mordaunt-Short

Valley House, 2 Bradwood Court,

St Crispin Way, Haslington,

Lancashire BB4 4PW

T: 01706 228039

F: 01706 222989

see HHB Communications

132:1111
see Key Audio Systems

EVOLUTION ELECTRONICS LTD

8 Church Square, Leighton Buzzard,

Bedfordshire LU7 7AE

T: 01525 372621

F: 01525 383228

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION LTD

Unit 10, Furmston Court, lcknield Way,

Letchworth, Hertfordshire SG6 1UJ

T: 01462 481148

F: 01462 480049

1=12:=1111111111111
T: 01663 764900

F: 01663 762328170=11101
see Axis Audio

11111=111111111
see Turnkey

CE1=111.1.11111
Morley Road, Tonbridge,

Kent TN9 IRA

T: 01732 366421

FOCUSRITE AUDIO ENGINEERING LTD

9 Lincoln Road, Cressex Industrial Estate,

High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3RD

T: 01494 462246

F: 01494 459920

e-mail: sales@focusrite.com

Web: www.focusrite.com

FOSTER

see SCV London

11===11111.
Sweet Orchard House, Fleet Hill,

Worthington, Berkshire

T: 01883 340070

F: 01883 340073

IZI7=111M1111111111M
see Et Cetera

2 Lyon Road, Walton -on -Thames,

Surrey KT12 3PU

T: 01932 862222

F: 01923 882244

100517.254@compuserve.com

GEMINI SOUND PRODUCTS

Unit C4, Hazleton Industrial Estate,

Lakesmere Road, Horndean,

Portsmouth P08 9JU

T: 01705 591771

AUDIO TOYS INC.

see The UK Office
1:111
see Dawson's Music

Coleman Street, Parkgate, Rotherham,

South Yorkshire S62 6EL



URES AND DISTRIBUTES THE PRODUCTS FEATURED IN THE MIX BUYER'S GUIDE

F: 01705 593533

Web: www:gemini.com

17=3.111111111=11
see Project Audio

or: Olvitie 5 FIN -74100 lisalmi, Finland

1: +358 17 813311

F: +358 17 812267

Web: www.genelec.com

THE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION GROUP

PO Box 39, Ashdon, Saffron Walden,

Essex CB10 2FT

T: 01788 584925

F: 01799 584094

e-mail: sales@globaldistribution.com

Web: www.globaldistribution.com

see Koch Media

1: 01622 663551

1:=1:11EllE1
Unit 1, Bridge Road, Hayward's Heath,

West Sussex RH16 1UA

1: 01444 440955

F: 01444 440688

Web: www.harbeth.co.uk

CM:=
Hannan International Industries Ltd,

Unit 2 Borehamwood Industrial Park,

Rowley Lane, Borehamwood,

Hertfordshire WD6 5PZ

T: 0181 207 5050

F: 0181 207 4572

e-mail: info@harrnan.co.uk

Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter,

Buckinghamshire SL9 9UG

1: 01753 888447

F: 01753 880109

1: 01255 821039

e-mail: heavenly@ortiz.demon.co.uk

Web: www.ortiz.demon.co.uk

HHB COMMUNICATIONS LTD

73-75 Scrubs Lane,

London NW10 6QU

1: 0181 962 5000

F: 0181 962 5050

e-mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

Web: www.hhb.co.uk1:71111..
The Old School, Greenfield,

Bedford MK45 5DE

T: 01525 713671

10 Market Place, St Albans,

Hertfordshire AL3 5DG

1: 01727 856005EI=E17311.
Distributing: Phonic, QSC Audio, Shure.

167-171 Willoughby Lane,

London N17 OSB

1: 0181 808 2222

F: 0181 808 5599

e-mail: hwinternational@dial.pipex.com

1:71:111111111
see FCN Music

see Unity Audio

INNOVATIVE QUALITY

see Et Cetera

I=12EM=
PO Box 907,

London SE27 9NZ

1:0181 761 0178

INVISION

tbc

see Arbiter Group

Web: www.jblpro.com

see John Hornby Skewes

JOHN NORNBY SKEWES & CO LTD

Salem House, Parkinson Approach,

Garforth, Leeds LS25 2HR

T: 0113 286 5381

F: 0113 286 8515

see Sound Technology

1: 0171 721 7021

Web: www.audioarchitect.com

see Arbiter Group

see Et Cetera

KENTON ELECTRONICS

12 Tolworth Rise, South Surbiton,

Surrey KT5 9NN

1: 0181 337 0333

F: 0181 330 1060

e-mail: sales@kenton.co.uk

Web: www.kenton.co.uk

KEY AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD

Unit D, Robjohns Road, Chelmsford,

Essex CM1 3AG

T: 01245 344001

F: 01245 344002

e-mail: info@keyaudio.co.uk

172=3
see HHB Communications

see TLA

T: 01420 541880

IMEEMIEMEN
9 Newmarket Court, Kingston,

Milton Keynes, MK10 OAU

1: 01908 857100

F: 01908 857199

e-mail: info@korg.co.uk

Web: www.korg.com

1=3:11=.1
see Washburn (UK)

1=:111111.111
Swillett House, Heron's Gate Road,

Chorleywood, Hertfordshire WD3 588

1: 01923 284545

F: 01923 285168

e-mail: sales@joemeek.co.uk

Web: www.joemeek.co.uk

see SCV London

1===1111111111111
Labyrinth House, 11 Albert Place,

Lower Darwen, Darwen,

Lancashire BB3 OQE

1: 01254 678915

see Raper & Wayman

1=1M111
T: 01256 701470

see Stirling Audio

IM21121111=
see Key Audio Systems

or: 16220 Wood Red Road NE,

Woodinville, WA 98072, USA

1: (206) 487 4333

F: (206) 485 1152

sales@mackie.com

Web: www.mackie.com

1=1:1111.1
the

MARANTZ

1: 01908 375411

MARION SYSTEMS

see MCMXCIX

MCMXCIX

1 Amalgamated Drive, West Cross Centre,

Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex

1: 0171 723 7221

F: 0181 400 1240

e-mail: sales@saleswarehouse.co.uk

111EIHIMILit

see Koch Media

MICRODEAL

see HiSoft

see Stirling Audio

or: Miihlberg 18,

07926 Gefell, Germany

T: 036649 82262

F: 036649 82280

Web: www.microtechgefell.com

17=1:11
1: 01205 290680

F: 01205 290671

Web: www.midifarm.com/midiman

MIDI SOLUTIONS

see Arbiter Group

PO Box 400, Exeter EX5 2TP

T: 01404 822011

F: 01404 822699

e-mail: MIRep@compuserve.com

MORDAUNT-SHORT

the

see MusicTrack

Web: www.motu.com

Ford House, 58 Cross Road,

Bushey, Hertfordshire WD1 40Q

1 01923 234050

F: 01923 255746

e-mail: mtrltd@aol.com

(72:33=1
202 New Kings Road, London W6 4NF

T: 0171 736 4771

F: 0171 731 2600

1:12=1111111M
see Arbiter Group

1:=123
see Arbiter Group

see Green World

1:=11
19a High Street, Shefford,

Bedfordshire SG17 500

1: 01462 812010

F: 01462 814010

e-mail: 100415.2665@compuserve.com

Web: www.motu.com

1==1=111
see Et CeteraE=111111.1
see Global Distribution Group

i

T: 01727 810002

IME12211=1111
1:0181 207 1717

see A+F McKay Audio

E=1:=E1.11111
T: 01291 690933

ETIECTE
1: 0181 691 1087

e-mail: sales@newtronic.com

see Sennheiser

1:7=171111
see Sound Valley Distribution

Ern711.111
see Barnes & Mullins

E=C=M11111
see DJ2000 Distribution

or: 111 Dupont Drive, Providence,

Rhode Island 02907, USA

1: (401) 946 4700

F: (401) 946 5350

Web: www.numark.com

NUREALITY

see Bull & Bear

OBERHEM

see Cimple Solutions

OCTAVA

see A+F McKay Audio

1=1=72.1.11
T: 0115 953 1131

OMNIPHONICS

see Beyerdynamic

OPCODE

see SCV London

ORCHID EUROPE

see Stirling Audio

1712.=
1: 01344 853929

1:1112=1"
see Arbiter Group

CM7172ZEINI
1: 0181 658 7251

Great Folds Road, Oakley Hay,

Corby, Northamptonshire NN18 9ET

1: 01536 461234

F: 01536 747222

e-mail: peavey eu@aol.com

IMErt
see Arbiter Group

izErn
1: 01608 8112151===
1: 0181 689 4444

11=11111111
see HW International

C:21111111
tbc

see Select Systems

see Music Connections

William James House, Cowley Road,

Cambridge CB4 4WX

T: 01223 424 988

F: 01223 425 023

PROJECT AUDIO LTD

5 Castle Road, London NW1 8PR

T: 0171 428 9700

F: 0171 428 9699

e-mail: project.audio@zetnet.co.uk

1:=1.1..1111110
see Arbiter Group

QSC AUDIO INC

see HW International

or: 1675 MacArthur Boulevard, Costa Mesa,

CA 92626, USA

Web: www.gscaudio.com

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS LTD

Great Folds Road, Oakley Hay,

Corby, Northamptonshire NN18 9ET

T: 01526 461234

F: 01536 747222

Web: www.peavey.com

T: 0181 800 8288

1:=M11111M1111111
see Shuttlesound

EnZTE=
Unit 3, Crusader Estate, 167 Hermitage Road,

Manor House, London Ntl 1LZ

1: 0181 800 8288

F: 0181 809 1515

e-mail: r+w.proaudio@dial.pipex.com

REVEAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS

1: 0181 845 7400

T: 01274 872442

111:
see HHB Communications1:723711
see Roland

ROLAND Li LID
Atlantic Close, Swansea Enterprise Park,

Swansea SA7 9FJ

1: 01792 515020

F: 01792 310248

e-mail: mIdg@roland.co.uk

Web: www.roland.co.uk

En=l11MMIIIME
see Fuzion

SAMICK

see Audio Awareness

SAMSON

see Sound Technology

SCV LONDON

6-24 Southgate Road, London N1 3JJ

T: 0171 923 1892T: 01256 479898



Mix CONTACTS MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

F: 0171 241 3644

e-mail: aslade@scvlondon.co.uk

Web: www.scvlondon.co.uk

see Evolution Electronics

T: 0181 893 8662

1=Zat:Ir
3 Century Point, Halifax Road,

High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3SL

1: 01494 551551

F: 01494 551550

e-mail: sennheiseruk@compuserve.com

Web: www.sennheiser.com

SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS NBA

see El Chocolates

or: Stabonswijk 73,

B 3272 Testlet, Belgium

T: 0032 13 782 774

F: 0032 13 782 774

e-mail: sherman@tornado.be

EM31=11111
see HW International

T: 0181 646 7114

SILVER PRODUCTIONS

7: 01722 336221

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY

T: 0161 236 2515

SONIC FOUNDRY

see MCMXCIX

Web: www.sfoundry.com

EZMIE
see HHB Communications

Web: professional-audio.com

Cranborne House, Cranbome Road,

Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 3JN

7: 01707 665000

F: 01707 660742

e-mail: info@soundcraft.com

Web: www.soundcraft.com

SOUNDRELD

Charlotte Business Centre, Charlotte Street,

Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF1 111H

T: 01924 201089

F: 01924 201618

SOUNDQUEST

see Arbiter Group

SOUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD

Crichton House, Mount Stuart Square,

Cardiff Bay, Cardiff

7: 01222 450120

F: 01222 450130

e-mail: sales@soundscape-digital.comE=111111...
see Fretlight Music

SOUND TECHNOLOGY PLC

17 Letchworth Point, Letchworth,

Hertfordshire SG6 1ND

T: 01462 480000

F: 01462 480800

e-mail: info@soundtech.co.uk

Web: www.soundtech.co.uk

SOUNOTRADS

Unit 21D, Blenheim Road,

Longmead Industrial Estate,

Epsom, Surrey KT19 9XN

1: 0181 388 5000

F: 0181 388 5050

e-mail: sales@soundtracs.co.uk

Web: www.soundtracs.co.uk

SOUND VALLEY DISTRIBUTION LTD

The Briars, North Road, Amersham,

Buckinghamshire HP6 5NA

7: 01494 434738

F: 01494 727896

1=1==MI
Cranborne House, Cranborne Industrial Estate,

Cranborne Road, Potters Bar,

Hertfordshire EN6 3JN

T: 01707 665000

F: 01707 665461

e-mail: spirit@dial.pipex.com

Web: www.spirit-by-soundcraft.co.uk1=711111
see Tony Larking Professional Sales

12:11111111.
see Beyerdynamic UK

see Arbiter Group

1=71:=1:1
Stirling House, Kimberley Road,

London NW6 7SF

T: 0171 624 6000

F: 0171 372 6370

e-mail: sales@stirlingaudio.com

Web: www.stirlingaudio.com1=1.1
T: 01635 876969

Studiomaster House, Chaul End Lane,

Luton 104 8E2

1: 01582 570370

F: 01582 494343

Web: www.studiomaster.com

61-63 Rochester Place, London NW1 9JU

T: 0171 482 1692

F: 0171 485 4168

e-mail: 101745.1553@compuserve.com

1:12=11111
see HHB Communications

see Hobbyte

see Fuzion12ZE=CIN

see Digidesign

13=11111
see Global Distribution Group

EIM:111111111111111111M
see Et Cetera

IMIZIE1121111111111M
The Old Smithy, Church Street, Oswestry,

Shropshire SY11 2SP

T: 01691 658550

F: 01691 658549

e-mail: 100330.3222@compuserve.com

TAKE CONTROL

see Titan Designs

see TEAC UK

or: Rosehall Industrial Estate, Coatbridge,

Strathclyde, Scotland ML5 4TF

1: 01236 420199

F: 01236 428230

e-mail: prosales@tannoy.com

Web: www.tannoycomlE=ME
see TEAC UK

(3223773
see Raper & Wayman

or: Sindalsvej 34, 8240 Risskov, Denmark

T: +45 8621 7599

F: +45 8621 7598

e-mail: info@tcelectronic.com

Web: www.tcelectronic.com

122,11111111111
5 Mae Hamm lin Crazily Combs,

Watfard, HirNerdilire WO1 8101

T: 01923 819630

1=IIIM=1
see Panasonic UK

El=3111
7,11121 415 4155

171111111
see Tony Larking Professional Sales

see Tony Larking Professional Sales

TONY LARKING PROFESSIONAL SALES LTD

Norton Mill House, Nortonbury Lane,

nr Baldock, Letchworth,

Hertfordshire SG6 IAN

T: 01462 490600

F: 01462 490700

see Et Cetera

see BBM Electronicsrezzaimm
114-116 Charing Cross Road,

London WC2H ODT

T: 0171 379 5148

F: 0171 379 0093

e-mail: sales@turnkey.demon.co.uk

Web: www.turnkey.uk.com

61=21111
see Et Cetera

see Studiomaster

1=1111111111
T: 0181 944 9000

F: 0181 944 9400

1E1:1311121=11111111MM
121 High Street, Berkhampsted,

Herffordshire HP4 20J

T: 01442 870103

F: 01442 870148

e-mail: sales@theukoffice.co.uk

Web: www.aardvark-pro.com

UNITY AUDIO LTD

Upper Wheeler House, Colliers End,

Hertfordshire SG11 1E7

1% 01920 822890

F: 01920 822892

e-mail: unityaudio@channelco.uk

IECE:=21111111111
18 St Chrisophers Road, Haslemere,

Surrey GU27 100

T: 01428 653117

F: 01428 661021

1=1=1111111.111111
see Cimple Solutions

11=2.11MIIIM
see Arbiter Group

,z
see Arbiter Group

Amor Way, Letchworth,
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see CIE Audio
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see Harbeth Acoustics
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Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook,

Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire MK7 881

T: 01908 366700

F: 01908 368872

Brochure information line: 01908 369269

Web: www.yamaha.co.uk or

www.yamaha.co.jp/product/proaudio/

homeenglish

E:711111111111.
see Stirling Audio/2=1.1111.
see Exclusive Distribution

see The UK Office

Buying Advice
Where to buy
 Mail-order companies may give you the best
price, but don't count on getting any after -sales
service.

III Local music shops are good for trying

instruments out, but they may not have an
expert on more specialised products.

 Pro audio specialists should offer expert
advice on the most technical of recording and

music gear. A good level of after -sales service

should be provided.

Planning your purchase
 Check what is included in the price: cables,

delivery, VAT? Adverts must by law say if VAT is

not included. If it doesn't then VAT is included -
check the fine print.

 If you're buying by mail, check price and

availability. Just because a product is

advertised, it doesn't mean it is available or in
stock. Check what the company's policy is if

you have problems, and get a definite delivery
date.

 If buying in person, check everything works

before leaving the shop. If buying by post,

check the goods when they arrive. If you don't

have time, mark the delivery note "goods not

inspected". Don't use the product if you're not
happy with it.

 Whether you buy from a shop or by mail, the
laws states that a product must be: 1. "Of

satisfactory quality" (i.e it works) 2. "As

described" - this applies whether in an advert
or in person (and also from a private seller). 3.

Fit for the purpose for which it was sold or
which you specified.

 If it doesn't meet any of these points, you are
entitled to a full refund, or the replacement of
the product.

How to complain
 If you're not happy with your purchase,

contact the dealer and explain the problem. If it

isn't sorted, describe your problem in writing
and explain how you want it resolved. Allow the

dealer a couple of weeks to respond.

MI If you're still not happy, you may need to

take legal action. Seek advice from a solicitor,
or from the following:

Citizens Advice Bureau, Trading Standards

Office, Office of Fair Trading, County Court.
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FORMATS: Every studio should have a keyboard of some kind. Synthesizers and

keyboards include standard 'playback' sample -based keyboards as well as more

traditional synthesizers. Workstations combine some kind of sound synthesis with a

keyboard, sequencer and effects for the ultimate all -in -one solution. Sound modules

cover everything without a keyboard, ranging from computer sound modules to

sophisticated workstations and analogue synthesizers. Modules may be desk -top, 19 -

inch rackmount or non-standard. Electronic percussion includes drum machines and

percussion modules, and those controllers specific to their use.

POLYPHONY: More is generally better, though the number of notes you can play may be

limited in some way by the multitimbral mode and arrangement.

SYNTHESIZERS & KEYBOARDS

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE POLYPHONY DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Alesis QS6 £949 64 Affordable synth featuring Quadrasynth sounds Apr 96

Alesis OS7 £1299 64 QS synth with 76 keys and a few added extras May 97

Alesis QS8 £1699 64 Heavyweight QS synth with 88 keys May 97

Casio GZ-500 £399 32 61 key GM keyboard with speakers, pitch bend wheel Aug 96

Clavia Nord Lead Classic £999 4 Physical -modelling synth recreating analogue sounds Jul 95

Clavia Nord Lead 2 £1495 16 As above, but new, shiny and improved Sep 97

Gem RealPiano £999 64 88 weighted keys with 8 piano -based sounds, 25W amplification Nov 96

Kawai Kll £1049 32 128 GM sounds, other presets, drums, 2 MIDI Ins/Outs, Mac interface

Kawai K5000S £2000 32 61 keys, 4 -part multi, 256 presets, 4 outputs, advanced -additive synthesis Mar 98

Korg Prophecy £999 1 High -end virtual monosynth Oct 95

Korg X5 £799 32 Keyboard version of 05R/W mini -rack module

Korg X5D £899 64 8Mb wave memory, 61 keys, 47 effects through 2 processors

Korg Z1 £1699 12 Multi -oscillator synthesizer Nov 97

Kurzweil PC88 £1889 32 48 sounds with 88 -key monitor keyboard and digital effects

Kurzweil PC88MX £2395 64 Double polyphony and 205 more programs than PC88

Oberheim Eclipse £1779 32 88 -key weighted keyboard synth

Peavey DPM2 £999 16 Good sounds - optional upgrade to include sequencer

Quasimidi The Raven £1599 21 Techno-geared synth with good sounds and innovative controllers Mar 96

Roland JP -8000 £1199 8 A Jupiter -8 for the digital age Mar 97

Roland JV-35 £999 24

56

Expandable synth, though keyboard lacks aftertouch

Feb 96

Roland JV-35EX £1149 As JV-35 with polyphony doubling VE-JV1EX5 card

Roland JV-90 £1399 24 Expandable synth, 76 -key

Roland JV-90E)( £1555 56 As JV-35 with polyphony doubling VE-JV1 card

Roland XP -10 £399 28 318 presets, 61 keys, arpeggiator

Spectral Audio ProTone £399 1 Monosynth

Technics SX-WSA1 £2499 64 Sophisticated physical modelling synth

Yamaha AN1x £899 10 Virtual analogue synth Aug 97

Yamaha CBX-K1XG £339 32 Combined mini -key controller keyboard and XG tone generation
Aug 96

Yamaha CS1x £599 32 Low-cost keyboard with high quality sounds

Yamaha VL-1 £3499 2 Virtual acoustic synth

Yamaha VL-7 £2199 1 Monophonic 'budget' VL1 physical modelling synth

WORKSTATIONS

MANUFACTURER

Emu

MODEL

E -Synth

PRICE

£2999

POLYPHONY

64

DESCRIPTION

Sampling workstation, combining on -board sounds, sampling and real-time control

REVIEW

Ensoniq KS32 £1599 32 Machine with features of SO2 and weighted keys

Ensoniq K176 £1999 64 76 -key weighted key action with piano sounds

Ensoniq KT88 £2149 64 88 -key weighted -key action synth with piano sounds

Ensoniq MR61 £1749 64 455 sounds, 16 -track sequencer and disk drive Jan 97

Ensoniq MR76 £1999 64 As above, but with 76 -note keyboard Jan 97

Ensoniq SO -1 Plus £899 32 180 sounds, 24 -bit effects, only velocity -sensitive keyboard

Ensoniq SO -2 £1099 32 Adds aftertouch and 76 extra keys to SO -1

Ensoniq TS10 £1999 32 300 sounds, 254 waveforms, 24 -track sequencer, 74 effects algorithms, disk drive

Ensoniq TS12 £2199 32 76 -note version of TS10

Gem S2 Turbo £1499 32 With fully usable sequencer section

Gem S3 Turbo £1799 32 Larger version of S3 with 76 -note keyboard

Gem SX2 £1626 32 61 -key workstation with video features

Gem SX3 £1826 32 76 -key workstation with video features

Kawai K5000W £1750 32 Workstation incamation of the K5000S Feb 97

Korg if £3999 32 88 keys with unique variable keyboard function

Korg i2 £2199 32 As below but with 76 keys

Korg i3 £1899 32 PCM memory, multi effects, sequencer accompaniment

Korg i4s £1499 32 Scaled down version of i3 with built in speakers

Korg i5s £1099 32 Budget interactive workstation

Korg iX300 £1344 32 Updated member of Korg's interactive workstation family

Korg N264 £1499 64 An 11364 with a 76 -note keyboard Dec 96

Korg N364 £1299 64 Korg takes the X workstation to the next generation Dec 96

Korg Trinity £1999 32 61 -key workstation with 256 sounds and touch screen Dec 95

Korg Trinity Plus £2795 32 As Trinity with built-in Prophecy card Feb 97

Korg Trinity Pro £3195 32 76 -note version of Trinity with Prophecy card Feb 97

Korg Trinity ProX-88 £4795 32 88 -note weighted version of Trinity with Prophecy card and hard -disk recording Feb 97

Kurzweil K2vx £2995 24 Updated K2000 with new set of sounds Oct 96

Kurzweil K2000 £2250 24 Classic sound now updated with V3.0 sampling software

Kurzweil K2000SE £3499 24 Fully -expanded K2000 system with sampling sound blocks, flash RAM and a fan

Kurzweil K2500 £2999 48 Latest version of K2000 series, double polyphony, improved sounds

Kurzweil K2500/76 £3499 48 76 -note version of K2500

Kurzweil K2500/88 £3799 48 88 note version of K2500 with real time controllers

a

O

z
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1> MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE POLYPHONY DESCRIPTION REVIEW
Kurzweil K2500SE £4499 48 Fully expanded K2500 with sampling, flash RAM, sound blocks and fan
Kurzweil K2500X £3999 48 76 -note weighted key version of K2500
Peavey DPM2Si £1399 32 76 keys, 8Mb ROM samples, 80,000 note sequencer, 10 drumkits, 4 audio outs
Peavey DPM3-SE plus £1499 16 Version of DPM2 with sample memory
Peavey DPM4 £1999 16 Expanded version of DPM3 with extended keyboard
Roland G-800 £1999 64 76 -key 'intelligent', auto -arranging
Roland JV-50 £1285 24 Expandable, with built-in MIDI file sequencer though keyboard lacks aftertouch
Roland JV-50EX £1399 56 As JV-50 with polyphony doubling VE-JV1EX5 card
Roland XP -50 £999 64 61 -key version of the JV-1080 with sequencer Apr 95
Roland XP -80 £1499 64 Updated XP -50 with more outs and an arpeggiator Jun 96
Soiton MS50 £1799 28 61 -key workstation, 256 GM sounds, 128 user memories, video out for karaoke
Solton MS60 £1999 28 61 -keys, 256 GM sounds, 128 user memories, video out for karaoke, live oriented
Yamaha 05300 £1099 32 Advanced workstation with loads of playing features
Yamaha W5 £1649 32 76 -key sample playback workstation
Yamaha W7 £1399 32 61 -key sample playback workstation Mar 95

MODULES

MANUFACTURER

Akai

MODEL

EWI3020m

PRICE

£599

POLYPHONY

1

DESCRIPTION REVIEW
Mono wind sound module Feb 95

Akai EWI3030m £750 1 Waveform -based wind sound module Feb 95
Akai SGO1k £299 32 Budget GM sound module Apr 96
Akai SGOlp £299 32

32

64

Budget piano module Mar 96
Akai S GOlv £299 Budget vintage synth module Jun 96
Alesis NanoBass £249 64 -voice stereo bass module Oct 97
Alesis NanoPiano £339 64 64 -voice stereo piano module
Alesis QSR £749 64 Sound module with expandability options Jul 97
Alesis S4 Plus £899 64 Rackmount piano module
Casio CZ 50M

Nord Rack

£199 32

4

Low-cost GM module with effects Nov 95
Clavia £1295 Rack version of the Nord Lead VS analogue synth
Control Synthesis Deep Bass 9 £449 1 Analogue bass module Nov 94
Doepfer A-100 £999 n/a 23 module expandable analogue modular patch synth Feb 97
Doepfer A-100 Mini

MS -404

Camaval

£699 n/a Cheaper, smaller version of the A-100
Doepfer £345 1 'Real' rackmount synth, TB -303 analogue clone
E -mu £899 32 Latino sound module Aug 97
E- m u Classic Keys £648 32 Rackmount classic synths sound module Feb 95
E -mu Morpheus £1199 32 Z -plane synthesis module with filter effects
E -mu

E -mu

E -mu

Orbit £869 32 Dance -based sound module Jul 96
Planet Phatt £899 32 Swingbeat and funk sounds in Orbit -like rack unit Aug 97
Pro-formance 1+ £359 32 Rack module with more sounds than standard unit

E -mu Proteus 2 Orchestral £810 32 Orchestral sound module with 192 presets
E -mu Proteus 2 XR £975 32 Orchestral sound module with 512 presets
E -mu Proteus FX £610 32 Proteus sounds and digital effects Aug 94
E -mu UltraProteus £1499 32 Proteus sounds with Z -plane filtering Nov 94
E -mu Vintage Keys Plus £1055 32 Classic keyboard sounds module
Ensoniq MR -Rack £1299 64 Flexible synth box Jul 96
Exclusively Analogue The Aviator £950 3 Semi -modular analogue synth Apr 96
FAT Freebass 383 £199 1 TB -303 emulation
Gem RealPiano Expander £449 64 Module version Aug 97
Gem S2R £1399 32 Rackmount version of S2 synth plus Turbo kit
Hammond GM -1000 £549 32 True Hammond organ samples
Hammond XM1 £799 64 Digitally -programmable Hammond sounds in a box Oct 96
Kawai GMega £689 32 GM/SP banks, 14 drum kits, Mac interface
Kawai GMega XC3. £384 28 Cut -down GMega with no panel controls
Kawai K5000R £999 32 Rackmounted additive synthesis module
Korg i5m £899 32 Desktop workstation with harmonies and accompaniments
Korg NS5R £599 64 Desktop module that goes way beyond the usual GM limitations Apr 97
Korg 05R/W £499 32 128 presets, effects, Mac/PC/MIDI interface
Korg TR-Rack £999 32 The Trinity workstation in a box without the sequencer, interface,. expansion options Apr 98
Korg X5DR £675 64 Rackmount version of X5D keyboard Jul 95
Kurzweil K2000R £2250 24 Hi -spec module with sampling, SCSI, 10 outputs
Kurzweil K2000RSE £3499 24 Fully expanded K2000R
Kurzweil K2500R £2999 48 New version of K2000R with doubled polyphony Sep 95
Kurzweil K2500RSE £4499 48 Fully expanded K2500R
Longwave Instruments Pocket There= £99 1 Pitch -only version of the classic synth
Marion Systems MSR2 £1299 8 Expandable analogue synth module
Marion Systems ProSynth £699 8 Multitimbral analogue rackmount Jun 95
MIDIman Gman £199 24 GM/GS compatible module
Novation Super Bass Station £449 1 Much improved on the original keyboard, complete with arpeggiator Aug 97
Oberheim Matrix 1000 £379 6 Loads of fat analogue sounds, but no multi mode
Oberheim OBMX £1500 2 -voice rackmount, extra 2 -voice cards © £500 each
Orgon Enigiser £469 1 No MIDI Dec 96
Peavey Spectrum Bass II £350 8 Rackmount bass synth module Spr 97
Peavey Spectrum Organ £349 32 Organ rack module with rotary speaker sim Aug 95
Peavey Spectrum Synth £349 12 Rackmount sample playback synth module Oct 95
Quasimidi Quasar £1099 21 Flexible -structure synth module Oct 94
Ouasimidi Rave-O-Lution £649 16 Synthesizer and arranger Aug 97
Quasimidi Technox £749 21 Techno/dance-oriented synth module Apr 95
Roland GR-30 £649 28 Budget guitar synth, needs GK -2A pick-up Jul 94
Roland JV-1080 £999 64 Expandable Super JV synth module Dec 94
Roland JV-2080 £1399 64 A JV-1080 with more effects, more sounds, graphics and 8 expansion slots Apr 97
Roland M-BD1 £399 28 Sampled drums and live bass sound module May 97
Roland M-DC1 £499 28 Preset dance module with T+S rhythm loops Sep 95
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MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE POLYPHONY DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Roland M-GS64 £599 64 Preset -based GM synth module Nov 95

Roland M -0C1 £499 28 Preset orchestral module Sep 95

Roland M-SE1 £499 28 Preset string module

Roland MT 120S

MT 80S

£899

£499

24

24

Sequencer with built-in sounds and speakers

Roland MIDI file player

Roland M -VS/ £499 28 Preset vintage synth module Sep 95

Roland SC-55ST £365 28 Sound Canvas with 354 sounds, 10 drumkits

Roland SC -7 £290 24 DTM-geared sound module for Macs and PCs

Roland SC -88 £869 24 Super Sound Canvas with better editing Jan 95

Roland SC-88Pro £699 64 Super Sound Canvas with effects and over 1000 sounds Jun 97

Roland SC-88VL £649 64 Super Sound Canvas with effects and 654 sounds

Roland SD -35 £785 24 Combined file -player and sound module

Roland VG -8 £1999 6 Virtual modelling guitar system Oct 95

So/ton MS40 £1499 28 256 GM sounds, user memories and video output for karaoke

Spectral Audio ProTone £399 1 Analogue rack with reduced MIDI spec Sep 96

Studio Electronics ATC-1 £799 1 Rackmount analogue monosynth May 97

Studio Electronics SE -1 £1522 1 Rackmount programmable Minimoog clone

Syntecno TeeBee £529 1 Mono sound, loads of CV/gate support Mar 97

Technics SX-WSA1R £2199 64 Acoustic modelling rack version of WSA1

Waldorf Microwave ll £999 8 Highly programmable rack synth

Waldorf Pulse £599 1 Highly programmable analogue synth Feb 96

Waldorf Pulse Plus £700 1 Expanded Pulse, extra analogue sync and external source options

Will Systems MAB-303 £399 1 303 clone

Yamaha MU5 £199 28 Entry-level GM in Walkstation style, but without sequencer or effects Apr 95

Yamaha MU50 £349 32 Cut -down version of the MU80 Sep 95

Yamaha MU80 £599 64 GM/XG module with big polyphony and external input

Yamaha MU9OR £549 64 Combination of Yamaha's soundcard technology to succeed the MU80 Spr 97

Yamaha MU100R £849 64 Combines sample playback with physical modeling Dec 97

Yamaha P50 -m £349 32 Piano module based on acclaimed Yamaha digital piano range Feb 97

Yamaha ()Y300 £599 Table unit GM sound module, sequencer and auto -accompaniment player in one Sep 94

Yamaha VL1-m £2349 2 Rackmount version of VL-1 physical modeling synth Dec 94

Yamaha VL70-m £499 1 Very affordable virtual synthesis module Dec 96

ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE SOUNDS DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Alesis DM5 £429 540 Drum module with 12 trigger inputs and 21 programmable drumkits

Alesis SR16 £265 233 Great sounding, but basic, drum workhorse

Boss DR -5 £359 96 Simple rhythm and bass line beat box

Boss DR -550 Mk II £285 96 Updated and restyled version of classic Dr Rhythm

Boss DR -660 £459 255 Cost-conscious drum box with loads of sounds

Clavia ddrum3 £3600 n/a Pro -spec electronic drumkit and trigger computer

E -mu Pro-cussion £645 220 Massive -sounding percussion sound module

JoMoX XBase 09 £699 10 TR-909 clone

Kawai GB -2 £309 119 55 rhythms, 10 songs, card slot. Aimed at guitarists

Korg WD1 Wave Drum £1995 100 Physical modelling UFO -like synth drum Jan 95

Novation DrumStation £449 40 TR-808 and TR-909 sounds in a superbly programmable unit Jul 96

Roland TD -5K £1095 210 As the TD-5K/P without the stand

Apr 98
Roland TD-5K/P £1350 210 Basic electronic drum system with pads

Roland TD -10 £1399 654 Modular 'brain' of the V -Drum system

Roland V -Drums £2599 654 TD -10 module with PD100/PD120 pads, plus PD7, PD9, KD7, FD7 controllers Apr 98

Yamaha DD9 £100 55 Beginners drum -pad system, 4 pads, 10 rhythms

Yamaha RY20 £399 300 50 song presets, good sounds, effects and human groove feature Oct 94

Yamaha RY8 £239 128 Walkman -like drum machine with backings and styles

MIGHTY MODULES
All sound synthesis depends upon two factors a sound source, and a controller that tells

the source what to do. There are many possible controllers tguitars. light beams, wind

instruments) but the sources themselves are always electronic. Throughout the 1960s.

the most common combination was that of a piano -style keyboard coupled to a

selection of analogue electronics that generated the sounds.

In 1970, the Minimoog became the first instrument to incorporate the controller tits

keyboard) and sound sources in a single box. The 1970s then became the heyday of the

Integrated analogue synthesizer - so much so that most players forgot the distinction

between the keyboard and the sound generator. This was also true when the earliest

polyphonic synthesizers appeared. although a few, such as the Korg PS3200 and

Oberheim 4 -Voice. still demonstrated the distinction between the keyboard and the

modules that it controlled.

It was after the development of digital synthesis and MIDI that the sound module

came of age. Suddenly, a synthesizer no longer needed a keyboard. and small boxes

could contain all the sound -generating capabilities of their predecessors, but without the

bulk. Developments in digital electronics then made it possible to incorporate eight. 16

or even 32 synthesizers in a unit, and thus the multi-timbral 'expanders' of the 1990s

were born.

Most expanders can cope with a wide range of requirements, and many conform to

the GS- and GM- standards that allow you to play other performers'MIDI sequences.

Some cater for specific needs: witness the proliferation of drum & bass modules drum

machines piano modules, and more unusual units such as Emu's Carnaval. Others. such

as Yamaha's VL70M, concentrate on imitating orchestral instruments. while yet others

recreate the sounds of earlier synthesizers. Many. such as Roland 's JV2080. offer plug-

in cards that further expand the expander.

Most expanders incorporate powerful digital effects units such as reverbs and

modulation effects, but it is in this department that they are least satisfactory. This is

because, although the box may generate 16 different sounds simultaneously it often

has just two effects units that affect all the voices. Korg's TR-Rack. with its eight

Independent effects. is the exception to this.  Gordon Reid
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MICROPHONES

TYPE: Typically, condenser mics are more expensive than dynamic mics, but give higher

sound quality. They require power to work, either from a battery or from phantom

powering. Dynamic mics are more robust and so are generally used for live applications.

Stereo mics can be either condenser or dynamic.

PATTERN: Mics have different directional responses. Omnidirectional mics respond to

sound from all sides, unidirectional from just one direction. The latter category includes

cardioid, hypercardioid and supercardioid mics, which have more -or -less heart -shaped

patterns. Figure -of -8 mics are bi-directional with two active and two 'dead' spots. You

can change the capsule on some mics to get a variable response.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Mics pick up sound over certain frequency ranges. Condenser

mics generally have the widest frequency response, though many mics are optimised for

the intended purpose (vocals, acoustic instruments, drums).

CONDENSER

MANUFACTURER

AKG

MODEL

C 12 VR

PRICE

£3700

DESCRIPTION

Large twin diaphragm, 9 patterns, 30Hz-20kHz, 2 filters, PSU

REVIEW

AKG C 391 B £351 Cardioid, 20Hz-20kHz, LF roll -off filter, phantom powered

AKG C 411 £123 Vibration pick-up, 10Hz-18kHz, phantom powered

AKG C 411 B -Lock £88 Battery -powered version of C 411

AKG C 414 B-ULS £1174 Large twin diaphragms, 4 patterns, 20Hz-20kHz, LF roll -off filter, phantom powered

AKG C 414 B -TL ll £1231 Transformer -less version of C 414 B-ULS for vocals

AKG C 416 £159 Hypercardioid, 20Hz-20kHz, phantom powered

AKG C 416 B -Lock £118 Battery -powered version of C 416

AKG C 418 £159 Hypercardioid, 50Hz-20kHz, phantom powered

AKG C 419 £159 Hypercardioid, 20Hz-20kHz, battery or phantom powered

AKG C 419 B -Lock £123 Battery -powered version of C 419

AKG C 420 £182 Cardioid, 20Hz-20kHz, battery or phantom powered

AKG C 420 B -Lock £135 Battery -powered version of C 420

AKG C 460 B with ULS/61 £646 Cardioid, 20Hz-20kHz, LF roll -off filter, phantom powered

AKG C 535 EB £452 Cardioid, 20Hz-20kHz, 2 filters, phantom powered

AKG C 1000 S £199 Cardioid/hypercardioid, 50Hz-20kHz, battery or phantom powered Oct 96

AKG C 3000 £299 Cardioid/hypercardioid, 20Hz-20kHz, phantom powered Oct 96

AKG C 5600 £306 Cardioid, 20Hz-20kHz, 2 filters, phantom powered

AKG C 5900 £246 Hypercardioid, 20Hz-20kHz, 2 filters, phantom powered Aug 94

Audio-Technica AT4041 £320 Cardioid electret, LF roll -off filter; phantom powered, for vocals, acoustic guitar Oct 96
Audio-Technica AT4043 £652 Cardioid electret, LF roll -off filter, for vocals Oct 96

Audio-Technica ATM15A £150 Cardioid mic for acoustic instruments, battery or phantom powered

Audio-Technica ATM33A £150 Cardioid electret, battery or phantom powered, for instruments and vocals

Audio-Technica ATM87R £300 Unidirectional, LF roll -off filter, integral pre -amp, phantom powered

Audio-Technica ATM89R £200 Hypercardioid (other capsules available), 70Hz-20kHz, phantom powered Mar 98
Audio-Technica PRO35X £140 Miniature clip -on instrument mic, phantom powered

Beyerdynamic MC 711 £528 Omnidirectional, 40Hz-20kHz, LF roll -off filter, phantom powered

Beyerdynamic MC 713 £586 Cardioid, 40Hz-20kHz, LF roll -off filter; phantom powered

Beyerdynamic MC 740 £1291 Large diaphragm, 5 patterns, 20Hz-20kHz, 3 filters, phantom powered

Beyerdynamic MC 834 £868 Cardioid, 2 filters, for vocals, acoustic guitar Oct 96
Beyerdynamic MCE 80 TG £293 Cardioid, 50Hz-18kHz, battery or phantom powered
Beyerdynamic MCE 81 TG £234 Cardioid, 50Hz-18kHz, phantom powered
Beyerdynamic MCE 83 £222 Cardioid, 40Hz-20kHz, phantom powered Nov 95
Beyerdynamic MCE 84 £269 Cardioid, 40Hz-20kHz, battery or phantom powered
Beyerdynamic TG -X 30.15 £304 Omnidirectional electret, 30Hz-20kHz, head -worn

Beyerdynamic TG -X 35.15 £304 Cardioid electret, 40Hz-17kHz, head -worn

CAD Equitek E-100 £299 Supercardioid electret, 10Hz-18kHz, LF roll -off filter, battery or phantom powered Feb 97
CAD Equitek E-200 £449 2 cardioid, 3 pattern, 10Hz-18kHz, LF roll -off filter; battery or phantom powered Feb 97
CAD Equitek E-300 £699 2 cardioid, 3 pattern, 10Hz-20kHz, LF roll -off filter, battery or phantom powered Feb 97
Earthworks OM/ £499 Omnidirectional, 12Hz-22kHz, phantom powered, for acoustic guitar; electric bass Dec 96
Electro-Voice RE 200 £279 Cardioid, for live or studio, vocals or instruments Oct 96
Groove Tubes MD1a £599 Tube condenser, cardioid Mar 96
Groove Tubes MD2a £989 Tube condenser, cardioid, Mar 96
Groove Tubes MD3a £1369 Tube condenser, cardioid, sub-cardioid, omni Mar 96
Groove Tubes MD5sc £499 Cardioid, includes case and shockmount
Langevin CR-3A £385 Cardioid, LF roll -off filter; for vocals Oct 96
Neumann TLM 193 £999 Cardioid, for vocals Oct 96
Rode NT1 £329 Cardioid, for vocals, instruments Aug 97
Rode NT2 £499 OmnidirectionaVcardioid, LF roll -off filter, for vocals, acoustic guitar Oct 96
Sennheiser K6 £206 Powering module with bass attenuator, integral XLR connector
Sennheiser ME 62 £129 Omnidirectional capsule for K6 system
Sennheiser ME 64 £152 Cardioid capsule for K6 system
Sennheiser ME 65 £200 Supercardioid vocal capsule for K6 system
Shure BG4.1 £182 40Hz-18kHz, battery or phantom powered, for live or studio instruments Spr 97
Shure BG5.1 £182 70Hz-16kHz, battery or phantom powered, for live or studio vocals Spr 97
Shure BETA 87 £382 Supercardioid, 50Hz-16kHz, phantom powered, for live vocals . Oct 96
Shure Prologue 16L -LC £93 Cardioid, 50Hz-15kHz, battery powered, for live or studio acoustic instruments
Shure SM81-LC £444 Cardioid, 20Hz-20kHz, phantom powered, for live or studio acoustic sources
Shure SM87-LC £294 Supercardioid, 50Hz-16kHz, phantom powered, for live vocals
Shure SM94-LC £237 Supercardioid, 50Hz-16kHz, battery or phantom powered, multipurpose
Shure-. SM98A £257 Cardioid/supercardioid, 40Hz-20kHz, phantom powered, for acoustic instruments
Soundfield SPS422 £1875 4 sub-cardioid, infinite patterns, 20Hz-20kHz, LF roll -off filter; PSU Aug 96

DYNAMIC

MANUFACTURER

AKG

MODEL

D 3700

PRICE

£123

DESCRIPTION

Vocal mic

REVIEW

Sep 96
AKG D 3900 £234 Vocal mic Sep 96
AKG D 770 £79 Cardioid instrument mic
AKG D 880 £85 Supercardioid, 60Hz-20kHz, anti -vibration system, for vocals
AKG D 880S £89 As D 880, but with on/off switch
Audio-Technica ATM23He £150 Hypercardioid, 70Hz-16kHz, for percussion Mar 98
Audio-Technica ATM25 £175 Bass drum and toms mic
Audio-Technica ATM63He £130 Instrument mic, 2 per pack
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Audio-Technica ATR20 £20 Unidirectional, 80Hz-12kHz, for vocals, instruments

Audio-Technica ATR30 £35 Unidirectional, 60Hz-12kHz, for vocals, instruments

Audio-Technica ATR40 £55 Unidirectional, 60Hz-12kHz, for vocals, instruments

Audio-Technica MB -3000L £95 Vocal and instrument mic Sep 96

Audix D-1 £149 Hypercardioid, 38Hz-21kHz, for snare drums, cymbals, brass Jul 97

Audix D-2 £149 Hypercardioid, 38Hz-21kHz, for toms, percussion, horns Jul 97

Audix D-3 £149 Hypercardioid, 38Hz-21kHz, for kick drums, amps Jul 97

Audix 0M-3xb £119 Hypercardioid, 38Hz-21kHz, for live vocals Nov 96

Audix OM -5 £199 Hypercardioid, 40Hz-20kHz, for live vocals

Audix OM -7 £249 Hypercardioid, 38Hz-21kHz, for live vocals Nov 96

Benson BA25 £50 Cardioid, 50Hz-15kHz, for live vocals Sep 97

Benson BA30 £60 Cardioid, 50Hz-15kHz, for live vocals and instruments Sep 97

Benson N090 £120 Hypercardioid, 50Hz-18kHz, for live vocals Sep 97

Beyerdynamic Drum Package £551 4xTG-X 5, 1xTG-X 50

Beyerdynamic TG -X 5 £105 Hypercardioid, 40Hz-12kHz, for percussion

Beyerdynamic TG -X 20 £163 Hypercardioid, 45Hz-16kHz, for vocals, amps

Beyerdynamic TG -X 21 £175 As TG -X 20, but with on/off switch

Beyerdynamic TG -X 40 £187 Hypercardioid, 35Hz-16kHz, for acoustic sources

Beyerdynamic TG -X 41 £199 As TG -X 40, but with on/off switch

Beyerdynamic TG -X 50 £222 Hypercardioid, 15Hz-18kHz, for percussion

Beyerdynamic TG -X 60 £234 Hypercardioid, 40Hz-18kHz, for vocals Sep 96

Beyerdynamic TG -X 61 £246 As TG -X 60, but with on/off switch

Beyerdynamic TG -X 80 £273 Hypercardioid, 30Hz-18kHz, for acoustic sources

Beyerdynamic TG -X 81 £304 As TG -X 81, but with on/off switch

Beyerdynamic M 01 £69 Supercardioid, 50Hz-15kHz, for vocals and instruments

Beyerdynamic M 02 £76 Supercardioid, 50Hz-15kHz, for vocals

Beyerdynamic M 03 £81 As M 02, but with on/off switch

Beyerdynamic M 04 £88 Supercardioid, 40Hz-16kHz, for vocals and instruments

Beyerdynamic M 05 £93 As M 04, but with on/off switch

Beyerdynamic M 69 TG £199 Hypercardioid, 50Hz-16kHz, for vocal sources

Beyerdynamic M 88 TG £316 Hypercardioid, 30Hz-20kHz, for vocals, brass and kick drums Sep 96

Beyerdynamic M 201 £234 Hypercardioid, 40Hz-18kHz, for toms

Beyerdynamic M 300 TG £116 Cardioid, 50Hz-15kHz, for vocals

Beyerdynamic M 300 TG £128 As above, but with on/off switch

Beyerdynamic M 420 TG £163 Hypercardioid, 100Hz-12kHz, for vocals and percussion

Beyerdynamic M 422 TG £93 Supercardioid, 100Hz-12kHz, for snare drums and other acoustic sources

Electro-Voice N/D 957 £299 Supercardioid, for vocals and instruments

Roland D-10 £49 Hypercardioid, for vocals, bass guitar, kick drum May 97

Roland D-20 £89 Hypercardioid, for vocals, cymbals, hi -hats May 97

Sennheiser BF 504 £108 Cardioid instrument mic

Sennheiser BF 521 £278 Cardioid all-purpose mic suitable for live and studio work

Sennheiser BF 531 II £300 Supercardioid, adjustable inlet basket, for vocals Sep 96

Sennheiser Drum Set 504 £519 4xMD 504 with 4xMZH 504 universal drum clamps in a case

Sennheiser MD 421 £337 As BF 521, but with 5 position LF roll -off switch

Sennheiser MD 425 £200 Supercardioid, feedback rejection, for vocals

Sennheiser MD 431 II £300 Supercardioid, feedback rejection, for vocals

Sennheiser MD 441U £586 Supercardioid, bass- and treble -cut switches, for studio vocals

Sennheiser MD 504 £125 Cardioid instrument mic with drum clamp

Sennheiser MD 735 -US £102 Supercardioid, feedback rejection, for vocals

Sennheiser MD 736 £114 As MD 735 -US, but with on/off switch Sep 96

Shure 520D £116 Omnidirectional, 100Hz-5kHz, for harmonicas

Shure 55SH Series II £233 Cardioid, 50Hz-15kHz, for live vocals with a nostalgic appearance

Shure BETA 52 £264 Supercardioid, 20Hz-10kHz, for live kick drums

Shure BETA 56 £176 Supercardioid, 50Hz-16kHz, for live drums, instruments

Shure BETA 57A £159 Supercardioid, 50Hz-16kHz, for live acoustic or electric instruments, vocals Sep 96

Shure BETA 58A £194 Supercardioid, 50Hz-16kHz, for live vocals

Shure BG1.1 £42 80Hz-12kHz, for live or studio, vocals or instruments Spr 97

Shure BG2.1 £62 70Hz-13kHz, for live vocals Spr 97

Shure BG3.1 £84 60Hz-14kHz, for live vocals Spr 97

Shure BG6.1 £115 80Hz-15kHz, for live drums and percussion, amps, brass, woodwind Spr 97

Shure Prologue 10H -LC £37 Cardioid, 80Hz-10kHz, for live or studio instruments

Shure Prologue 10L -LC £29 Low impedance version of 10H -LC

Shure Prologue 12H -LC £49 Cardioid, 80Hz-10kHz, for vocals

Shure Prologue 12L -LC £45 Low impedance version of 12H -LC

Shure Prologue 14H -LC £58 Cardioid, 40Hz-13kHz, for vocals

Shure Prologue 14L -LC £53 Low impedance version of 14H -LC

Shure Prologue 22L -LC £54 Supercardioid, 40Hz-13kHz, for live vocals

Shure Prologue 24L -LC £67 Supercardioid, 40Hz-13kHz, for live vocals

Shure SM7 £464 Cardioid, 40Hz-16kHz, switchable response, for voice-overs

Shure SM10A-CN £181 Cardioid, 50Hz-15kHz, for live vocals, head -worn

Shure SM12A-CN £253 As SM10A-CN, but with 1 in -ear monitor

Shure SM48-LC £76 Cardioid, 55Hz-15kHz, for live vocals

Shure SM48S-LS £88 As SM48-LC, but with on/off switch

Shure SM57-LC £112 Cardioid, 40Hz-15kHz, for live drums and percussion, amps

Shure SM58-LC £121 Cardioid, 50Hz-15kHz, for live vocals Sep 96

Shure SM58S £141 As SM58-LC, but with on/off switch Sep 96

Studiomaster KM51 £53 For vocals and instruments

Studiomaster KM81 £70 For vocals and instruments Sep 96

STEREO

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE DESCRIPTION REVIEW

AKG

AKG

C 426 B comb £3524 Condenser, 2 large twin diaphragm, variable pattern, 2OHz-2OkHz, phantom powered

C 522 £1174 Condenser; 2 cardioids, 80Hz-20kHz, battery or phantom powered

Beyerdynamic MC 742 £2995 Condenser, 2 twin diaphragm, variable pattern, 20Hz-20kHz, phantom powered

Shure VP88 £999 Condenser; 1 cardioid, 1 bidirectional, 40Hz-20kHz, battery or phantom powered

co

to
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FORMAT: Stereo mixers reduce all the input signals to a stereo pair, while 4 and 8 -

buss models allow you to output signals directly from their busses, as well as the main

stereo outputs. Live mixers range from stereo to 8 -buss, and these are designed

specifically for the demands of live performance. This category includes powered

mixers, which combine a mixer and a power amp in one unit.

EQ: On a budget stereo mixer, you may expect only a simple 2 -band EQ, but on a good

8 -buss mixer, you'll find quite a sophisticated 4 -band EQ section. This will include a

fixed high and low bands, and two sweepable (semi -parametric) mid -range bands,

where you can alter the centre of frequency cut/boost. Full parametric EQs have

controls for frequency, cut/boost, and bandwidth (D).

AUXS: Auxiliaries can be used to send signals to either external effects processors or

STEREO

MANUFACTURER

3G

MODEL

Mynah 8:2

PRICE

£411

FORMAT

8:2

3G Mynah 12:2 £581 12:2

3G Mynah 16:2 £699 16:2

3G Mynah Si £586 10:2.1

3G Mynah SiRM £582 12:2:1

Allen & Heath WZ16:2 £917 16:2

ARX MaxiMix £439 Dual 4:2
ARX MIXX £517 4:2
ARX MIXXMaster £466 4:2
Audio Toys 8MX2 £1757 8:2
Behringer MX 802 £169 8:2
Behringer

Behringer

MX 1602 £229 16:2

MX 2802 £649 28:2
Boss BX-4 £128 4:2
Boss BX-80 £364 8:2
Fostex

Fostex

2016 £406 16:2

MNO6 £99 6:2
Mackie LM -3204 £899 32:2
Mackie MS1202-VLZ £399 12:2

Mackie MS1402-VLZ £549 14:2

Midiman Micromixer 18 £199 18:2
Midiman Minimixer £69 8:1
Midiman Multimixer 6 £79 6:2.
Peavey Unity 1000/12 £459 12:2
Peavey Unity 1000/8 £339 8:2
Peavey Unity 1000/8RM £339 8:2
Peavey Unity 2000/12 £539 12:2
Peavey Unity 2000/16 £699 16:2
Peavey Unity 2000/SM £639 12:2
Phonic MM122 £234 12:2

Phonic PMC802B £351 8:2
Phonic PMC1202B £469 12:2
Phonic PMC1602B £586 16:2
Phonic PMC24028 £799 24:2
Roland M-160 £899 16:2
Samson Mixpad 9 f199 9.2
Samson Mixpad 12 £275 12:2
Samson MPL1502 £299 15:2
Samson MPL1640 £599 16:2
Samson PL1602 £269 16:2
Samson PL2404 £549 24:2
Soundtracs Topaz Macro £469 14:2
Soundtracs Topaz Mini £350 12:2
Spirit By Soundcraft Folio Fl £299 14:2
Spirit By Soundcraft Folio Fl £349 16:2
Spirit By Soundcraft Folio Notepad £149 8:2
Studiomaster Club2000 102 £276 10:2
Studiomaster Club2000 142 £323 14:2
Studiomaster Club2000 182 £410 18:2
Studiomaster Club DSP £398 10:2
Studiomaster Diamond Compact £70 4:2
Studiomaster Diamond Compact £82 4:2
Studiomaster Pro2 163 £586 16:3
Studiomaster Prot 203 £704 20:3
Studiomaster Rotary Club 12 £229 12:2
Tascam M-08 £299 12:2
Tascam M1016 £999 16:2
Tascam Mkll £349 8:2

TL Audio M1 £3819 8:2
TL Audio M2 £4994

£395

£749

8:2
Vestax RMC-88 8:2
Yamaha MM1242 12:2

Yamaha MM1402 £429 14:2

to headphones/speakers

for monitoring.

Aux sends

may be

switchable,

meaning

that two

processors

may be

connected, but only

one can be used at once.

DESCRIPTION

3 -band ED, 2 aux

3 -band EQ. 2 aux

3 -band ED, 2 aux

REVIEW

Oct 95

Oct 95

Oct 95

3 -band EQ, 2 aux, stereo inputs, stereo pre -amp

Rackmount version of Mynah Si

4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 6 aux, 2 stereo returns

Oct 95

Oct 95

1U rackmount line mixer

3 -band EQ, 1U rackmount line mixer

3 -band EQ, 2 mic, 2 stereo line inputs, 1U rackmount

Balanced XLR5, 8 limners, phase reversal, 2 -track return Jun 97
3 -band ED, 2 sends, 2 stereo returns, phantom power

3 -band EQ, 2 sends, 2 stereo returns, phantom power

3 -band ED, 8 monos have mid sweep, 6 aux, rackable

Aug 97

Nov 96

Basic 4 in, 2 out specification

2 -band ED, 1 send

Rackmountable, also configurable as 8:8:2

Simple mini -mixer

Rackmount sub -mixer, 16 stereo ins, 3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 2 sends, 4 returns Apr 95
4 mic pre -amps, 3 -band ED, 2 sends, with very low impedance circuitry Nov 96
Mic pre -amps, 3 -band EQ, 2 sends, with very low impedance circuitry Nov 96
Half -rack, single -height mixer with gain, pan, aux sends

Digital -quality line mixer; can be configured as 4:2 Nov 95
Line mixer with volume, pan and headphone jack

channel version of Unity 1000

3 -band ED, 2 sends

Rackmount version of 1000/8

3 -band EQ, 4 sends

16 -channel version of Unity 2000

3 -band EQ, 4 sends

4 mic/line mono, 4 stereo, 2 -band EQ, 2 sends, phantom power

Mic pre -amps, 3 -band ED, 3 sends, 2 returns, phantom power
Spr 97

Mic pre -amps, 3 -band EQ, 3 sends, 2 returns, phantom power

Mic pre -amps, 3 -band ED, 3 sends, 2 returns, phantom power

Mic pre -amps, 3 -band ED 3 sends, 2 returns, phantom power

4U rackmount mixer, no ED, 3 sends

2 -band EQ, 2 sends

2 -band EQ, 2 sends

Rackmount mixer, 2 -band ED, 2 sends

Rackmount mixer, 3 -band ED, 4 sends

Rackmount line mixer, 1 send

Rackmount line mixer, 1 send

10 mic pre -amps, 3 -band EQ, 2 sends, 2 stereo returns

Compact mixer, 4 mono, 4 stereo, 3 -band ED, 2 sends

6 mic pre -amps, 3 -band E0, 1 sweep, 3 sends, 3 returns, phantom power

8 mic pre -amps, 3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 3 sends, 3 returns, phantom power

4 mic pre -amps, 2 -band EQ, 1 send, 1 stereo return, phantom power

3 -band EQ, 2 sends, 1 stereo return, phantom power

Nov 96

Nov 96

Jan 97

Jan 97

Nov 96

3 -band EQ, 2 sends, 1 stereo return, phantom power

3 -band EQ, 2 sends, 1 stereo return, phantom power

3 -band ED, 1 sweep, 2 sends, 1 stereo return, phantom power, digital effects

Battery powered mini mixer with jacks/phonos

Battery powered mini mixer with XLRs/phonos

3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 5 sends, 4 stereo returns, phantom power, rackmountable

3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 5 sends, 4 stereo returns, phantom power

3 -band ED, 2 sends, 1 stereo return, phantom power, rackmountable

Mic pre -amps, 2 -band EQ, 2 sends, 2 stereo returns, phantom power

3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 4 stereo, 2 mono returns
Nov 96

Line level rackmount mixer

Hand -built valve mixer, 4 -band ED, no aux

As M1 mixer, but with faders and direct outs

Rackmount, 3 -band ED, 3 sends

Rackmount mixer, 4 sends

Mic pm -amps, 3 -band EQ, 2 sends, 2 stereo returns, 5 -band graphic EQ Nov 96



MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE FORMAT

Yamaha MV802 £489 8:2
Yamaha Programmable Mixer 01 £1599 18:2

4 -BUSS

MANUFACTURER

3G

MODEL

Mynah 16:4:3

PRICE

£999

FORMAT

16:4:2
3G Signet £2467 16:4:2:1
3G Signet £3484 24:4:2:1
Allen & Heath WZ14:4:2 £960 14:4:2
Behringer MX 2642 £749 26:4:2
Mackie 24-4 £1495 24:4:2
Mackie 32-4 £1795 32:4:2
Mackie CR1604-VLZ £949 16:4:2

Phonic M1642 £1598 16:4:2
Phonic M2442 £1939 24:4:2
Samson MPL1204 £549 12:4:2
Samson MPL2242 £749 22:4:2
Soundtracs Topaz 14-4 £450 14:4:2

Soundtracs Topaz Maxi 24 £1938 24:4:2
Soundtracs Topaz Maxi 32 £2291 32:4:2
Spirit By Soundcraft Folio FX16 £846 16:4:2

Spirit By Soundcraft Folio SX £479 20:4:2
Studiomaster Pro2 163 £586 16:3

Studiomaster Pro2 203 £704 20:3
Studiomaster Trilogy 166 £704 16:4:2

Studiomaster Trilogy 206 £880 20:4:2

Studiomaster Trilogy 326 £1199 32:4:2
Studiomaster Trilogy 140EX £586

Yamaha 03D £2999 16:4:2

Yamaha MX12/4 £399 12:4

8 -BUSS

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE FORMAT

3G Signet £1052 24:8:2:1

3G Signet £960

3G ilk 16:8:16:2 £2402 16:8:16:2
3G Silk 24:8:16:2 £2908 24:8:16:2
Allen & Heath WZ20:8:2 £960 20:8:2

Behringer MX8000 £2299 24:8:24:2
Fostex 2016 £406 8:8:2
Fostex 812 £1209 12:8

Korg SoundLink £2495 24:8:2

Mackie 8bus £2875 16:8

Mackie flbus £3590 24:8

Mackie 8bus £4395 32:8

Soundcraft Ghost £3956 24:8:2

Soundcraft Ghost £4700 24:8:2

Soundcraft Ghost £4806 32:8:2

Soundcraft Ghost £5558 32:8:2
Soundtracs Topaz £3289 24:8:2

Soundtracs Topaz Project 24-8 £2937 24:8:2
Soundtracs Topaz Project 32-8 £3877 32:8:2

Soundtracs Virtual £21737 48:8:2

Spirit By Soundcraft 328 £3000 tbc 32:8:2

Spirit By Soundcraft Spirit 8 £3162 16:8:2

Spirit By Soundcraft Spirit 8 £4279 24:8:2

Spirit By Soundcraft Spirit 8 £5395 32:8:2
Spirit By Soundcraft Spirit 8 £6511 40:8:2
Spirit By Soundcraft Studio £1568 16:8:2

Spirit By Soundcraft Studio £2123 24:8:2
Spirit By Soundcraft Studio £2839 32:8:2
Studiomaster Mixdown Classic 8 £1526 16:8:16:2

Studiomaster Mixdown Classic 8 £1644 24:8:16:2

Studiomaster Mixdown Classic 8 £1879 32:8:16:2
Tascam M-1600 £1399 16:8:2

Tascam M-1600 £1699 24:8:2

Tascam M2616 £2499 16:8:2

Tascam M2624 £3299 24:8:2

Yamaha 02R £7049 24:8:2

Yamaha RM800 £1499 16:8:2

Yamaha RM800 £1899 24:8:2

DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Rackmount mixer; 2 sends

20 -bit AD/DA, 2 effects, 3 dynamics processors, parametric ED, MIDI automation Jul 94

DESCRIPTION REVIEW
4 -buss version of Mynah 16:2 with built-in noise gate Oct 95
4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 8 sends

4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 8 sends

4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, direct outs, f -o -h and monitor modes Dec 96
3 -band EQ, 8 monos have mid sweep, 6 aux, rackable Dec 96
3 -band EQ, 2 sweeps, 6 sends

32 -channel version of 24:4

3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 4 stereo returns, phantom power Dec 96

Mic pre -amps, 3 -band ED, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 2 stereo returns, phantom power

Mic pre -amps, 3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 2 stereo returns, phantom power

Rackmount mixer, 2 -band ED, 4 sends

Rackmount mixer, 4 -band EQ, 6 sends Feb 95
10 mono, 2 stereo, 3 -band ED, 2 sends

4 -band EO, 2 sweeps, 8 sends, automation ready

4 -band EQ, 2 sweeps, 8 sends, automation ready

16 mic pre -amps, 3 -band ED, 1 sweep, 4 aux, phantom power, prog Lexicon effects

12 mic pre -amps, 3 -band ED, 1 sweep, 3 sends, phantom power Dec 96
3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 5 sends, 4 stereo returns, phantom power; rackmountable

3 -band ED, 1 sweep, 5 sends, 4 stereo returns, phantom power

3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 4 stereo returns, also can function as live desk

3 -band ED, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 4 stereo returns, also can function as live desk Mar 97
3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 4 stereo returns, also can function as live desk

10 mono mic, 2 stereo line, rackmountable expander

4 -band parametric EQ, 2 effects, 40 dynamics processors, expandable to 26:8:2 Spr 97

3 -band ED, 2 sends, 2 returns, stereo digital reverb, 7 -band graphic Et) Sep 97

DESCRIPTION REVIEW

8 -buss version of 4 -buss Signet

8 -channel expander for Signet 8 -buss range

4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 4 sends

4 -band ED 2 sweeps, 4 sends

4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, desk/rack mountable, 28 inputs on mixdown

4 -band EQ, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, dual input desk Jan 97
Rackmountable, also configurable as 16:2

3 -band EQ, 2 sweeps, 4 aux, optional MIDI muting

3 -band parametric ED, 2 sends, effects Dec 96

4 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 6 stereo returns Jan 97
4 -band ED, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 6 stereo returns Jan 97

4 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 6 stereo returns Jan 97

4 -band ED, 2 parametric mids, 8 sends, 4 stereo returns Jan 97

4 -band EQ, 2 parametric mids, 8 sends, 4 stereo returns, various MIDI controls Jan 97

4 -band EQ, 2 parametric mids, 8 sends, 4 stereo returns Jan 97

4 -band EQ, 2 parametric mids, 8 sends, 4 stereo returns, various MIDI controls Jan 97

Dual ED (1x4 -band 2 -sweep or 2x2 -band), 6 sends, 4 stereo returns

4 -band EQ, 2 sweeps, 6 sends Jan 97
4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 6 sends

4 -band parametric EQ, 8 sends, 8 stereo returns, compressor/gate Spr 97
. Digital desk - more details when confirmed

4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, 6 stereo returns, also can function as live desk

4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, 6 stereo returns, also can function as live desk

4 -band EQ, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, 6 stereo returns, also can function as live desk

4 -band ED 2 sweeps, 6 sends, 6 stereo returns, also can function as live desk

Apr 98

4 -band EQ, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, 4 stereo returns Jan 97
4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, 4 stereo returns Jan 97

4 -band EQ, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, 4 stereo returns Jan 97
3 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, 1 stereo return, MIDI muting, phantom power

3 -band EQ, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, 1 stereo return, MIDI muting, phantom power

3 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 6 sends, 1 stereo return, MIDI muting, phantom power

3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 4 stereo returns, Tascam DA series interfacing Apr 97

3 -band ED, 1 sweep, 6 sends, 4 stereo returns, Tascam DA series interfacing Apr 97

4 -band EQ, 2 sweeps, 8 sends, 6 returns

4 -band ED, 2 sweeps, 8 sends, 6 returns

4 -band parametric EQ, 2 effects, 50 dynamics processors, expandable to 44:8:2

3 -band Et), 1 sweep, 4 sends

3 -band EQ, 1 sweep, 4 sends

UPDATES
Manufacturers and distributors should send updates or
corrections to the following address:
The Mix Buyer's Guide, Future Publishing,
30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW
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HEADPHONES: Closed headphones are suitable for miked recording, since the sound

source is enclosed. Open phones are good for general monitoring purposes.

POWER RATINGS: Where possible, all amp ratings are quoted. Where not indicated,

assume an 8S2 load.

MONITORS: All monitors are priced per pair for easy comparison. Nearfield monitors

should be located close to the listener (within one or two metres). They are designed to

give you an accurate representation of the sound, without being coloured by the room's

acoustics. Full -range monitors can

reproduce more extreme frequencies

without distortion. Active monitors

feature internal amplification, often one

amp per driver. This means that amp

and speaker are usually better

matched.

HEADPHONES

MANUFACTURER

Audio-Technica

MODEL

ATH-M4Ofs

PRICE

£120

DESIGN

Closed

Aural Envelope DX220 £30 Closed

Beyerdynamic DT 48 £269 Closed

Beyerdynamic DT 100 £152 Closed

Beyerdynamic DT 150 £175 Closed

Beyerdynamic DT 220 £116 Closed

Beyerdynamic DT 250 £116 Closed

Beyerdynamic DT 250 £140 Closed

Beyerdynamic DT 770 Pro £152 Closed

Beyerdynamic DT 990 Pro £187 Open

JHS LH036 £50 Closed

JHS LH115 £15 Closed

JHS LH135 £30 Closed

Sennheiser HD 25 £160 Closed

Sennheiser HD 25-13 £160 Closed

Sennheiser HD 25SP £85 Closed

Sennheiser HD 25011 £140 Closed

Sennheiser HD 265 £125 Closed

Sennheiser HD 445 £55 Open

Sennheiser HD 580 £200 Open

Sennheiser HD 600 £250 Open

Yamaha RH-5M £47 Closed

Yamaha RH-10M £85 Semi -open

Yamaha RH-40M £116 Closed

POWER AMPS

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE POWER

ATC SPA2-150 £2500

C Audio GB202 £439 200W

C Audio GB402 £549 400W

C Audio GB602 £599 600W

MTR SPA -200 £355 200W

MTR SPA -400b £450 400W

Phonic MAR2 £405 150W

Phonic MAR4 £523 270W

Phonic MAR6 £693 400W

QSC CX4 £664 150W

OSC CX4T £840 150W

OSC CX6 £917 200W

OSC CX6T £1052 200W

OSC CX12 £1293 400W

OSC CX12T £1492 400W

OSC EX800 £999 175W

OSC EX1250 £1234 275W

OSC EX1600 £1469 400W

OSC EX2500 £1951 500W

OSC X4000 £2291 800W

OSC MX700' £576 170W

QSC MX1000a £981 275W

OSC MX1500a £1046 400W

QSC MX2000a £1387 475W

OSC MX3000a £1974 825W

QSC PowerLight 1.0 £1351 200W

OSC PowerLight 1.4 £1610 300W

OSC PowerLight 1.8 £1874 400W

QSC PowerLight 2.0HV £1992 650W

QSC PowerLight 3.4 £2773 725W

OSC PowerLight 4.0 £3102 900W

QSC USA400 £582 125W

OSC USA900 £687 270W

QSC USA1310 £1052 400W

SoundTech PS802 £449 400W

Studiomaster 700D £528 350W

Studiomaster 1200D £680 600W

Studiomaster 1600D £939 800W

Yamaha A100A £289 50W

Yamaha H3000 £1599 350W

Yamaha H5000 £2049 550W

Yamaha H7000 £2479 750W

Yamaha, P1500 £499 170W

DESCRIPTION

Extended low -frequency response to 5Hz for professional monitoring/mixing

Beyer DT 100 'copies'

REVIEW

16Hz-20kHz, available with 8, 25, 200 Ohm impedance

30Hz-20kHz, available with 8, 400, 2000 Ohm impedance

5Hz-30kHz, 250 Ohm impedance

20Hz-20kHz, available with 20, 400 Ohm impedance

10Hz-30kHz, 80 Ohm impedance

As above, but with 250 Ohm impedance

5Hz-35kHz, 600 Ohm impedance

51-iz-35kHz, 600 Ohm impedance

Studio reference headphones

Monitor headphones

Jan 97

Jan 97

Monitor headphones Jan 97

Lightweight monitoring headphones with split headband, 70 Ohm impedance

As HD 25, but with 600 Ohm impedance

As HD 25, but with single headband

Monitoring headphones with enhanced bass response, 300 Ohm impedance

Monitoring headphones, 150 Ohm impedance

Headphones, 60 Ohm impedance

Monitoring headphones, 300 Ohm impedance

Monitoring headphones, 300 Ohm impedance

Dynamic -type professional headphones

Dynamic -type professional headphones

Professional monitor headphones

DESCRIPTION

Power amplifier

REVIEW

3U, 2-4 Ohm operation possible, limiter, LF roll -off filter

3U, 2-4 Ohm operation possible, limiter, LF roll -off filter

3U, 2-4 Ohm operation possible, limiter LF roll -off filter

1U, all aluminium chassis, no fan

1U, balanced, soft start, Speakons

2U, also 2x230W 4 Ohm, 2x300W 2 Ohm, 1x540W 4 Ohm

2U, also 2x425W 4 Ohm, 2x550W 2 Ohm, 1x1100W 4 Ohm, switchable limiting

3U, also 2x650W 4 Ohm, 2x1000W 2 Ohm, 1x2000W 4 Ohm, switchable limiting

2U, also 2x225W 4 Ohm, 2x350W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan

2U, also 2x225W 4 Ohm, 2x350W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan, direct and distributed outputs

3U, also 2x300W 4 Ohm, 2x450W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan

3U, also 2x300W 4 Ohm, 2x450W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan, direct and distributed outputs

3U, also 2x600W 4 Ohm, 2x900W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan

3U, also 2x600W 4 Ohm, 2x900W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan, direct and distributed outputs

2U, also 2x275W 4 Ohm, 2x400W 2 Ohm, limiter

2U, also 2x400W 4 Ohm, 2x600W 2 Ohm, limiter

2U, also 2x600W 4 Ohm, 2x800W 2 Ohm, limiter

3U, also 2x750W 4 Ohm, 2x1000W 2 Ohm, limiter

3U, also 2x1200W 4 Ohm, 2x1600W 2 Ohm, limiter

2U, also 2x270W 4 Ohm, 2x350W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan

2U, also 2x400W 4 Ohm, 2x500W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan

2U, also 2x600W 4 Ohm, 2x750W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan

3U, also 2x725W 4 Ohm, 2x1000W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan

3U, also 2x1250W 4 Ohm, 2x1600W 2 Ohm, 2 -speed fan

2U, also 2x325W 4 Ohm, 2x500W 2 Ohm, limiter; variable speed fan

2U, also 2x500W 4 Ohm, 2x700W 2 Ohm, limiter, variable speed fan

Dec 94

2U, also 2x650W 4 Ohm, 2x900W 2 Ohm, limiter; 2 variable speed fans

2U, also 2x400W 16 Ohm, 2x1000W 4 Ohm, limiter, 2 variable speed fans

3U, also 2x1150W 4 Ohm, 2x170.0W 2 Ohm, limiter; variable speed fan

3U, also 2x1400W 4 Ohm, 2x2000W 2 Ohm, limiter, variable speed fan

3U, also 2x200W 4 Ohm, 2x250W 2 Ohm, limiter; high-pass filter

3U, also 2x450W 4 Ohm, 2x500W 2 Ohm, limiter, high-pass filter

4U, also 2x655W 4 Ohm, 2x1000W 2 Ohm, limiter; high-pass filter

1U, also 1 x800W

2U, 4 Ohm, bridge and mono modes

2U, 4 Ohm, bridge and mono modes

Aug 96

2U, 4 Ohm, bridge and mono modes

2U -high but half a 19 -inch rack wide, VU meters

2U, also 2x450W 4 Ohm, 1x900W 4 Ohm

2U, also 2x700W 4 Ohm, 1x1400W 4 Ohm

2U, also 2x1000W 4 Ohm, 1 x2000W 4 Ohm

3U, also 2x240W 4 Ohm, 1x420W 4 Ohm
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MANUFACTURER

Yamaha

MODEL

P2500

PRICE

£599

POWER

285W

DESCRIPTION

3U, also 2x430W 4 Ohm, 1x700W 4 Ohm

REVIEW

Yamaha

NEARFIELD MONITORS

MANUFACTURER

Alesis

P3500 £699 395W 3U, also 2x620W 4 Ohm, 1x1000W 4 Ohm

MODEL

Monitor One

PRICE

£329

POWER

120W

DESCRIPTION

2 way

REVIEW

Feb 97

Alesis Point Seven £249 75W 2 way Feb 97

ATC SCM10 £1000 Studio control monitors

ATC SCM10 PRO £929 Studio control monitors

ATC SCM20 PRO £1468 Studio control monitors

ATC SCM20 SL £1600 Studio control monitors

ATC SCM20 SL TOWER £2100 Studio control monitors

ATC SCM20A PRO £3049 Studio control monitors

ATC SCM50 SL £3751 Studio control monitors

ATC SCM50A PRO £5586 Studio control monitors

ATC SCM50A SL £5251 Studio control monitors

Audix Nile V £1287 250W 40Hz-20kHz, 2 way, 7 -inch woofer, 1 -inch tweeter

Audix Studio 1A £569 250W 50Hz-18kHz, 2 way, 6.5 -inch woofer, 1 -inch tweeter

Audix Studio 3A £849 350W 47Hz-19kHz, 2 way, dual 6.5 -inch woofers, 1 -inch tweeter

Dynaudio BM5 £399 100W 2 way, 6 -inch bass/mid driver

Dynaudio BM6P £646 100W 2 way

Dynaudio BM15 £799 250W 2 way, 10 -inch bass/mid driver

Dynaudio M1 £1810 300W 2 way, console mounted, 1000W peak handling

Electro-Voice S40 £311 160W 2 way

Electro-Voice S60 £576 100W 2 way

Electro-Voice S80 £905 80W 2 way

Epos ES12 £500 100W 2 way Feb 97

Event 20/20 £399 200W 50Hz-20kHz, 2 way, 8 -inch woofer, 1 -inch tweeter Jan 97

FAR CR10 £499 110W 45Hz-23kHz, 2 way 5 -inch woofer, 1 -inch tweeter Jul 96

Genelec 1029AM £645

Genelec 1030A £1124

Genelec 1031A £1956

Genelec 1032A £2472

Genelec 530C £2890 Vertical and horizontal versions available

Genelec 1091C £445 Subwoofer system for 1029A

Genelec 1092A £1102 Subwoofer system

Genelec 1094A £1850 Subwoofer system

JBL 4206 £357 300W 2 way, 6.5 -inch woofer

JBL 4208 £504 300W 2 way 8 -inch woofer Feb 97

JBL Control 1 £198

JBL Control 1+ £398 150W As Control 1, but with enhanced performance Feb 97

JBL Control 5 £515 175W Compact monitor

JBL Control 5+ £574 175W As Control 5, but with enhanced performance

JBL Control SB1 £269 150W Sub -woofer for Control 1

JBL Control SB5 £339 175W Sub -woofer for Control 5

KRK K-Rok £352 100W 2 way

KRK K-RokS £463 100W As K-Rok, but magnetically shielded

KRK RoKits £269 75W 2 -way 6 -inch woofer; 1 -inch tweeter, magnetically shielded

Peavey PRM308Si £638 80W 3 way, time -corrected

Phonic SE206 £88 50W 70Hz-16kHz, 2 way 5.25 -inch woofer; 1 -inch tweeter

Phonic SE207 £116 100W 70Hz-20kHz, 2 way, 6.5 -inch woofer, 1 -inch tweeter

PMC TB1S £430 150W 2 way, magnetically shielded Feb 97

PMC X61 £587 150W Bass extender for TB1 monitors

Richard Allen RA8M £229 100W BBC -spec nearfield monitors Sep 94

Spirit By Soundcraft Absolute 2 £272 100W 45Hz-20kHz, 2 way, 6.5 -inch woofer, 1 -inch tweeter, magnetically shielded Feb 97

Spirit By Soundcraft Absolute Zero £206 95W 55Hz-18kHz, 2 way 6.5 -inch woofer, 1 -inch tweeter

Tannoy System 6 NFMII £494 175W 6.5 -inch dual -concentric driven monitor speakers

Tannoy System 600 £467 130W 2 way

Tannoy System 8 NFMII £752 200W 2 way, 8 -inch dual -concentric

Tannoy PBM 511 £294 75W 2 way Jul 95

Tannoy PBM 6.5 £306 100W Dual -driver monitor speakers Aug 94

Tannoy PBM 811 £529 80W Mid -level, dual -driver monitor speakers Feb 97

Tannoy System 6 NFMII £494 175W 6.5 -inch dual -concentric driven monitor speakers

Tannoy System 600 £467 130W 2 way

Tannoy System 8 NFMII £752 200W 2 way, 8 -inch dual -concentric driver

Tannoy System 800 £646 150W 2 way

Westlake Audio Lc 6.75 £995 80W <60Hz-18kHz, 2 way Dec 96

Xpression! DPM1 £379 175W 48hz-20kHz, 2 way, 1 -inch tweeter, 8 -inch woofer; magnetically shielded Jun 97

Xpression! MS1 £349 175W Sub -woofer for DPM1 Jun 97

Yamaha NS10M-STUD £375 150W 2 way, 20Hz-20kHz, classic studio nearfield monitors Feb 97

Yamaha S15 £218 150W Trapezoidal bass -reflex speaker, 65Hz-40kHz, 5 -inch woofer, 1 -inch tweeter

Yamaha S55 £195 150W Trapezoidal bass -reflex speaker, 60Hz-40kHz, 6.5 -inch woofer, 1 -inch tweeter

Yamaha YS12ME £165 125W 2 way, 12 -inch bass, HF driver and horn

Yamaha YS212E £159 125W 2 way 12 -inch bass, HF driver and horn

Yamaha YS215E £189 125W 2 way, 15 -inch bass, HF driver and horn

Yamaha YS312E £249 125W 3 way 12 -inch bass, 6.5 -inch mid, HF bullet

Yamaha YS315E £249 125W 3 way, 15 -inch bass, 6.5 -inch mid, bullet tweeter

Yamaha YSSW12E £249 125W 2x12 -inch sub woofer, internal low-pass filter

Yamaha YSSW15E £249 125W 2x15 -inch sub woofer, UK made

MID- & FULL -RANGE MONITORS

MANUFACTURER MODEL

Heals Monitor Two

PRICE

£799

POWER

150W

DESCRIPTION

Large studio monitors for full -range work

REVIEW



MANUFACTURER

Genelec

MODEL

1033A

PRICE

£16212

POWER DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Genelec 1034A £24200

Genelec 10358 £38340

Genelec 10376 £4714 3 -way main monitors

Genelec 1038A £6892 3 -way main monitors

Genelec 1039A £14186 3 -way main monitors

JBL Control 8SR £586 200W 3 way control monitor

JBL Control 10 £1314 250W 3 way control monitor

JBL Control 12 £1643 400W 3 way control monitor

PMC AB1 £3936 300W 2 way studio monitors with bass reflex port

PMC LB1 £1998 200W 2 way studio monitors with bass reflex port

Wilmslow ATC K100 £1951 500W High -end studio monitors in kit form

ACTIVE MONITORS

MANUFACTURER

Audix

MODEL

PH3-s

PRICE

£239

POWER

20W

DESCRIPTION

100Hz-20kHz, 2 way, 3.5 -inch woofer, 0.75 -inch tweeter

REVIEW

Audix PH5-vs £289 25W 75Hz-20kHz, 2 way, 5.25 -inch woofer, 0.75 -inch tweeter

Audix PH15-vs £439 45W 50Hz-20kHz, 2 way, 5.25 -inch woofer, 0.75 -inch tweeter

Audix PH25-vs £569 50W 50Hz-20kHz, 2 way, dual 5.25 -inch woofers, 0.75 -inch tweeter

Dynaudio BM6A £1386 150W 2 way Jul 97

Dynaudio BM15A £1650 150W 2 way 2 x 150W amplifiers (150W per driver)

Fostex SPA11 £724 100W Powered version of full -range SP11

Fostex SPA12 £856 100W Full -range speaker with 3 -band EQ

Fostex SPA303 £534 30W High -frequency speakers

Fostex SPA707 £1034 150W Bass speaker

Genelec 1030A £1320 150W 2 way Jul 97

Goodmans Active 70 £35 5W 1 way, 3 -inch full -range speaker unit

JBL 6208 £1056 125W 2 way, bi-amped Sep 97

JBL EON 15PAK £799 110W 2 way May 9

Phonic Versatap 30 £88 30W 120Hz-20kHz, 2 way, 4 -inch woofer, 1 -inch tweeter

Phonic Versatap 50 £174 50W 75Hz-20kHz, 2 way, 6.5 -inch woofer; 1 -inch tweeter

Quested VS1112 £1598 each 400W 1 way, 300mm bass driver, sub -bass unit Apr 98

Quested VS2108 £2304 210W 2 way, 200mm bass driver; 28mm tweeter; bi-amped Apr 98

Quested VS2205 £1716 150W 75Hz-19kHz, 2 way, dual 120mm woofers, 28mm tweeters, bi-amped Jul 97

Spendor QT100 £704 100W

125W

2 way Oct 97

Spendor SA200 £1404 2 way Jul 97

Spirit By Soundcraft Absolute 4P £799 100W 40Hz-20kHz, 2 way, 170mm bass driver; 25mm tweeter; bi-amped Jul 97

Tannoy AMS8 £2702 150W Dual concentric, professional active monitoring system Jul 97

Xpression! DPM1 Proactive

Active One

£849

£1380

75W

100W

46hz-20kHz, 2 way 2 x 75W amplifiers, 8-Och woofer, 1 -inch tweeter Mar 98

Zobel 2 way, dual woofers Jul 97

Ye olde amp myths
"How many watts is it guy?" asked the bloke who knew nothing about monitors and amplifiers. Don't be that
bloke. If you double the 'wattage' of a loudspeaker or power amplifier, the result is a 3dB increase in actual
level... not much. Sensitivity, on the other hand, is a far more telling specification. A sensitivity rating of 90dB
W-1, for example, means that a 1 watt input wil produce 90dB of sound level, one meter away from the
speaker, which is a good indication of both loudness, and of speaker efficiency. Don't equate efficiency or
power to sound quality though, it doesn't always follow. For an amplifier, sensitivity quotes the voltage level
input required to produce the amp's maximum output.

Another misconception is that speaker wattage should be matched to amplifier wattage. Forget that rule.
The only thing that will protect your monitors from damage is your ears, and protection circuitry in extreme

cases. For example, a 50W amplifier driven into distortion will easily
tear your 500W speakers apart, and 50W speakers may well suffer
the odd excess without so much as a scratch. When buying monitors
and speakers take the advice of the dealer, as they will know what
pairings are not recommended, and most important of all, take the
advice of your ears.

And the third most misunderstood amp/speaker thing? The
difference between peak and RMS (root mean squared) power. Peak
power refers to the momentary maximum power that can be
produced or withstood, RMS, a far more useful figure, refers to long
term power usage, a kind of average basically.  Paul Mac
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This section covers all aspects of signal processing. Entries have been categorised under

their primary purpose. For instance, unless a limiter is specifically a limiter, it is likely to

be listed under compressors. The same is true of expanders and noise gates.

ENHANCERS: This category includes 'exciters' and other trademarked psycho -acoustic

enhancing brands.

EQs: Both graphic and parametric equalisers are covered in this category, as well as

more specialist devices like feedback preventers, fitters and vocoders.

MULTI -EFFECTS: This category is for effects processors that have more than one

function i.e. they have reverb, delay or

other effects algorithms in one unit.

Some multi -effects processors allow several

effects to be used at once, either in parallel or

series, and may also offer discrete ins/outs for

each effect.

DEDICATED EFFECTS: Effects units that are dedicated to one

effect are found in their own section, e.g. reverbs, delays and so on.

COMPRESSORS

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Alesis 3630 £275 More than competent compressor/limiter/gate

Alesis NanoCompressor £149 Stereo compressor/limiter in tiny package Jul 97
Altec Lansing 1712A £692 Single -channel compressor/limiter

Aphex 106 Easyrider £399 Budget 4 -channel automatic compressor Sep 94
Aphex 108 Easyrider £239 2 -channel automatic compressor Sep 96
Aphex Compellor £1817 Compressor/limiter/leveller
Aphex Expressor £640 Rackmount compressor

ART Levelar £155 Comressor/limiter Feb 97
ARX Afterburner £582 Split -frequency, enhanced compressor/limiter
ARX DDP1 £658 Dual -channel gate/compressor/limiter

ARX QuadComp £670 4 -channel compressor/limiter

Behringer MDX1000 £199 Automatic compressor/limiter Dec 94
Behringer MDX2100 £299 Automatic compressor/expander/limiter
Behringer MDX2400 £299 Automatic quad compressor/limiter
Behringer MDX4000 £499 Multi -band compressor/limiter/leveller
Behringer MDX8000 £2199 Multi -band compressor/limiter/leveller

BSS DPR 402 £934 Stereo dynamics processor

BSS DPR 944 £582 2 compressors and 2 noise gates, all with independent inputs and outputs
DBX 160A £504 Mono compressor/limiter
DBX 163X £186 Mono compressor/limiter
DBX 165A £426 Studio -quality mono compressor/limiter
DBX 166 £549 Dual compressor/limiter
DBX 168A £1426 Studio dynamics processor
DBX 262 £233 Compressor/limiter/expander
DBX 266 £351 Dual compressor/gate
DBX 1066 £528 Compressor/limiter/gate
DBX 903 £323 Soft -knee compressor module
DigiTech VCS -1 £799 Dual vacuum tube compressor/noise gate/de-esser/limiter Nov 97
Drawmer 1960 £1170 Valve compressor/limiter
Drawmer DL241 £441 Auto compressor
Drawmer DL241X £500 Auto compressor with balanced XLRs
Drawmer DL251 £560 Spectral compressor
Drawmer DL441X £500 Auto compressor/limiter with balanced XLRs
Drawmer M500 £911 Digitally controlled dynamics processor
Drawmer MX30 £229 Dual gate/compressor/limiter Aug 97
Focusrite Green Four £1056 Dual compressor/limiter May 97
Focusrite Red3 £2579 Dual compressor/limiter
Joemeek SC2 ftbc Award -winning compressor with VU meter
Joemeek VC2 £tbc 'Tube' channel compressor
Joemeek VC6 f349 Compressor/pre-amp/enhancer Dec 97
LA Audio 4x4 £464 Dual compressor/gate/variable fitter Mar 97
L4 Audio C £399 Quad compressor/limiter/de-esser/filters
LA Audio C-2021 £706 Dual valve compressor Nov 96
LA Audio Classic £925 High -quality compressor/limiter
LA Audio CV £699 8 -channel compressor
LA Audio CX2 £249 Dual compressor/limiter
LA Audio GCX2 £189 Dual compressor/gate Apr 97
Peavey CDS-2 £183 Compressor/limiter/de-esser
Phonic PCL3200 £200 Compressor/limiter/gate
Presonus ACP-8 £595 8 -channel analogue -controlled dynamics processor Feb 97
Presonus Blue Max £189 Mono/stereo compressor/limiter/pre-amp with presets Sep 97
Presonus DCP-8 £749 8 -channel fully programmable dynamics processor Feb 97
Rane DC -24 £635 Stereo compressor/limiter/gate with built-in crossover
Rane SC -22 £452 Dual compressor/limiter with full control/metering
SPL DynaMaxx £586 Dual auto -compressor, noise gate, de -compressor, soft limiter
Symetrix 421 f529 Automatic gain controller
Symetrix 25 £399 Stereo/dual mono compressor/limiter/expander
Symetrix 488 £585 8 -way compressor for multitrack use
Symetrix 501 £329 Single -channel peak/RMS compressor/limiter
Symetrix 501/01 £379 501 with input transformer
Symetrix 602 £2110 Stereo digital dynamics processor, MIDI, digital I/O
Symetrix SX208 £288 Stereo compressor/limiter
TC Electronic M5000 £2957 Digital audio mainframe processor 2 digital/2 analogue I/0s, expandable system
TL Audio -3021 £399 Dual compressor
TL Audio Cl £1170 Stereo valve compressor
TL Audio Indigo 2021 £704 2 -channel valve compressor Jun 96

TL Audio Indigo 2051 £704 Mono valve voice processor Jun 96
UFEX Comp £247 Dual stereo compressor
Vestax L-201 £449 Dual compressor/limiter
Yamaha GC2020C £359 2 -channel compressor/limiter



DELAYS

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE EFFECTS DESCRIPTION REVIEW
Klark Teknik DN7204 £tbc 2 -in, 4 -out digital delay with parametric EQ and limiter
Korg DL8000R £469 Digital multi -tap delay Dec 97
Roland SDE-330 £856 19 High -quality delays using the RSS system for 3D sound
TC Electronic 2290-22D4 £1886 Digital delay/sampler/effects processor, expandable
Yamaha D1030 £1369 18 -bit DA, 1 in, 3 out digital delay line/crossover
Yamaha D5000 £1279 12 Professional digital delay for live or studio use with 20 -bit processing

ENHANCERS

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Aardvark Aardscape £675 Analogue tape saturation processor Spr 97
Aphex 104 Aural Exciter C2 £239 Budget exciter with 'Big Bottom' sub -harmonic synthesis
Aphex Aural Exciter Ill £1143 Studio -quality exciter with full spec
BBE DI -100 £120 Dl box with Sonic Maximizer May 97
Behringer EX1 £249 Virtual stereo image processor with phase correlation meter
Behringer EX1000j £249 Sub -harmonic synth ('boom box) with limiter
Behringer EX2100j £149 Dual processor sound enhancer (with jacks)
Behringer EX3100j £249 Multi -band enhancer with bass and surround processor

Behringer EX4000 £249 Multi -band studio enhancer
DBX 120XP £300 Sub -harmonic synthesizer ('boom box) Feb 97
DBX 296 £417 Spectral enhancer

Digilab GSE-3D £116 Expressor
PPM Francinstein £586 Unusual stereo image enhancer/exciter/EQ
SPL Charisma £1174 8 -channel 'tube' processor designed to simulate tape saturation Dec 96
SPL Charisma 2 £586 2 -channel version of Charisma
SPL Classic Vitalizer £tbc Spectral enhancer

SPL Machine Head £2349 Digital tape saturation processor

SPL Stereo Vitalizer £586 Jack -fitted stereo spectral enhancer

SPL Tube Vitalizer £2349 Stereo enhancer with valves Feb 98

TC Electronic Finalizer £1750 Digital, programmable mastering processor Jan 97
TLAudio 2031 £469 2 -channel valve overdrive Jan 98

EQS

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Altec Lansing 1431A £504 1/3 -octave, 31 -band graphic EQ

Altec Lansing 1432A £809 Dual 1/3 -octave, 31 -band graphic EQ

Altec Lansing 1905A £1745 5 -band parametric EQ

Amek System 9098 EQ £1350 Neve-designed EQ with built-in mic amp

EQ

Aphex Dominator £2019 3 -band peak processor

ARX EQ15 £698 Dual 2/3 -octave constant Q graphic EQ

ARX E030 £634 Single 1/3 -octave constant Q graphic EQ

ARX EQ60 £993 Dual 1/3 -octave constant Q graphic EQ

ARX MultiQ £656 6 -band, fully sweepable parametric EQ

Behringer DE2000 £250 Multi -band de-esser/feedback killer

Behringer DSP8000 £649 Dual EQ/limiter/feedback killer

Behringer PE0305 £246 5 -band parametric EQ

BSS DPR501 Mk11 £934 4 -band mono parametric EQ

BSS FCS916 £640 Parametric EQ

BSS FCS930 £687 Mono/dual 30 -band graphic EQ

BSS FCS960 £1087 Dual stereo EQ

DBX 242 £339 Parametric EQ

DBX 263X £186 Mono de-esser

DBX 902 £323 De-esser module

DBX 905 £548 3 -band parametric EQ

DBX 1531 £460 2x15 or 1x31 graphic EQ

DBX 3015 £763 Dual 15 -channel graphic ED

DBX 3031 £763 Single 31 -channel graphic EQ

DBX 3231 £1174 Dual 31 -channel graphic EQ

Interchangeable capsule microphones
Several manufacturers of quality microphones have adopted the

idea of making interchangeable acoustic capsules fit a standard

microphone body containing the electronics - a philosophy in

complete contrast to makers offering different grade electronics

using the same capsule.

Although it's easy enough to swap a complete dynamic for its

alternative, the reasoning behind the interchangeable capsule

idea becomes clear when you consider that top-flight condenser

microphones, more so than their budget electret versions, contain

quite a lot of sophisticated, therefore expensive, electronics in

their physical make-up (FET pre -amplifiers, HT power -supply

regulators, and wireless systems).

Yet generally you will want to chose a different microphone,

mainly in those cases where you need to change the acoustic

properties, such as an alternative directivity -pattern, sensitivity.

or frequency -response characteristic. Examples include shotgun

microphones for long-range OB, where the studio room acoustic is

difficult, or where it is particularly good!

Changing the capsule alone saves you the cost of duplicated

electronic sub -systems, and is more acoustically accurate than a

switchabie general-purpose capsule.

Some starter models are the AKG C460 (£494) and C480 (£535)

with the AKF CK capsule range (£207-£519); Sennheiser K6 (£205)

with the ME capsule range (£129-£264); Neumann KM100 (£236)

with the AK capsule range (£640-£808); Beyer U500 UHF handheld

wireless (£1293) with the H series of capsules (£199). See also

associated series like the B&K 4006 (£1234) with interchangeable

acoustic equalisers (£67-£106)  Stuart litobarski
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MANUFACTURER

Drawmer

MODEL

1961

PRICE

£1170

DESCRIPTION

Valve ED

REVIEW

FAT . PCP330 Procoder £299 11 -band vocoder Nov 97

Focusrite Green Two £939 EQ with mic pre -amp, line inputs May 97

Focusrite Red2 £2345 Stereo EQ

Klark Teknik DN360 £tbc Dual 32 -band graphic EQ

Klark Teknik DN3600 £tbc Programmable dual channel 30 -band graphic EQ

Klark Teknik DN4000 £tbc Dual channel 5 -band parametric EQ with delay

Klark Teknik DN6000 £tbc DSP audio spectrum/time analyser

Klark Teknik DN8000 £tbc Loudspeaker processor

LA Audio V8 £817 8 -channel valve signal conditioner Jun 96

MTR GE -1515 £240 Dual 15 -band graphic, 1U, balanced, XLRs

Mutronics Mutator £740 MIDI -controlled analogue filterbank and envelope generator Apr 97

Nightpro EQ-3D £1056 Dual -channel 6 -band EQ Aug 97

Peavey AEQ-2800 £434 MIDI -equipped programmable graphic EQ

Peavey PME-4 £183 4 -band parametric EQ

Peavey PME-8 £306 Dual 4 -band parametric EQ

Peavey Spectrum Filter 359 Analogue filter unit for fattening sounds

Phonic PEQ3300 £170 31 -band mono graphic EQ

Phonic EQ3400 £176 15 -band stereo graphic EQ

Phonic PEQ3600 £259" 31 -band stereo graphic EQ

Prism Sound MEA-2 £2000 Stereo/2-channel 4 -band precision EQ with switchable 0 and frequency Mar 98

Rane FME-15 £383 2/3 -octave, 15 -band micrographic module

Rane FPE-13 £383 3 -band parametric BO modular Flex module

Rane GE14 £602 Dual 2/3 -octave, 14 -band constant -Q filter graphic EQ with switchable boost/cut

Rane GE27 £583 Dual 1/3 -octave, 27 -band constant -Q filter graphic EQ with switchable boost/cut

Rane GE30 £799 Single 1/3 -octave, 30 -band constant -0 filter graphic EQ with 60mm faders

Rane GE60 £969 Dual 1/3 -octave, 30 -band constant -Q filter graphic EQ with accurate calibration

Rane GQ30 £651 1/3 -octave, 30 -band constant -Q filter graphic EQ

Rane ME15 £435 Dual 2/3 -octave, 15 -band graphic EQ with switchable boost/cut

Rane ME15B £464 Balanced version of ME15

Rane ME30 £427 1/3 -octave, 30 -band graphic EQ with switchable boost/cut

Rane ME3OB £452 Balanced version of ME30

Rane ME60 £764 Dual 1/3 -octave, 30 -band graphic EQ with sweepable HPF/LPF

Rane MPE 14 £879 Dual programmable 2/3 -octave, 14 -band constant -Q filter graphic EQ

Rane NEQ228B £1169 2x28 -band programmable EQ, up to 16 presets

Rane PE15 £423 5 -band parametric EQ with balanced connectors

Rane PE17 £552 5 -band parametric EQ with balanced connectors and 20Hz-20kHz range

Roland AP -700 £1599 Multi-EQ feedback processor

Sabine BX Solo £335 Single -channel line feedback killer

Sabine FBX Solo £387 Single -channel line feedback killer with mic inputs

Samson E30 £219 Dual 15 -band graphic EQ

Samson E62 £299 1/3 -octave, dual 31 -band graphic EQ

Samson PF6 £349 6 -channel, 4 -band parametric EQ

Sherman Filterbank £449 Filter module May 97

SPL Optimizer £939 4 -band parametric EQ

Symetrix SX201 £270 3 -band parametric EQ with pre -amp

TC Electronic 1128 £1965 Programmable graphic EQ and room analyser

TC Electronic 1140HS £522 4 -band mono parametric EQ/pre-amp

TC Electronic 2240HS £884 4 -band stereo parametric EQ/pre-amp

TL Audio EQ1 £822 2 -channel valve EQ with mic pre -amps Jan 95

TL Audio EQ2 £1522 2 -channel parametric valve 50 with mic pre -amps Jan 95

TL Audio EQ-3011 £399 2 -channel EQ Mar 97

TL Audio EQ-3012 £399 4 -band parametric EQ Mar 97

TL Audio

TL Audio

EQ-5013

Indigo 2011

£469

£704

2 -channel valve parametric EQ

2 -channel, 4 -band valve EQ

Apr 98

Jun 96

TL Audio Indigo 2012 £704 2 -channel, parametric valve EQ Nov 96

TL Audio N1 £1875 Dual shelve/peak Neve EQ, repackaged in 19 -inch rack

Vestax GE -30 £350 Dual 15 -band graphic EQ

Vestax GE -31 £350 31 -band graphic EQ

Vestax GE -33S £499 Stereo 30 -band graphic EQ

Vestax GE -62 £550 Dual 31 -band graphic EQ

Waldorf Miniworks 4 -pole £269 Filter module

Yamaha DEQ5 £2399 19 -bit AD, 20 -bit DA, studio -quality fully digital EQ system in 2U box

Yamaha DEO5E £1849

£319

Slave unit for DE05

Yamaha GQ1031C Mono 31 -band graphic EQ

Yamaha GQ2031B £589 Stereo 31 -band graphic EQ

Yamaha GQ2015A £319 Stereo 15 -band graphic EQ

Yamaha Q1131 £879 Professional -quality mono 31 -band graphic EQ

Yamaha Q2031A £589 Stereo 31 -band graphic EQ

Yamaha YDG2030 £1199 Professional digital graphic EQ with 20 -bit AD/DA

Yamaha YDP2006 £1199 Professional digital parametric EQ with 20 -bit AD/DA

Z -Sys

EXPANDERS

MANUFACTURER

Aphex

z-ql £2932 Stereo digital parametric EQ Mar 97

MODEL

622

PRICE

£1039

DESCRIPTION

Pro -quality stereo expander/gate

REVIEW

Behringer XR1400 £299 Ouad semi -automatic expander/gate

Behringer XR2000 £299 Automatic class -A expander/gate

Behringer XR2400 £399 Automatic quad expander/gate

DBX 274 £539 Quad expander/gate

Drawmer DL231 £560 Dual expander

Drawmer DS301 £617 Dual expander/noise gate

Drawmer LX20 £229 Expander/compressor
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MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Symetrix 564 £1058 Quad expander/gate

LIMITERS

MANUFACTURER MODEL

Behringer 1800

PRICE

£299

EFFECTS

3

DESCRIPTION

8 -channel recording limiter for ADAT/DA-88

REVIEW

Digilab GSL-4M £212 Quad limiter

MULTI -EFFECTS PROCESSORS

MANUFACTURER MODEL

Alesis MicroVerb 4

PRICE

£229

DESCRIPTION

100 presets, 2 adjustable parameters, 100 memories

REVIEW

Mar 95

Alesis MidiVerb 4 £329 20 4 simultaneous effects Mar 95

Alesis Q2 £699 44 Alesis' top -of -the -line effects processor

ART DRX-2100SE £639 60 10 simultaneous effects

ART Effects Network £299 7 Quality studio incarnation of ART's stage effects

ART Extreme £225 8 Rock -guitarist geared processor with 2 simultaneous effects

ART FX-1 £159 30 presets, dual processing, true stereo Jan 97

ART FXR £200 16 255 presets, can be used as 2 separate mono effects, but no memories

ART FXR Elite £299 16 FXR with more programming and MIDI control Oct 94

ART MDC-2001 £499 5 Features 5 combinable effects

ART MR -1 £169 16 Pocket -sized budget preset effects module

ART Multiverb Alpha SE £399 60 Good mid -range unit with 7 simultaneous effects

ART SGX 2000 £799 70 Same as the Nightbass, but aimed at guitarists

ART SGX Nightbass SE £799 70 Quality bass effects and amp sims with 20 simultaneous effects

ART SGX Nitro £629 70 1U guitar effects processor with 12 simultaneous effects

Behringer Virtualizer DSP1000 £144 7 20 -bit A/D and D/A converters, MIDI -controllable and dual mono operation

Boss SX-700 £469 30 128 presets, 128 memories, MIDI control Jul 96

Boss VT -1 £399 3 Vocal transformer Jan 98

DigiTech DHP-33 £699 5 Combined three-part harmony generator and effects processor

DigiTech GSP-2101 £999 21 Tube pre -amp with similar effects to the TSR-12

DigiTech MIDI Vocalist £449 5 As Vocalist II, but without song memories

DigiTech RPM1 £549 Valve -based rotary -speaker simulator

DigiTech Studio 400 £800 23 Beefed-up version of the Studio Quad with similarly high -quality effects Jan 97

DigiTech Studio Quad V2 £529 22 Independent dual mono/stereo parallel effects processor

DigiTech Studio Twin £230 12 99 presets, 3 adjustable parameters, 99 memories, parametric EQ, MIDI control

DigiTech Studio Vocalist £999 5 Improved harmony processor, can provide instant voice sex changes

DigiTech TSR-12 £399 55 Similar to the TSR-24, but lacks some of the more powerful features Feb 95

DigiTech TSR-24S £799 55 24 -bit effects processor with user -definable effects chains

DigiTech TSR-6 £299 22 Cut -down version of the TSR-12

DigiTech Vocalist ll £549 5 Creates harmonies of up to five parts and stores up to 50 song lists Jan 95

DigiTech Vocalist Workstation £750 6 Four-part harmonies created on the fly or via MIDI control

DigiTech VOFX £249 9 Vocal multi -effects processor. You want Daleks? You got Daleks

DOD 512 £180 6 Mufti -effects processor working in true stereo or dual mono

Ensoniq DP/2 £799 61 Stereo and dual mono effects unit

Ensoniq DP/4+ £1299 21 Extremely powerful unit which can act as four separate units or combine effects

Ensoniq DP Pro £999 39 128 presets, 256 memories, true stereo in/out, dual effects processor Aug 97

Eventide DSP4000 £4694 The ultimate in high -end effects processors, the proverbial 'clever box'

Hughes & Kettner Tube RotoSphere £249 4 Valve -driven Leslie simulator, for the studio or stage

Ibanez VA3 £299 8 Amp simulator and effector floor unit

Kawai RV4 £849 4 Aimed to be a rival to the QuadraVerb, this is a simple but good sounding delay unit

Korg AM8000R £468 40 128 presets, 128 memories, with good real-time control and MIDI Feb 98

Korg G5 £299 Turns bass players into Bootsy with synth bass treatment

Korg ih £399 3 Harmoniser panel to complement i-series keyboards Jun 96

Lexicon 300 £4641 3 Good -sounding studio effects with digital I/O Dec 94

Lexicon Alex £389 16 16 presets, 3 adjustable parameters, 16 memories Dec 94

Lexicon LXP15 £979 2 Easy to use unit based on the classic LXP range Dec 94

Lexicon MXP1 £1199 6 200 presets, 250 memories, MIDI control, S/PDIF I/O Apr 97

Lexicon PCM80 £2133 10 Extremely impressive pro -level effects Feb 95

Lexicon Reflex £469 8 Budget, but usable, multi effects

Lexicon Vortex £468 16 Unusual `morphing' effects system

Nureality Vivid 3D Plus £71 1 Adds 3D effect to sounds

Oberheim GM1000 £800 18 -bit, 512 presets, 9 simultaneous effects

Oberheim GM400 £500 Smaller version of GM1000, 384 presets

Peavey Addverb £300 35 Superb range of effects types and features for the price Feb 97

Going digital on a budget
So your appetite was whetted by last
month's Digital Mixing Special, but you
can't stretch to the sexy new Spirit 328, or
Yamaha's groovy 03D? Don't worry,
because you can still join in the digital
revolution with one of the more affordable
mixers on the market.

Korg's 168 SoundLink has just been
reduced in price, and you can now pick
one up for less than a grand. If you can

live without digital inputs, then for the
same price you can have Yamaha's ProMix
01, still a good buy despite its age. The
model that's replacing it is the 01/V, which
adds digital interfacing while not putting
too much on the pricetag.

And don't forget, too, that many of the
new breed of digital multitrackers also
have digital mixers built-in: Roland's VS
series and Korg's D8 among them.

Bargain buy: Korg's 168 SoundLink
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MANUFACTURER

Peavey

MODEL

Bass-Fex

PRICE

£699

EFFECTS

18

DESCRIPTION

Flexible, bass -geared effects with eight simultaneous effects

REVIEW

Peavey DeltaFex £155 9 2 adjustable parameters, but no memories, true stereo Nov 96

Peavey Pro-Fex £699 18 Full control over all 16 simultaneous effects make this extremely flexible

Peavey Ultra verb 2 £319 6 MIDI controllable unit with 600 memories

Peavey Univerb 2 £229 2 Rich -sounding reverts and basic echo

Roland RE -800 £265 5 Budget, mic-ready reverb and delay

Roland RSS-10 £2199 1 3D sound creator using the Roland Sound Space system to great effects (geddit?) Nov 95

Sony HRMP5 £449 100 Small, but impressive effects

Sony DPS-V77 £1322 64 198 presets, 198 memories, true stereo in/out

9978

JulFe

TC Electronic G -Force £1299 9 255 presets, 100 memories, MIDI, S/PDIF, true stereo guitar effects processor b

TC Electronic M5000 £2648 Open-ended, software -based super effects system

TC Electronic Wizard M2000 £1639 7 256 presets, 256 memories, analogue/digital I/O Aug 96
Viscount EFX10 £200 18 MIDI controllable, true stereo Jun 96
Viscount EFX100 £190 16 100 presets, 200 programs, 100 user
Yamaha SPX990 £850 43 20 -bit processing, superb effects and flexible programming

Yamaha SPX1000 £1385 22 Excellent effects, the ability to take short samples and a digital I/O
Zoom 1201 £99 11 363 effects, with one banks devoted to reverbs, delays/multis and weird stuff
Zoom Studio 1202 £200 16 512 presets, 2 adjustable parameters, 100 memories, 2 -band EQ Oct 96
Zoom Studio 1204 £199 17 Parallel effects, 2 adjustable parameters, true stereo, MIDI controllable, 2 -band al
Zoom 7010 Fire £300 28 Combined effects and guitar amp

NOISE GATES

MANUFACTURER

Aphex

MODEL

105 Logic Assisted Gate

PRICE

£399

DESCRIPTION

Budget 4 -channel noise gate

REVIEW

ARX xGate £528 6 -channel noise gate with balanced VD

BSS DPR502 £793 Stereo noise gate
BSS DPR504 £852 Quad noise gate
BSS DPR 522 f464 Fully specified 2 -channel gate with fine control over all its parameters Apr 98
DBX 172 £954 'Super gate' noise gate
DBX 904 £323 Noise gate module
Digilab GSG-3D £193 Dual noise gate
Digilab GSG-4M £193 Quad gate

Drawmer DF320 £499 Noise filter
Drawmer DS201X £405 Dual noise gate with balanced XLRs

Drawmer DS404 £617 Quad noise gate
LA Audio 4G f399 Quad noise gate/fitters
LA Audio GX2 £249 Dual frequency -sensitive gate
LA Audio MG £995 16 -channel programmable noise gate
Peavey NGT-2 £183 Dual noise gate
UFEX Gate £247 Dual stereo noise gate
Vestax DGT-202 £295 Dual -frequency turntable gate

NOISE REDUCTION

MANUFACTURER

Behringer

MODEL

SNR1000

PRICE

£199

DESCRIPTION

2 -channel, single -ended noise reduction system
REVIEW

Behringer SNR2000 £299 Multi -band, single -ended noise reduction system
Peavey 0 -Factor £275 Dynamic noise reducer

PRE -AMPS

MANUFACTURER

Aphex

MODEL PRICE

107 Thermionic Pre -amp £549
DESCRIPTION

2 -channel valve -driven pre -amp
REVIEW

ART Acoustic £349 Pre-amp/processor for acoustic guitar Dec 96
Bellari RP520 £399 2 -channel valve -driven pre -amp Oct 97
CLM Dynamics D8400S £1380 4 -channel pre -amp with independent limiters Jun 97
dbx 286a £230 Mic pre-amp/processor Jan 98
Demeter VTDB-2B £558 Dl box
DigiTech VTP-1 £1000 Valve pre -amp, solid state EQ, A/D converter Oct 97
Fairman TRC £4582 Valve pre -amp, EQ, compressor Jun 97
Focusrite Green One £821 Dual pre -amp May 97
Focusrite Green Three £998 Pre -amp, compressor, de-esser, 3 -band voice -optimised EQ May 97
Focusrite Green Five £1174 Pre -amp, line input, 6 -band EQ, gate, compressor
Focusrite Redl £2261 Quad pre -amp
Joemeek Studio Channel VC1 £704 Pre-amp/compressor/enhancer Apr 97
Joemeek Pro Channel VC3 £299 Pre-amp/compressor/enhancer Sep 96
Symetrix 01 £2110 Mic pre-amp/voice processor, MIDI, digital I/O
TL Audio PA -3001 £399 4 -channel mic pre -amp Apr 97

TL Audio Indigo 2001 £704 4 -channel valve pre -amp
TL Audio Indigo 2031 £704 2 -channel valve overdrive
TL Audio PA1 £1052 2 -channel pentode valve pre -amp
TL Audio PA2 £1052 2 -channel valve pre -amp
TL Audio VI1 £465 8 -channel valve interface
TL Audio V1S £347 Record/playback switching unit for VII

REVERBS

MANUFACTURER

Alesis

MODEL

NanoVerb

PRICE

£169

EFFECTS

8

DESCRIPTION

16 presets, 1 adjustable parameter, true stereo
REVIEW

Sep 96
Alesis Wedge £449 28 Desktop unit with 4 control sliders for real-time editing
Roland SRV-330 £856 22 High -quality reverbs using the RSS system for 3D sound
Viscount Gamma verb £118 12 16 preset variations per effect
Yamaha Pro R3 £1056 6 Pre-/post-EQ reverb unit, 32 -bit processing
Yamaha REV100 £265 28 100 presets, 3 adjustable parameters, 100 memories, MIDI controllable
Yamaha REV500 £399 9 100 presets, 100 memories, MIDI controllable, 32 -bit processing May 97



SAMPLERS

FORMATS: Rack samplers are the traditional production tool, capable of sampling sounds

or complete sections, with some offering effects and HDR. Drum Machines combine

short samples with a sequencer. Phrase (or sampling workstations) and Keyboard

samplers are most suited to performing DJs and musicians, and may offer sequencing

and effects.

POLYPHONY: More is generally better, though may (on cheaper models) mean poorer

sound quality. Common offerings are 16, 32, 64, and now, even 128 -note polyphony.

MEMORY: Again, more is better. It ranges from 384k to 128Mb (on pro models), and this

is often expandable. The recently -developed Flash ROM retains data on powering -down.

OUTPUTS: Up to eight individual outputs as well as a main stereo pair are the norm for

pro machines. On less advanced models you may find only a stereo pair, or two stereo

pairs, although expander boards are available for some models.

OTHER FEATURES: SCSI will allow you to connect hard drives, CD-ROM drives, and

computers to your sampler. Digital I/0; synthesis; and sequencing (ranging from notepad

to 48 -track affairs) are additional features on

some units.

DRUM MACHINE

MANUFACTURER

Akai

MODEL

MPC2000

PRICE

£1199

RAM

2Mb

Akai MPC3000 £2799 2Mb

PHRASE

MANUFACTURER

Akai

MODEL

Remix 16

PRICE

£749

RAM

2Mb

Akai S20 £499 1Mb

Boss SP202 Dr Sample £299 2Mb

Ensoniq ASR -X £1199 2Mb

Yamaha SU10 £299 384K

KEYBOARD

MANUFACTURER

Ensoniq

MODEL

ASR -10

PRICE

£1799

RAM

2Mb

Ensoniq ASR -88 £2999 16Mb

E -mu E4K £3526 4Mb

Kurzweil K2000S £2799 2Mb

Kurzweil K2500S £4349 2Mb

Kurzweil K2500S £4610 2Mb

RACK

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE RAM

Akai CD3000XL £1699 8Mb

Akai S2000 £799 2Mb

Akai 3000XL £1499 2Mb

Akai S3200XL £2499 16Mb

E -mu e6400 £2519 4Mb

E -mu E4X £3149 4Mb

E -mu E4X Turbo £4409 4Mb

E -mu ESI-4000 £1199 2Mb

E -mu ESI-4000 Turbo £1499 2Mb

E -mu ESI-4000 TurboZ £1699 2Mb

Kurzweil K2000RS £2799 2Mb

Kurzweil K2500RS £3881 2Mb

Peavey SP+ £1169 2Mb

Peavey SXII £399 256K

Yamaha A3000 1299 2Mb

DESCRIPTION

32 -note polyphony, 2 outs, up to 48Mb RAM, sequencer

32 -note polyphony, 10 outs, up to 16Mb RAM, S/PDIF input, sequencer

REVIEW

Apr 97

Jun 95

DESCRIPTION REVIEW

8 -note polyphony, 2 phono outs, up to 16Mb RAM, notepad sequencer, crossfader Jul 96

8 -note polyphony, 2 outs, up to 16Mb RAM, notepad sequencer Mar 98

4 -note polyphony, 2 outs, up to 4Mb RAM via SmartMedia

32 -note polyphony, 2 outs, up to 34Mb RAM. synthesis, sequencer, effects Nov 97

4 -note polyphony, 1 out, flash RAM. ribbon controller, scratch function

DESCRIPTION REVIEW

31 -note polyphony, 2 outs, up to 16Mb RAM, sequencer, HDR, effects, 61 keys

As ASR -10, but with maximum RAM, SCSI, CD-ROM drive, 88 weighted keys

64 -note polyphony, 8 outs, up to 128Mb, HD, sequencer, 76 semi -weighted keys Aug 96

24 -note polyphony, 6 outs, up to 64Mb RAM, synthesis, 76 semi -weighted keys

48 -note polyphony, 10 outs, up to 128Mb RAM, synthesis, 76 semi -weighted keys

48 -note polyphony, 10 outs, up to 128Mb RAM, synthesis, 88 weighted keys

DESCRIPTION REVIEW

32 -note polyphony, 10 outs, up to 32Mb RAM, HDR, built-in CD-ROM Jan 97

32 -note polyphony, 2 outs, up to 64Mb RAM

32 -note polyphony, 10 outs, up to 64Mb RAM, HDR Jan 96

32 -note polyphony, 8 outs, up to 32Mb RAM, effects, HDR Oct 97

64 -note polyphony, 8 outs, up to 128Mb RAM, sequencer

64 -note polyphony, 8 outs, 540Mb HD, up to 128Mb RAM, sequencer, effects

128 -note polyphony, 8 outs, 1Gb HD, up to 128Mb RAM, sequencer, effects

64 -note polyphony, 4 outs, up to 128Mb RAM, SCSI

As ESI-4000, but with 2 extra outs, effects, effects sub -mix out, S/PDIF I/O

Aug 96

Oct 97

Feb 98

Feb 98

As ESI-4000 Turbo, but with 100Mb ZIP drive Feb 98

24 -note polyphony, 6 outs, up to 64Mb RAM, synthesis, sequencer, effects

48 -note polyphony, 10 outs, up to 128Mb RAM, synthesis, sequencer, effects Oct 97

Sample playback module for SXII: 32 -note polyphony, 4 outs, up to 32Mb RAM

Sampling front-end for SP+: up to 16Mb RAM, SCSI

64 -note polyphony, 4 outs, up to 128Mb RAM, 3 effects processors Jul 97

RAM raid: upgrading your sampler
Watching the ups and downs of the RAM market recently has been
a lot like studying share prices. But overall, prices are still down

massively compared to just a few years ago. Most samplers have
vacant slots for a few extra megabytes and you should be able to
install the RAM yourself.

Samplers aren't like computers; RAM upgrades don't enhance
performance, but they can make sample editing easier, and they'll
certainly allow you to hold more samples onboard. This can make
the difference, for example, between using a single drum loop for
an entire song, or a handful of related loops.

All recent machines can be upgraded using standard computer
RAM, which should bring significant savings. And providing you
buy the correct specification (branded) devices, they should
present no problems.

Akai owners can choose from 4MB or 16MB 72 -pin SIMMS (not
8MB) and these may be parity or non -parity types - though
preferably you should stick to non -parity. You also need to ensure
these are 70nS (or faster) devices. Roland machines require 72 -pin
non -parity SIMMS and these must operate at 60nS or faster. Make

sure you check your manual before you buy, as configurations vary

from model to model.

Upgrades to E -mu
machines must be
made using 4, 16 or
64MB SIMMS. 8 and
32MB cannot be used.
You'll need 72 -pin,
60nS (or faster)
devices and these can
be either parity or
non -parity - but not
both. Ensoniq EPS16 (and 16+) users have to buy upgrades from
Ensoniq (and machines older than this can no longer be upgraded),
but the ASR series is expandable using 30 -pin, non -parity DRAM
(not SIMMS). These should be 80nS or faster. The exception is the
ASR -X which carries one slot for SIMMS up to 32MB, non -parity.

Finally, on all those machines which take flash ROM upgrades,
the memory cards have to be bought from the manufacturers
themselves. The only exception to this is Roland, who don't supply
their own cards (for the MS -1), but have appointed a dealer - Peak
Developments: 01962 713906.
 Nigel Lord 1.1
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I> MAC SOFTWARE & HARDWARE

SEQUENCERS: The sequencer is at the heart of every MIDI

system. This list includes sequencers with digital

audio capabilities that might require specific

additional hardware (covered in 'Audio

Hardware'), as well as more traditional versions.

EDITOR/LIBRARIANS: A universal (or 'generic')

editor or librarian is a single piece of software

that is able to communicate with many

different MIDI devices to edit or arrange their

stored patches.

SCORING: Scoring packages range from

simple programs designed to provide quick

output of score to fully specified professional

music publishing solutions.

HARDWARE: Audio hardware covers computer -based hard -disk recording

(HDR) systems and other computer hardware.

MIDI INTERFACES: These are covered in the separate section entitled

'Interfaces'.

PLUG -INS: The increasing number of plug -ins available are relevant to

audio programs such as Cubase VST, Digital

Performer and Digidesign's ProTools. Some are

program specific, while others will work across

several packages.

Wherever possible, Power Mac -specific gear is

mentioned, as well as RAM requirements.

SEQUENCERS

PROGRAM

Cubase Audio XT v3

MANUFACTURER

Steinberg

PRICE

£699

RAM

16Mb

DESCRIPTION

Includes Virtual Studio Technology, HDR and TimeBandit, Power Mac only
REVIEW

Jul 96
Cubase Score v3 VST Steinberg £499 8Mb Includes Virtual Studio Technology, HDR and scoring, Power Mac only Feb 96
Cubase VST v3.5 Steinberg £329 16Mb HDR, support for 3rd -party plug -ins, data streaming, Power Mac only Sep 97
Cubasis Steinberg £129 8Mb 64 -track, entry-level program based around Cubase Mar 95
Cubasis AV Steinberg £129 16Mb 64 MIDI tracks with 8 stereo audio tracks for Power PC
CyberSound In Vision £199 8Mb Sequencer and software synthesizer combination Aug 96
Digital Performer v2.11 MotU £549 16Mb Sequencer integrated with HDR, mixing, real-time effects, sampler support Jan 98
EZ Starter Kit Opcode £200 Includes MusicShop, Band -In -A -Box, MIDI book, MIDI Translator II
EZ Vision Opcode £100 4Mb Entry-level version of Vision
Freestyle v2 MotU £149 4Mb Open, trackless sequencer/composer program with 'Sense Tempo' feature
Logic Audio v3 Emagic £599 32Mb Logic with integrated HDR, sample editor, effects processors, Power Mac only Mar 98
Logic Audio Discovery Emagic £269 16Mb Budget version of Logic Audio Nov 94
Logic AV Emagic £75 Power Mac -only extension for Logic Audio
Logic CBX Emagic £75 Logic Audio extension for Yamaha CBX-05 users
Logic DAE Emagic £75 Logic Audio extension for Digidesign users
Logic TDM Emagic £75 Logic Audio extension for TDM plug-in hardware
Logic v3 Emagic £399 4Mb Hugely powerful and flexible MIDI system Apr 97
MasterTracks Pro v6 Passport £150 2Mb Pro -level, easy -to -use sequencer, but only single -staff notation
microLOGIC v2 Emagic £99 4Mb Entry-level version of Logic Jul 94
microLOGIC XL Emagic £119 4Mb microLOGIC with GM files and keyboard shortcuts Jul 94
MusicShop Opcode £150 4Mb Sequencer/notation based around EZ Vision
Performer v5.5 MotU £349 8Mb Visually pleasing interface; requires 12Mb in System 7.5, 16Mb on Power PC
StarterPac Steinberg £149 Cubasis and interface starter package
Studio Vision AV Opcode £649 4Mb Sequencer with Sound Manager -based HDR, Galaxy librarian May 96
Studio Vision Pro v3 Opcode £649 4Mb Sequencer integrated with DAE/CBX-based recording, Galaxy librarian May 96
Vision v3 Opcode £350 4Mb Graphical sequencer: includes Galaxy librarian

SCORING

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW
Composers' Mosaic MotU £399 2Mb Top of the range notation package; specially priced academic version available
Encore v4 Academic Passport £250 4Mb Special education version of Encore
Encore v4 Passport £450 4Mb Features MIDI input and automatic beaming
Finale Allegro v2.01 Coda £350 2Mb Cut -down version of Finale
Finale Fonts Coda £70 Fonts package for use with Finale
Finale Mac Academic Coda £350 4Mb Education version with full Power Mac support
Finale Mac v3.2 Coda £700 4Mb Features MIDI input, playback and Power Mac support
MusicTime Passport £100 4Mb Cut -down version of Encore

THE MANY FACES OF CAKEWALK
Cakewalk is one of the most popular PC -based sequencers, and it is available in

four versions, offering something for all levels of user.

Cakewalk Pro Audio (£329) is aimed at the professional requiring powerful and

comprehensive integration of MIDI and digital audio sequencing. It supports 256

MIDI tracks, up to 64 digital audio tracks and features real-

time effects loops and track inserts for effects processing
during playback.

It has a few effects the other versions don't, such as

time -stretching, compression, and pitch shifting, plus

several additional processing functions including remove

silence, extract audio timing, pitch detection, and audio -to -

MIDI conversion with groove quantise. It supports high -end

audio hardware such as Session 8, Audiomedia III and

Digital Audio Labs' V8, multi -channel soundcards and

multiple soundcards. The StudioWare editor allows you to

design customise control panels.

If you pay out another £50 you get Cakewalk Pro Audio Deluxe (£379), which

includes the Musician's Toolbox II pack - two CDs containing MIDI and audio

files to use in your own music, a CAL tutor (Cakewalk's programming language)
and 12 online video tutorials.

For £199 you can get Cakewalk Professional. It supports eight audio tracks and

slightly fewer plug-in effects, but none of these operate in real-time. It has

slightly fewer processes and can't do any audio -to -MIDI

tricks. It supports StudioWare panels, but you can't create

your own; otherwise the MIDI facilities are almost the same

as in Cakewalk Pro Audio.

Cakewalk Home Studio (£99) has two digital audio tracks

and supports a handful of off-line effects, although it is

compatible with third -party DirectX plug -ins. It has fewer

functions in the audio department and it lacks a few of the

more esoteric MIDI functions, but it comes with a couple of
StudioWare panels.

Cakewalk Express (£49) is the new baby of the range, yet
it still offers two tracks of audio, on-line digital effects, and notation with 24

staves. As well, you can publish your files on the internet in RealMedia format,

and it also includes six video tutorials.  Ian Waugh
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PROGRAM

Nightingale

MANUFACTURER

Musicware

PRICE

£395

RAM

5Mb

DESCRIPTION

Flexible, open-ended score -writer

REVIEW

Overture v1.1 Opcode £450 4Mb Power Mac -native notation package Nov 94

UNIVERSAL EDITORS &

PROGRAM

LIBRARIANS

MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Edit One Opcode £100 4Mb An individual Galaxy editor for a specific instrument

Galaxy Plus Editors v2 Opcode £349 4Mb Universal librarian plus editors for certain instruments Jun 97

SoundDiver vl Emagic £199 1Mb Universal sound editor and librarian system

REVIEW

Unisyn v1.14 MotU £279 4Mb Universal sound editor and librarian system

PLUG -INS

MANUFACTURER

Antares

MODEL

JVP

PRICE

£430

PLATFORM

TDM

DESCRIPTION

Voice processor

Antares MDT £516 TOM Multi -band dynamics tools Oct96

Antares SST £430 TDM Corrects or simulates listening conditions

Apogee Mastertools £934 TDM UV22 encoding for mastering

Arboretum Hyperprism DAS £311 AudioSuite 25 plug -ins based on programs from Arboretum's TDM and stand-alone versions

Arboretum Hyperprism TDM £311 TDM 23 different effects Oct96

Arboretum Hyperprism VST £276 VST 24 effect algorithms with real-time control Spr 97

Digidesign D-Fi £351 AudioSuite 4 plug -ins: analogue filter, grunge, rectification, varispeed Aug 97

Digidesign DPP -1 £445 TDM Pitch processor

Digidesign D -Verb £445 TDM Reverb processor Oct 96

Digidesign SampleCell TDM £352 TDM SampleCell sampling

Drawmer Dynamics £539 TDM Gate/compressor/expander/limiter Dec 97

Focusrite d2 £880 TDM EQ

Focusrite d3 £716 TDM/AudioSuite Multi -dynamics processor comprising dual compressor/limiter Apr 98

INA/GRM GRM Tools £306 TDM 5 plug -ins Oct 96

Intelligent Devices IQ £823 TDM Matching equaliser Feb 97

MotU PureDSP £tbc AudioSuite Pitch -shifting and time -scaling

Prosonic Roomulator £299 VST High -spec reverb Mar 98

Steinberg Loudness Maximizer £169 VST Compressor/limiter Mar 97

Steinberg Magneto £299 VST/TDM Analogue tape saturation emulator Mar 98

Steinberg RedValveIt £499 TDM Valve pre -amp simulator May 97

TC Electronic TC Tools £774 TDM Reverb and chorus Oct 96

Wave Mechanics PurePitch £576 TDM Real-time pitch processor

Waves Audio Track £299 VST EQ, compressor/expander, noise gate Mar 97

Waves Native Power Pack £499 Cross 6 plug -ins Spr 97

AUDIO SOFTWARE

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Alchemy Passport £500 4Mb Near -classic SCSI sample editor

Audioshop v2 Opcode £150 4Mb Sample editor and CD-ROM controller

Hyperprism v2.1 Arboretum £266 21 real-time effects, PPC-native

MasterList igidesign £434 Audio cue sheet and edit list software for mastering systems Sep 96

Peak v1.53 BIAS £225 8Mb Audio editor supporting 3rd -party plug -ins and sampler transfer Nov 97

Pro Tools v4.0 Digidesign £400 New AudioSuite architecture providing Sound Designer II processing features Jan 97

ProTools PowerMix v4 Digidesign £716 Software only; works with any Digidesign hardware or Power Mac AV system Sep 96

ReCycle! Steinberg £199 4Mb Sample and groove processor/resampler

Session Digidesign £187 HDR software; Power Macs need no extra hardware Sep 96

Sound Designer II Digidesign £369 4Mb Sample processor supporting most sample formats Sep 96

Synchro Arts ToolBelt £387 Pro Tools complement, with added effects Oct 97

Time Bandit teinberg £199 4Mb Groove, tempo and pitch -shifting resampling system

REVIEW

Sep 96

Turbosynth SC Digidesign £304 1Mb Virtual synthesis, sample manipulation and processing

AUDIO HARDWARE

MANUFACTURER

Dig idesign

MODEL

882

PRICE

£892

DESCRIPTION

I/O audio interface for NuBus or PCI Macs

Digidesign 882 £1785 Studio interface for NuBus or PCI Macs Sep 96

Digidesign 888 £2678 I/O audio interface for NuBus or PCI Macs Sep 96

Digidesign Audio Media ll £469 Analogue/digital I/0, Sound Designer II, for NuBus Macs Sep 96

Digidesign Audio Media III £704 18 -bit stereo AD/DA converters, stereo S/PDIF I/O, for PCI Macs Sep 96

Digidesign Bridge I/O £1244 Adds another 8 I/O via 882/888 Sep 96

Digidesign DINR £892 Intelligent post -production noise -reduction system

Digidesign DSP Farm £2231 4xDSP upgrade for TDM systems Sep 96

Digidesign ProTools 24 £7132 24 -bit digital recording system, with PCI card, interface and software Feb 98

Digidesign Pro Tools III £6240 16 -track core system including I/O card and Pro Tools software, for NuBus Macs Aug 96

Digidesign Pro Tools III £7131 16 -track core system including I/O card and Pro Tools software, for PCI Macs Aug 96

Digidesign Pro Tools Expansion £4464 Adds 16 -tracks to Pro Tools Ill, for NuBus Macs Sep 96

Digidesign Pro Tools Expansion £5228 Adds 16 -tracks to Pro Tools III, for PCI Macs Sep 96

Digidesign Pro Tools Project £2232 8 -track recording with Pro Tools software, for NuBus Macs Sep 96

Digidesign Pro Tools Project £2232 8 -track recording with Pro Tools software, for PCI Macs Sep 96

Digidesign SampleCell £1499 8 -note polyphonic sampling card, for NuBus Macs Sep 96

Digidesign Session 8 £1785 Core system including Session software and I/O card, for PCI Macs Sep 96

Digidesign Session 8 Upgrade £4369 Upgrade from Session 8 hard/software to Pro Tools III

Digidesign Session 8XL £5226 Full Session virtual recording and mixing studio

Digidesign SoundTools 11 £3091 Entry-level incarnation of Digidesign HDR system

Digidesign SoundTools II Upgrade £3047 Upgrade from SoundTools II to Pro Tools III

Emagic Audiowerk8 £499 16 -bit stereo, 2 in, 8 out PCI-based AD/DA converters, stereo S/PDIF I/O Jun 97

Korg 1212I/0 £599 PCI-based card, 10 in, 10 out PCI-based AD/DA converters, S/PDIF I/O Jun 97

Mackie HUI £3171 'Human User Interface' for ProTools Feb 98

MotU Digital Timepiece £1049 Audio/timecode synchroniser Sep V

Steinberg ACI £349 Sequencer -controlled ADAT machine control box

I>
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ATARI SOFTWARE & HARDWARE
This section mainly covers the ST and its variants, but the Falcon is mentioned in specific cases.

The original budget studio computer, the Atari range maintains its appeal in studios for

its built-in MIDI ports and low price. The sequencer is at the heart of every MIDI system,

and this list covers the many available for the Atari. Universal (or generic) editors and

librarians are single pieces of software that are able to communicate with many different

devices. Scoring packages range from simple programs designed to provide quick output

of score to more sophisticated music publishing solutions. Audio hardware covers

sampling systems and other computer hardware.

NOTE: The Mix is committed to covering the Atari platform for as long as it is being used.

SEQUENCERS

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Breakthru Plus Software Technology £130 1Mb As Breakthru, but with 32 MIDI channels

Breakthru Score Printing Kit Software Technology £50 Score -printing add-on for Breakthru

Breakthru v1.2 Software Technology £100 1Mb MIDI/sample sequencer with score and drum editing

Breakthru v2 Software Technology £130 1Mb 64 -track version of Breakthru with extensions

Breakthru v2 Plus Software Technology £150 1Mb 32 -channel version with special interface

Cubase Audio Falcon Steinberg £699 4Mb Sequencer/16-channel recorder using Falcon interface Jun 96

Cubase Lite Steinberg £99 1Mb Entry-level Cubase with arrange and score edit only Jun 96

Cubase Score v2 Steinberg £449 2Mb MIDI sequencing and full score editing/printing Jun 96

MIDIGrid COP £149 1Mb Phrase -based graphic sequencer

Sequencer One Software Technology £20 512K Straightforward beginners' MIDI sequencer

Sequencer One Plus Software Technology £50 512K Expanded Sequencer One with better editing

SCORING

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Music DTP Ed Take Control £229 1Mb Intermediate user's package with MIDI input

Music DTP Lite Take Control £111 1Mb Entry-level notation package with MIDI input

Music DTP Pro Take Control £347 1Mb Pro -level package with real-time MIDI input

Vivace Module 3 Desert Software £90 1Mb Score module for use with Vivace sequencer

UNIVERSAL EDITORS & LIBRARIANS

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

CMpanion Software Technology £50 512K For Roland D -series and Roland desktop modules

Patch Vision Intrinsic Technology £50 512K Universal librarian desk accessory with search and sort options

PC128 Intrinsic Technology £19 512K Desk accessory sound organiser; runs in colour or mono

Studio Module Steinberg £159 2Mb Universal editor, MIDI set-up saver and editor; needs Cubase

AUDIO SOFTWARE

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

A -Loader MSK-100 Newtronic £25 1Mb Sample loader for S-10/S-220/MKS-100

Avalon v2.1 Steinberg £349 2Mb Mono editor supporting over 18 sample types

Clarity 16 v2.0 Microdeal £60 4Mb Sample editor for the Falcon with 44.1/48kHz sampling and HDR

Replay 16 v1.11 Microdeal £80 1Mb 16 -bit sampling cartridge and editor

Slam v1.1 Intrinsic Technology £89 512K Librarian/manager for Akai samplers

Stereo Master Microdeal £39 8 -bit stereo sampler/editor

Zero -X v2.0 System Solutions £169 1Mb ReCyclei-type groove -based sample editor

AUDIO HARDWARE

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Microdeal Replay 16 £129 16 -bit sampling cartridge and editor

Microdeal Replay Stereo £79 Stereo 8 -bit sampling system

MotU MIDI Timepiece AV £649 8x8 MIDI interface with SMPTE, LTC video, ADAT Digidesign Superclock sync Apr 97
Steinberg AudioSpecter £399 Spectrum' nalyser software and cartridge for Falcon
Steinberg FDI £329 Digital interface cartridge for Falcon

PLUG-IN COMPATIBILITY
Aren't standards wonderful?
That's why we have so many of

them. The nice thing about

plug -ins in digital audio

software is that after buying
your application, you can
increase its facilities by adding
third -party add-ons.

On the Mac, the main plug-in

format is Adobe Premier, which

works with Premier, of course,
and many other programs

including Peak, Logic Audio,

Deck II, Digital Performer, and

Opcode's Vision series.

Digidesign Pro Tools users

require plug -ins in the TDM

format, and there are also

AudioSuite plug -ins which

work with Pro Tools and Logic
Audio, for example. Cubase VST

has its own plug-in format.

It's currently a bit of a
mishmash, although as long as
you buy plug -ins which are

compatible with your system,
you can't go wrong. However, if

you change systems, you may

not be able to take your plug -

ins with you. It also means that
to cover the market, developers

have to create several formats,

which means higher prices.
PC users fare considerably

better, for there really is only
one PC plug-in format -
DirectX - for which we have
Microsoft to thank. Virtually
every digital audio program
supports DirectX, including

WaveLab and Cubase VST.

However, VST still has its own

format, and a dedicated VST

plug-in gives you the

advantage of automation

whereas DirectX plug -ins do

not. WaveLab has its own

format, too, but most DirectX
plug -ins work just as well.

Fortunately, plug-in

developers are starting to
include several versions on one

CD. We may see a move

towards an Adobe Premier

standard for Macs, but it's not
happening yet.  Ian Waugh
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PC SOFTWARE & HARDWARE

SEQUENCERS: The sequencer is at the heart of every MIDI system. This list includes

sequencers with digital audio capabilities that might require specific additional hardware

(covered in 'Audio Hardware').

EDITOR/LIBRARIANS: A universal (or 'generic') editor or librarian is a single piece of

software able to communicate with many different devices.

SCORING: Scoring packages range from simple programs designed to provide quick

output of scores to fully specified professional music publishing solutions.

AUDIO HARDWARE: This listing covers hard -disk recording (HDR) systems and other

computer hardware.

MIDI INTERFACES: These are covered in the

separate section entitled 'Interfaces'.

PLUG-INS:The increasing number of plug -ins

available are relevant to audio programs such as

Cubase VST and Digital Performer. Some are program

specific, while others will work across several packages.

V

Wherever possible, Win95-specific software is mentioned. Soundcards are listed
under 'Audio Hardware'.

SEQUENCERS

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Audio Pro Evolution Electronics £100 4Mb MIDI/audio sequencer with 16 styles and karaoke

Audition GS/XG Sunrize f82 4Mb MIDI sequencer with GS/XG editing

Cakewalk Home Studio v5 Cakewalk £99 2Mb Entry-level version of Cakewalk

Cakewalk Pro Audio Deluxe Cakewalk £399 4Mb As Pro Audio, but with 2 CD-ROM collection of additional software

Cakewalk Pro Audio v6 Cakewalk £329 16Mb MIDI and audio, with effects, plug -ins, WAV HDR; requires CD-ROM and Win95 Oct 97

Cakewalk Pro Windows v5 Cakewalk £199 2Mb Windows 3.1 version of Cakewalk

Cakewalk SongStation v5 Cakewalk £69 2Mb Entry-level composition system on CD

Cubase Audio XT v3 Steinberg £699 16Mb Includes HDR Jul 96
Cubase Score v3 Steinberg £499 8Mb Includes HDR and scoring Feb 96

Cubase VST 3.5 Steinberg £329 16Mb 32 channels of digital audio, 128 real-time EQs, 4 channel and 4 master effects Jan 98

Cubase VST 3.5 Score Steinberg £329 16Mb As above, but with scoring facilities

Cubase v3.02 Steinberg £329 16Mb HDR, WaveLab Lite, support for 3rd -party plug -ins, Audio Media III/Korg 1212 Mar 97

Cubase v3.5 Steinberg £329 16Mb As v3, but with data streaming Sep 97

Cubase On Line Heavenly Music £13 On-line tutorial and help software for Cubase

Cubasis AV Steinberg £99 8Mb 64 -track, entry-level program based around Cubase

Cubasis Audio Steinberg £199 4Mb Cubasis with WAV recording support

Digital Orchestrator Plus Voyetra £130 4Mb Windows -based sequencer with digital audio and effects

Freestyle MotU £149 4Mb Open, trackless sequencer/composer program

Logic Audio Discovery Emagic £99 16Mb Budget version of Logic Audio Nov 96

Logic Audio v3 Emagic £599 32Mb Logic with integrated HDR, sample editor, effects processors, Win 95/Pentium Mar 98

Logic v3 Emagic £399 16Mb Full -featured sequencing package

MasterTracks Pro v6 Passport £150 2Mb Pro -level, easy -to -use sequencer, but only single -staff notation

microLOGIC v2 Emagic £99 2Mb Entry-level version of Logic for Windows users

microLOGIC XL Emagic £119 4Mb microLOGIC with GM files and keyboard shortcuts

MIDI Workshop Passport £70 1Mb Entry-level version of MasterTracks with multimedia

MIDIGrid CDP £149 1Mb Phrase -based graphic sequencer

Musicator Audio Musicator NS £300 8Mb Sequencer/hard-disk recorder with notation, mixing, SMPTE/MTC sync

Musicator Windows v2.1 Musicator A/S £200 4Mb Windows version of Musicator GS with hard -disk recording facility

PC Drummer v1 Sunrize £58 2Mb GM rhythm pattern editor: very basic stuff

Powertracks Pro PG Music £50 1Mb 48 tracks, MIDI file support, GS editor and sync

Quartz Canam £40 4Mb Multimedia sequencer, links MIDI to WAV files

Quartz Canam £40 8Mb 8 -track hard -disk recorder

QuickScore Pro Dr T's £99 4Mb Score editor with extra MIDI functions

Sequencer Plus Classic Voyetra £100 640K 500 -track DOS/text-based sequencer

Sequencer Plus Gold v4.1 Voyetra £250 640K 3,300 -track expanded version of Classic

Sequencer Plus Junior Voyetra £40 512K Entry-level DOS/text MIDI sequencer

Sound Studio Evolution Electronics £60 4Mb 32 -track sequencer and 2 -track recorder

Sound Studio Pro Evolution Electronics £150 4Mb 100 -track sequencer and 4 -track recording package

Spr 97Sound Studio Gold Evolution Electronics £150 4Mb 256 -track sequencer with 16 audio tracks

Sound Suite Voyetra £140 4Mb Bundle which includes Orchestrator Plus, WAV editor AV players and MIDI files

StarterPac Steinberg £149 Cubasis and interface starter package

Vision v2.5 for Windows Opcode £234 12Mb Vision for the Mac has been ported for Windows Mar 97

SCORING

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Finale 1997 Coda £499 8Mb Music notation software, requires Win95/Pentium

UNIVERSAL EDITORS & LIBRARIANS

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

MIDIQuest Windows v5 SoundQuest £250 4Mb Generic editor and librarian

Solo Quest SoundQuest £100 2Mb Single -instrument editor for Windows; DOS version also available

Studio Module Steinberg £159 2Mb Universal editor, MIDI set-up saver and editor; needs Cubase

Unisyn v1.2 MotU £229 4Mb Universal editor and librarian

REVIEW

Jul 97

PLUG -INS

MANUFACTURER

Sonic Foundry

PROGRAM

Sound Forge Plug -Ins

PRICE

£299

PLATFORM

Sound Forge

DESCRIPTION

Batch converter, noise reducer, spectrum analyser plug -ins

Soundscape Reverb £275 Soundscape Reverb plug-in Jul 95

Soundscape Time Module £150 Soundscape Time compression plug-in Jul 95

Steinberg Declicker £299 WaveLab Click removal plug-in

Steinberg Denoiser £299 WaveLab Noise removal plug-in

Steinberg Loudness Maximiser £299 WaveLab Volume adjustment plug-in

Steinberg Magneto £299 WaveLab Analogue tape saturation emulator Mar 98

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Waves Native Power Pack £499 Cross 6 plug -ins Spr 97

AUDIO SOFTWARE

PROGRAM MANUFACTURER PRICE RAM DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Audio Architect v3 Karnataka Group £120 Modular analogue synthesizer

I>



MANUFACTURER

CD Architect

MODEL

Sonic Foundry

PRICE

£259

DESCRIPTION

Red Book -standard CD burning software, for Win95 and NT, inc Sound Forge XP

REVIEW

Nov 97

CDP CDP £495 High -end sampler/synthesis/sound processing system

Cool Edit Pro Syntrillium £349 8 64 audio tracks, DirectX plug-in support, Cakewalk integration, for Win95 and NT Feb 98

DART Tracer £349 Removes clicks, hums, buzzes and other noises from WAV files

FastEdit DAL £189 Editor for WAV files with MIDI trigger playlist; works with any Win soundcard

Native PowerPack Waves £499 WaveConvert plus processing and effects plug -ins for SoundForge, WaveLab

ReCycle! Steinberg £199 4Mb Sample and groove processor/resampler

Resample Pro KCCM £99 4Mb Sample format converter covering all major types

Samplitude Pro SEK'D £250 4Mb High -quality hard -disk recorder/editor Mar 95

Samplitude Studio SEK'D- £400 16 -track version of Samplitude Pro, needs fast hard disk Mar 95

Session v2.52 Digidesign £175 2-4 tracks of HDR, 8 tracks of simultaneous playback, plus EQ, mix automation Sep 96

SoundForge v4.0a Sonic Foundry £299 8Mb Sample editing, timestretching and format conversion, CD-ROM required May 97

SoundForge XP Sonic Foundry £99 Basic editing only in this budget version

Soundstation Sunrize £58 4Mb Sample editor with Fourier analysis, synthesis, MIDI pitching

WaveConvert v1.01 Waves £229 File format converter; handles sample rates and bit depths

Wave For Windows v2 Turtle Beach £69 Digital sample editor

WaveLab v1.6 Steinberg £399 16Mb Waveform editor and processor with plug -ins, CD mastering; for Win95 or NT Jun 97

Wave Safe PsL £65 Protection and salvage of digital audio files Apr 98

Wave Safe. Pro PsL £130 As above, with additional support and features Apr 98

AUDIO HARDWARE

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE DESCRIPTION REVIEW

AdB Multi!WAV £449 AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O card

AdB Multi!WAV Pro 18 £549 Pro -level, 18 -bit digital I/O card

Audio and Video SADiE £2300 4 -track HDR plus Windows editing software, timecode, digital I/O, DSP, MIDI

AVM Apex £299 32 -note polyphony 16 -part multi, up to 64Mb RAM, analogue I/O, MIDI

Cream Ware tripleDAT £1290 Digital I/O card with HDR software Dec 96

Creative Labs AWE32 PnP £210 32 -note polyphony 512K RAM, wavetable synthesis, sampling, 3 -format CD-ROM

Creative Labs AWE64 £169 64 -note polyphony, 512K RAM, expandable to 8Mb, wavetable synthesis, sampling Apr 97

Creative Labs AWE64 Gold £199 64 -note polyphony, 4Mb RAM, expandable to 8Mb, wavetable synthesis, sampling Jul 97

Creative Labs SoundBlaster 16 Value £86 Full-length 16 -bit sampling true stereo card, FM synth, MIDI

Creative Labs SoundBlaster 16 Value £86 Full-length 16 -bit sampling true stereo card, FM synth, MIDI for IDE interface

Creative Labs SoundBlaster 32 £146 16 -bit, 44.1kHz sampling, 32 -note GM wavetable synth, up to 28Mb RAM

Creative Labs WaveBlaster 11 £67 Soundcard based on E-mu's synthesis; 32 -note polyphony GM compatibility

DAL. CardD Plus £599 16 -bit simultaneous HD recording and playback

DAL Digital Only CardD £349 Digital -only version of CardD

DAL I/O CardD £249 Adds S/PDIF digital I/O to CardD

Digidesign 882 £892 I/O audio interface Sep 96

Digidesign 882 £1785 Studio interface for Session 8 Sep 96

Digidesign 888 £2678 I/O audio interface Sep 96

Digidesign Audio Media III £704 18 -bit stereo AD/DA converters, stereo S/PDIF I/O Sep 96

Digidesign Bridge I/O £1244 Adds another 81/0 via 882/888 Sep 96

Digidesign SampleCell II £1139 8 -note polyphonic sampling card, for ISA PCs Sep 96

Digidesign Session 8 £1785 Core system including Session software and I/O card Sep 96

Emagic Audiowerk8 £499 16 -bit stereo, 2 in, 8 out PCI-based AD/DA converters, stereo S/PDIF I/O, Win95 Jun 97

Ensoniq Soundscape Elite £239 16 -bit, wavetable card with excellent Ensoniq sounds

Frontier WaveCenter £498 16 -bit ISA card, with S/PDIF and ADAT digital I/O but no analogue audio Mar 98

Gravis PnP £150 44.1kHz, 16 -bit sampling, GM synth with 1Mb ROM on Plug and Play card

Gravis PnP Pro £200 Plug and Play with added 512K sample RAM

Innovative Quality SAMM £399 Digital system for use with Yamaha's ProMix 01

Innovative Quality SAW Classic £249 Original 4 -track version of SAW at entry-level price

Innovative Quality SAW Plus £699 Expanded, 16 -track version of SAW, needs fast hard disk and P90 or better

Innovative Quality SAW v6 £399 Pro -quality 4 -track HDR system with editing, mixing, playback and effects

Koch TripleDAT £1173 Card and software for editing and remastering DATs

MediaTrix AudioTrix Pro £270 Full duplex AD/DACs, CD-ROM ports, MIDI cable, GM and 30 -sound option

MAXI Sound 64 Home Studio £150 44.1kHz, 16 -bit sampling, 64 -note polyphony, expandable to 16Mb RAM, PnP May 97
Midiman DID £tbc 1 -in, 1 -out AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital audio card

Midiman DMan £249 16 -bit, full -duplex digital audio card

Midiman DMan 2044 £tbc 20 -bit digital audio card with 4 I/0s, on -board DSP, synth and MIDI interface

Midiman DMan Digital Studio £279 DMan card with Samplitude software

Midiman EOMan £89 7 -band stereo graphic equaliser PC card

Midiman Flying Cow £tbc 20 -bit stereo external DAC in half -rack module

MotU MIDI Timepiece AV £649 8x8 MIDI interface with SMPTE, LTC video, ADAT Digidesign Superclock sync Apr 97
New Dimensions Technosound PC £40 Real-time effects processor board for SoundBlaster cards

Orchid NuSound PnP £100 3D surround -sound wavetable synth with Plug and Play support for Win95
Reveal WAVExtreme32 £80 GM soundcard

Roland ATW-10 £360 16 -bit sampling card with GM synthesis and Audio Toolworks editing software

Roland SCC-1 £299 24 -note, 16 -part GM/GS card with MIDI interface

Soundscape SS8I0-1 £600 8 -channel analogue upgrade: TDIF, ADAT I/0, Word/Super Clock Jul 95
Soundscape SSAC-1 £600 Accelerator card upgrade, enables additional program and 8 -channel TDIF Jul 95
Soundscape SSHDRI £2500 Rackmount, 8 -track HDR system Jul 95
Turtle Beach CD Master II £849 Pro digital mastering with included CD-ROM drive kit Dec 94
Turtle Beach Digital I/O upgrade £120 Digital port upgrade for Fiji and Pinnacle cards Dec 94
Turtle Beach Fiji £369 High -quality soundcard, supports hard -disk recording Dec 94
Turtle Beach Fiji with Digital I/O £469 Fiji card with digital connection support
Turtle Beach Interface adapter £20 MIDI port for Maui and Monterey cards

Turtle Beach Pinnacle £479 Latest high -quality soundcard

Turtle Beach Pinnacle with Digital I/O £579 Pinnacle card with added digital ports
Turtle Beach TBS 2000 £169 GM, 48kHz sampling, simultaneous record/playback

Turtle Beach Tropez Plus £269 16 -bit wavetable card, sampling, CD-ROM interface, up to 12Mb RAM, MIDI
Yamaha DB5OXG £129 Daughterboard featuring GM/XG synth, 3 effects processors
Yamaha MU1OXG £199 External SW6OXG module, including PC/Mac cable and Cubasis
Yamaha SW6OXG £149 Stand-alone D850 ISA card with effects; includes Cakewalk Express Jan 97



STEREO RECORDERS

CASSETTE: Still the most widely used

consumer recording format, analogue

audio cassette can provide acceptable

results as a mastering format when

high -quality machines and media are

used. Models aimed at the studio and

musician are generally of a higher

quality than consumer models and will

subsequently give better results.

CD -R: Recordable CD is a format growing in popularity, largely due to the price of

recorders coming down. There are two types of CD -R available: stand-alone hardware

models, and SCSI -based drives that connect to your computer. Blank CD -Rs are getting

cheaper, too, with time/price currently at around 2.5 to 4p per minute.

DAT: Digital Audio Tape is still the mastering format of choice for most studios, providing

(as it does) excellent sound quality and relatively cheap media. Audio quality does not

vary wildly between basic models and 'professional' models, though with the more

expensive DATs you can expect balanced I/O, digital I/0, and a fully -featured remote.

MINIDISC: This format does not give as good quality audio as DAT, but it is a cheap way

into digital mastering - consumer models typically cost several hundred pounds. The

media itself isn't too expensive and can be overwritten many times.

CASSETTE

MANUFACTURER

Denon

MODEL

DN79OR

PRICE

£699

DESCRIPTION

Studio -quality cassette deck

REVIEW

Sony WMD-6C £299 Top -spec, professional recording Walkman
Tascam 102Mk11 £479 Pro -quality cassette mastering deck
Tascam 202Mk11 £799 Pro -quality double cassette mastering deck

CD -R

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE DESCRIPTION REVIEW
HHB CDR -800 £1299 32/44.1/48kHz inputs, digital synchronous dubbing mode
Marantz CDR610 £3989 Analogue and digital I/O
Marantz CDR615 £tbc Built-in SRC, balanced analogue I/O, auto -track increment, S/PDIF I/O
Philips CDR 870 £500 CD recorder that can also use rewriteable discs Jan 98
Pioneer PDR-04 £699 Analogue and digital I/0, but writes SCMS
Pioneer PDR-05 £1299 Analogue and digital I/0, but writes SCMS Nov 96
Plasmon CD4240 £586 Internal CD-ROM burner Oct 96
Plasmon CD4240 £870 External CD-ROM burner, SCSI card, software Oct 96

DAT

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE DESCRIPTION REVIEW
Fostex D5 £899 Semi -pro standard digital recorder Mar 97
Fostex D10 £2695 Pro -level DAT master machine

HHB PDR1000 £3401 4 heads, portable
Panasonic SV-3800 £1291 2 head, 44.1/48kHz sample rates, analogue/digital 1/0, error display Mar 97
Pioneer D-05 £899 2 head Mar 97
Sony DTC-670 £799 Semi -pro DAT

Sony DTC-A6 £799 2 head, 32-48kHz sample rates, SCMS Jun 97
Sony DTC-A8 £949 2 head, 32-48kHz sample rates, SCMS Jun 97
Sony DTC-A9 £1169 2 head, 32-48kHz sample rates, XLR in/out, SCMS Jun 97
Sony DTC-D8 £599 Mic input, 44.1kHz analogue in, 1 -bit ND and D/A, digital I/O, portable Mar 97
Sony PCM-2300 £1481 2 heads, balanced I/O

Sony PCM-2600 £1469 2 heads

Sony PCM-2700A £2095 4 heads

Sony PCM-R500 £1169 32-48kHz sample rates, AES/EBU I/O Oct 97
Sony PCM-R700 £2056 4 heads, 32-48kHz sample rates, AES/EBU I/O Oct 97

Tascam DA -20 MO £799 44.1kHz sample rate Mar 97
Tascam DA -30 Mk11 £1299 44.1kHz analogue in, AES/EBU I/0, balanced analogue out, shuttle wheel Mar 97

Tascam DA -302 £1499 2 DAT recorders in one unit, for simultaneous digital cloning and duplication Apr 98
Tascam DA -P1 £1499 Portable DAT recorder with XLRs and 48V phantom power

Compressed Audio: The Facts

Using compression in digital audio systems has been
around for some time now, and curiously gained
widespread acceptance on Sony Video8 camcorders.
With these machines, the equivalent of 12 -bit audio was
created using only 8 -bit recording, but with
compression. On playback the compression
algorithm was reversed, thus acting as an
expander to restore it to an uncompressed
audio signal. On some models, the Video8
format (if used for audio only) can actually
record eight stereo audio tracks, using the area
reserved for video to store this data.

Roland's VS -880 does have the facility to compress the
audio tracks. The result is that less data is required to
store the compressed audio, which saves on hard disk
space and allows more tracks to be replayed
simultaneously. Again, the audio is expanded on

playback. Companding (compress/expand) audio does
have side -effects, i.e. a touch more presence, but most
people find they can live with it.

Currently, the VS -880 is the only major hard disk
multitracker that offers compression; however,
the use of compressed audio on computer
platforms is widespread. Here are a number of
common audio file formats that use it:

IMA (Interactive Multimedia Association):
IMA uses a compression ratio of 4:1 to shrink
16 -bit sound files.

 MACE (Macintosh Audio Compression and Expansion):
Creating an 8 -bit sound file this low-fi format uses two
compression ratios which affect the frequency response
(MACE 3:1, 11kHz and MACE 6:1 5.5kHz).
 p -law: Another compressed 8 -bit file, this time at 2:1
to yield a reasonable sound quality. Bob Dormon
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MULTITRACK RECORDERS

ANALOGUE: Analogue cassette and reel-to-reel

represent old technology as digital strengthens its

hold on the market. Reel-to-reel recorders are

virtually extinct, while cassette still offers a cheap

way into recording with Portastudios.

DIGITAL TAPE: The Alesis ADAT popularised the high -

end consumer video format of S -VHS. It records 40

minutes of audio on a two-hour tape. Up to 16 ADAT

machines can be synced together to provide 128 audio

tracks. Hi -8 cassettes are used by Tascam's rival DTRS

modular eight -track system, which can deliver 128

tracks in a multi -machine set-up. The cost of tape for DTRS is much cheaper than with

the ADAT system.

MINIDISC: MD exists in two formats: Audio and Data. Audio discs are used on MD hi-fi

systems, while Data discs are used by computers and MD four -tracks. Most MD systems

will only work at 44.1kHz and few have digital outputs.

HARD DISK RECORDING: Whether it's a computer system or a dedicated hard -disk

recorder, the exponential rise in storage capacity and drive efficiency has taken hard -disk

recording into a new era, with dozens of tracks and software controlled mixers and

effects available. You'll eventually have to back-up your data when the drive gets full.

MAGNETO -OPTICAL: MO is a removable format able to store large amounts of data. The

cost of multitrack recording on this convenient format is cost-effective too.

ANALOGUE CASSETTE

MANUFACTURER

Fostex

MODEL

X-14

PRICE

£149

TRACKS

4

DESCRIPIION

1 input, built-in mic

REVIEW

Fostex

Fostex

XR-3

XR-5

£249 4 2 inputs, Dolby 8 NR, 2 -track simultaneous record, high speed

£379 4 4 inputs, Dolby C NR, high speed

Fostex XR-7 £499 4 6 inputs, 3 -band EQ, Dolby C NR, 2 speeds

Peavey MCR-4A £919 4 2 -speed

Peavey

Tascam

MCR-4S

134

£1012 4

£1190 4

2 -speed, sync

2 -speed, rackmount machine for AV work

Tascam

Tascam

Tascam

Tascam

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

414

424Mk11

488Mk11

Porta03Mk11

MT4X

MT50

MT8X 11

£349

£499

£1299

£169

£559

£399

£999

4

4

8

4

4

4

8

4 inputs, 2 -band ED, dbx NR, 2 aux, high speed. 4 -track simultaneous record Spr 97

8 inputs, 3 -band ED, dbx NR, 2 aux, 2 speeds, MIDI sync, auto punch in/out

12 inputs, 3 -band ED, dbx NR, 2 aux, high speed. MIDI sync, phantom power; inserts

2 inputs, Dolby B NR, 2 -track simultaneous record

4 inputs, 3 -band EQ, dbx NR, 2 aux, 2 speeds, MIDI sync

4 inputs, EQ, dbx NR, 1 aux, 4 -track simultaneous record

Aug 96

14 inputs, 3 -band EQ, dbx NR, 2 aux, high speed, MIDI sync, phantom power, inserts

ANALOGUE REEL-TO-REEL

MANUFACTURER MODEL

Tascam TSR-8

DIGITAL TAPE

MANUFACTURER

Alesis

PRICE TRACKS

£2299 8

MODEL

ADAT XT

Fostex

Rane

Rane

Tascam

Tascam

Tascam

RD8

PRICE TRACKS

£2699 8

£3999

RC24A £1087

RC24T

DA -38

DA -88

£1028

DESCRIPTION

High -quality, flexible 8 -track half -inch tape recorder

REVIEW

DESCRIPTION

Updated ADAT, improved control and sound quality; S -VHS format

ADAT compatible recorder with lots of control; S -VHS format

REVIEW

Feb 96

July 94

Converts ADAT into 24 -bit 4 -track machine

£2099 8

£2799 8

MINIDISC

MANUFACTURER

Sony

Tascam

Yamaha

DA -98 £3999 8

MODEL

MDM-X4

564

MD4 £699 4

PRICE TRACKS

£799 4

£1099 4

Converts DA -88 into 24 -bit 4 -track machine

Entry-level version of the DA -88 with internal patch bay and shuttle control Oct 96

ADAT-rival digital multitrack tape; uses cheaper Hi -8 tape

Timecode, MIDI, video, digital interfacing, scrub wheel, large LCD read-out Nov 97

DESCRIPTION

10 inputs, 3 -band ED, 2 aux, MMC sync, MTC/MIDI Clock out

12 inputs, 3 -band EQ, 2 aux, MMC sync, MTC/MIDI Clock out, S/PDIF out

8 inputs, 3 -band EQ, 1 aux, MTC/MIDI Clock out

REVIEW

Mar 97

Sep 96

Sep 96

Yamaha

HARD DISK

MANUFACTURER

Akai

MD8 £999 8 12 inputs, 3 -band ED with sweepable mid, 2 aux, MTC/MIDI Clock

MODEL

DR4d

PRICE TRACKS

£1499 4

DESCRIPTION

16 -bit, 32-48kHz sample rate, AES/EBU inputs, SMPTE board

REVIEW

Akai

Akai

E -mu

E -mu

Ensoniq

Fostex

Fostex

Fostex

DR8

DR16

Darwin

Darwin

PARIS

D-80

D-90

D-160

£2799

£3999

£2879

£2999

£2499

£1299

£1499

£2931

16

8

8

16

8

8

16

As DR4d, but with enhanced editing and mixing controls May 95

As DR8, but with 128 -track operation possible with 8xDR16 Oct 97

Easy -to -use unit with 8:2 digital mixer, interface options and improved OS

As above, but with hard disc Mar 96

4 inputs, 4 outputs, 4 -band EQ, 16 sends, 8 returns Jan 98

8 inputs, 8 outputs, MIDI and digital I/O in rack -mounted caddy -loading IDE unit May 96

As D-80, but with ADAT interface Jul 97

8 inputs, 16 outputs, memory management and a wide variety of interface options Dec 97

Fostex DMT-8 VL £999 8 8 inputs, 2 -band ED, 2 sends, 2 stereo returns, 2 -track simult record, S/PDIF I/O Mar 97

Korg 08 £849 8 2 inputs, 2 outputs, 2 -band EQ, 2 sends, 2 stereo returns Mar 98

Otari

Otari

RADAR £8813 8

RADAR

48 minutes of audio per track, 16 -bit sampling, 32-48kHz, analogue/digital I/O May 97

£13278 16 48 minutes of audio per track, 16 -bit sampling, 32-48kHz, analogue/digital I/O May 97

Otari

Roland

RADAR £18213 24

DM -800 £3975 4

48 minutes of audio per track. 16 -bit sampling, 32-48kHz, analogue/digital 1/0 May 97

Digital mixer/recorder, supports 8 tracks with external drive

Roland

Roland

Soundscape

Vestax

VS -880

VS -880 VXPanded

SSHDR1-Plus

HDR-6

£1499

£2238 8

8 inputs, 3 -band digital EQ, 2 aux, MIDI -automated mixer, MTC/MMC, digital I/O

As VS -880, but with built-in 1.4Gb HD, VS8F-1 effects board Jun 97

£3200 12

£2349 6

10 in, 12 out. PC -based system with 24 -bit processing. 48kHz sampling Mar 98

MIDI -controllable recorder with sophisticated built-in digital mixer

MAGNETO -OPTICAL DISC

MANUFACTURER

Akai

Genex

MODEL

DD1500

GX8000

PRICE

Etc
£6456

TRACKS

tbc

8

DESCRIPTION

Digital audio workstation

24 -bit digital audio workstation

REVIEW

Feb 97

UPDATE
Manufacturers and distributors should send updates, price changes and corrections to

The Mix Buyer's Guide by either post or e-mail, to the following addresses:

Buyer's Guide, The Mix, Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW
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CONTROLLERS & INTERFACES

CONTROLLERS: These include master keyboards, guitar

controllers, wind controllers, breath controllers, trigger

interfaces and drum pads.

MIDUCV CONVERTERS: For hooking up your pre -MIDI synths to your system,

a MIDI/CV converter is needed. These offer a varying number of channels (one for each

synth) and may also offer other interfacing options.

INTERFACES: MIDI interfaces can be either universal or platform specific (i.e just for Mac, PC or Atari). Interfaces for the

Atari usually offer multiple MIDI connections. Some interfaces combine several other functions, such as a MIDI patchbay along with

timecode options.

c7.7,

I>

MIDI CONTROLLERS

MANUFACTURER

Akai

Akai

Akai

MODEL

EWI3020

PRICE

£349

TYPE

Wind

ME 35T £299 Trigger

MX1000 £1299 Keyboard

Casio GZ-5 £65 Keyboard

Doepfer LMK1+ £699 Keyboard

Doepfer LMK2+ £799 Keyboard

Doepfer LMK4+ £1099 Keyboard

Doepfer MAO 16/3 £595 Sequencer

E -mu Launch Pad £429 Table unit

evolution uk Music Creator £50 Keyboard

evolution uk Music Creator Pro £120 Keyboard

Fatar CMS 61 £280 Keyboard

Fatar MP1 £250 Bass pedals

Fatar Studio 1100 £900 Keyboard

Fatar Studio 1100FC £1100 Keyboard

Fatar Studio 1176 £750 Keyboard

Fatar Studio 2001 £1250 Keyboard

Fatar Studio 2001FC £1450 Keyboard

Fatar Studio 49 £120 Keyboard

Fatar Studio 610 £230 Keyboard

Fatar Studio 610+ £300 Keyboard

Fatar Studio 900 £650 Keyboard

Fatar Studio 900FC £849 Keyboard

Goldstar GMK49 £169 Keyboard

Kawai Datacat £149 Keyboard

Kawai MDK6111 £409 Keyboard

Midiman Keyman 49 £89 Keyboard

Novation MM10-X £160 Keyboard

Peavey DPM C8 £1799 Keyboard

Peavey DPM C8p £1469 Keyboard

Peavey PC1600 £329 Table unit

0 -Logic Mac K..AT £110 Table unit

Ouasimidi Cyber 6 £999 Keyboard

Roland A-33 £399 Keyboard

Roland A-90 £1699 Keyboard

Roland AT -30 £5999 Keyboard

Roland AT -50 £7749 Keyboard

Roland AT -70 £9795 Keyboard

Roland GI -10 £469 Module

Roland GK -2A £136 Pick-up

Roland KP-24 £335 Piano mount

Roland MC -303 Groovebox £565 Table unit

Roland MC -50 Mkll £780 Sequencer

Roland PC160 £135 Keyboard

Roland PC -200 Mk II £165 Keyboard

Roland PK-5 £299 Pedal board

Roland PMA-5 £445 Hand-held

Roland RA -30 £499 Table unit

Roland RA -800 £1599 Table unit

Roland RA -95 £799 Table unit

Samick KK1 £599 Keyboard

Samick KKIL £399 Keyboard

Sunihama Jamma £599 Guitar

Wersi MBP1 £349 Pedal board

Yamaha BC2 £39 Breath

Yamaha CBX-K1 £99 Keyboard

Yamaha KX88 £1649 Keyboard

Yamaha MDF3 £379 Table unit

Yamaha 0Y22 £299 Portable

Yamaha 0Y70 £449 Portable

Yamaha QY300 £599 Table unit

Yamaha 0Y700 £999 Table unit

Yamaha WX11 £359 Wind

Zildjian Kat dk10 £549 Drum pads

DESCRIPTION

Sax -like controller

REVIEW

Feb 95

Takes drum pad or mic triggers and converts to MIDI

Full -spec controller; the PM76 Piano Card turns it into a digital piano

32 mini keys, velocity slider, pitchbend,mod wheels plus a few built-in sounds

88 -note hammer action master keyboard with 4 zones

88 -note hammer action master keyboard with 4 zones

88 -note hammer action master keyboard with 8 zones

Analogue -style sequencer for MIDI

Central control panel for an entire MIDI system

49 full-sized keys, supplied with cables, Key West software

49 full-sized keys, includes pitch/mod wheels, cables, Audio Pro software

61 -note unweighted keyboard with recesses for computer keyboard, mouse

Single octave bass pedal controller aimed at organists

88 -note, aftertouch-sensitive keyboard, 4 zones, memories Apr 95

Flightcased version of Studio 1100

76 -note version of Studio 1100

88 weighted keys and pro controller features

Flightcased version of the 2001

49 -note velocity -sensitive keyboard

61 -note velocity -sensitive keyboard

Studio 610 with aftertouch-sensitive, weighted keys

88 -note keyboard aimed at live musicians

Flightcased version of Studio 900

49 -key master keyboard

37 -note keyboard with transpose, pitch -bend, assignable mod wheel

61 -note, velocity -sensitive keyboard with pitchbend, mod wheel, bank select

49 mini -key controller keyboard

2 -octave, velocity sensitive, with assignable mod wheel, pitchbend, transpose

88 keys, 3 controller wheels, 3.5 -inch disk drive, 8 zones, 2 MIDI Ins, 4 MIDI Outs

More affordable version of the DPM-C8 Mar 97

Programmable, with buttons, sliders, data wheel, 50 presets, 100 scenes

21 -function remote controller for Apple Mac

61 -key controller with special techno effects alongside the usual controls Mar 96

Mau 95

76 -note controller

Hugely programmable expandable 88 -note weighted keyboard May 96

Smaller AT keyboard

Smaller version of AT -70

AT -90 with fewer pedals

Pitch -MIDI guitar interface for use with the GK -2A

Guitar pick-up for Roland guitar synths

Sensor for acoustic keyboards for use with RA95

Techno module/sequencer in the vein of the TB -303 and MC -202 Aug 96

Near industry -standard hardware MIDI sequencer

Simple, no -frills controller

Updated version of PC -150 with modulation, pitchbend and data entry slider

MIDI bass pedal controller

Handy portable sequencer and sound source in one Jul 96

Auto -arranger

Real-time arranger and sound module combined

Auto -arranger with built-in sounds

88 -note, weighted controller keyboard

76 -note version of KK1

Guitar -like MIDI controller

13 -note MIDI pedal board

Breath controller headset for use with VL synths

Mint velocity -sensitive keyboard with assignable mod wheel

88 weighted keys, four control sliders and pitch -bend and mod wheels

MIDI data filer, uses 3.5 -inch disks

Walkman -style sequencer with built-in sounds

Silvery compact music sequencer with slick and up to date styles

GM sound module, sequencer & auto -accompaniment player in one

Advanced version of 0Y300 with serious sequencing tools

MIDI wind controller, updates old WX7

10 -pad unit with lots of programmability

Dec 94

Sep 95

Sep 94



MIDI/CV CONVERTERS

MANUFACTURER

EES

MODEL

MIDI-CV7

PRICE

£449

CHANNELS

7

DESCRIPTION

CV and gate outs, 1V/octave and HzN options, DIN Sync

REVIEW

Kenton Pro -2 . £190 2 MIDI/CV converter

Kenton Pro -2 Hz £220 2 Pro -2 for synths running on Hz sync (such as Korgs and Moogs)

Kenton Pro -2000 £230 2 CV and gate outs, 1V/octave and HzN options, DIN Sync, DCB, MIDI filter Jun 97
Kenton Pro -4 £447 Multi -channel MIDI/CV converter Oct 94
Kenton Pro -4 Hz £547 Pro -4 for Hz sync synths

Kenton Pro-DCB £120 1 MIDI/DCB converter Mar 97
Kenton ProSolo £120 1 MIDI/CV converter Oct 95
Philip Rees Little MCV £77 1 MIDI/CV converter Feb 97

MIDI GENERAL

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE FORMAT DESCRIPTION REVIEW
JL Cooper MSB V2 £399 8 In, 8 Out MIDI patch bay and processor

JL Cooper Nexus £169 2 In, 8 Out Programmable MIDI patch bay with transpose and mergable Ins
JL Cooper Nexus £109 3 In, B Out MIDI patch bay

JL Cooper Synapse £1199 16 In, 20 Out MIDI patch bay with 3 -way merge
MIDI Solutions 2 -Way Merge £59 2 -way MIDI merge unit

MIDI Solutions Footswitch £54 Converts foots witch actions to MIDI messages

MIDI Solutions Mapper £69 Remaps MIDI messages

MIDI Solutions Quad Merg e £99 4 -into -1 MIDI merge

MIDI Solutions Relay £69 MIDI -to -audio switch

Midiman MidiMerge6 £9 2 In, 2 Out Self -powered MIDI merge box
Midiman MidiThru £29 1 In, 4 Out MIDI splitter and Thru box
Midiman SmartSync £89 Smart Song Pointer/FSK/MIDI sync -box

Midiman Syncman £169 SMPTE-to-DTUMTC synchroniser
Midiman Syncman Plus £169 SMPTE/SPP/DTL/MTC sync -box
Midiman Syncman Pro £299 Rackmount SMPTE box with LED
Midiman Trans MIDI £399 Wireless MIDI system; piggy -backs onto wireless mic systems
Midiman Video Syncman £449 VITC/LTC/MTC sync box and code translator
Nobels MV -C £121 MIDI volume controller hardware
PC Services Micro -merge £82 2 In, 2 Out Self -powered MIDI merge
PC Services Micro-thru £23 1 In, 3 Out Self -powered MIDI Thru box
PC Services MIDI Switch £34 4 -way MIDI switch box
PC Services MIDI Thru £34 6 -way MIDI Thru box

MAC

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE FORMAT DESCRIPTION REVIEW
Altech MIDIFace LX £50 1 In, 3 Out Serial port interface
JL Cooper Mac Nexus £75 1 In, 3 Out

JL Cooper Sync Link £219 21n, 2 Out
KCCM MIDIEdge £45 1 In, 1 Out
MacMIDI MacMIDI 2s £420 2 In, 6 Out 32 MIDI channels, SMPTE, MTC
MacMIDI MacMIDIl £89 1 In, 3 Out
Midiman Mac Syncman £169 2 In, 6 Out 32 channels, SMPTE; stand-alone SMPTE box
Midiman MacMan £45 1 In, 3 Out Pass-Thru
Midiman MiniMacMan £35 1 In, 3 Out Compact interface needing no power supply
MotU FastLane £59 1 In, 3 Out Thru switch for working without Mac
MotU MIDI Timepiece AV £649 8 In, 8 Out 8x8 interface with SMPTE, LTC video, ADAT Digidesign Superclock sync Apr 97
MotU Pocket Express £219 2 In, 4 Out 32 -channel interface with SMPTE
MusicQuest 2 Port SE £200 2In, 4 Out Filters message
MusicQuest 2 Port SX £400 8 In, 8 Out MIDI interface with SMPTE
MusicQuest MIDIstrip £49 1 In, 3 Out Includes 5 -foot serial cable
MusicQuest MQX-32 M £230 2 In, 2 Out 32 MIDI channels and SMPTE/MTC facility
Opcode MIDI Translator II £70 1 In, 3 Out Switchable Thru
Opcode MIDI Translator Pro £130 2 In, 6 Out Switchable Thru
Opcode MIDI Translator Pro Sync £230 2 In, 6 Out 32 channels, switchable Thru, SMPTE support
Opcode Studio 64X £269 4 in, 4 out, MIDI interface, patchbay, SMPTE Dec 97
Opcode Studio 3 £300 2 In, 6 Out 19 -inch rackmount, SMPTE support
Opcode Studio 4 £550 8 In, 8 Out 19 -inch rackmount, SMPTE support
Opcode Studio 5 LX £1100 15 In, 15 Out 19 -inch rackmount, SMPTE support
Steinberg Micro Mac £55 11n, 1 Out Basic MIDI interface

PC

MANUFACTURER

Creative Labs

MODEL

MIDI Adapter

PRICE

£22

FORMAT

1 In, 1 Out

DESCRIPTION

Adapter for SoundBlaster cards
REVIEW

EES PC -MIDI 1/4 £99 I in, 4 out Parallel port interface, 64 MIDI channels
KCCM MIDIEdge £59 1 In, 1 Out Expandable MIDI interface card
KCCM MIDIEdge £129 2 In, 4 Out Expandable MIDI interface card
KCCM MIDILink £69 1 In, 1 Out Serial port interface
Midiman MM401 £59 Full MPU-401 interface card
Midiman PortMan 2x4 £129 2 In, 4 Out Parallel port interface
Midiman PortMan PC/P £89 MIDI parallel port interface for laptops and portables; includes driver
Midiman PortMan PC/S £89 Serial port interface for laptop and portable computers, PS/2 -compatible
Midiman Soundcard Cable/Module £25 Soundcard MIDI adapter (4 -foot male or 1 -foot female)
Midiman Video Producer £249 VITC sync reader/writer, syncs to PC via MTC
Midiman Video Studio £279 Video Producer packaged with Samplitude software
Midiman WinMan 1x1 £49 1 In, 1 Out Includes Windows drivers
Midiman WinMan 2x2 £79 2 In, 2 Out Internal interface with Windows drivers
Midiman WinMan 4x4S £219 4 In, 4 Out SMPTE, Windows drivers
MotU MIDI Timepiece AV £649 8 In, 8 Out 8x8 interface with SMPTE, LTC video, ADAT Digidesign Superclock sync Apr 97
MotU PC -MIDI Flyer £99 2 In, 2 Out 32 -channel parallel port interface
MotU Pocket Express £219 2 In, 4 Out Parallel port interface with SMPTE
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MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE FORMAT DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Music PC MPC401Mk11 £65 1 In, 1 Out Basic MPU-401-type MIDI interface, with WaveBlaster socket

MusicQuest MIDI Engine Note/1 £100 1 In. 1 Out Parallel port MIDI interface

MusicQuest MIDI Engine Note/1 REVIEW

MusicQuest PC MIDI card £80 MPU-401 card

Opcode Studio 64X £269 4 In, 4 Out MIDI interface/patchbay/SMPTE Dec 97

PC Services MPC16 £53 1 In, 1 Out Interface card with Windows drivers

PC Services SC16 £30 1 In, 3 Out Plug-in MIDI expander for SoundBlaster-compatible PCs

PC Services SP16 £58 1 In, 3 Out Serial port interface with Windows drivers

Steinberg SMPII £799 SMPTE/MIDI interface; requires DC/PC PC drive card

ATARI

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE FORMAT DESCRIPTION REVIEW

Cimple Solutions Extraports £70 1 In, 3 Out 48 more MIDI channels via modem port (ST only)

Heavenly Music STM £13 Extra MIDI Out for modem port

Steinberg Midex+ £475 2 In, 4 Out Interface cartridge with SMPTE and 4 key slots

Steinberg SMPII £799 Rackmount interface and SMPTE processor

Steinberg Studio Module £159 1 In, 3 Out For ST or Falcon

PC AND MAC INTERFACES
Virtually every modern electronic musical instrument has a MIDI interface

which allows one MIDI device to control or transmit MIDI data to another. For

newbies, the most important thing to remember is that MIDI data is

information such as note pitch and duration, not sound, which is produced by

the device on the receiving end of the signal.

Most PC soundcards have a MIDI interface option which makes them cheap.

Mac users need to buy a dedicated MIDI interface although there are lots

available for well under a ton. Some interfaces, such as the Opcode Studio

64X, can work with both Macs and PCs - ideal for project studios and anyone

who wants the best of both computer plafforms.

Unless you're a one -keyboard muso. a single MIDI in and out is no longer

enough. Trying to run two sound modules from one MIDI out means muting

channels on the instruments. It's very Taffy and very inconvenient. Plan for the

future and opt for an interface with two, three, or four outs. Two or more

inputs is useful, too, if you have a couple of keyboards or want to record

SysEx data from a sound module. If you have a lot of gear, invest in a

patchbay with eight or more outs. Many interfaces have additional SMPTE

facilities or MTC support which can be a bonus if you need 'em and a

redundant expense if you don't.

With the growing interest in analogue synths, MIDI -to -CV converters are

becoming increasingly popular. Again, buy one with sufficient channels to

meet your anticipated future needs. You must also makes sure the output is

compatible with your gear. For example, Kenton's Pro -2 Hz is for synths which

run on Hz sync such as Korgs and Moogs.  Ian Waugh
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You or your band on the Internet 24 hours a day 7 days a week Free Forever

Musicians CLASSIFIEDS
Visit MusiciansNet Classifieds on the Internet at
litiii://www.musicidosni.comvcidssiiieu,

r

Entry name (band name or individual)

Contact name

Street address

Town/city

County/state

Post/zip code

Country

Phone

E-mail

Category

Now you can get your details, a picture and a sound clip to the millions of
people accessing the Internet by using MusiciansNet Classifieds, the Internet
directory for anyone in the music industry. Best of all, the first 5,000 will be
put on-line absolutely free, including a sound clip - worth £20 a year!

MusiciansNet Classifieds is part of MusiciansNet, Future Publishing's leading
Internet Web site for music makers, and home of The Mix on the Internet.
Tens of thousands of musicians, programmers, producers, writers and music
industry staff access MusiciansNet every week. MusiciansNet Classifieds
brings them together in what will be the largest Net music directory.

Please tick the most appropriate one
only. If you wish to be included in more
than one category, please resubmit
your entry on another form -
photocopies are acceptable.

BANDS
 Ambient
 Blues/R&B
 Country
 Covers
 Dance
 Folk
 Hip -hop
 Indie/alternative

 Jazz
 Pop
 Punk
 Rock
 Roots
 Techno

MUSICIANS
 Bass
 Drums
 Guitars
 Keyboards
 Percussion
 Strings
 Wind

 Audio included (40 second clip)
Please supply a clear recording of about 40 seconds. If you
are sending a whole track or tracks, we will use our discretion
to pick a representative clip.

 Picture included (1 photograph/logo)
Please bear in mind that on screen size will be approx 5cm%

PLEASE NOTE: We are unable to return any audio or picture submitted.

 Text content
Write a maximum of 60 words for your entry.
Please write your entry clearly and in block capitals on a separate
piece of paper and attach it to this form.

 Vocals (male)
 Vocals (female)

PRODUCTION
 DJs
 Engineers
 Programmers
 Producers
 Remixers
 Songwriters

-1

I warrant that the materials supplied are my
original work, that I have obtained all
necessary permission for the supplied
material being included and I fully indemnify
FutureNet if this is not the case.
I understand that my details may be passed to
companies who may wish to inform me of
some really cool offers.

 Please tick this box if you do NOT agree

Signature

Date

Detach this form and send it to: MusiciansNet Classifieds, PO Box 346, Manchester M60 2JZ, UK. Enquiries 0161 236 1929
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FREE ADS
There are three ways you can advertise your

equipment in The Mix:
1. POST - cut out and fill in the coupon and

send to: Readers Ads, The Mix,
Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth St,

Bath BA1 2BW
2. FAX - fax us your ad on 01225 732353

3. EMAIL - Email us at themix@futurenet.co.uk

When sending an advert please remember to state which Equipment Category you wish the ad to

appear in and include full contact details.

KEYBOARDS

Alesis QuadraSynth S4 keyboard, 64 -
voice £400. Tel Tim on 01394 285548
(Felixstowe)

Casio CZ -101 polyphonic MIDI synth,
in very good condition, boxed with
manual and synthesis books £100. Tel
01553 762125

Casio CZ -1000 programmable analogue
with MIDI £150. Tel Clive on 01843
863836 or leave message

Clavia Nord Lead 2 under guarantee,
comes with case and SRAM £1,195. Tel
0468 647432

Commodore four -octave master
keyboard, modulation, pitchbend
wheels £60. Tel 01933 678608

Ensoniq ESQ1 digital wave synth, great
sounds, easy to program, on -board
eight -track sequencer and sustain pedal
£300 ono. Tel Simon on 0181 541
3598

Ensoniq Mirage DSK late model, disks,
manual £250. Tel 01604 843536
(Northampton)

Fatar 010 Plus five -octave master
keyboard £180 ono. Tel 01326 340343

Kawai 100F very rare synth, 1978
mono synth, wide range of sounds
possible, little use since '78, mint £160
or swap for programmable multi
effects. Tel Sam on 01225 483808

Kawai K4 immaculate condition, sound
cards plus Atari editing program £350.
Tel John on 01364 631519

Kawai MDK61 Mk11 mother keyboard,
velocity sensitive, assignable controller
wheel, bank select £150. Tel 01539
822351

Korg 364 keyboard, 64 -voice
polyphony, 16 -track sequencer, disk

drive, multi digital effects, two months
old, not used £500 (beat that!). Tel
01895 239926 (five minutes from the
M25)

Korg DW8000 very good condition,
manual, PSU £275. Tel 01283 840576
(Staffs)

Korg i5s as new, boxed, 320 preset
voices, 64 user voices, 128 excellent
styles, 64 user styles, disk drive,
sequencer £600. Tel 01287 635356

Korg M1 keyboard/workstation, used

on stage only a handful of times, Al
condition with manual £500, no offers
please. Tel Paul on 01889 882849
(Staffs)

Korg MS20 twin oscillator, vintage
mono synthesizer with patchbay, good
condition £250 ono. Call Chris on
01273 387889 (Brighton area) or 0973
363946

Korg Poly 6 analogue synth, comes
with special own aluminium stand
which has own carry bag, tidy,
excellent condition, manuals £260. Tel
0171 387 1834

Korg Poly 800 keyboard, analogue
synth, MIDI, eight -voice polyphony,

Detroit techno sound source, genuine
reason for sale, no manual hence £150
ono. Tel John on 0121 454 1103
evenings (Birmingham)

Korg Prophecy and Trinity+ (with
Prophecy board and playback sampler
options fitted), both are still under
warranty and unused, boxed with
manuals. Prophecy: £475 ono. Trinity:
£1,550 ono. Phone Alex on 0115 960
4514 or 01695 623968 (Nottingham)

Korg Trinity 12 simultaneous effects,
24Mb on -board sounds, 1,500 extra
Korg sounds, touchscreen, massive
visual interface, ribbon controller,
serious workstation, 80,000 -note
sequencer, warranty, immaculate £980.
Call Mikey on 01903 215795
(Worthing)

Korg Trinity ProX with sample playback
option and full flightcase £3,000. Tel
0171 935 9719

Korg Wavestation excellent condition,
boxed with manuals and two sound
cards £450. Call Paul on 01824 702811
(Wales)

Korg Wavestation EX 2Mb more ROM,
updated effects, very good condition
£495. Will post. Tel 01261 815707

Korg X3 boxed as new, manuals plus

five disks of sounds. Tel Ray on 0181
983 8228

Korg X5D mint condition, boxed,
manuals, receipt, two months old £475
ono. Phone Till on 0181 402 5967

Korg Z1 new and boxed, too busy to
get to play with it £1,400 ono. Tel
01564 742317

Kurzweil K20006 U3, P -RAM, fan kit,

64Mb sampler, synthesizer, sequencer,
powerful all -in -one workstation, also
has digital in, out and optical, multi
outs, SCSI, only £2,500. Tel Robert on
00 31 20612 8667 (Amsterdam)

Moog Prodigy classic fat analogue
sounds, two oscillators £250. Tel Chris
on 0973 887147 day/night

OSC Oscar MIDI excellent condition,
includes owner's manual £700. Tel
01274 616107

Quasimidi Raven with max expansion
board £650. Tel 01932 228061

Quasimidi Technox synth, module,
excellent condition £390. Tel 01788
537021 (Rugby)

Roland G800 76 keys, mint condition,
home use only. Tel 01986 788719

Roland JP -8000 synth, maximum
creativity, four months old, with receipt
and one-year warranty, perfect
condition £750. Phone Jonathon on
0181 878 8541 (Richmond)

Roland Juno 106 good condition £395.
Tel Joe on 0161 282 3984

Roland Juno 106 very good condition,
with manual £400. Tel 0131 332 6557
after 6.30pm

Roland Juno 106 with flightcase £500.
Tel Oily on 0191 272 2142 (Newcastle)
or e-mail: o.r.style@ncl.ac.uk

Roland Jupiter 6 never gigged, boxed,
manual, mint condition £695. Tel 01702
72462

Roland JX-3P analogue synth with
MIDI and sequencer, good condition,
manual £200 ono. Tel Jay on 01978
363241 or 01978 264015

Roland JX-10 24 oscillators, 76 keys,
splittable keyboard, MIDI, bitimbral
unison with PG -800 programmer, very
good condition £680. Will post. Tel
01261 815707

Roland SH-101 vintage analogue synth,
great dance sounds £250 ono. Tel Paul
on 01793 421821

Roland XP -80 never used, unwanted
gift, boxed with manuals and warranty
£1,200 ono. Tel Dean on 0113 271
1221

Roland W-30 sampling workstation,
comes with original box, manual and
extensive sound library, immaculate
condition, never gigged, severe debt

forces reluctant sale £675. Phone Dan
on 01222 842589 any time

Roland W-30
workstation/sampler/synth, hardcase,
manuals, lots of software £500 ono. Tel
Mike on 0113 244 4971 or page me on
07666 708859

Roland XP -50 as new, boxed, manuals
and video manual, hardly used, bargain
£800. Tel 0543 36495

Roland XP -50 workstation, only four
months old, top sounds, sequencer,
expandable, boxed with manuals, cable
and stand £950 no offers. Tel Dave on
01942 795184

Roland XP -50 workstation with vintage
sound card, immaculate, home use
only £800. Phone 0113 216 4869 after
6pm

Roland XP -80 workstation, with fitted
pop orchestra and experience
expansion boards, boxed with full
manuals, mint condition, complete with
stand £1,400 ono. Tel Don on 01905
797419 or 0850 162831

Sequential Sixtrak rich sounds,
analogue oscillators, arpeggiator,
unison voices, with case and original
manual £325 ono. Tel 01524 736158

Solton MS50 mint, home use only
£999. Tel 01986 788719

Solton MS60 multimedia music station,
absolute mint condition, very little
home use, MIDI, disk drive, plus disks
and demo tape, new stand, cost new
£2,000, bargain £850. Tel 01633
612669

Stratus analogue synth, loads of
features £120. Casio CTS -500 synth,
good bass amp, lead sounds, MIDI
£120. Call Clive on 01843 863836 or
leave message

Technics KN3000 as new, home use
only, complete with manuals and video
manual, cost £2,495, will accept £975.
Tel 0181 399 4383 (Surrey)

Technics SX-WSA1 synth, 64 -voice,
32 -part, excellent sounds £750. Tel Tim
on 01394 285548 (Felixstowe)

Technics WSA1 rack synth, mint
condition, boxed as new with manuals
£700. Tel 01326 340343

Yamaha AN1x brand new, boxed with
all manuals, still with 11 months
warranty, genuine reason for sale,
brilliant dance music tool £800 ono. Tel
Ken on 07000 777567 or 0467 445488

Yamaha CS1x synth, 256 superb
performances, over 600 individual
sounds, three different effects
simultaneously. Sounds like a bargain,
doesn't it? And it is, at only £325.
Phone Rich on 01268 773210 (Essex)
after 6pm

Yamaha DX21 synth £150. Tel Gawain
on 01926 419814

Yamaha PSR90 full-size MIDI keyboard,
editable sounds, boxed, manual £90
ono. Tel Les on 0171 419 4285
(London)

Yamaha SY77 synth workstation, disk
drive, effects, sequencer, excellent
condition, boxed, manual £400. Tel
01788 537021 (Rugby)

Yamaha SY85 excellent condition, with
sampled techno and dance loop disks,
boxed and manuals included £500. Tel
Jay on 01933 316584 after 6pm
(Northants)

Yamaha TG33 vector synth £150. Tel
Simon on 0161 860 6139

Yamaha TX816 with manual £800 ono.
Call Jody on 0181 390 9457



SAMPLERS

Akai SO1 sampler, upgraded memory,

boxed, excellent condition £290. Tel
01788 537021 (Rugby)

Akai S20 16 -bit stereo phrase sampler,
eight -voice polyphony, full MIDI,
unused, boxed as new with all disks,
etc £380 ono. Tel 01225 702448 (Bath)

Akai S950 sampler, fully expanded,
manual, excellent condition £600. Tel
0181 507 3836

Akai S950 perfect condition £425 ono.
Tel Mike on 01985 847385
(Warminster)

Akai $1000 digital sampler, new disk
drive, manual, 8Mb memory £700, Tel
Richard on 01260 273252

Akai 31000 sampler, 12Mb, SCSI,
library, perfect condition, £1,000 ono.
Tel 0181 788 4585

Akai S1000 sampler, industry standard,
internal hard disk, digital AES/EBU
fitted, optical plus SCSI, 20Mb
memory, home studio use only,
absolute bargain £999. Tel Jonathan on
01924 381374

Akai S1000 sampler, upgraded to 8Mb,
boxed, 100 floppy disks £850. Tel
Simon on 01772 823016 (Preston)

Akai S1000 playback sampler, 8Mb,
good condition £550. Tel Joe on 0161
282 3984

Akai S2000 sampler, 10Mb memory
expansion, boxed, copy of manual and
disks, good condition £800. Tel 0114
250 8699

Akai 51000 SCSI board fitted, 8Mb
RAM, immaculate condition, boxed,
manual, V4.4 software, Zip drive and
SCSI lead £1,000, can separate. Tel
01268 452028 (Essex)

Akai S2000 sampler, 10Mb RAM, EB16
FX board fitted £650. Tel 01858 432659
(Leics)

Akai S2000 sampler, 18Mb, eight
outputs, plus Zip drive, boxed with
manual and disks, only few months old
£900 ono. Tel 0131 529 3682

Casio CZ -101 manuals, ST sounds
£100. Tel Paul on 01323 504711
(Eastbourne) evenings

Casio FZ-1 16 -bit keyboard sampler,
eight outputs, resonant filters, bargain
at £500 ono. Tel 0370 413137

Casio FZ-1 16 -bit vintage sampler,
classic lo-fi machine, loops, filters,
eight outputs, easy -to -understand
manual, excellent condition, modest
library. Put some dirt into your
sampling! £360. Tel Andy on 01865
873951 (Oxford)

Casio FZ-1 keyboard sampler, 2Mb
wicked techno house library, top filters,
eight outs, manual £550 ono. Tel
Graham on 0181 761 9155 after 6pm

Casio FZ-1 sampler, eight outputs,
resonant filters, large LCD screen
shows waveforms, 150+ disk library,
manual £300. Tel Simon on 0161 860
6139

Casio FZ-1 sampler, keyboard version,
16 -bit sampling, resonant filters, eight
outs, graphical display. Sold with 2Mb
memory, manuals and disks. Yours for
only £325. Phone Rich on 01268
773210 (Essex) after 6pm

Casio FZ-10m sampler, 2Mb memory,
very good condition £325 ono. Tel
Mark on 0121 344 3942 (Birmingham)

Cheetah SX16 sampler, 16 -bit, eight
outputs, excellent condition, includes
power supply and manual £250. Tel
Dave on 0191 251 4062 (North
Tyneside)

E -mu EIVx 64Mb, as new, 540Mb hard
drive, still guaranteed £2,222. Also
Kurzweil Micropiano £250. Tel 0117
914 4752

E -mu e64 10Mb, hard drive, hundreds
of presets £1,450. Tel 01903 871511
evenings

E -mu e64 rackmount sampler with
16Mb memory, hard disk, CD-ROMs
and CD drive, excellent condition
£1,650. Tel 01294 553819

E -mu ESI32 8Mb RAM, SCSI, 100Mb

Zip drive, CD-ROM, as new £700. Tel
01932 228061

E -mu ESI4000 Turbo 64 -voice

polyphony, on -board EFX, 10 outputs,
digital in/out, amazing resonant filters,
only one month old, it cost £1,499 but
it is yours for only £1,250. Call Richard
on 0171 288 0128

Ensoniq EPS16+ rackmount sampler,
eight outs, effects, sequencer, resample
with effects, boxed with disks, as new
£600. Tel Phil on 01483 418711
(Guildford)

Roland DJ -70 sampling workstation
features timestretching filters,
sequencer and sound library £525 ono
or swap for Yamaha SY85 or Yamaha
CS1x. Tel Alan on 01922 441454
(Midlands)

Roland MC -202 with Kenton Pro 2
MIDI -to -CV converter £400 for the pair.
Korg Poly 800 Mkll £200. Tel Tim on
0115 942 2762 (Nottingham)

Roland MS -1 desktop sampler with
4Mb RAM card, stereo, loads of
sampling time, easy to use £250. Tel
01933 678608

Roland MS -1s (two) DJ -friendly
samplers, ideal for use with Groovebox,
both mint and with manuals, one with
4Mb PCMCIA expansion £300. Other as
standard £250. First one sold comes
with Roland sample CD. Tel Strooz on
0118 934 2444 (Reading) evenings

Roland S-750 sampler, monitor,
mouse, 10Mb, eight outs £950. Tel
Simon on 01203 674526

Roland S-760 10Mb, superior filters,
upgrade, immaculate, manuals £850.
Tel Jon on 01394 274511 days, 01394
670622 evenings (Suffolk)

Roland S-760 32Mb, CD-ROM,
SyQuest removable, loads of library
£1,400. Tel Steve on 01507 463182

Roland S-760 sampler, 16Mb
expansion kit, mouse, colour monitor,
zip drive £900. Tel 01243 824305

Yamaha SU10 sampler, top condition,
boxed as new, with CDs and manuals,
quick sale, hence £175. Tel Marc on
01763 775771 (Hens)

Yamaha TX16W sampler, Typhoon
software £400. Tel Tim on 01394
285548 (Felixstowe)

SEQUENCERS

Yamaha PSRSQ16 16 -track sequencer

disk drive, 200 voices, 269 styles,
touch -sensitive, 23 percussion, home
use only £450 ono. Tel Les on 01642
877664

Yamaha PSRSQ16 workstation, 16 -
track sequencer, full MIDI -compatible
£425 ono. Tel 01203 680 764 evenings
only or e-mail: rich.wall@virgin.net

Yamaha QY20 excellent condition,
boxed, manuals £170. Also Alesis
DataDisk £80. Tel Kevin on 01709
551288

Yamaha QY300 for sale, hardly used,
boxed with manual £280 ono. Call
Chris on 01350 728733

DRUM MACHINES

Akai MPC60 sampling drum machine
with large library, in good condition
£850 ono or swap for Yamaha VL1 or
VL1m. Phone Dave on 0181 441 5656

Alesis SR16 drum module £140 ono.
Tel Mitch on 0121 551 2079

Alesis SR16 mint condition, boxed with
manual and footswitch £150. Call
Strooz on 0118 934 2444 (Reading)
evenings

Boss DR -660 drum machine, as new,
boxed £200. Tel 01426 156530
(Cheshire)

E -mu SP1200 disks, manual, free E -mu
t -shirt, offers. Tel 01604 843536
(Northampton)

Korg S3 drum machine with SMPTE
read and write and jazz card £295. Tel
Chris on 01296 386043

Novation DrumStation 808 and 909
sounds, eight outputs, all parameters,
MIDI controllable, built-in distortion, as
new, boxed, with manuals £30 ono.
Plus Eurotech sample CD £30. Ring Pat
on 0181 470 7309 or 01483 401407

Novation DrumStation unused,
unwanted prize £380. Tel Paul on
01323 504711 (Eastbourne) evenings

Roland TR-707 manual, separate
outputs £150. Tel 01604 843536
(Northampton)

Roland TR-808 analogue drum
machine with manual and MIDI fit, mint
condition £450 ono. Tel 0161 286 9709

Roland TR-808 and TR-909, both in
perfect condition and include original
manuals £900 and £800 ono. Seller
pays shipment from Hong Kong. E-
mail: hwmla@netvigator.com

Roland TR-808 drum machine for sale,
very good condition £450 ono. Tel
0113 289 9622

SPD-11 drum pad, eight pads, built-in
effects and expandable, hardly used
£350. Tel Matt on 0121 472 3459

Yamaha RY10 drum machine, all
excellent condition £100. Tel 01788
537021 (Rugby)

SPD-11 drum pad, eight pads, built-in
effects and expandable, hardly used
£350. Tel Matt on 0121 472 3459

Yamaha RY10 drum machine, all
excellent condition £100. Tel 01788
537021 (Rugby)

COMPUTERS

Acorn Archimedes A440/1, 50Mb hard
drive, 4Mb RAM, MIDI interface, 14 -
inch colour monitor, 16 -bit Armadillo
sampler including editing software,
loads of software, great way to get into
sampling £90 ono. Tel Richard on
01474 853213 (Kent)

Amiga 500 plus colour monitor and
MusicX £100 ono. Tel Graham on 0181
761 9155 after 6pm

Amiga 1200 2Mb, colour monitor,
Octamed SoundStudio, MIDI interface,
sampler, printer, three disk drives,
utilities and games £150. Tel Gawain
01926 419814

Amiga 1200 boxed, including sampler,
MIDI interface, sequencers (Bars &
Pipes and Octamed), effects and
sample disks, manuals, games and
magazines, all in very good condition
£150. Tel Mike on 01522 885716
(Lincoln) evenings

Amiga A600 with extra memory, hard
disk, loads of software including 303
emulator £100. CBM1084 colour
monitor £40. Ideal sampling solution
for those on a budget! Phone Nick on
01228 592791

Apple Mac 7200/90 complete with 14 -
inch monitor, keyboard, internal CD-
ROM, 32Mb RAM, runs Cubase VST,
1.2Gb hard drive, all boxed, excellent
condition £895. Tel Steve on 01429
222517

Apple Mac Classic 4/40, Cubase V1.8
£150. Tel 0171 610 4920 or 0956
314979

Apple Mac LC computer, with bubblejet
printer, MIDI interface and black &
white monitor £300 ono. Tel Richard on
01296 696621 evenings

Apple Mac Quadra 650, 44Mb RAM,
Cubase XT, TimeBandit, ReCycle, disks,
manuals from new £850 ono. Session8
Nubus 8:8:2 interface, disks, manuals
£1,250 ono. Excellent complete
package. Tel 01636 611899

Apple Mac SE30 4/40, Cubase V1.8
£150. Tel 0171 610 4920 or 0956
314979

Atari 1Mb, hi-res monitor, mouse,
games, software and joysticks £200.
Philips CM8833 colour monitor £85.
Tel Alan on 0498 570517 days, 01375
401964 (Essex) evenings

Atari 4Mb, Cubase set-up, with brand
new, unused, 14 -inch hi-res monitor,
manuals, MIDI leads, tutorial video, etc
£325 ono. Tel 01628 637891 (Berks)

Atari 520 STFM 1Mb and SM124 hi-res
monitor, mouse, sequencing software,
MIDI leads and disks £150. Tel John on
01226 785996

Atari 520 STFM 4Mb, includes Cubase
V3.1, mint £250. Tel Sean on 01843
297941 (Kent)

Atari 520 STFM with Cubase V2 with
all leads and manuals £120 ono. Call
Toby on 0131 556 3002 after 6pm

Atari 1040 STE 4Mb RAM, hi-res
monitor, all leads, cables, manual, etc.
Ideal MIDI system, bargain for £230.
Call 0956 505985

Atari 1040 STE 4Mb RAM, hi-res
monitor, Cubase £160. Tel 01908
211131 or e-mail: ben.turl@virgin.net

Atari 1040 STE with hi-res monitor and
Cubase £180. Tel 01903 871511

evenings

Atari 1040 STFM and 520 STFM with
monitor and 2Mb RAM Cubase. Sale
due to upgrade, buyer collects £200
ono. Tel 0956 960431 (London)

Atari 1040 STFM no monitor £60. Tel
0114 230 8537 (Sheffield)

Atari 1040 STFM with SM125 hi-res
monitor, mouse and cables £150. Tel
01274 814790 (Bradford)

Atari Falcon 4Mb RAM, 127Mb hard
drive, E -magic Logic sequencer, 4TFX,
D2D, s/w plus business s/w, utilities,
extra MIDI ports, bargain at £425 ono.
Tel 0973 915269

Atari Falcon 030 14Mb, 65Mb hard
drive, software, accelerator, manuals,
mint £325. Tel 0114 230 8537
(Sheffield)

Atari Mega ST4 powerful 4Mb ST
sequencing package, brand new
monitor with warranty, Cubase, extra
16 MIDI outs, MIDI arpeggiator £300
ono. Tel Pat on 0181 470 7309 or
01483 401407
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Atari STE 1Mb, Cubase, no monitor
£80 ono. Upgrading to PC so need
cash. Tel 0121 434 4516

Atari STE 2Mb, SM125 hi-res monitor,
mouse, various software, good
condition £250 or possible part
exchange. Tel Lindsay on 01903
713703

Pentium 166 3.2Gb HDD, 64Mb RAM,
24 -speed ROM, Millennium graphics,
AWE64, SW6OXG, 17 -inch monitor,

Cakewalk Pro Audio Deluxe, plus
Toolkit HP 70001 rewrite drive, 120W
speakers, mixer software £1,899.
[Oops, you forgot a contact number.
Call in and we'll run your ad again.]

Pentium 166 3.2Gb hard drive, 64Mb
RAM, 24 -speed CD-ROM, HP 7000i
Rewriter, 17 -inch monitor, AWE 64,
SW6OXG, Cakewalk Pro V6.01, plus
Toolkit, Zip, mixer, keyboard, 95
software £1,899. Tel Gary on 0181 574
7440 or 0973 325822

Pentium 166MMX audio/MIDI system,
32Mb, 1.6Gb hard drive, 24 -speed CD-
ROM, SVGA monitor, Yamaha MU10

soundcard, MIDI interface, MS
mouse/keyboard, Cubase VST,
Soundforge V4.0, ReCycle, Office 97,
Windows 95, cost £1,399, sell for
£790. [You forgot to include a number.
Make sure you call in and let us know
and we'll try again next month!]

Pentium 200MMX 32Mb, Cubase,
MIDI, soundcard, 28.8 speed modem,
Internet software, IBM monitor,
keyboard, mouse, all leads, cost
£2,000, sell £799. Tel Phil on 0171 614
2408 days, 0171 385 7269 evenings.
Can demo

Pentium 200MMX with 32Mb RAM,
AWE64 Gold, eight -speed CD-ROM,
2.1Gb ultra hard drive, fully configured
and working, plus Cubase V3.502,
ReBirth, may split, offers. Tel 0421
551087 (London)

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

Atari hi-res monitor black and white,
for Cubase and Notator, latest 14 -inch
model with sound, metronome, very
good condition, with carton so can
deliver if required. Two available at £75
each. Tel 0181 668 6077

Cakewalk Pro V5 sequencing software
with digital audio, manuals included
£60. Tel Toby on 0131 558 3002 after
6pm

Creative Labs AWE64 Gold soundcard,
boxed as new £100. Tel Steve on
01482 341626 (Hull)

Creative Labs' Rotator V3.2 for Atari,
dongle, manuals £75 ono. And
Steinberg avalon sample editor V2.1,
Atari £75 ono. Tel Mark on 0121 344
3942 (Birmingham)

Creator SL for Atari V3.1, with manual,
dongle, boxed £150. Tel Chris on
01702 345985 (Southend-on-Sea)

Cubase VST Score V3.5.2 with plug -
ins for Mac, all original. Tel Dan on
01493 330441 best offer

Cubasis Audio CD-ROM for PC (four
audio tracks), absolute must for
beginner £355. Tel Nige on 01298
26025

Digidesign Session8 8:8:2 studio,
eight digital ins, plus eight digital outs,
built-in four -channel mic/line mixer, ten
subgroups, fully compatible with Pro
Tools V4.1 or Logic Audio £995. Tel
0131 225 4890

E -magic Logic Audio new V3.0, for
Mac, still sealed, unwanted prize £375
ono. Tel 01223 501106

Emagic/Steinberg audio package for
Mac, Audiowerk8, Logic Audio V3,
Steinberg ReCycle and ReBirth, MotU
Pocket Express, complete PCI
MIDI/audio package, all still boxed,
perfect condition £899. Tel Alan on
01442 878370

Evolution Sound Studio Gold MIDI and
audio sequencer for PC, original
version with manual £70. Tel 01642
475089 or e-mail: kingcoast@msn.com

IBM 6x86 P200 and processor £100.
Tel Steve on 01482 341626 (Hull)

Opcode Studio 4 eight ins, ten outs,
MIDI interface with SMPTE support
£150. Tel 01524 736158

PC shareware: Fast Tracker V2.0, Cool
Edit, Sound Gadgets Pro and other
samplers, all file formats, zipped down,
five disks for £8. Also tracking advice
wanted. Tel Phil on 01278 781560 after
5pm weekdays

Roland 14 -inch colour monitor for
samplers, digital RGB complete with
special cable, works with S330, S550,
S760, 5750 and W50. Good condition,
perfect working order £85. Tel 0181
668 6077

Roland SCC-1 high -quality 16 -bit
soundcard, Sound Canvas on a card,
317 sounds, eight drumkits, Cubase
GS for Windows included free £60. Tel
Chris on 01727 847900 days, 01767
601783 evenings

Steinberg ReBirth RB-338 new 1.5
version, PC/Mac, boxed with manuals,
as new £90 including p+p. Call Al on
01983 612537

Steinberg ReBirth RB-338 techno
micro composer, emulates legendary
Roland TB -303 and TR-808, unwanted
gift, quick sale £70. Call Mark on 0958
778169

Studio Vision Pro V3.02 professional
MIDI and digital audio recording, all
disks, manuals £300. Also Galaxy
universal librarian £100 free with
Studio Vision. Tel 01524 736158

Turtle Beach Maui sample store
soundcard for PC, boxed as new with
4Mb of extra RAM fitted £50 ono,
absolute bargain for anyone wanting to
make music on a PC (sequencer
included). Tel Mike on 01787 280057

Turtle Beach Monterey soundcard,
pro -quality sound plus sampling, 4Mb
RAM and Turtle Beach sample CD. Sell
for £250. Call Andy on 01706 356245
or e-mail:
106433.1105@tcompuserve.com

Turtle Beach Multisound classic
soundcard includes Proteus module
and MIDI in, out and thru £100. Call
Steve on 01482 341626 (Hull)

Turtle Beach Tahiti duplex soundcard
for PC £125. Tel 0114 230 8537
(Sheffield)

Turtle Beach Tahiti pro -quality hard
drive recording card, plus Yamaha
DB5OXG daughterboard £150. Tel 0117
923 9122

Turtle Beach Tropez soundcard with
soundwave editor and up to 12Mb
sampling capability, manuals included
£90. Call Toby on 0131 558 3002 after
6pm

Turtle Beach Tropez+ soundcard,
12Mb sample RAM upgrade, boxed
with manuals, software plus PC -to -
MIDI cable £225. Tel Phil on 01202
462837

Yamaha DB50-XG includes registered
editor plus MIDI, two ins, four outs, PC
MIDI interface, 32 channels in, 64
channels out, cost over£250, will
accept £120. Tel Andy on 01706

356245 or e-mail:
106433.1105@compuserve.com

RECORDING

ADAT-XT good condition, low hours,
flightcased and with EDAC-balanced
loom £1,450 ono. Also Focusrite Green
mic pre -amp £500. Tel 01992 587900
or 0976 738156

Aiwa XDS260 DAT recorder, unused,
still in box, with remote control, leads
and manual £199. Tel 0161 366 5299

Alesis ADAT eight -track digital
recorder, excellent condition with box
and manual £1,000. Tel 01279 654963
after 6pm

Alesis BRC for ADAT, as new £580.
ADAT V4.2 low use £950. Both
together £1,430. Will deliver in UK
(cash on delivery). Tel Robin on 01992
575706

Allen & Heath GS1 mixing console
16:8:16, total of 32 inputs, complete
with box, PSU, meter bridge, manual,
six months old, hardly used, genuine
reason for sale £600 ono. Tel John on
0121 454 1103 evenings (Birmingham)

Allen & Heath System 8/168 16:8:2
and eight tape returns £400. Tel Mike
on 0161 740 9438

Ampex 456 two-inch tape on metal
spools, used once as safety copies,
boxed £45 each. Webber two-inch
alignment test tape, hardly used, boxed
£85. Tel 01482 448767

Cassette decks Nad and Aiwa, both
very good condition £60 each. Call Zak
on 0181 699 6100 or 0976 961167

Denon DNF Mk11 twin CD player,

Citronic 150S sampling mixer, digital
beatkeeper, gold phonos, five months
old. Offers or swap for Akai SP1200
and difference. Tel Chris B on 0181 286
9261

Fostex A20 reel-to-reel, digit counter,
two -track reproducer, memory store
button, pitch control knob, two -speed
in/out switch, three -head mastering
recorder, class performance, full
synchro, manuals, hardly used £300
ono. Tel 01954 789961 (Cambridge)

Fostex B16 multitrack recorder, first-
class condition inside and out, much
pampered friend, complete with R2D2
trolley, tape £1,200 ono. Tel Chris on
01702 345985 (Southend-on-Sea)

Fostex DMT8 with extra 6.4Gb of
Quantum Fireball hard drive, boxed as
new, under warranty until summer
£1,200 ono. Call Steve on 01482
341626 (Hull) after 6pm

Fostex DMT8VL version 2, eight -track
digital portastudio, 2.4Gb, hard disk
only, two months old £650. Tel 01858
432659 (Leics)

Fostex E16 16 -track reel-to-reel, quick
sale £950. Tel 0181 905 5917

Fostex M80 analogue eight -track tape
recorder, home use only, includes
rackmount ears £395. Also PPS
synchroniser, syncs tape to MIDI clock,
MTC £70 or £450 for both. Tel Mike on
01730 266078

Fostex R8 multitrack recorder,
complete with five 15 -minute reels,
excellent condition £450. Call Barnaby
on 0181 299 9800

Fostex X28H four -track recorder,
unused condition, with manual and
power supply £170 ono. Tel Alex on
0115 960 4514 or 01695 623968
(Nottingham)

Intimidation Don 2 DJ mixer for sale,
features bpm counter, kill switches,
drum base, etc. Barely used, home use

only, as new £420. Tel 01203 775477

Mackie 12 -channel, eight -buss mixer,
plus two Fostex D80s, all boxed as
new, excellent 16 -track studio, serious
offers. Call Mike on 01753 620342 any
time

Mackie CR1604 16 -channel mixer,
home use only, near -mint condition,
superb quality, boxed, manual £500.
Tel Steve on 01403 268292

Mackie CR1604 with rotapod, boxed,
manual £550. Tel 01268 452028
(Essex)

Peavey Unity 2000 16 -channel mixer,
two effects and two monitor mixes,
flightcased, very good condition £550.
Tel Ian on 01706 659371 (Rochdale)
after 5pm

Philips DCC730 lots of tapes, remote
£150. Tel Paul on 01323 504711
(Eastbourne) evenings

Roland VS -880 with effects board,
SCSI, Jaz drive, two 1Gb Jaz disks,
superb condition, boxed with all
manuals £1,400. Tel Paul on 01926
316607

Roland VS -880 FX hard drive and
upgraded software, boxed £1,300. Tel
Ian on 01604 858337 (Northampton)

Seck 12:2 mixer, very good condition,
no noisy pots or faders, three -band El),
four auxs, manual, PSU, carry case
£120 ono. Must sell. Tel Dave on
01642 459355 (Middlesbrough)
evenings

Sony MDM-X4 recording deck, six
channels, four tracks, MiniDisc format,
as new, with carry case and blank disc
plus European transformer for mains
£550 ono. Tel Nic on 0121 422 3197

Sony TCDD7 portable DAT
recorder/player, Sony ECM stereo mic
and digital I/O cable included, as new
condition £400. Tel Alan on 01442 878
370

Spirit By Soundcraft Folio notepad
mixer, as new, boxed £115. Tel 0114
230 8537 (Sheffield)

Spirit By Soundcraft Folio SI 18:2,
good condition, home use only,
flightcase £350. Tel 0171 326 1134

Studiomaster Mixdown Gold 16:8:16:2
MIDI mutes, flightcase, mint £550. Tel
Mike on 0161 740 9438

Studiomaster Pro Line mixing console,
24:8:16, one owner from new, home
studio use only, manual and quality
dust cover, cost over £2,000, will sell
at £650. Tel Jonathan on 01924
381374

Studiomaster Series III modular
mixing console, 19 mono, five stereo,
eight tape return inputs, six aux sends,
flexible EQ with two sweepable
bass/mid EQs, solid build, great quality,
mint condition, quick sale £800 (cost
£5,000). Tel Matt on 0966 268564

Tascam 38 eight -track, two dbx units,
six tape reels, Phillip Rees
synchroniser, Atari 1Mb computer and
monitor, Emagic Creator 21,300 ono.
Tel Mitch on 0121 551 2079

Tascam 488 eight -track portastudio,
double -speed, dbx noise reduction, two
FX sends, 12 -channel mixer £400. Tel
Chris on 01296 386043

Tascam 488 eight -track portastudio,
little used, in box with manuals £499.
Tel 0161 366 5299

Tascam 488 portastudio, eight -track
with built-in mixer. Phone Nobby on
01293 442703 or 403342

Tascam 564 digital portastudio,
MiniDisc, mint condition, two data
discs £700. Tel Sean on 01843 297941



(Kent)

Tascam 688 eight -track cassette
multitrack recorder with MIDI sync,
muting, 20 -channel mixer, dbx noise
reduction, and electronic routing. Great
sound, good condition £700 ono. Tel
Chris on 01727 847900 days, 01767
601783 evenings

Tascam DA20 unused, boxed with
manuals £500. Phone Adam on 01223
517402

Tascam DA20 Mk11 with remote
control, three months old, unused,
boxed with manuals, industry standard
machine £600. Tel Nigel on 01703

324922

Tascam M208 8:4:2 mixer in good
condition £200. Contact Keith Salmon,
Flat 1 (GFF), 26 Nightingale Road,
Southsea, Hampshire P05 3JL

Tascam M1516 recording mixer, 16:8
input with four outputs, four aux sends
for effects (two stereo) group outputs
for multitrack recording, bargain £500.
Tel Matt on 0121 472 3459

Tascam M3500 32 -channel desk, 64 -
inputs, full meter bridge, four -band ED,
six auxs, pro desk, better than a
Mackie, in excellent condition with
manual and looms £2,700 ono. Tel
0956 447111

Tascam Porta07 excellent condition,
boxed with manual £245 ono. Tel Phil
on 01296 426690

TEAC M144 four -track portastudio
(Tascam), needs transport repair hence
£50 plus postage. Tel 01933 678608

Technics RSTR575 double cassette
deck, six months old, boxed as new,
excellent condition, retails at £300, sell
for £150. Tel David on 0121 430 7706

Yamaha MT3X multi four -track
recorder, mint condition for sale or
swap for Novation BassStation or any
outboard gear £200 ono. Contact Alex
on 0151 513 1106

Yamaha MX400 16:4:2 mixer, three -
band EQ, five sends, inserts on every
channel, five months old, fitted
flightcase £1,300. Tel 01523 162502
and leave message

Yamaha Pro Mix 01 digital mixer, 36 -
bit EQ, three compressors, two digital
FX, motorised faders with dynamic
automation, rackmount housing, mint,
bargain at £950 or swap for top
sampler. Tel 0141 423 5922

Yamaha Pro Mix 01 digital mixer with
MIDI, two FX, three compressors,
parametric EQ, excellent value £1,050
ono. Tel 01294 553819

AMPS/PA

Complete Peavey PA system, series 3
mixing desk (16 -channel), two SP2
speakers, two FH1 bass bins, CS400
amplifier, CS800 amplifier and case,
assorted leads, speaker leads, XLR
connectors, multicore £3,000. Tel
01705 824958

DNA 600W power amp, active
crossover, bass cabinet with 15 -inch
300W speaker, mid cabinet with Bullet
tweeter and McKenzie mid range £650
ono. Tel Steve on 01268 785590

Linear Phase AT 8810 studio monitor
speakers, three-way with 12 -inch
woofer, two-year warranty, only one
month old, would cost £1,900 new,
going for £1,000 ono. E-mail:
jdw8@ukc.ac.uk

TOA PA system 380W/ch. power mixer
with graphic EQ £500 ono. Also digital
audio workstation for sale. Tel 0370
413137

Yamaha P3500 1,000W amp, cased
with seven free rack spaces, very good
condition £480. Tel Ian on 01706
659371 (Rochdale) after 5pm

EFFECTS

Alesis MicroLimiter stereo
compressor, easy to use £60. Tel
01933 678608

ART FX-1 dual FX processor, 60
presets, boxed in mint condition, six
months old £80. Tel 0115 966 3431 or
e-mail: heringtonmoulin©thenet.co.uk

Ensoniq DP4 four -channel FX £450. Tel
Simon on 01203 674526

Ensoniq DP4 four effects processors in
one, excellent quality, near -mint
condition, boxed, manuals £775. Tel
Steve on 01403 268292

Lexicon LXP1 reverb and effects,
superb sound quality and condition,
two units £275 each. Lexicon MRC
MIDI remote control with readout,
controls up to five different modules
simultaneously £275. Tel 01482
448767

Lexicon Vortex effects unit, 16 editable
parameters per effect, including
resonance, unique morph function
enables sophisticated and severe sound
mashing! This capability could be yours
for just £200. Phone Rich on 01268
773210 (Essex) after 6pm

Sherman filter bank serial no. 079,
perfect condition £350 including p+p.
Tel 00 32 35 42 04 11 or write to
Danny Budts, Pastorijveld 28, 2180
Ekeren, Belgium

Zoom 9001 multi effects processor with
optional foot controller, manual and
power supply £65 ono. Tel Alex on
0115 9604514 or 01695 623968

(Nottingham)

SOUND MODULES

Akai SGO1V sound module, 256
editable sounds, two drumkits, great
basses, boxed £185 ono. Tel Les on
0171 419 4285 (London)

E -mu Morpheus Z -plane synth,

immaculate, home use only £800.
Phone 0113 216 4869 after 6pm

E -mu Orbit as new, you know what it
does! £550 ono. Tel 0121 434 4516

E -mu Orbit Planet dance module,
boxed with manual, excellent condition
£600 or swap for E -mu Planet Phatt.
Tel David on 0956 430894 (N W
London)

Evolution EVS1 module, eight -part
multitimbral, 16 -voice polyphonic,
stereo output, drumkit £90. Tel 01904
410922 (York)

Kawai GMega 32 MIDI channels, 384
programmable sounds, GM compatible,
MC interface, manual, cables, etc, not
gigged £200 ono. Call Juan on 01932
852629 evenings or weekends

Novation Bass Station analogue bass
synth with midi control, dual oscillator,
ADSR envelope, cutoff and resonance,
a pocket -sized monster £150 only.
Phone Rich on 01268 773210 (Essex)
after 6pm

Novation BassStation rack mint
condition, boxed as new, must sell
soon £250 ono. Phone Mike on 01787
280057 (Suffolk) after 6pm. PS: Will
throw in free sequencer program!

Novation BassStation. Tel Richard on
01628 883346

Paia Fatman kit, not assembled, two -
oscillator monophonic MIDI module
£175. Tel Phil on 01202 462837

Quasimidi Rave-O-Lution 309 fully
expanded, mint £725 ono or will do
deal on Akai MPC2000, Ensoniq ASRX,
Yamaha A3000, Roland XP -80 or Korg
Trinity. Tel Craig on 0973 679473 and
please leave message

Quasimidi Rave-O-Lution 309, mint
condition, box, manual, two months
old, ideal for drum n' bass, garage,
techno, etc. 808, 909 and 303 sounds,
bargain at £590. Tel Darien on 01392
420765 any time

Quasimidi Rave-O-Lution 309 with
output expansion board, boxed with
manual, immaculate condition £650. Tel
Darryl on 01932 340473 (Surrey)

Roland D-110 sound module, 32 -voice
polyphony, multitimbral, eight outputs
plus stereo outputs, fully boxed with
manual, excellent price £190. Call Dave
on 01633 257011 (Newport, South

Wales)

Roland JV-880 with expansion board,
extra sound card and manuals, home
studio use only £290. Give Robin a call
on 01227 262771

Roland MC -303 £390 or swap for
Roland Juno106. Tel 01539 822351

Roland MC -303 as new, includes
original box, manual and power supply,
never been used £450. Tel Rob on
0161 279 2108. You can call at any
time (I have voicemail)

Roland MC -303 as new, perfect
condition £400. Tel Chris on 0973
887146 day/night

Roland MC -303 good condition £365
or swap for Akai SO1 or S400. Also
Roland DS £200, Roland TB -303
£1,000 no offers. Tel James on 01494
713073

Roland MC -303 Groovebox, boxed as
new, great for making dance music
£350. Tel Stuart on 0410 781035
(Middlesex)

Roland MC -303 Groovebox, boxed with
manuals, perfect condition £420. Tel
Brendan on 01564 823616
(Birmingham area)

Roland MC -303 Groovebox, six months
old, as new £350. Tel Paul on 01604
740653 (Northants)

Roland MC -303 mint condition
(unwanted prize), boxed with manuals
or possible swap for Novation
BassStation or DrumStation, otherwise
£450. Phone James on 01603 477761.
Please hurry, I'm desperate for both the
above

Roland MT -32 sound module, 128
MIDI sounds £125 ono. Tel Dave on
01403 243190

Roland TB -303 bassline, with manual
and carry case, mint condition £699.
Tel 0161 286 9709

Roland TB -303 classic analogue bass
with original carry case £850. E-mail:
Kevin at ps701kl@gold.ac.uk

Roland TB -303 for sale, very good
condition £600 ono. Tel 0113 289 9622

Roland TB -303 full Kenton five -socket
retrofit, Kenton Pro 2 MIDI -to -CV
converter, able to control two synths
simultaneously, both immaculate £795
ono. Tel Marcus on 0171 736 6063

Theremins with volume and pitch
controls, detachable ariel, 9V battery -
powered, quarter -inch mono output,
pure analogue, great for lo-fi and wacky
experimentalism £65 including p+p. Tel
Grant on 0171 686 4180

Waldorf Microwave, original version,
analogue filters, used and
recommended by Jeff Mills £550. Tel
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Simon on 01203 674526

Yamaha TG100 boxed £99. Tel 01895
231157

Yamaha TG500 module with two extra
sound cards, boxed plus manuals £450
buyer collects. Tel 01279 861158
(Harlow, Essex)

MISCELLANEOUS

200 Korg M1 dance sounds, analogue
synths, sweeps, kits, basses, organs,
real-time control via pitch stick,
supplied on PC and Atari disk £35. In
your face sounds. Tel 0121 443 2743

CD collection for sale, techno, trance,
house, ambient, big beat, hip hop,
Kraftwerk, DJ Mode, Front 242, NIN,
old and new, send SAE for list to
Robbo, 95 Bushey Croft, Harlow, Essex
CM18 6RJ or tel 01279 863645

Cheap MIDI files: ten for the price of
one! Large selection 60s -90s pop, rock,
TV/film, mostly format 1, some with
lyrics. 50p each first file (and disk), £1
(and later disks). Tel Tanel on 0181 694
9969 evenings only

E -mu Launch Pad controller panel,
works with any MIDI set up. Ideal for
Orbit, Phatt and Carnaval modules,
hardly used, mint condition £310. Tel
0961 183735 or 0181 964 0631

Future Music, The Mix, Sound On
Sound, Music Technology Largest
collection on earth of hi -tech magazines
over 10 years, including CDs £75. Also
brochure collection £25. JV series,
Vintage board £175. Tel Steve on 0181
868 9527

Future Music issues 24 to 66 (Oct 94
to Feb 98) complete with all CDs, extra,
very good condition, best offer over
£100 secures. Tel Zak on 0181 699
6100 or 0976 961167

Giraffe keyboard/computer stand,
three shelves, one adjustable, black, as
new £150. Tel 01452 532669

J L Cooper PPS100 SMPTE MTC
timecode synchroniser, locks
computer's sequencer to tape machine,
DAT machine, etc, perfectly, boxed with
manual as new, cost £300 bargain
£150. Tel 01482 448767

Kenton Pro Solo high specification
MIDI -to -CV converter with HzN output
for Korg/Yamaha synths, syncable LFO,
and portamento control (great for 303
slides!), very good condition, bargain
£75. Tel Andy on 01926 886549

Kenton Pro Solo MIDI -to -CV converter
with manuals £80. Tel 0171 387 1834

Korg DF1 MIDI datafiler for MIDI data
dumps to floppy disk (very useful) £65
or will swap for analogue mono synth
or Kenton Pro Solo or similar MIDI -to -
CV device. Tel 01452 302107

Korg M1 cards and video £450.
Yamaha CS1x £400. SU10 £200. Tel
Dan on 01872 272075 (Cornwall)

Loads of samples: synths, keyboard,
techno, ambient, many CDs, sell
together or swap for effects machine or
synth. Call Andrew on 0171 478 4401

Ludwig drumkits (two), both black,
immaculate, each with 24 -inch bass
drum, five toms including 18 -inch F/T,
Ludwig hi hat cymbal stands, etc £875
each kit or swap/part exchange for
quality recording equipment or
outboard effects. Tel 01482 448767

New sounds for Roland XP -50, 100
acid basses, lush pads, LFO weirdness,
leads, all on disk that loads straight
into the XP -50 disk drive £20 including
p+p. Send cheques/PO to G J Hannah,
Flat 4, Albermarle Mansions, Medina

Terrace, East Sussex BN3 2WL

Oberheim Cyclone arpeggiator, perfect
condition £100 including p+p. Tel 00 32
35 42 04 11 or write to Danny Budts,
Pastorijveld 28, 2180 Ekeren, Belgium

Philips PM97 50MHz, dual -channel
portable scopemeter, large LCD and
lots of multimeter functions, cost
£1,500, sell or exchange for
recording/musical equipment. Tel
01933 673023

Rare analogue synths. Korg DW8000,
flightcase and manual £250. Delta (just
serviced) £150. Casio CZ -1000 £100.
All good condition. Please call 01993
898359 or 0976 606115

Roland CM -32P memory flashcards,
subject to cost. Tel Dave on 01403
243190

Roland heads! SH-101 £200. CR-8000
top drum box £250. Yamaha CS10
caning filter £300. Tel Paul on 0181
968 8560

Roland MC4B micro composer for
analogue synths, eight CV -to -gate
tracks at same time. Also Roland OP -8
eight -channel interface, both pristine,
unused. Offers. Tel Chas on 01932
348051

Roland MKS -30 with PG -200
programmer, analogue with MIDI!
£275. Also patch commander £40. Tel
01243 830697

Sample CDs for sale, audio, various
XXL Killer, X -files, techno, Eurotech,
etc. Cost £59.95 each, accept £30 each.
Not offers. Tel Rob on 0191 4699 4573
(Newcastle)

Sample CDs: Jungle Warfare, That
Jungle Flavour; Clockword, XX-Large,
1,500 drum loops, all for £25 each.
Also sample CDs wanted. Tel Richard
on 01457 872301 (Manchester)

Sample CDs: Mellotron, Orchestral
Colours, Will Lee Bass, John Erskine,
drums, all four for £125 or £60 each,
mint condition. Tel Andy on 01706
356245 or e-mail:
106433.1105@compuserve.com

Sample City Vol. 1(90 vocals) £10. Tel
Nige on 01298 26025

Sequential Prophet VS sounds, 300,
covers basses, pads, strings, leads and
SFX, £15 per hundred on Atari or PC
disk. Tel Duncan on 0121 444 2681

U-110 sound cards electric grand,
orchestral winds and strings, Latin and
FX £25 each. Tel 01702 345985
(Southend-on-Sea)

Various: 800W PA speakers £190.
Alesis QuadraVerb+ £180. 10:4:2 mixer
£130. Yamaha NS10m £170. Roland E-
20 £220. Korg M1 £450. Atari 520
STFM £35. Tascam TEAC reel-to-reel

£280. Marshall Valvestate 2x10 -inch
Celestion guitar amp £250. IBM 386
computer £120. Tel 01332 835506

Various: Alesis BRL (for ADAT), as new
£580. ADAT V4.2 low use £950. Both
for £1,430. Will deliver anywhere in UK
(cash on delivery). Tel Robin on 01992
575706

Various: Alesis NanoSynth module
£225. Evolution MK149 keyboard £75.
Atari 1040 STE and Cubase V2 £125.
Yamaha MU1OXG module £125.
Behringer XM2000 microphone £140.
All items in perfect condition. Tel
Stephen on 01553 674076

Various: Atari ST 2Mb, hi-res monitor,
extra MIDI port, software £145. Roland
U-220 £180. Kawai K1 r £130. Casio
CZ -1000 £100. Yamaha DX11, top B
flat dodgy £110. Tel 0115 938 2468
(Notts)

Various: ATC 1 and extra cartridge,

boxed, new £600. Korg Prophecy and
card, home use only £500. Tel Paul on
0118 954 2273 (Berks)

Various: Cakewalk Pro Audio V5 CD-
ROM £185. Cakewalk Pro Audio V6
£285. Cakewalk Pro Audio V6.01
Deluxe with Musician's Tookit£300.
Tascam Porta 07 four -track £250. Tel
Gary on 0181 574 7440 or 0973
325822

Various: Deltalab stereo flanger £120.
Yamaha SPX90 Mkll £150. Roland MC -
202 analogue synth sequencer £195.
Soundcraft series 200 input modules
£20 each. Roland TR-606 £80. Tel
01342 323094

Various: DX7I with 512 RAM sounds
£275. Alesis SR16 £125. Studiomaster
Sessionmix 8:2 mixer £200. Peavey
combo 300 bass amp £400 ono. Amiga
1200 80Mb drive, MusicX-2. Tel 01353
722813 after 6pm

Various: E -mu Orbit V2, new, boxed
£480 ono. Juno 2 mint £290 ono. Akai
X7000, manual, library £300 ono.
Cubase V3.1, Atari registered £100.
Possible swaps for Juno, Akai, CS1x,
etc. Tel Alan on 01942 749868 between
6 and 9pm

Various: Fostex M80 eight -track, mint
condition £550. Allen & Heath 16:8:2
(System 8) mixing desk £450. Casio
FZ-10m and disks £500. Kawai 16:2
mini mixer £175. Tel 01323 730226

Various: Gina two in, eight out and
digital in/out, PCI card £450. Cubase
VST V3.5 for PC £250. Tascam 238s,
eight -track with pro flightcase £700. No
offers. Tel 01569 731448 or e-mail:
drrhythm@aol.com

Various: Herbie Hancock Rockit video
£15. Roland M -16c cartridge £15. Tel
01604 843536 (Northampton)

Various: Korg 01/WFD £625 ono.
Alesis 1622 studio mixer £65 ono.
Bose 301 Series III speakers, 75W per
channel, just serviced £225 ono. Tel
Steve on 01964 535003 (East
Yorkshire)

Various: Korg 01W ProX, excellent
condition £1,100 ono. Yamaha QY70 as
new, used only once £400. Yamaha
MD4 Minidisk Multitrack Recorder,
includes three data disks, excellent
condition, £700. E -mu Proteus FX
module £250 ono, excellent condition.
Tel Alistair on 01794 522790
(Southampton)

Various: Korg 05R/W module £200.
Boss DR -550 drum machine £50. Two
DCP3 turntables and mixer £250. Tel
Dec Ed on 01458 834142

Various: Korg DSM1 rack, 1Mb, four-
part, 16 -voice, 16 outputs and HSI
port, additive synth, rare! £600 ono.
Kawai RV100 and chip £130. Korg
KPR77 £90. Cubase VST upgrade £50.
Tel 0121 622 2743 or e-mail:
byfieldm1@aol.com

Various: Korg DSS1 sampling synth,
100 factory sample floppy disks and
Atari editing software £300. Yamaha
RX5 digital drum machine £150.
Yamaha EM710 sound module £70.
Atari 2Mb, Pro24, SMPTE £250. Tel
01525 221106

Various: Korg Poly 6 analogue £250.
Roland MSQ-700 sequencer, MIDI,
DCB, Sync 24, eight tracks £85. Kenton
Pro Solo MIDI -to -CV converter £80. All
with manuals. Tel Gwyn on 0171 387
1834

Various: Lexicon LXP-1 reverb/delay
£240. Drawmer DS201 dual gate
(industry standard) £240. Drawmer
LX20 £140. Akai parametric EQ £80.
Aphex Type C exciter £80. DBX163

compressor £80. Boss REC-10 chorus
£80. All mint condition. Tel Matt on
0966 268 564

Various: Mackie 24:8, mint condition
£1,950. Drawmer DS301 MIDI gate
£275. Drawmer DL241 £225. Novation
BassStation rack £195. TX81Z £150.
Boss SE -70 £375. Boss SX-700 with
RSS £250. Korg XS £250. Roland TB -
303 mint £650. Roland TR-909 mint
£725. Roland JV-1080 with Vintage
card, boxed £675. K2000 rack sampler
£1,200. Clavia Nord rack £600. Tel
01892 664006 or 0385 933969

Various: Moog Rogue £200. Korg Delta
£150. Korg Poly 61 £120. Dynamix
Series 3 14:2 mixer £100. Tel 01904
331582 evenings

Various: Patchbay with 24 inputs and
outputs on stereo jack sockets, as new
£3. Midiman Sync Box, connect your
computer to any tape recorder, as new
£50. ART FXR preset studio stereo
effects unit with reverb, delay, chorus,
etc, as new £80. Tel Chris on 01727
847900 days, 01767 601783 evenings

Various: Power Mac 7100-80MHz,
1Gb, 32Mb RAM, CD, includes VST,
ReCycle, Time Bandit and Waves and

Hyperprism plug -ins £1,100. Yamaha
RM50-6 trigger -ins, eight outs, custom
sounds £350. Ensoniq DP4 £780.
Amcron D60, IV studio, stereo amp
£130. Audiomedia I Nubus card £85.
Tel Mick on 01924 785945 after 2pm

Various: Roland D-110, mint, manual
£165. R-8 electric 808 card £79. JD -
990, JD -800 cards, Korg X3 PC editor
sounds, TR-727 drum machine £130.
Yamaha SY/TG77, SY/TG55 cards and
disks, JV-880 card. Tel 01708 250846

Various: Roland D-50 with manuals
and sound card £290. Roland MC -202
£190. Ensoniq S080 ESQ1 cartridge,
320 sounds £50. Deltalab stereo
flanger £120. Soundcraft Series 200
input modules £20 each. Tel 01342
323094

Various: Roland JD -800 £790. D-550
£245. Juno 106 £360. DW6000 £145.
Yamaha TX81Z £95. Waldorf Pulse
£295. Technics WSA1 £675. Tel 01261
815707

Various: Roland Juno 2 £250. Roland
R-8 drum machine, extra 808 card,
eight outputs £300 ono. ATari 1040
STE, monitor, 4Mb hard drive, Cubase
V2.8, Notator with dangle £150 ono.
Studiomaster 12:2 desk £100 ono. Tel
Jay on 01522 523503 after 6pm

Various: Roland Juno 106 £450.
Mackie 1604 £450. Alesis MidiVerb
£100. Midifex £100. MicroVerb £50.
MicroEnhance £50. No offers. Tel
01427 811434

Various: Roland Juno 106 analogue
polysynth £415. Yamaha QY10
walkstation £95. Fostex X15
multitracker £95. Amiga 1200HD, MIDI,
sampler, loads of software, miracle
keyboard £295. All perfect, manuals,
offers considered. Tel Joe on 01504
347844

Various: Roland Jupiter 6 £650. TB -
303 £650. TR-909 £800. SH-101 £250.
SH-09 £200. EDP Wasp £250. Moog
Prodigy £280. Sequential Circuits TOM
drum machine, fully editable £250.
OSCar £700. TR-606 £100. Tel 0114
248 4440 evenings

Various: Roland JV-2080 £850. MC -
303 £350. Yamaha A3000 £825. CS1x
£350. Akai A3000XL £995. S2000
£550. Nord Leads and others, all as
new, open to swaps with analogue gear.
Tel Kevin on 01353 663613
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plus
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How they shafted the music business
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* Each issue delivered postage free to your door
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Offer valid in the UK only
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ORDER HOT-LINE:
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MAX
WELCOME TO CLASSIFIED

TO ADVERTISE CALL: The Sales Team on 01225 442244

FOR SALE

ir SALES
Boomp RANG INSTALLATION

S041,0 MAINTENANCE
43a Elsinore Road, Old Trafford, Manchester, MI6 OWG

0161-873 7770
PHILIPS CDR780 - ReWritable CD 2U - £499
EVENT 20 -Digital Multitrack Recording System

LAYLA - £875, GINA - £475, DARLA - £285
DIGIDESIGN PRO TOOLS 24 PCI - £Call

Pro Tools IV Core - Price Reduction
Seagate & Quantum SCSI AV HD - £Best

STEINBERG Cubase VST Mac or PC - £295
Time Bandit - £185, Recycle - £185

'OMEGA ZIP Drive - £125, JAZ Drive - £325
APPLE Power Mac - New & Used - £Call

PCs built to your spec and budget
6.4GB EIDE Quantum Fireball ST - £275

Large selection of S/Hand gear call for a list
All prices inc VAT

Fax: 0161-872 4494 E -Mail: Boarnerang@Compuserve.com

Sales Hotllne/Fax (01252) 522677  (24 hr) 0410 948096
Y SPECIALISTSNEW MUSIYJSED - EX-DEMg - ALL EXCELLENT.H 24/42 F/C MO Roro FX000 95 Yamaha C51% 5/399

/OM DR40 . ILO r495 Peavey OFX 0011 gn ZT,,,a14 NSIDIXA p,i4.5

Atari ST (1MB) . Man LISO [250. 05 0199
011 FOR Else £99C1 CS. Beringer Europe £150Casio CZ, 01 99 JX3P + F/C £590 Cuba. Audio (P.C.) MO
chase Bit C195 A/108041am Card £590 Op Drive £99

TeCh Studio Onad £250 Jupiter /nill CFOS Leads Iron 1.50
Helmer HS2 CI50 Sequential Feri 1 MO VIOP Rees (25. Rah Boors £15
Kong O1ftNF0 f595 6-Tretl, £29h ,(2000/norr)oletiOrrib 11/0£1100

'P,°).j ,..,,:MA'N°.::::`,:',,7,k.Z4,,T,..nrg,,,,..,,,...,
-;rt,,,- Y DELIVERY B. COLLECTION

Ail- 4:t -Manp1111 Cc21 e- t-QuAfo's
W-- Rook Howe, P.O..;C=Linfraoy, GLOB BYE

VISA

SPECIAL OFFERS
SONY Mini Disc Player MDS-JE510 L179

PHILIPS CDR8 70 CD Recorder L449
TDK SA90 box of 10 L13.99 per box
FLOPPY DISKS HD L2.99 box of I

DAT Tapes DCC
DI5 from E2.25 JVC 90 mins E2.99 each
D30 from £2.50
D46 from £2.75
D60 from L2.90
D90 from £3.45
DI20 from L3.85

Mini Discs
74 mins L3.25 each
60 mins £2.75 each
Storage box L2.99

CD -R
Maxell £1.49 each
Unbranded E1.25 each

CD -R for Pioneer/Philips
Maxell E3.25 each

Call us for latest prices
for Audio Cassettes,
ADATs, VHS, etc...

Place your order by calling FREE Now!

0181 813 8082
Free House compilation LP with

every order VISA

2MB DS. HD X20 ... £10.00
X40 with storage box ... from £18.00

SD Discount for larger orders VISA

MULTITRACK SALES

WANTED FOR CASH
ALL STUDIO AND MUSICAL EQUIPMENT
ASCOT 01344 891110 or 0831 882666

R.O.W. AUDIO SALES
YAMAHA MO4. MINIDISK. MULTITRACK. EX DEMO ............ C650

ROLAND 18303, IMMACULATE. INC CASE AND MANUAL £850
EMAK SAMPLING KEYBOARD. INC LARGE LIBRARY £500
JV1080 EX DEMO. INC EXPANSION BOARD (675
AIWA HHBPRO ONE PORTABLE PRO DAT MACHINE, AS NEW £500
ROLAND MC303 6( HIRE. IMMACULATE (375
PIONEER COR5 CD RECORDER, EX HIRE (500
SAMSON SERVO 170 AMP ft 40
NOVATION BASS STATION £180
ROLAND 0550. MODULE £300
KORG A3 WORKSTATION, INC EXTRA SOUNDS £550
KAWA1K1R .£150

TASCAM TSR8. ONLY 30 HOURS USE £850
YAMAHA REV100 £120
YAMAHA EMP700. F/X UNIT £250
KDRG OW8000 .E225

SONY OTC750 DAT, IMMACULATE £375
PHILIPS DCC730, DIGITAL CASSETTE £160

WANTED
All used recording equipment for cash. Instant decision. Same day collect nationwide

TEL 0161 483 8551 MOBILE 0468 946450 EMAIL DWEBS95615@AOL.COM

7 DAYS 24 HOURS

Immaculate/fully serviced equipment
FOR SALE

Alesis Adat XT
Lexicon PCM90
Lexicon MPX1
Alesis Midiverb 4
Fostex R8
Revox B77 Mk II
AKG C414
Plus more - Please phone: 0171

£1250
£1400

£550
£195
£650
£580
£450

485 3447

CLUBS

SONGWRITERS J--]
SONGWRITER MAGAZINE
interviews writers like Billy Joel,
Chris De Burgh etc. 20 SONGWRITING
QUESTIONS ANSWERED explains
copyright, royalties etc. Free copy from
INTERNATIONAL SONGWRITERS ASSOCIATION
37b New Cavendish Street, London W1B.
Tel 0171 486 5353 (24 -hour)

U

FOR HIRE

ADVANCED SOUNDS LTD
(Hire & Sales)

 Musical & Studio Equipment Hire
 Home Recording Packages Hire
 New & used equipment Sales, part/Ex
 Delivery/Collection - Nationwide
OD LOW RATES GOOD SERVICE v,s,

0181 462 6261 (OR 8621)

ATLANTIC HIRE
RECORDING/PA EQUIPMENT FOR HIRE

Discounts - Best Rates

TEL: 0181.209.1384/0025 (24hrs)

STUDIOS

Saline Studios (lit
4 48 iopot dc.4, ?xAkoi CD3000P, 141,7

8-tra-J, Digital Exterrive ,000d libraryit Studio tuition PC, 1,4on old Mari friray
One -di CD', DJ Mixing fa ;fide;

lelq, from IS pounds! Creative oirnoctig-xc

a for special offer Call 0 nil -287 8585 or 0802-813008/96

ELECTRIC KOOMID STUDIO
 32 Mackey Desk

 Tube Outboard

 1:00d selection of microphones

 Direct sun in control room & live room

0181 968 '1838
0961 318 559 or 0961 532 357

basic daily rate £200 per day

TYPESETTING DEADLINE
22ND APRIL 98
ON SALE DATE
21sT MAY 98



SERVICES MUSIC SOFTWARE

Atari ST & TTe s
S9 zsc Keychange Music Services 'Yca'' 0-cyr

01925 266120 07 bes
ntEmail barrie@atamusic.u-net.com http://www.atamusic.u-net.com

IISYNTH ES IS I: P

SERVICE

Pe'ke keg coital you Neu) us!

Repairs, Service, MIDification
Synthesisers  Samplers  FX units

Analogue keyboards

0171 586 0357
8.30am-6.30pm - Mon -Fri
Priority service available

The Synthesiser Service Ltd
Unit 3, 6 Erskine Road, London NW3 3AJ

Approved warranty service by major manufacturers

THEMiX Ad Rates
f22 per single column centimetre  Spot or full colour available

Discounts for series bookings

FLIGHT CASES

ALLPORT PACKAOINO LIMITED

Flight cases that last. Custom built to
your own requirements, at standard prices.

Any colour, any thickness, any style.
LobTel: 0118 970 1223 Fax: 0118 970 1224
er-

"FAST FLIGHTS"
BY REFLECTIONS

Highest Quality Flight Cases
Made to order or from stock

Phone 01993 775677 or
Fax your spec through on

01993 706243

INSURANCE

Insurance for music and entertainment
BEST POLICY - BEST PRICE
INSTANT QUOTES and COVER
0 1 203 555900

WANTED

ADULTS ONLY
INSTANT RELIEF

WE'LL BUY YOUR
SYNTHS, SAMPLERS,

DRUM MACHINES, FX, COMPUTERS,
On retrtrot.ttrkt,

'71-77,(--; 7007\1'7'7,r,
i157 -A_ ' :17

) 7 7 7\7 7
SAMSON 1502

5 Stereo Ch + 5 Mic/Line Ch
3 Band EQ, 2 Aux S Phantom

£229.00
SAMSON 1640

16 Ch, 2+2 Bus, 3 Band EQ
3 Aux, 8u Rack or Flatbed

£399.00
SAMSON 2242

22 Ch, 9 Bus, 9 Band EQ
6 Aux, 9u Rack or Flatbed

£599.00

TUNE INN
0181 698 4446

124-126 St Mildreds Rd, Lee
London SE12 ORG

e tools for music progran .rs

0

pro studio tools

production libraries

creative groove tools

audio samples

midi books

music software

synth sounds

Fax: 4 (0118A1

00000.600e
HOW TO ORDER:

ruer:-=1r Fil=rap"Pcoopal;(ae'.14tErt'oPyOosurOe'd,..
All Software is supplied onoerrtne company's standard
condmons of sale available on request.
INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER SERVICE
P&P from E3.00 UK. from E4.00 EU. from E5.00 World
UK next day E5.00

To ADVERTISE CALL

THE SALES TEAM ON:

01225 442244



COURSES

IP' -"RIR

INDIVIDUAL STUDIO TRIOS STILL

17F- WAY TO RN I
lakt

SAE LONDON HAS NEVE
AND SSL CONSOLES, DIGITAL
HARD DISC STUDIOS AND MORE.

COMPLETE YOUR AUDIO OR
MULTIMEDIA STUDIES WITH AN
INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED
DIPLOMA OR UNIVERSITY DEGREE*.

OPEN 24 HOURS 7 DAYS PER WEEK
TO GUARANTEE EACH STUDENT
INDIVIDUAL PRACTICAL gl"pIP",:,-
STUDIO TIME.

a
AUDIO ENGINEER
MUSIC PRODUCER

TECHNOLOGY COLLEGE

' IN PARTNE RS HIP WI11 ON:1110414,CROSIOtb MID -61 IL

MULTIMEDIA PRODUCER®
STUDIO ASSISTANT

LONDON: United House, North Rd., Islington N7 9DP

Telephone: 01
Amsterdam (020) 689 4189
Auckland (09) 373 4712
Berlin (030) 456 5137
Cologne (0221) 954 1220
Frankfurt (49-69) 543 262
Glasgow (0141) 221 3441
Hamburg (040) 23 36 76
Melbourne (03) 9534 4403

71 - 609 2653
Milano (02) 8912 0540
Munich (089) 67 51 67
Paris (01) 4811 9696
Singapore (65) 741 1257
Stockholm (08) 730 5100
Sydney (02) 9211 33711
Vienna (01) 330 4133
Zurich (01) 445 2040

For a full college listing, contact any of the above !

1 - 1 ' 1 * , , - t

AUDIO
DIPLO

in SSL G+24tra

engineering

MIDI programmi

FOR FREE BROCHURE PH

01116
BIG CONCESSIONS

FOR UNWAGED

ELLEIVCE

COURSES

Courses
This is a highly intensive
hands-on course with
emphasis on gain structure

and EQ. Students have the opportunity to get
experience with both small and top of the range
PAs. The course concludes with the students
setting up and engineering their own gig for real.

For a prospectus call: 0171 - 700 3271
or fax our details on: 0171 - 700 4600

The Recording Workshop
Since 1989 SPECIALISES in 2 month HANDS-ON

part-time COURSES in very small groups on latest
recording & production techniques for beginners

and advanced. Subjects include: MICROPHONES, EO,
EFFECTS, PROCESSORS, MULTI -TRACKING, MIXING, MIDI,
SYNTHESIS, CUBASE, SAMPLING, PRODUCTION, ETC....

Concessionary rates available.
STUDIO AVAILABLE FOR HIRE E15/HR INC. ENGINEER.

Based in West London.
FOID For Prospectus call free: 0800 980 7454 V iSA

SOUND PRODUCTION &
rtF_(,OFIDING TECNNIOLIEc-.
These 1 week courses have been medals destined to give students

extensive hands w' experience, maidnun sulhects aid the Ninny to study
1 or 2 in depth or more (im to 81 kr lesser detal. The causes consist or up to

40 hays of total studio line and group sizes are strictly breed to 3 per
cane. Courses we rui monthly throughout the year.

Cane fees kw. ITSB 0250, exc. ROB £210.
1 to 1 coarse fees Inc. B&B EMU, exc. B&B E260.

Course summary available on0 1 4132 47235901 4/32 342773

AMI1011FP Digital Recording, sampling,
sequencing & mixing

Weekend intensive or 6 week
part-time. Max 6 people per g

mcaollbRiloeboo9n6601281 293 4909

rob@pointkil

!lased in London (zone 21

TO ADVERTISE CALL

THE SALES TEAM

ON: 01225 442244

btec

n
in Media/Music technology

at Newham College's
Music Technology Centre

A two year full time HE programme at one of
the best equipped facilities in the country...

it's the place to be.

For a prospectus and details telephone:
:::: ))81-257 4554/4000

Eastof Further Education, Creative & Cultural Studies.
Ham Campus, HO Street Soulh, tombs E6 4f2P



COURSES

CD Mastering
(

CDRs from just £5.00£5
88 inc.)

Copy Masters and Editing

Real Time Cassette Copying

Free Glassmaster - 1000 CDs c.£650

Printed labels & inlays
Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality & presentation
Best prices, ultra fast turnaround

RPM
Repeat Performance

Mastering
(£763)

6 Grand Union Centre
West Row

London W10 5AS

Tel. 0181 960 7222
Fax. 0181 968 1378

www.repeat-performance.co.uk

Telephone: 0181 521 2424 Facsimile: 0181 521 4343
Email: hiltongrove@hgrove.demon.co.uk

 Compact Discs

 Pro -Mastering HILTo\GRovE
 Digibin Cassettes

 Reprographics

 Pri
. Onnt.e -off CD's where sound advice counts

32 Bit Technology 

Cedar .

Sound Restoration 

3 Studios 
MD2 

3 Band DSP .

The Hiltongrove Business Centre, Hatherley Mews, Walthamstow, London El7 4QP
3 mins walk from Walthamstow Central (Victoria - Br), 11 mins 11125, 8am - 8pm 7 days. (Tel)

CUM OW CD@S up to 74 mins int..gb Inc VAT
500 CD Singles complete only £763.75 500 CD Albums complete only £869.50
1000 CD Singles complete only £1086.88 1000 CD Albums complete only£1292.50

T..),k,,,t..- . _ ..J.ths Tel 4.MA Aalwealk Daolgin A Ictirog
Sadie - Focusrite - GML - Neve Drum Scanning - Typesetting
Lexicon -TC Electronics - MD2 01424 444141 Fine art - Imagesetting

20 Bit A to D - 32 bit DSP. All prices inc VAT to Film & Bromide.

Short -Run CL,
Duplication!

Don't forget, we're the best for

CD MANUFACTURING
CASSETTE DUPLICATION

CD MASTERING
ONE-OFF CDs
INLAY PRINT

ARTWORK, DESIGN & REPRO
SOUNDS GOOD LTD.

Tel: 0118 930 2600 Fax: 0118 930 3181
www.sounds-good.co.uk

.7 CASSETTE DUPLICATING
 CUSTOM BLANK CASSETTES
 3 CDR - SHORT RUN CDT
./ CD MASTERING

/4-/
./COMPACT DISC PACKAGES icasszrrEs

FULL PRINT SERVICE
 DAT/MD/CBR SUPPLIES
CALL NOW FOR
A QUOTE 8

HET BROCHURE

TEL 01252-794253 FAX: 01252-7 8142

keynote@dIalswex.com

http:Avviscuberhouse.com'keynole.NOR

gik
SALES LINE FREEPHONE 0500 23 45 15

Il
1977-1188

CELEBRATING 21 YEARS
VISA

TRUST THE EXPERTS
 .NOT YOUR LOCH

Sound Cuts Ltd - 0181 964 4091

CD Mastering - Digital Editing - CD Duplication

COMPACT DISC COPIES
5 CDRs £50 20 CDRs £165

10 CDRs £90 30 CDRs £212
15 CDRs £125 50 CDRs £295

BLANK CASSETTES WOUND TO LENGTH
LOOP BIN DUPLICATING
STUDER BIN MASTERING
APEX ON BODY PRINTING
BLANK CDRs
ACCESSORIES
NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

01 61 406 8608

Active Sound 26, 27 Korg 39
Alchemea 127 Midiman 103
Allen & Heath Peavey 8957
Audio Technica 51 SCV 45, 49p 51
Behringer 79 Smart Sound 85
CC Music 54 Sound Solutions 95

Sound Technology IFCConcert Systems 95,105
Sound Valley Distribution logDigital Audio 49

Digital Village 69 Soundcraft 35
DJ Culture 107 Soundscape 61
EMIS 142 Studio Spares 42
EMTEC 67 Studiomaster OBC
Focusrite 15 Systems Workshop 95

Tannoy 28HHB 19, 21, 23, 32, 33

IBCHW International 22 Terratec
Isotrack 142 TL Audio 54
Kenton 45 Traxdata 40, 41

pIPP" -"SW I



PRODUCER Q&A

ASH HOWES

A
sh Howes' studio career
began after leaving college
in 1988. He'd played in
numerous bands, but his
love of Japan and David
Sylvian convinced him that

what he wanted to do was make records.
Being a musician gave him the upper hand
in achieving his aim, but he still needed to
take the traditional engineering route. He
got on the case, and, 150 letters later, he
was employed as an assistant at Gallery
Studios, owned by Roxy Music's Phil
Manzanera. He moved swiftly through the
ranks and was soon recording,
programming and mixing Phil's
productions. While working with
Shakespear's Sister, he hooked up with
Dave Stewart, who hired him to mix
Alisha's Attic's debut album. Following
that, he remixed the bulk of Texas' White
On Blond album with the band. His musical
background combined with his commercial
sensibilities make him a highly in -demand
engineer and mixer, while his flexibility and
non-conformist approach to equipment
make him a unique entity. Ash is in
demand for a variety of productions, but
keeps his roots firmly in place. He's still
working with Dave Stewart, currently
mixing the debut album for new band
Hillman Minx. Ash is also still in with the
Roxy Music crowd, engineering and mixing
Bryan Ferry's new solo album. Nick Serre
managed to catch up with him as the
project was winding down.

A mixer, producer and engineer who
believes in flexibility and diversity
How is the Bryan Ferry album going?

We're still putting the finishing touches to it, so I guess

there's a couple more weeks to go, but it's been going

really well and it's sounding great. Originally, I was

brought in to try out a couple of mixes, but I've been

there quite a while now. Stylistically, I've been able to

draw on influences from earlier work. The thing is that if

you're into a number of different styles of music, you

can bring all your previous knowledge to the next

project, which was my thinking behind this recording.

You've worked with a diverse range of artists, from

Terry Hall to Maxi Priest. Was that a conscious

decision?

Actually, it's a mixture of what I get offered, and what

I'm personally interested in. What I really like about this

job is that you can be working on one kind of music one

day, and then something completely different the next.

That's so refreshing, and makes the whole process

more fun. Obviously the industry does try to categorise

you to a certain extent, but it helps to cover a broad

base of music, both for the benefit of the band and your

own material.

How did the collaborations with Dave Stewart

come about?

About 18 months ago I was asked to do some guide

instrument parts for one of the tracks for Shakespear's

Sister's forthcoming album. Dave went off to India to

record an orchestra, and when he came back and heard

what I'd done he asked me to finish the whole track. He

was going to take it to America to mix it, but felt we

could do it just as well here. That was the first thing I

did with him. Then we did the Alisha's Attic album, and

the Texas album. Again, I'd originally done a couple of

tracks, but the band called me and asked me to do the

bulk of the album.

What producers do you admire, and why?

Well, I really like working with Dave Stewart. He creates

a great atmosphere, and he's into working fast and

furious to capture the moment. I really respect Flood,

too, for the fact that a lot of his productions aren't

traditional or mainstream, they're really dark in

atmosphere, but they're massive successes. Educating

the masses to a certain degree that way is brilliant. I

was always into Japan and David Sylvian; some of the

acoustic sounds on their stuff are simply astounding.

Sound -wise, Trevor Horn's tracks have always grabbed

me. The first Seal album was just perfect for him and

the time. I guess two of my favourite productions are

U2's Achtung! Baby, and David Sylvian's Brilliant Trees.

What do you value in a production?

The most important thing is to create an environment

where creativity can flow. Making music should be

enjoyable, not an ordeal. You can't expect a musician or

artist to give a great performance if they have spent

hours waiting for you to get a sound for them. Getting

great sounds should be second -nature, and as

immediate as possible. Then you can get on with the

music, which is ultimately why we're all in this

business. Sound -wise, I love big vocal sounds where the

vocal leads the track. If you have a great singer, it really

grabs the listener's attention, and works really well on

the radio.

What sort of equipment are you using? Any
particular favourite bits of kit at the moment?

As far as desks are concerned, I'm happy on Neve, SSL

and Euphonix; I'm not really one for using the same

gear time and time again. I think using different gear

can throw new light on your work. As long as the

equipment is of a good standard, you should be able to

make a great record. Ultimately, it's the people that are

the most important. On the Bryan Ferry album we've

been using the Radar, which is great. For recording it's

just so easy, and you've got all the editing facilities, and

a great sound. One of my favourites, though, is the

Zoom 1201. It's under £100 but the lo-fi effects and ring

modulation are fabulous for all kinds of processing. It

just adds a wonderful grainy and dirty sound.

Monitoring -wise, I'm actually happy with the old

benchmark NS10s. I've tried to get away from them so

many times, but when you've done so much work on

them, you know exactly where you are. I'm also a big

fan of Genelecs, and KRK 9000s; for main monitors I

really like the Dynaudio M4, and The Church has got a

great Boxer system.

Who would you most like to work with, and why?

As I said, I've always been a big fan of Japan, so to

work with any, or all, of them, would be quite a thrill.

For me, though, the most exciting thing is working with

new acts. When you're creating something new there's

always that optimism, and it can be very pioneering,

that sense of the unknown. That's the aspect that I

most enjoy.

Do you have a standard production technique, or is

each project unique?

The thing you always need to remember in production

and mixing is that you're making the artist's record, not

your own. They're the ones who have to be proud

enough to go out and promote it. If I feel strongly

about something, I'll always try and get my point

across, but ultimately it is their record. What I love

about making records is that there are no rules, you

really can do what you want and create something new.

Going out on a limb and trying something different is

just so refreshing.

What's next for you?

I'm producing a single for a band called Rare, who are

excellent. More mixes for Alisha's Attic, and producing

some tracks for a Sony band called Celtus. I'm also

writing and producing tracks with a new artist called

Halima, so I'm gonna be pretty busy.

Better let you get on with it, then.

Cheers!

 Nick Serre
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ONE SOUND CARD ...

HARD DISK RECORDING & EDITING

64 NOTE POLYPHONIC SAMPLER
te* 4

Life's complicated
DIGITAL AUDIO INTE

We've just made it simple
DSP BASED DIGITAL EFFECTS PROCESSING

The AudioSystem EWS64 XL

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MAJOR MULTIMEDIA STANDARDS

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

TERATEC®

PROMEDIA

HTTP://WWW.TERRATEC.CO.UK

...111T1111

Now shipping with Version 2 drivers!

TEL: 01600 716911 FAX 01600 716744

Barnet

Digital Village

Bath

+44 (181) 440 3440

Audio Toyshop +44 (1225) 447 222

Belfast

Marcus Music +44 (1232) 439 955

Birmingham

G -Sound +44 (121) 471 1994

Bournemouth

Eddie Moors Music +44 (1202) 395 135

Brighton

Gtr,Amp&Kybd Centre +44 (1273) 676 835

Blackpool

Tower Music +44 (1253) 273 59

Cambridge

Music Village +44 (1223) 316 091

Cardiff

Cranes Music +44 )1222) 398 215

Chadwell Heath

Music Village +44 )181) 598 9506

Cobham

BAV Limited +44 (1932) 701 812

Colchester

Techmate UK +44 (1206) 793 355

Croydon

Digital Village +44 (181) 407 8444

Dublin

Webcom +353 (1) 284 3866

Dundee

Sound Control +44 (1382) 225 619

Dunfermline

Sound Control +44 (1383) 732 273

Edinburgh

Sound Control +44 (131) 557 3986

Glasgow

Sound Control +44 (141) 204 0322

Guildford

Andertons Music Co +44 (1483) 456 777

Hounslow

Project Music +44 (181) 570 4444

Ilford
D-Tek +44 (181)598 1053

Kircaldy

Sound Control +44 (1592) 260 293

Leeds

Academy of Sound +44 (113) 240 5077

Leicester

Academy of Sound +44 (116) 262 4813

Intasound +44 (116) 254 5456

London

MCMXCIX +44 (171) 723 7221

Rhodes Music Co +44 (171) 379 3836

Sutekina Music +44 (171) 835 4656

Soho Soundhouse +44 (171) 379 5148

Manchester

Al Music +44 (161) 236 0340

Mansfield

Academy of Sound +44 (1623) 651 633

Newcastle

Sound Control +44 (191) 232 4175

Norwich

Academy of Sound +44 (1603) 666 891

Nottingham

Academy of Sound +44 (115) 911 6681

Nottingham

Millennium +44 (115) 955 2200

Okehampton

Time + Space +44 (1837)841 100

Preston

Al Music +44 (1772) 204 567

Sheffield

Academy of Sound +44 (114) 264 0000

Stockport

Al Music +44 (161) 429 8777

Stoke on Trent

Academy of Sound +44 (1782) 205 100

Twickenham

Way Out West +44 (181) 744 1040

Watford

Active Sound +44 (1923) 246 282

York

Red Submarine +44.(1904) 624 266

EMAIL: SALES@TERRATEC.CO.UK
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APPLICATIONS KEY FEATURES
Public Address.

/ Bands,Theatres.

 Installations, Conferences.

1/ Clubs, Pubs & Restaurants.

1 Places of Worship.

 Recording.

Computer Soundcards.

 Video Audio.

/ DJ mixing.

,/ Keyboards.

/ Schools, Colleges.

I All inputs balanced.

 Renowned "British" Eq.

/ 3 Band, Mid Sweep.

/ CD Audio Quality.

,/ Two stereo channels with Eq.

Main outputs balanced (+28dBu Max).

I Compact, low noise design.

/ Internal power supply.

,/ Rack kit supplied (102 & 142).

,/ Individual circuit boards.

/ Robust, all steel construction.

102.

£27.00
ivc VAT

142
£323.00
ivtc VAT
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1E2.

£410.00
ic VAT

Imagine you're a real hot signal from out of town.
When you check into the grand hotel of sound you'll
soon discover the CLUB2000 right next to the lobby.
Come on in and grab a seat in the high head room,
where even the hottest signals can chill out and relax
before attending the evening festivities. Once you're
inside you'll have to be discrete, just like the ultra quiet
microphone pre -amps and balanced line inputs at the
CLUB2000.

The evening festivities will include the CLUB2000's
powerful 3 band channel EQ with mid sweep, which gives
you more elbow room when all those signals start to
dance - more than any other mixer in its class. Other
late night features include: 2 stereo line channels and 2
band EQ with a twist. 2 (pre post) auxiliary sends, PFL.
listen per channel, 48v phantom power (for your
condenser microphone buddies) and smooth 60mm
faders for a precise "attitude" adjustment.

As you begin to work the room and things start to heat
up, you'll meet up with your old friends: L/R inserts and
the 2 master auxiliary sends with a stereo return ticket.
When you finally leave the CLUB2000 you can rest easy,
knowing that you're completely balanced and ready for
the trip home.

AND... if that's not enough, we'll introduce you to three
great looking models (102,142 and 182) to help convince
you to stay!
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STUDIOMASTER HOUSE, CHAUL END LANE, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ ENGLAND.
TEL +44 (0) 1582 570370 FAX +44 (0) 1582 494343
STUDIOMASTER INC, 3941 M1RALOMA AVENUE, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92807 U.S.A.
TEL (714) 524 2227 FAX (714) 524 5096
WEB SITE http://www.studiomaster.com

Please send a full colour Club2000 brochure to.

Name

Address

Postcode
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